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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION 

 

Creative Control: 

Labor, Management, and Technology in the U.S. Culture Industries 

 

by 

 

Michael Louis Siciliano 

Doctor of Philosophy in Sociology 

University of California, Los Angeles, 2017 

Professor Ching Kwan Lee, Chair 

 

Engaging with the sociologies of work and culture along with technology and media studies, 

this dissertation is a comparative ethnographic study of work in more conventional, project-based 

media production (e.g., film, television, and music production) and platform-based media 

production (i.e., YouTube content) in the U.S. I draw upon 20 months of participant observation 

and 84 interviews conducted within two organizations: an owner-managed music recording studio 

(project-based) and a multi-channel YouTube network (platform-based). Studying the labor 

processes of these two organizations, I ask how these workers come to be attached to their 

precarious conditions of employment. In answering this question, I provide a theory of creative 

labor akin to theories of manual and emotional labor. In constructing a theory of creative labor, I 

address key concepts in the sociology of work including social control over work, labor precarity, 

alienation, and, to a lesser extent, resistance to control.  Though these cases may limit the 

generalization of this theory to the United States, concepts and insights developed along the way 
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may be widely applicable to other forms of work in knowledge or information industries as well as 

other forms of platform-based employment.  

I find that in both cases, managers exert control over work by managing how work feels. 

This includes managing interpersonal relationships and managing the material, aesthetic dimension 

of the workplace, which includes technology. Likewise, workers appear alienated from their capacity 

for judgment, rather than from their bodies or their emotions as in manual or emotional labor. 

While project-based and platform-based media production bear many similarities, they do differ. I 

find that platform-based work tends to be more heavily regulated by metrics constructed by the 

platform. This form of quantified control differs from prior modes of technical control (i.e., the 

mechanized assembly-line) or simple measures of output insofar as metrics do not reflect the 

interests of management and management does not control the calculation and formulation of these 

metrics. Instead, infrastructural technology (i.e., the platform) materializes the interests of its owners 

– in this case, the interests of global capital. As such, the platform subordinates both management 

and labor to the interests of global capital.  

With regard to sociological theory, this project contributes to the sociologies of work and 

culture by highlighting the sensual, aesthetic dimension of the workplace as a form of control or 

power over the labor process and by providing the beginnings of a theory of creative labor. As such 

this contributes to theories of social control over work, typologies of labor, and research on socio-

material structures that produce the felt, sensorial experience of social life. Unlike the majority of 

research on work in the culture industries, this dissertation examines the working days of employees 

in both routine (i.e., office staff) and expressive jobs (i.e., production personnel and onscreen talent). 

Rather than focus solely on the “stars,” my study insists on recognizing and highlighting the oft-

ignored, workers that comprise the majority of employees within the culture industries. 
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Chapter 1 

Creativity in the Labor Process? 

 

“I would give up sex for creative control” 
-Hot Snakes (2004) 
 

This dissertation is a comparative ethnographic study of work in the culture industries. It 

draws upon several years of ethnographic participant observation and interviewing that I conducted 

among U.S. workers involved in the production of music and digital, YouTube content. These 

workers may be considered examples of “symbolic analysts,” “self-programming” labor, or even the 

“creative class.” Their jobs and, more generally, work in culture and “creative”1 industries appear 

quite desirable to a large number of people, seeming to offer lucrative and prestigious careers. At the 

same time, these industries tend to marked by radical labor market uncertainty and, for the great 

majority, low pay. To this widely known and quite puzzling aspect of employment in the culture 

industries, I pose a rather obvious question:  why do workers find precarious work to be desirable? 

Put differently, I am asking how one comes to be attached to what Arne Kalleberg  (2011) calls 

“bad” jobs wherein employees lack control over their hours and tasks while receiving few health and 

retirement benefits and few opportunities for wage increases.   

The workers described in this dissertation appear precarious, sure, but they also perform 

creative work. Creativity, along with its industrial co-conspirators innovation and technology, 

supposedly drive the global economy. It seems that today’s labor processes increasingly consist of 

humans that interpret, communicate, and act with, through, and upon symbols by way of 

technology. Work takes place in a network of human and non-human actors, people and technology. 

																																																								
1 As defined by Richard Florida (2002), creative industries include research (medical and scientific), finance, 
and technology as well as the arts and media. Throughout this dissertation I use the term culture industries to 
more selectively refer to the arts and media (e.g., music, film, television, radio, advertising, design, etc.) and to 
draw a link to the history of critical media scholarship. 
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Even a casual perusal of the latest mission statements from the Silicon Valleys, Alleys, and Beaches 

of the United States2 suggest as much. Alongside explaining why these workers find precarious work 

enjoyable, this dissertation also endeavors to provide a theory of creative labor by illustrating the 

material conditions, subjectivities, and modes of social control that govern work in the culture 

industries. 

Following from this point of entry, I trace the contours of creative labor in two modes of 

media production (project and platform production) in two organizations: an owner-managed 

recording studio and a multi-channel YouTube network (MCN) that manages the production of 

content intended for the YouTube distribution platform. Though I develop my arguments through 

an intense focus on these cases, I grapple with empirical phenomena that seem quite generic to work 

in an increasingly digital economy, one marked by heightened labor precarity and increased demands 

upon workers’ subjectivity.  

So, while I focus on this particular comparison, the concepts and arguments discussed in this 

dissertation may be pertinent to a variety of emergent forms of work marked by managerial demands 

for “creativity” (often a euphemism for self-management), the exacerbation of precarity associated 

with digital platforms, and forms of control or power exerted within the labor process at the level of 

sense experience or aesthetics. What I mean by that last bit are forms of control that aim to manage 

the material, felt experience of work – what I call work’s aesthetic dimension. In the contemporary 

workplace, a large component of this aesthetic dimension includes technology, not just as an object 

of technical concern, but also an engaging object, one that dynamically impinges upon the body and 

extends workers’ capacities for creative labor.  

More pointedly, I endeavor to develop a theory of creative labor, one that attends to control, 

alienation, and precarity while highlighting the generically human capacities for inventiveness and 
																																																								
2 Respectively, Silicon Valley, Alley, and Beach refer to Northern California, New York City, and Los 
Angeles. 
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judgment in the context of waged work. As such, this dissertation addresses traditional concerns 

within workplace sociology, more specifically control and the effects of technology within Marxian 

the labor process theory and typologies of labor (i.e., manual, emotional, etc.). I build this theory of 

creative labor by examining music production and the platform-based production of YouTube 

content. Surprisingly, I find that management expects both expressive (i.e., on-screen talent, music 

production personnel) and routine workers (i.e., office staff) to “be creative.” I illustrate how 

technology exerts a form of power or control over the sensible, felt, aesthetic experience of work. 

This power may or may not be harnessed by management for its own aims. I call the mechanism 

underlying this form of control aesthetic enrollment wherein objects by virtue of their material design 

modulate and manage how work feels, often in ways that impel workers toward managerially desired 

behavior. This form of control generates effort and a partial, highly tentative and very qualified form 

of consent to precarious conditions of employment.  

Given the emphasis on the aesthetic dimension of work, this dissertation may also be read as 

an attempt to draw together disparate theoretical elements from cultural sociology, affect theory, 

technology studies, organizational studies, and, of course, the sociology of work. I do so in an effort 

to explain how workers come to enjoy creative, precarious employment, how this relates to 

managerial control over creative labor, and the role of technology in these processes. By way of 

comparison, I illustrate the similar ways in which this occurs in seemingly divergent cases. With all 

of this in mind, it seems better to meet some of the workers that perform creative labor before 

situating this project within the sociology of work and discussing the methodological strategies by 

which I arrived at the conclusions put forth in this dissertation. 
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Four Ways of Laboring Creatively 

On an uncharacteristically rainy and cool night in Los Angeles, I stood outside of the 

recording studio that I call Creativity, Inc. (CI)3. Robert, one of the studio’s more senior office staff, 

and I were systematically disposing of a dozen or so undisciplined microphone stands. The stands 

simply refused to do their job of holding microphones in the air for indefinite periods of time 

(tedious, sure, but some thing has to do it). Just prior to this, Robert had been attempting to destroy 

these lazy objects with forceful strikes against a nearby pallet jack with accompanying loud, metallic 

sounds of impact. A co-worker suggested that this might be an outdoor activity and so we went out 

to the parking lot to execute a dozen or so microphone stands by means of battery.  

“Do it like you mean it!” shouted Robert as I swung the stand downward against an 

unyielding concrete walkway. “Don’t be afraid to really hit that thing against the concrete. Pretend 

it’s someone you hate,” added another co-worker. I finally managed to crack the hardened steel 

casing, snapping the stand in two. It was now small enough for the garbage can. “This’ll be great for 

your book,” said Robert with a laugh (and so here we are). 

Not always an object of hatred, the stands had initially been imagined to contain a pleasant 

promise. As Robert explained, “When those things first came in, I spent five hours assembling all of 

them. They were going to be a great thing here. The ‘Ultimate’ stand!” But within a few weeks they 

were all breaking. They can’t even hold a microphone! All the components on them are stripped. 

They just fall over.” Illustrative, perhaps, of Heidegger’s hammer that went unnoticed until it broke, 

Robert and his co-workers’ actions also demonstrate how even the most mundane of work’s 

technical artifacts contribute to the sensual, material realities of work. 

 Robert attended college for a term in his early 20s before moving to Los Angeles to be a 

musician. He worked a variety of manual labor and service jobs while continuing to perform and 

																																																								
3 All names of organizations in which I conducted fieldwork and their employees are pseudonyms. 
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record music before ending up as a front office worker at CI. Now in his early 30s, Robert earns 

nearly $27,000 per year without health benefits as one of CI’s departmental supervisors. Those 

whom he supervises earn slightly less ($22,000-25,000, salaried). Their work includes tasks such as 

checking musicians into the studio and maintaining CI’s inventory of music equipment. Though 

seemingly simple manual and interactional service tasks, the job requires tacit, learned competencies 

associated with being a musician or an audio recording engineer – training which all employees have. 

A regular day on the job might require trouble-shooting amplifiers or microphones, improvising 

ways of talking about music composition or performance, and decorating the place so as to make 

the studio, as the owners said, “a space that feels creative.”  

Speaking of which, CI’s owner-managers appear curiously absent from the day-to-day 

managing of the workplace. Instead, they aim to “encourage creativity” and delegate many 

managerial tasks to supervisors and employees. In other words, workers are expected to self-manage 

and “be creative” in seemingly routine work. They receive relatively low wages in comparison to 

similar work in other industries, yet CI’s employees claimed to love their jobs or at least prefer them 

to their other employment options. 

 Deeper inside CI’s large building lies the recording studio itself and Emmerich, an audio 

recording engineer in his late 20s. He too experiences little supervision aside from occasional 

admonishments from the owners to increase business by expanding his client base of musicians. He 

spends his evenings and weekends networking at live music events in order to expand the list of 

people to whom he might offer his services. Notably, he is not paid for this extracurricular 

networking and his employers do not provide him steady work. Precariously employed, Emmerich 

earns between $30-50 per-hour, however, getting shifts or “sessions” depends upon his enterprising 

ability to find clients. In addition to blurring the line between work and non-work, this situation 
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blurs the line between employer and employee. He works in CI, but not necessarily for the 

company. Instead, he understands himself more as a small micro-enterprise.  

During a typical recording session, he appears more beholden to his clients than to 

management. He mediates between musicians’ demands for particular sounds and the technologies 

(“gear”) by which those sounds may be achieved. In editing sessions, Emmerich sits alone with his 

gear, altering the tonal parameters of recorded sound and making numerous, small adjustments that 

change a mediocre recording into an enjoyable listening experience. Doing so requires an intense 

relationship with technologies that represent sound visually and sonically so that he may do his 

work. Emmerich calls this his “dark magic” and wielding this technologically mediated power often 

feels quite engaging.  

Across town at the MCN that I call The Future, a young woman dressed in black sits at a 

receptionist desk and answers phones for executives. A small, white projector emits a ray of blue 

light, throwing YouTube videos upon the wall behind her back. On the occasion that the woman – 

college-educated in media production - leans forward, the projector throws these images upon her 

face, forcefully exposing her eyes to the flash-bang virtual murders of online video games and female 

faces from make-up tutorial videos. As the woman is temporarily blinded by media British indie pop 

singer Morrissey croons, “I’m so sorry” over the office PA system – part of a soundtrack of soul, 

indie rock, and reggae curated by the Workplace Experience team and other staff. She claims not to 

notice the light though she suspects that this may have something to do with her recent need for 

glasses. 

Down the hall from her, a group of mostly college-educated men sit in a dimly lit office 

affectionately dubbed the “Men’s Room.” Music from the PA system seeps into this space that these 

men decorated with posters of comic book heroes and pop singers. Marty, one of these digital talent 

managers in his late 20s, talks to a YouTube content creator through an earpiece while cycling 
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through the creators content on a MacBookPro. He and his coworkers earn between $32,000 and 

$45,000 per year. The latter amount includes bonuses for meeting weekly quotas and monthly 

growth goals. The firm earns its money through advertising revenue generated by views of videos 

made by its network of 1000s of content creators located around the world. The Future provides a 

minimal amount of services to creators in exchange for a percentage, not wholly unlike a traditional 

talent management company, except at a much larger scale and with a global range.  

Marty’s job is to find these creators and convince them to sign with the company. A digital 

talent hunter, he “wormholes” or travels through the internet, subjectively exiting the Men’s Room 

through his laptop screen in search of potentially lucrative content. Though many of his co-workers 

attended college, Marty never did. He entered the culture industries as an actor in his early twenties 

and ended up at The Future after a series of more “steady” jobs behind the scenes. He’s been with 

The Future for several years, an anomaly in an organization where most employees last less than 12 

months. Much like the omnipresence of screen-based, information and communication technologies 

(ICTs), employees repeatedly explained away the rapid rate of change as “normal.” 

 Downstream from both YouTube and Marty lie YouTube content “creators.” They work in 

their homes all around the world and earn a piece rate tied directly to the metrics that so concern 

organizations like The Future and YouTube. When I arrived at the Midwestern home of a creator I 

call Alex, he and his family greeted me warmly. They offered coffee and cookies just before Alex led 

me down to his basement production studio. There he had a green screen, a camera, audio recording 

equipment, and a professional lighting kit. Alex began creating video content in 2008 after being laid 

off during that year’s well-known economic tumult. He had lost his job after ten years and so with 

no college education and no prior media production experience he said to himself, “I’ve got to do 

something that’s flexible and that I can maybe make money at and just do when I can do it.” 

Afterall, he had read a number of stories wherein people “make all kinds of money doing it and I 
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think I can at least do something with it.”  

 He rather enjoys his work as a creator. After coming home from his new full-time job, Alex 

spends most of his evenings and weekends producing videos where he explains how to prepare for a 

nuclear attack or, heaven forbid, a zombie apocalypse. Quite popular with over 80,000 regular 

viewers, Alex earns about $30,000 in addition to his salaried, full-time job in an unrelated industry. 

Still, the flexibility and freedom proffered by the platform comes at the cost of stability. Only one 

quarter of that $30,000 comes from YouTube’s piecerate system. The rest comes from a variety of 

side-deals and sponsorships that Alex learned about through his personal efforts. With these side 

contracts, Alex earns roughly 21 cents per view. He takes home only six cents per view without 

them. Not counting his own labor time, Alex estimates that he spends roughly one cent to produce 

one view and so he works quite hard to retain the more favorable profit margin. Despite his contract 

with The Future, he claims that they do little for him aside from providing a point of mediation 

between him and YouTube whenever the platform decides to remove his content or erase his view 

counts without warning. 

Despite more than a few differences, these four jobs require creativity or generically human 

capacities for improvisation, interpretation, and action4 using both conventional symbolic devices 

(e.g., language, images, information, etc.) and technologies. This appears all the more interesting if 

one considers that even in the culture industries’ oft-ignored routine jobs such as those performed 

by Robert and Marty, management invites workers to take “ownership” of their tasks and routines, 

to devise their own strategies, or, more succinctly, to “be creative.” 

 

 

																																																								
4 Paul Willis (1990) calls this “symbolic creativity.” I find this definition fitting insofar as it remains adequately 
generic so as to encompass all the definitions of creativity given by informants included in the study 
underlying this book (see Chapter 2). 
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Creativity in the Labor Process? 

Having spent most of the discipline’s history theorizing how management removes creativity 

from the labor process, sociologists of work possess no clean term for the sort of labor required in 

the above-described jobs. In workplace sociology, creativity tends to be thought of in terms of 

resistance. It usually involves throwing a wrench in the works or bending bureaucratic rules.  

Likewise, the examples above do not seem to fit the usual categories of labor. Interpreting 

and manipulating sounds using technologically mediated eyes and ears certainly requires the body, 

but does not sit well within the category of manual labor. Marty’s navigation of the internet’s deepest 

depths in search of potentially valuable content requires a certain empathy with an imagined 

consumer, but his job seems ill-suited for the category of “emotional labor.” Michael Hardt and 

Antonio Negri along with other autonomist Marxists (e.g., Hardt and Negri 2001, 2005; Lazzarato 

2014; Terranova 2000; Virno 2004) offer the concept of “immaterial labor” which encompasses 

both the emotional and knowledge work involved in a variety of industries, but what should be 

abundantly clear from the examples above is that creative labor appears very material. Each of the 

jobs described above contain very distinct materialities that shape the felt experience of work and 

thus workers’ subjectivities.  

So, what shall we call the labor required in these jobs? The answer, of course, is rather 

simple if not obvious. In each case, management invites and demands “creativity” and so, we might 

do well to call this creative labor. Nearly 40 years ago, Arlie Hochschild (2003 [1982]) drew a 

distinction between the experience of physical laborers breaking their bodies in the service of 

enterprise and the service worker’s managed emotional displays (the smiles that were not their own). 

In Hochschild and, more broadly, sociological theories of the labor process, each form of labor 

experiences particular modes of control and alienation along with socio-historically specific forms of 

resistance. Control, alienation, and resistance need to be included in any theory of creative labor.  
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Starting with control, extant theories tend to be rather limiting insofar as they owe their 

origin to the factory, the interactional service encounter, and, more recently, the telephone call-

center. In these contexts, modes of control often coincide with “games” played by workers in order 

to secure meaning, status, and wages on the shopfloor (e.g., Burawoy 1982; Sallaz 2009). The playing 

of these games tends to be shaped so as to coincide with the interests of management and thus 

strategies of control often, ironically, provide for an abundance of meaning without which work 

might be intolerable. This offers insight into how one might come to experience precarious 

employment as desirable, yet this body of knowledge does not equip us to describe the sensual, 

aesthetic interactions between workers and the organizational materialities they inhabit and thus to 

theorize workers’ aesthetic subjectivities. In these extant theories, the workers’ subjectivity tends to 

be that of the economically rational subject, securing economic and symbolic gains in the service of 

management while on the shop floor.  

Similarly, an abundance of research highlights the importance of identity in managerial 

control strategies. This ranges from the prescribed scripts and codes of bodily adornment at play 

among interactional service and white collar workers (e.g., Alvesson and Willmott 2002; Hochschild 

2003 [1982]) to more recent findings wherein management invites workers to “be themselves” or 

pursue desirable identities beyond that of workers within a firm (Anteby 2008; Cable, Gino, and 

Staats 2013; Fleming and Sturdy 2011). Here, worker subjectivity tends to be identitarian or based 

around the rational pursuit of or resistance to ways of identifying and being identified. In the end, 

both tend to construe control as structuring subjectivity and avenues for meaning-making in ways 

that elicit managerially desired behavior in the rational pursuit of some goal amenable to both 

organizational and worker interests.  

In contexts closer to those under study here, workers seem to be experiencing something 

else, something equally meaningful, but not as clearly articulable as the pursuit of economic or 
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identity interests. Among management researchers, the sociologists of finance, and even theorists of 

“cognitive capitalism,”5 one finds creative laborers pursuing and generating information for reasons 

of “passion” or a “deterritorialized desire” to understand and act within global, technological 

systems (Boutang 2011; Cetina and Bruegger 2000; Gherardi, Nicolini, and Strati 2007; Kaiser et al. 

2007; Lazzarato 2014). In other words, the above-described labor processes contain distinct, 

material “structures of feeling” (Williams 1978) that arise through interactions with technology. 

Mention of “pleasure,” “passion,” and even “desire,” seem to imply the study of emotions which, in 

the context of work, often revolves around emotional labor or, more recently, the emotional 

pathways to meaning that may or may not be structured by management (Grant, Morales, and Sallaz 

2009).  

Emotions remain analytically, but not always empirically distinct from everyday sense-

experience and so when discussing how work “feels,” I am drawing more closely on what, in critical 

theory, has come to be known as “affect theory” (see, e.g., Massumi 2002; Clough and Halley 2007; 

Gregg and Seigworth 2010b; see, Leys 2011 for critique). I more fully elaborate upon this 

connection in later chapters, however, I wish to make clear that I am arguing both with and against 

affect theory insofar as that corpus of knowledge tends to see the affective or aesthetic dimension of 

social life (i.e., sensation) as a sort of asocial well-spring of resistance, unbridled by ideology and 

discursive qualification. While I highlight the importance of the work’s aesthetic dimension, I find 

that the aesthetic and affective dimension of work provide a basis for domination rather than 

liberation. 

																																																								
5 Here I am referring to a loosely assimilable set of political, social, and media theorists (see, e.g. Boutang 
2011; Fuchs 2011; Marazzi 2011) that tend to take the “social factory” thesis (i.e., we are always working, even 
when not at work) put forth by Italian autonomist Marxism (e.g., Hardt and Negri 2001, 2005) as a key 
orienting problematic. The capture of value generated by networks of workers and non-workers (e.g., social 
media users) and their cognitive-linguistic skills (what I am calling creative labor) tend to be the generative 
locus of value under “cognitive capitalism.” 
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If work feels pleasing, then what of alienation? Alienation at work varies quite a bit depending 

on what type of labor appears most central to the tasks at hand. Physical labor, for example, 

alienates the body and emotional labor alienates our most intimate of interactional performances. 

Both types may be alienated from their products, but they differ in the innately human capacities 

demanded, disfigured, and in extreme cases, mortified by waged work. As I show in later chapters, 

creative labor includes the use of expertise and embodied tacit knowledge in solving problems and 

rendering judgments of taste and value. While the workers in this dissertation appear sensually 

engaged or aesthetically enrolled, they also shows signs of what I call alienated judgment or alienation 

from key components of decision-making and cognition associated with rationality. Creative work 

requires one to creatively employ judgment in the service of organizational demands much in the 

same way that service work demands a smile for every customer, regardless of workers’ personal 

inclinations. So, while workers may appear sensorially engaged or aesthetically enrolled by the 

immediate pleasures of the labor process, they appear alienated from their more mediated, 

economically or value rational subjectivity. 

 Notably, all of this tends to focus on what happens within the labor process, an emphasis 

severely lacking in research on creative work. There are, of course, terrific studies of cultural 

production and creative work based on rigorous participant observation (e.g., Frenette 2013; Mears 

2011; Ross 2004), but more often this line of research draws primarily from interviews, leaving the 

labor process behind (e.g., Gregg 2011; Hesmondhalgh and Baker 2011). Likewise, explanations of 

consent to the precarious conditions of work in culture industries often draw from Bourdieu’s Field 

of Cultural Production (1993) and thus focus on ideology or the “art for art’s sake” illusio of the field 

(e.g., Mears 2011). Leaving the material, sensual or aesthetic experience of work behind, creative 

laborers supposedly pursue symbolic rewards that translate, partially, into future economic gains in 

the long term, but what materialities and social interactions allow workers to imagine this possibly 
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future? Economics even present its own version this argument, complete with an “art for art’s sake,” 

ideological explanation (i.e., Caves 2000). A variant of this argument appears in more Foucauldian 

terms wherein the discourse of “creativity” functions as a dispositif or self-regulating mechanism of 

control. Again, control supposedly operates at the level of ideology and so these explanations appear 

already abstracted from the materiality of work and the day-to-day doings of the labor process.  

My point here is not that these explanations are wrong, but incomplete. As I show in later 

chapters, this ideology or discourse appears to vary too much between workers and management to 

serve as a mode of control. Whether “art for art’s sake” or creativist, there remains a gap between 

managerial ideologies of creativity and the espoused beliefs of workers. In order for workers to 

become attached to precarious work some thing must bind them to this ideology and thus their jobs. 

A key argument of this dissertation is that aesthetic experiences vis-à-vis workplace materialities 

along with imagined possibilities perceived to be in the workplace provide such a binding or 

pathway to attachment. I illustrate this point through what, on the face of it, seem to be two very 

different cases of media production. 

	
Method: Creative Labor in Two Modes of Media Production 

Work at Creativity, Inc. (CI) and The Future respectively serve as cases of traditional and 

platform-based media production wherein workers deploy creative labor. Similarly, these companies 

generate revenue from the provision of production services. CI provides production equipment and 

space to freelance audio engineers and The Future provides advice and guidance to YouTube 

content creators. Differing from CI, creators are under contract with The Future. When I began my 

research, both organizations were owner-managed, small-to-medium sized enterprises (SMEs) much 

like the majority of organizations involved in media production in the U.S. and most of the world. 

They differed insofar as The Future engaged in the managing of content production distributed 
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solely through the global YouTube platform. This content includes both videos and music. By way 

of its infrastructural dependence, The Future was a global firm that dealt with creators worldwide. In 

the course of my research, the company became doubly global. By this I mean that The Future 

became a subsidiary of a global media firm in addition to its dependence and, as I show later, 

subordinate position vis-à-vis YouTube, a global micro-structure of content distribution owned by 

the world’s largest seller of advertising: Google/Alphabet. I examine the workplaces of both firms, 

but extend beyond them to illustrate how technology – a global infrastructure owned and operated 

by global capital – structures the working day. 

Both firms exhibit elements that might best be classified as an integrated, rather than 

fragmented despotic labor regime (Burawoy 1985). By this I mean that management requires an 

integration of planning and execution of tasks while workers’ skills command very little power due, 

in part, to a large standing reserve of creative labor. This stems, in part, from CI’s location (Los 

Angeles, CA), The Future’s use of a globally distributed workforce, and the more general decline in 

unionization in the United States. In total, these factors prevent culture industry workers from 

appealing to labor regulations even though management displays key features of despotic regimes 

such as consistent attempts to extend the working day while paying relatively low wages (Caldwell 

2008; Curtin and Sanson 2016; Gill and Pratt 2008; Ross 2009). 

Table	1.1	Cases	of	Media	Production	

	 			 Creativity,	Inc.	 The	Future	
Production	Type	 Project-based		 Platform-based	

(YouTube)	
	 	 	 	
Employees	 Freelance	Audio	

Engineers	
Content	Creators	

	 Office	Staff	 Office	Staff	

 

Though similar, CI and The Future differ in the logics that undergird how they organize 

media production. CI exists within an ecology of organizations run under what Bernard Miège 
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(1989) calls the “publishing logic.”6 Common to music, book publishing, and filmmaking, the 

publishing logic tends to organize work around short-term projects with companies producing a 

range of horizontally differentiated products. These production companies do so with the hope that 

a few products may be very successful in terms of either sales or status. The Future, on the other 

hand, exists within an ecology of organizations whose business depends upon the YouTube 

platform. As I show in later chapters, YouTube production tends to be organized around a constant 

flow of new content produced by a globally distributed labor force. The platform determines the 

economic value of this content by way of various metrics and black-boxed algorithms. By focusing 

on these quite different cases of media production, I aim to delineate common features of creative 

labor. 

Table	1.2.	Two	Regimes	of	Creative	Labor	at	Creativity,	Inc.	and	The	Future.	

		 Socio-Aesthetic	Despotism	(Creativity,	Inc.)	 Quantified	Despotism	(The	Future)	

		 Freelance	Engineers	 Office	Staff	 YouTube	Creators	 Office	Staff	

Managerial	
ideology	

Be	Creative	 Be	Creative	 Be	Creative	 Be	Creative	

Requisite	
forms	of	
labor	

Creative	labor;	
Emotional	labor	

Creative	labor;	
Emotional	labor	

Creative	labor;	
Emotional	labor	

Creative	labor;	
Emotional	labor	

		 		 		 		 		
Mode	of	
control	

Managing	how	work	
feels		

Managing	how	work	
feels		
	

Direct	control	

Formatting	
(Management	&	

Platform)	
	

Algorithmic	discipline	
(Platform)	

	
Managing	how	work	
feels	(Platform	&	
Management)	

Quotas	bolstered	by	
aesthetic	experiences	
vis-à-vis	technology	

	
	
	
		

Managing	how	work	
feels		

		 		 		 		 		
Relation	to	
technology	

Aesthetically	engaged	
by	essential	tools	

Aesthetically	
engaged	by	non-
essential	tools	

Aesthetically	engaged	
by	essential	tools	

Aesthetically	engaged	
by	essential	tools	

		 		 		 		 		
Wages	 $300-$500/day	 $20,000-$25,000	/	

year	
$1-$13	per	thousand	

views	
$28,000-$45,000	/	year	

																																																								
6 Raymond Williams made a similar observation in Sociology of Culture (1981) wherein he develops a typology of 
cultural production not wholly unlike that put forth by Miège. 
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At the same time, my aim is to highlight the effects of technology (i.e., platforms) upon 

creative labor processes. As suggested by Table 1.2 above, the platform and its accompanying 

information regime7 explain much of the surprisingly few variations found in each case. While 

seemingly different in a number of ways, these two cases appear similar with regard to the dominant 

managerial ideology (“be creative,” a euphemism for self-management), this ideology’s associated 

strategies, requisite forms of labor, modes of control, and workers’ relation to technology. Despite 

these surprising similarities, The Future, I argue, shows many differences that may be rather easily 

linked to its dependency upon platform technologies. Here, the platform enables The Future (and 

Google) to capture the value produced by a globally distributed workforce of content producers. As 

shown in the table above, CI’s approach to control depends largely upon managing how work feels 

through workplace sociality and the materialities or aesthetics of the workplace. Thus, I call this the 

socio-aesthetic regime. The Future governs first through metrics and quotas and second by 

managing how work feels and as such may be termed a quantified, despotic regime.  

 

Data Collection 

 I conducted 20 months of participant observation and 84 in-depth semi-structured 

interviews with managers and workers along with technology designers at the companies that 

produce the technology used at The Future. I entered Creativity, Inc. (CI) overtly as a researcher in 

2013 after one of the company’s owners to whom I was introduced by a mutual acquaintance. This 

came after having approached over 70 recording studios and record labels around Los Angeles. 

Most did not return my phone calls, were uninterested, or claimed that they did not have time for 

me. This difficulty in obtaining access appears quite common in research on culture industries (see, 

																																																								
7 The term information regime refers to forms of compiled information to which organizations orient in 
order to make sense of their industry or market. In culture industries, changes in information regimes have 
been shown to drastically alter the shape of organizations and the market for cultural products (Anand and 
Peterson 2000; Napoli 2003, 2011). 
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e.g., Grindstaff 2002; Ortner 2010) and seems to explain why many studies of work in these 

industries rely upon in-depth interviewing8 (e.g. Barley and Kunda 2011; Gitlin 1983; Gregg 2011; 

Hesmondhalgh and Baker 2011).  

After obtaining access at CI, I conducted an initial 6 months of fieldwork in 2013 and then 

returned for an additional four months in 2016. This consisted of spending 2-3 six to eight hour 

shifts per week in CI’s main office. While having an ethnographer around the studio’s office raised 

few concerns, engineers felt that my presence during recording sessions might make clients anxious, 

so I spent significantly less time directly observing recording sessions. I observed 10 sessions and 

supplemented this observation by conversing with engineers in between sessions and by conducting 

in-depth interviews with both engineers and studio office staff. CI only employed a handful of 

freelance audio engineers (3-5) at any given time and so I supplemented data collected at CI by 

interviewing additional freelance engineers working in other studios. In presenting this data, I do not 

differentiate between CI’s engineers and those at other studios in order to maintain anonymity. In 

order to maximize variation, I spoke with engineers in varying stages of their career from novices in 

their early 20s to industry veterans in their 50s. Genre often plays a key role in structuring cultural 

production and, by extension, creative labor and so I spoke with engineers working in different 

genres such as country, pop, R&B, and rock music (Finnegan 1989; Hesmondhalgh and Baker 2011; 

Holt 2007).  

Before gaining access to The Future, I began interviewing executives at other, similar firms 

in 2014 in order to gauge the viability of this project and to gain a better grasp of MCNs and their 

role in the production of YouTube content. Following a strategy employed by Laura Grindstaff 

(2002) in her research ethnography of television production, I entered The Future semi-covertly in 

2015 as an unpaid intern and spent 10 months working alongside the company’s talent search team. 
																																																								
8 Notable exceptions include ethnographies of website designers (Ross 2004), fashion models (Mears 2011), 
and global advertising (Mazzarella 2003).  
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I also visited the annual YouTube industry conference (VidCon) in the Summer of 2015 wherein I 

observed public discussions from venture capital investors and global financiers as well as YouTube 

executives.  

Participant observation at The Future consisted of three 8-hour shifts per week, social 

outings with co-workers, and interviews – often over lunch. When I describe my entry as being 

“semi-covert,” I mean that my intentions to conduct research were stated clearly to management 

during my initial hiring, but not announced during every interaction with co-workers over the course 

of any given working day. I slowly “came out” as a researcher over the course of the first two 

months after establishing myself within the site.  

Entering first as an intern allowed me to roam relatively freely through The Future’s offices 

and to easily ask many questions, however, this frequently made me subject to running random 

errands such as delivering DVDs and hard-drives around town, picking up lunches for executives, or 

performing manual labor and cleaning tasks. These rather dreary duties often interfered with my 

ability to schedule interviews or conduct time-sensitive observation in meetings. Due to these 

demands and the fact that The Future held multiple offices across the U.S., there were employees 

that I could not directly observe with regularity. For this reason, I also conducted a field survey that 

included questions regarding job tenure and a questionnaire modeled on the “experience sampling” 

questionnaires used in organizational research on affect and creativity (see Amabile et al. 2005). My 

questionnaire ended by asking employees to describe their most memorable experience from the day 

the employee completed the survey. This survey data supplements my ethnographic and interview 

data.  

No content creators work inside The Future’s offices. Located all around the world, creators 

tend to produce content in their homes and so I conducted in-depth, semi-structured interviews 

with them by visiting them in their home studios in California, the Midwest, and the Southwest. I 
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also conducted several video interviews using Skype with creators located in United States’s Pacific 

Northwest and East Coast as well as Europe. All creators were or had been under contract with an 

MCN. The majority of creators worked with the company that I call The Future, however, some 

worked with other MCNs. In an effort to maintain anonymity, I do not differentiate between The 

Future’s creators and those under contract with other MCNs. Efforts to gain maximum variation 

among content creators included variation in geographic location, age, popularity, earnings, and 

genre. I conducted interviews with creators that produce vlogs, videogame related content, 

animation, comedic content (e.g., comedy sketches and prank videos), news, flying drone footage, 

music videos, tutorials, fighting videos, magic videos, experimental art videos, and branded content.   

 In my fieldwork, I sought to capture the sensual or aesthetic experience of work. 

Researchers and philosophers alike characterize this aesthetic dimension of social life as pre-

discursive and pre-rational or separate from rational cognition (see, e.g., Strati 1999; see also 

Hancock 2005 for critique). This suggests that informants may use metaphors or find verbal 

explanation difficult (Warren 2008:561). Put differently, work’s aesthetic dimension might not be 

captured through interviewing. Participant observation provides some insight into the felt 

experience of work, however, I also employed what Warren (2008) calls a “sensual methodology” 

that employs photographs and sound recordings in order to document workers’ material 

environment. I then used these documents along with more traditional ethnographic data in order to 

formulate interview questions.  

Following this strategy, I closely observed daily life among at CI and The Future, capturing 

behavioral data through fieldnotes. Data included interactions had by workers and myself with 

technical artifacts as well as the everyday metaphors used by workers to describe these interactions. I 

also photographed the workplace and recorded its sounds. These observations, photographs, and 

recordings guided further observation and the development of interview questions. Based on these 
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data sources, I then formulated questions intended to elicit grounded discussions of workers’ felt 

experiences and their often unique metaphors for their interactions with technology.  

I typically wrote fieldnotes based on the jottings that I made during the working day and 

wrote them up immediately after the end of my shifts. Less frequently, I recorded audio fieldnotes 

that I later transcribed. Interviews with executives, managers, employees and technology designers 

ranged in length from 15 minutes to 180 minutes. These interviews included questions about 

personal and work history, wages, working hours, technology, the products of their labor, and the 

particular managerial practices that I observed in the workplace and how managers and employees 

understood these practices. The files that resulted from the above-described forms of data were 

loaded in Atlas.ti for coding and analysis. Given my stated goal of both extending labor process 

theory and developing a conceptualization of creative labor, I employed combination of extended 

case (Burawoy 1998) and grounded methodologies (Glaser and Strauss 1967) and thus use both 

existing and inductively generated theoretical categories. 

 

Context: Project and Platform Media Production in the U.S. 

In this section I provide relevant background information regarding music and digital 

content production. I do so by first locating work in these industries within the broader 

occupational structure of the United States and then by describing the structural features of labor 

markets and employment within digital media and music in the U.S. Excluding management, roughly 

25% of U.S. workers find themselves employed in creative, informational, or “immaterial” 

occupations (Castells 2010; Florida 2002; Hardt 2005; Reich 1991; see Appendix A). This figure does 

not include employees that I refer to as routine workers, although office and administrative workers 

account for the largest occupational segment in creative industries (see Appendix B, Table 4). 

Regardless of occupation, men increasingly account for the bulk of employment in media and the 
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arts in the U.S. (see Appendix B, Table 3). Though centrally important to the proliferation of 

information, ideas, and entertainment, these workers’ median earnings ($44,610) tend to be less than 

all other creative occupations but more than the national median wage (roughly $35,000). 

From 2007 to 2012, digital media grew dramatically in terms of employment, consumption, 

and large-scale capital investment from venture capitalists and global media conglomerates. This 

growth coincides with the development of global media distribution platforms such as YouTube. 

Digital media’s growth contrasts sharply with more traditional forms of media, most notably music, 

that have struggled to transition to new, often digital and platform-based processes of production 

and distribution. From 2007 to 2012, employment in digital media more than doubled from 74,392 

to 181,317 workers producing total revenues in excess of $86 billion (see Appendix B, Table 1). 

During the same time, the U.S. music industry declined in both employment and revenue by five 

percent (see Appendix B, Table 2). Digital media’s expansion overlaps with global economic crises 

and a period of widespread unemployment in the United States, while the music industry’s downturn 

appears consistent with these general trends. 

While relatively small in terms of employment, digital media garners quite a large audience 

with YouTube viewers spending between 500 million and 5 billion minutes per month watching 

content produced, managed, and distributed by online video networks such as The Future (REDEF 

2014). Put differently, audiences consume between 951 and 10,000 years worth of media content 

each month. Music’s decline coincides with a rising trend toward digital media consumption. In 

2014, the U.S. music industry derived over 65% total revenues from digital platforms such as 

Spotify, YouTube, and iTunes (Friedlander 2014), yet in terms of revenue the industry remains 

stagnant. While platform and traditional media production overlap, music film, television, and radio 

possess a degree of autonomy vis-à-vis platforms that YouTube content creators lack. 
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Several differences in revenue and market structure suggest these differences in growth and 

the differences in the strategies of control that I describe in later chapters. Music tends to generate 

revenue through the sale of discrete objects (i.e. CDs, mp3s, vinyl records, cassettes) whereas digital 

media generates revenue through the sale of advertising (similar to print media, television, and 

radio). Radical uncertainty marks most culture industries, however, reputation and status tend to 

guide decision-making and the allocation of desirable work in the music industry much as in film, 

television, and the arts (Becker 1982; Bielby and Bielby 1994; Bourdieu 1993; Rossman, Esparza, and 

Bonacich 2010).  

In contrast, digital media firms sell computer-calculated estimates of audiences to global 

advertisers and so the value of creative labor’s products tend to be always already quantified. Termed 

the “institutionalized audience” (Napoli 2003, 2011) or the “audience commodity” (Smythe 1977; 

see also Caraway 2011; McGuigan and Manzerolle 2014), these calculations represent audiences as 

they come to be known by industries. These measures reduce an audiences’ interpretive, productive, 

and occasionally resistant activities to a set of manageable, quantitative measures of activity such as 

visits to websites (“pagevisits” and “pageviews”), clicking links (“click-thrus,” “click-thru rates,” or 

CTR), time spent on websites, and time spent viewing videos (Willis 1990; Hebdige 1978; Jenkins 

1992; see also Peterson and Anand 2004). As I argue in later chapters, these metrics structure the 

creative labor process at The Future insofar as these metrics provide a quantitative basis for 

managerial decision-making and workers’ judgments of quality. 

Global conglomerate firms dominate the market structure in both culture industries. In the 

global music industry with three firms account for 65% of global market share (Informa & Ovum 

2015). The U.S. music industry reflects this global trend, undergoing massive consolidation over the 

past 40 years (Dowd 2004; Lopes 1992). Despite global trends toward acquisition of smaller firms by 

global media corporations, subsidiaries tend to remain relatively autonomous with regard to the 
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selection of music for publication and promotion (Lopes 1992). As a whole, the industry follows “a 

logic that stresses alliances with freelance personnel and small firms” that allow dominant global 

firms to remain “attuned to genres on the hinterlands that may one day prove profitable” (Dowd 

2004:1445). As such, production tends to occur as described above: in small production teams 

organized on a project-by-project basis by global conglomerates, subsidiaries, or independent 

engineers or musicians as at Creativity, Inc. These independent groups produce music with the hope 

of licensing their finished products to distribution and promotion firms (“labels”) or distribute their 

product through platforms (e.g., Apple’s iTunes, Spotify, Amazon, etc.). 

Digital media is produced and distributed globally by way of internet platforms such as 

YouTube, Vimeo, Vine, Facebook, Hulu, Netflix, and a variety of other platforms. In this 

dissertation, I focus on YouTube, a subsidiary of the global technology firm Google/Alphabet. 

Notably, Google – like most platform providers - is also the world’s largest seller of advertising 

space and user data (Srnicek 2016). As infrastructures of cultural production, content distribution 

platforms tend to structure production, not wholly unlike traditional market intermediaries such as 

stores and record labels in the music industry (Hirsch 1972).  

As I have argued elsewhere, labor process theory ought to extend outward from firms by 

way of infrastructure (Siciliano 2016a). As a global, technological infrastructure, platforms differ 

from other technologies insofar as they exert power over the labor process at the level of 

technological design, algorithms, and, more broadly, computer code (Gillespie 2010; Siciliano 2016b; 

see also, Galloway 2004; Winter et al. 2014). The production of media content for these platforms 

tends to occur in geographically dispersed settings and, like music, funded by single creators or small 

teams located downstream from the platform. Rather than small teams of professionals, platform-

based production occurs among billions of professional, semi-professional, and amateur content 

creators. As a virtual mode of organizing cultural production, platforms enable high centralization 
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while also maintaining the autonomy of those downstream – not wholly unlike music production. 

Unlike music, the platform – as infrastructure – allows technology firms such as Google to capture 

value from ever-expanding reserve of content generated by a global workforce of content producers.  

Though often characterized as “participatory” media, YouTube began to pay content 

creators in the late 2000s and by 2011 the YouTube production industry had grown quite profitable. 

Around this time, a number of organizations sprang up in order to mediate and manage relations 

between creators and the platform. These MCNs such as The Future exist in a variety of locations 

worldwide, though most North American MCNs tend to be concentrated in Hollywood and West 

LA’s Silicon Beach. Dubbed the new digital Hollywood or “Hollytube,” MCNs manage creators and 

mediate creators’ relationship with the platform while taking advantage of YouTube’s low-cost, 

crowd-sourced production in the management and distribution of content. Some of the most 

notable MCNs include Disney’s Maker, Dreamworks’s AwesomenessTV and BigFrame, AT&T’s 

Fullscreen, Warner Brothers’s Machinima, and other subsidiaries of global firms such as Studio71 

and StyleHaul. Organizations such as these and the firm that I call The Future tend to be owned by 

or intend to sell to multinational media conglomerates with sale prices of start-up firms in excess of 

$300 million (Morrison 2014).  

Both industries require creative labor. Along with this similarity, the background information 

above illustrates similar tendencies toward oligopoly and similar logics of production that differ only 

in speed, scope, scale, and the infrastructure of capturing value. This suggests why I find similar 

managerial control strategies in both firms and why The Future appears much more beholden to 

metrics due to its use of a platform and the platform’s emphasis on advertising. Metrics may not be 

new to culture industries, but the speed, scope, and scale of platform’s metrics differ greatly from 

that of more common ratings and sales data used in TV, radio, and music. In subsequent chapters, I 
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illustrate how these differences affect creative labor processes while delineating the modalities of 

creative labor. 

 

Overview of the Chapters 

 This dissertation includes three parts. Part one includes this introduction and Chapter 2 

wherein I illustrate the classed aspect of “creativity” as a discourse or ideology within the workplace. 

Contrary to arguments made in both sociology and cultural studies, I find that the discourse or 

ideology of creativity among workers differs quite markedly from that of management and, to a 

lesser extent, the platform. Drawing primarily on interview data, I delineate the discursive bounds of 

creativity and then develop a typology of creativities as described by workers, managers, and 

YouTube. Rather than one, singular form of creativity, I find four: the romantic creation ex nihilo 

and autonomous expression, the platform’s heteronymous entrepreneurialism, and management’s 

instrumental pragmatism. I argue that this ideological gap requires particular material experiences 

found in the labor process in order to feel true or correct. In other words, framing work as “creative” 

does not, in and of itself, serve as a mechanism of control over creative labor.  

Illustrating the practical strategies that encourage workers to accept this invitation or consent 

to managerial authority begins in Part 2 at the music recording studio Creativity, Inc. Chapter 3 

focuses on the working days of the studio’s expressive audio engineers and routine office staff. I 

find that both expressive and routine workers must perform creative labor. Answering how workers 

become attached to precarious, relatively low-paying work, I introduce what I call aesthetic 

enrollment. At CI, managerial power tends to be exerted through a soft form of direct control or at 

the level of sense experience as management endeavors to create a “cool” workplace – often 

through technology. Despite low wages and precarious employment, routine workers (office staff) 

appear affectively and sensuously attached to their jobs. Another aspect of managing how work feels 
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appears among freelance engineers. Management cultivates social relationships with freelancers so as 

to retain skilled workers that bring business to the studio. This strategy simultaneously brings 

business to the studio while altering the employment relationship from that of employer/employee 

to that of business/client and that of friends. This follows the logic of managing how work feels and 

inviting “creative” approaches to work, including the creative procurement of paid employment. 

In Chapter 4, I illustrate widespread precarity and, surprisingly, alienation among CI’s 

employees. Focusing on this negative pole of creative labor, Chapter 4 explains how these workers 

reproduce their labor power and how they relate to their products. I find that both types of workers 

conceptualize their jobs as one of many income streams rather than their sole source of income. 

This, I argue, suggests the adoption of the entrepreneurial disposition toward work that social 

theorists tend to associate with neoliberalism. Engineers often view themselves as small businesses 

while office staff see their full-time job as enabling them to become a small business. 

In explaining how CI’s employees relate to music produced at the studio, I theorize creative 

labor’s distinctive alienation from its product. Extant theory suggests that the immersive, aesthetic 

experiences that I describe in Chapter 3 should not coexist with alienation and so in an effort to 

explain this theoretical anomaly, I define what I call alienated judgment. At CI, workers tend to be 

alienated from their aesthetic judgment or taste. Workers’ autonomous judgments of quality tend to 

be subordinate to clients. Engineers and office staff may exercise autonomy in the means by which 

they deploy their creative labor, but they do not control the ends of their work. This, I argue, 

explains how workers may be both aesthetically enrolled and alienated. In other words, I explain 

how workers find pleasure in the production of displeasing things. 

Part 3 returns to these thematic issues in the context of platform-based production as 

observed at The Future. In Chapter 5, I also provide more historical detail regarding the 

development of YouTube and MCNs. Through an analytic description of the platform’s interface 
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and training materials, I show how the YouTube platform invites an entrepreneurial disposition and 

how the platform attempts to discipline a global media production workforce. Notably, the platform 

does not focus on the thematic core of content so much as it focuses on content’s formal qualities 

and metadata. The MCNs’ routine office workers reinforce the platform’s disciplinary strategies by 

advising creators on platform-specific “optimization” strategies, similar to formatting processes used 

in homogenizing other commodities. Within these boundaries, management and the platform invite 

workers to “be creative.” This begins with an examination of creators and the disciplining practices 

of YouTube and The Future.  

I then examine the working days of The Future’s expressive and routine workers. The 

control strategies described in earlier chapters reappear, however, management also governs through 

quotas or metric benchmarks. Office staff withhold projects and assistance from creators until 

creators meet monthly audience growth goals, while aesthetic enrollment elicits increased effort 

from office workers as they scour the web in search of potentially valuable content creators. Much 

like managers at CI, I find that The Future attempts to manage how work feels. This occurs through 

a combination of unsettling, flexible workplace design and through the use of mimetic office 

communication technologies designed to recreate the everyday experiences of social media 

platforms (i.e., Twitter, Facebook, Instagram).  

Simultaneously, working on and through the platform elicits an ambivalent mix of 

frustration and fascination among creators and office staff. I find that both content-producers and 

analytics workers must navigate the platform’s ever-evolving form and opaque rules such as 

disappearing revenue sources and the platform’s black-boxed, algorithmic governance. These nearly 

constant technological changes dynamize work and thus simultaneously engage, captivate, and 

frustrate workers. Work changes constantly – a source of satisfaction – yet the platform’s satisfying 

dynamism often results in heightened precarity. Workers thus appear fascinated and satisfied by that 
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which heightens their precarity: the unknowable logic that lies behind changes in the algorithms and 

interfaces through which they work.  

Chapter 6 returns to the issues of reproduction and alienation. Again, I show how workers 

attempt to mitigate precarious employment conditions and how the labor process alienates them 

from their capacity for judgment. Both types of workers engage in constant learning. These workers 

do so in order to consistently expand their skills so as to maintain employability and thus mitigate 

precarity. They obtain much of this instruction from YouTube content. As they view this content, 

they simultaneously learn and generate advertising revenue for the platform and so the platform 

captures value from both their production and consumption of content.  

Relatedly, The Future indefinitely defers support to the majority of creators. This deferred 

support along with training and promotional materials from the platform itself encourage workers 

toward the development of new and inventive ways of generating income. They generate more 

income both through YouTube and other digital platforms, thus creating a dense web of revenue 

streams. The Future captures a portion of these revenues and so, again, even in attempts to mitigate 

precarity, workers generate value for the MCN and the platform.  

In the remainder of Chapter 6, I illustrate how workers’ judgment appears subordinate to the 

platform. At CI, I found that workers’ judgment tends to be subordinate to their clients – what we 

might traditionally call a social relationship. Though perhaps still social, in a sense, work at The 

Future tends to subordinate judgment to a variety of quantified abstractions or metrics. Insofar as 

these metrics tend to be determined by the platform, I argue, again, that the platform – and thus 

global capital – structures the labor process both loosely and more thoroughly than the conditions 

found at CI.  

I conclude with Chapter 7 where I summarize my findings and put forth a theory of creative 

labor. I argue that, beyond mere ideological gloss or discourse, the invitation to “be creative” 
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requires affective or aesthetic engagement that binds creative workers to their tasks. This stems from 

distinct, often technological, materialities and socio-material practices that modulate the feel of 

work. In these cases, work’s affective or aesthetic dimension often obscures what might otherwise 

feel grossly exploitative, providing for a partial, highly-qualified, and ultimately tentative form of 

consent. Workers know and understand their circumstances, but work also feels exciting, dynamic, 

and, often, pleasurable. As is the key theoretical contribution of this dissertation, I highlight the 

importance of work’s aesthetic dimension as a source of control and highlight the role of reflective 

judgment and economic rationality in any forceful critique or resistance to the modes of control 

described in preceding chapters. I then conclude with a discussion of potential policy relevance with 

regard to the blurred lines between work and non-work described in earlier chapters. 
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Chapter 2 

Class, Platform, and Creativity in the Culture Industries 

 
 
I think if you’re going to put creativity and work together, there needs to be a level of freedom that I don’t 
think most work really provides. 
- Supervisory employee at Creativity, Inc. 
 
 

“Well, I get to be creative.” During 20 months of fieldwork, I often heard some variation of this 

phrase whenever I asked workers what they enjoyed about their jobs. Alongside the chance to be 

creative, I often heard “it’s cool.” While “cool” points to a set of seemingly ineffable qualities, 

creativity and its sibling “innovation” have been buzzwords in business and policy circles since the 

turn of the century. In fact, some argue that “creativity” as a feature of neo-liberalism appears as a 

sort of millenarian, capitalist cult (see, e.g., Boellstorff 2010; Comaroff and Comaroff 2000) that 

originated, in part, in the world of advertising (Frank 1998). In this context, creativity appears as a 

sort of cure-all for a variety of socio-economic problems with start-ups in the United States’ Silicon 

Valley, Alley, and Beach (respectively, Northern California, New York, and West Los Angeles) 

proffering radical, creative “disruption” as a guarantee of our collective, economic future. 

Altogether, these creativity discourses represent forms of what scholars in a variety of fields refer to 

as the “California ideology” (Barbrook and Cameron 1995) or the “creative” ideology of 21st century 

capitalism (Boellstorff 2010; Boutang 2011; Comaroff and Comaroff 2000; Gielen 2013). 

In response to the proliferation of creativity as a part of contemporary business discourse, 

there now exist a number of quite thoughtful, often critical books on the political economy of 

creativity. Mostly populated by critical essays assaying the fields of scholarly writing on the subject, 

this literature tends to assume that workers’ creativity appears wholly subsumed by cognitive 

capitalism’s demands (i.e., Kozlowski, Kurant, and Sowa 2014; Raunig, Ray, and Wuggenig 2011). 

Few seem concerned with addressing what workers might have to say and thus the discursive terrain 
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of creativity would appear uncontested. In this area, American sociology remains especially silent, 

with few examinations of work in the culture industries. Concurrently, research in the sociology of 

work suggests a diminished need for managers to actively control and discipline workers (Adler 

2001; Damarin 2013; Tolbert 2001). More specific to culture industries, the role of management 

appears altogether unnecessary (Hesmondhalgh and Baker 2011). Instead, dispositions formed 

outside the workplace supposedly do much of the ideological and disciplinary functions traditionally 

associated with management. As disciplining instruments of a larger apparatus of social control, 

education programs in creative entrepreneurship and the arts supposedly propel young people to 

pursue precarious careers in culture industries (McRobbie 2016). Disciplined by education, 

management supposedly needs only to invite workers to “be creative.” 

So what exactly does it mean to “be creative” at work and how, if at all, does this vary by 

class (managers, the global capital of platforms, and workers)? In other words, what creativities 

populate this discourse and how might we typify creativity as understood by people in the culture 

industries? As I show in this chapter, the discourse or ideology of creativity, however esoteric and 

impressionistic, points to class, on one hand, and, on the other hand, the materialities of work 

described in detail in chapters 3 and 4 (see also Siciliano 2016a, 2016c). By and large, management 

uses the word creativity as a euphemism for self-management and worker anticipation of 

organizational needs. This appears as neither liberatory nor strictly entrepreneurial, but as a sort of 

instrumentalized pragmatism for routine workers (i.e., office workers) and freedom-to-work for 

expressive workers (i.e., on-screen talent and music production personnel). Notably, this freedom-

to-work is often circumscribed by relevant performance metrics for expressive workers in the 

nascent YouTube industry. I call management’s discursive and interactional practices the managerial 

invitation, one that need be accepted if workers wish to remain employed.  
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Expressive workers in digital media also receive an invitation from YouTube - one of many 

new “platforms” that mediate markets for cultural products (Gillespie 2010) and labor (Zysman and 

Kenney 2014). Platforms’ owners – as capital – possess interests separate from both workers and 

downstream firms that use the platform as both a means of distribution and remuneration. Like 

management at firms downstream, the platform provides a structured invitation to a particular type 

of creativity. I refer to this as heteronymous entrepreneurialism as opposed to the autonomy typically 

ascribed to both entrepreneurs (i.e., Schumpeter 2008 [1942]) and artists (see, e.g., Adorno 2004 

[1968]; Bourdieu 1993).  

I then show how employees define creativity. Largely espousing romantic understandings of 

creativity (creation ex nihilo or god-like creativity and free, autonomous expression), workers’ 

creativities differ from those of management and the platform. Despite some similarities, there tends 

to be a gap. Because of this gap, I argue that extant theory’s of control and consent in the culture 

industries do not provide a complete explanation regarding how workers come to be attached to 

their precarious conditions. Insofar as many worker definitions revolve around tasks performed 

during the working day, this chapter sets the stage for later chapters wherein I argue that the 

material, sensual experience of work provides something of a temporary fix, papering over this gap. 

In what follows I provide a cursory genealogy of creativity drawn from social theory, philosophy, 

and contemporary management research before presenting ethnographic and interview data. 

 
A brief genealogy of creativity 

 Most religions possess some sort of origin myth, often one involving an original act of 

cosmological creation. In Christianity and Judaism, the first creative act precedes the oft-studied, 

eminently social act of naming and classification – a power, according to this particular myth, 

bestowed upon humankind by a benevolent creator. In the English language up until the 16th 

century, humans were simply creatures – the created – and creativity remained solely in the 
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possession of divine beings (Williams 1983) or heavenly creators. Likewise in German, it was not 

until the early 20th century that the words creative and creativity lost their strictly divine connotations 

(Joas & Sennett 2002).  

Sociology knows much about the power to classify and name, but what of creativity? More 

pointedly, what forms does creativity take in the sociological canon and contemporary social 

research? In answering this, my goal is not to develop an ahistorical theory of creativity, but to 

illustrate the classed quality of the creativities found in the culture industries. In doing so, my aim is 

not far off from Han Joas’s identification of four modes or metaphors for creativity. These 

metaphors include expression, revolution, and production (1997). 

Focusing on work, I begin with production - the metaphor that Joas most closely associates 

with Marx. In Marx, creativity appears nowhere as a core conceptual term, however, he claimed that 

to be human is to be diversely and indeterminately productive. As he states in his Economic and 

Philosophical Manuscripts  

An animal forms things in accordance with the standard and the need of the species 
to which it belongs, whilst man knows how to produce in accordance with the 
standard of every species, and knows how to apply everywhere the inherent standard 
to the object. Man therefore also forms things in accordance with the laws of beauty 
(1978a:77).  
 

Put differently, the capacity to be creative – in the sense of performing a diverse array of actions in 

order to satisfy one’s needs or the needs of others – is a fundamental, essential aspect of being 

human. Though cultural production or producing “in accordance with the laws of beauty” appears 

as specifically human, Marx assigns neither rarefied status nor emancipatory promise to what might 

now be called creative work. Bailing hay, lifting pig-iron, refining coal into coke, or producing a 

painting all appear as potentially creative activities and all appear equally human insofar as they 

represent the diverse array of activities in which humans may engage. Under capitalism, humanity’s 

natural inclination toward creativity, for Marx, requires emancipation but does not, itself, provide for 
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emancipation. The problem, for Marx, appears in the division of labor into compartmentalized 

activities that require only a portion of an individual’s human capacity to create, invent, or devise 

diverse production processes. This much appears in the famous and oft-quoted passage in The 

German Ideology wherein Marx outlines a communist style of life as one in which humans “hunt in the 

morning, fish in the afternoon, rear cattle in the evening, [and] criticize after dinner” (1978c:160). 

Whether it be Braverman’s deskilling thesis or the consumption-as-resistance theorized by the 

Birmingham School (e.g., Hall and Jefferson 1975; Hebdige 1978; Willis 1990), the lack or 

abundance of creativity appears as a central theme in 20th century, Marxian social science. 

 Though Joas differentiates between the two, Marx’s creative production does not seem 

wholly incompatible with pragmatist approaches to creative expression. John Dewey, for example, 

placed everyday expression along a continuum that includes creative expression embodied in objects 

(i.e., art and other forms of material culture). Expression, argued Dewey, begins from an 

“impulsion” (Dewey 2005:63–64), some feeling had in relation to one’s environment that provokes 

an emotional response. A simple, knee-jerk response does not, according to Dewey, constitute an 

expression so much as a simple release, or sloughing off of feeling. As he stated,  

A gush of tears may bring relief, a spasm of destruction may give outlet to inward 
rage. But where there is no administration of objective conditions, no shaping of 
materials in the interest of embodying the excitement, there is no expression. 
(2005:64) 
 

Creative expression requires the work of distancing one’s self from and reflecting upon an initial 

provoking or impelling sensation. As Dewey claimed, “between conception and bringing to birth 

there lies a long period of gestation” (2005:78–79). Without this reflection through which the actor 

develops an in-order-to motive and a plan for embedding an idea into some interactional or artistic 

medium (e.g., words, gestures, paint, clay, etc.), there is no creative expression, simply socio-

culturally structured reflex. In Kantian terms, creativity requires judgment or the mediating reflection 
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of reason upon inchoate sensation (1951). Still, creativity appears as a generic, human capacity. 

Though some may be more skilled or artful about it, all humans possess the potential for expression. 

 These generic conceptualizations of creativity as production and expression find a kindred 

spirit in Raoul Vaneigem’s Revolution of Everyday Life (Vaneigem 2001 [1968])– noted as “the most 

concentrated version” of what Boltanski and Chiapello call the “artistic critique” of capitalism 

(2005:203). This artistic critique, as recuperated by capitalism, supposedly provides an ideological 

basis for widespread managerial demands for worker participation and, by extension, creativity. 

Though certainly concerned with the loss of meaning and lack of “authenticity” that Boltanski and 

Chiapello deem typical of the artistic critique (2005; see, Lazzarato 2011 for critique), Vaneigem’s 

version of creativity appears remarkably similar to Marx’s productive activity9. For example, 

Vaneigem says, “People usually associate creativity with works of art, but what are works of art 

alongside the creative energies displayed by everyone a thousand times a day?” (2001:191). 

Vaneigem’s examples of everyday creativity include daydreams, unsatisfied yearnings, and 

spontaneous acts of expression that either result in the revolutionary building of a “passionate life” 

(Vaneigem 2001:202) or channeled into consumption (2001:55) and self-destruction (2001:159–162). 

Like Marx and Dewey, Vaneigem’s creativity appears as a generic, human capacity, but, like Marx, 

Vaneigem finds creativity everywhere bound by the demands of capitalist production and 

consumption (2001:55). In this supposed exemplar of the artistic critique’s individualism, there 

appear numerous calls for the collective production of new ways of living – the creation of 

“situations” (Debord 1981) or micro-societies of passionate, unmediated living (2001:202). 

 The creativities of Marx, Dewey, and the radical European Left of the 1960s appear 

markedly different from the entrepreneurial creativity espoused by Joseph Schumpeter (2008 [1942]) 

																																																								
9 For all that is made about the artistic critique’s emphasis on styles of life by Boltanski and Chiapello, it should 
be noted that Vaneigem makes a forceful argument that the critique presented by art must defend itself 
against its “weakest, most aesthetic side” (Vaneigem 2001:201). 
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in his celebration of the entrepreneur. In Schumpeter’s discussion of entrepreneurs, creativity takes a 

form that seems downright contemporary – at least to anyone that might claim a special place for 

“geniuses” or “visionaries.” The great men of industry, willing “to die if necessary” on the steps of 

their factories (2008:142) represent the “small fraction of the population” capable of envisioning a 

world beyond that which exists (2008:132). The avant-garde entrepreneur dashes off to create new 

markets, believing in his (and this is certainly a masculine imagining of creativity) vision beyond the 

“familiar beacons” of routine production while risking financial ruin and physical attack 

(Schumpeter 2008:132). As competitive capitalism gave way to monopoly capitalism, argued 

Schumpeter, so too went the entrepreneurial spirit and the potential for radical, transformative, 

capitalist creativity. 

 While this genealogy is by no means exhaustive, I wish to point out that creativity as a sort 

of critical redress to an otherwise boring world arises not only among the artists and critical cultural 

theorists, but with the theorist of entrepreneurial creativity. Schumpeter offers an entrepreneurial 

critique of monopoly capitalism that appears close to the artistic critique predicated upon 

disenchantment and the loss of meaning under late capitalism (Boltanski and Chiapello 2005). In 

Schumpeter, creativity is not a basic feature of humanity, but limited to the select few that can 

envision a world beyond. Here, we find an unlikely affinity with Adorno’s rather romantic 

conceptualization of the autonomous artist. Art – often “autonomous” or avant-garde - provides 

critique through a negative vision of utopia (Adorno 2004:32–33). This aligns reasonably well with 

more contemporary imaginings of creativity and the role of the arts in social change. For example 

Thrift and Amin (2013) consider the envisioning of a world beyond that which exists to be a lost 

“art” of Leftist social movements – what Stefan Nowotny calls “cre-activity” (2011). 

These classical and critical writings on the subject differ from more contemporary, often 

celebratory scholars that define creativity as requisite skills possessed by the “creative class” (Florida 
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2002) by which is meant workers in STEM fields and entertainment. As a major advocate for 

creativity as a driving force in the global economy, Richard Florida claims that “creativity involves 

distinct habits of mind and patterns of behavior that must be cultivated on both an individual basis 

and in the surrounding society” (2002:16). Echoing Abbott’s sociological definition of professional 

occupations (1988), Florida’s creative class produces “new forms and designs that are readily 

transferable and widely useful” (Florida 2002:38). Alternately, they engage in “creative problem 

solving” (Florida 2002:39). In management research, Theresa Amabile and her co-authors define 

creativity as “…the production of novel, useful ideas or problem solutions. It refers to both the 

process of idea generation or problem solving and the actual idea or solution” (2005:38). For 

management researchers, creative workers provide “useful” solutions to organizational problems 

and “novelty is the distinguishing feature of creative work over and above work that is solely useful 

or well done” (2005:38).  

As research intended for management, these definitions ignore the class position from which 

they arise and largely focus on workers’ efficacy in producing controlled novelty in the service of 

management. In this light, one might interpret Amabile and Florida as part of the discourse by 

which “Neoliberalism makes us believe that change is in itself morally and operationally good” 

(Gielen 2013:95). By and large, the measurable, calculable, and ultimately subordinate creativity 

described by Florida and managerial scholars dovetails quite neatly with what Joas, Sennett, and 

Gimmler call an instrumental and reductive pragmatism (2006). This reductive understanding of 

pragmatism treats creativity as mere “problem solving…a very trivial thing” rather than the 

resolution of tensions between subject and object (Joas et al. 2006:12).  

Highlighting this classed creativity, French sociologist Pascal Gielin argues that “cognitive” 

capitalism fosters this instrumental pragmatism or “creativity without substance…stripped of its 

critical potential” (Gielen 2012:95). In other words, the creative labor required by the culture 
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industries, according to Gielen, does not include the singular, imaginative, and critical dimension of 

creativity found in Schumpeter and Adorno. For Gielen, the neoliberal creativity or “creativism” of 

teams and post-bureaucratic, networked production found in the culture industries effectively shuts 

down the possibility of Schumpeterian entrepreneurs or Adornian artists through the discipline of 

teams and expanded forms of quantification and measurement (Gielen 2013:94; see also Sewell 

1998). As such, the goal of management becomes ensuring that “…all creativity is also at least ‘lu-

creativity’ [lucrative creativity]” (2013:94).  

Above, one can see at least three distinct creativities. First, there is the generic, ultimately 

pragmatic conceptualization of creativity on offer from Marx, Dewey, and Vaneigem. Second, 

Schumpeter and the early Frankfurt school offer the singular, critical envisioning of radical 

difference and last, managerial and policy scholars describe the instrumental pragmatism of neo-

liberalism. Having developed this typology brings us to the main question to be answered in this 

chapter: what sort of creativity are we dealing with in these culture industries and to what extent do 

workers’ understandings coincide with those that hold power over the labor process?  

Drawing upon Foucault, Angela McRobbie (2016) posits the recent expansion of educational 

programs centered around training students to become “creative entrepreneurs” – especially in 

Europe – as instruments of a dispositif or self-regulating apparatus of control. Here, as in much 

sociological theorizing of freelance contractors or “boundaryless” work (see Arthur and Rousseau 

2001), disciplining or controlling labor appears less a task for management and more a task of 

ideology and dispositions formed prior to entry into the workplace. The dispositif of creativity, much 

like the ideology of “art for art’s sake” (Bourdieu 1993; see also Caves 2000) supposedly regulates 

behavior, eliciting effort in the pursuit of symbolic capital or prestige (Mears 2011) and psychic 

rewards (Menger 1999). If this ideological explanation is to be valid, then one would expect to find 

identical or similar metaphors among workers and the organizations that consume their labor. In 
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what follows I find considerable variation between the two. With this in mind, I begin with some 

conversations had with management at CI and The Future along with an analysis of training 

materials from the YouTube platform.  

 
Management’s creativity 
 

Upon my first meeting with an owner-manager at Creativity, Inc. (CI) – a recording studio in 

Los Angeles – he informed me that the company provides “a truly creative space” to clients and 

employees. Specifically referencing Richard Florida’s Creative Class (2002) and Learning from Las Vegas 

(Venturi, Izenour, and Brown 1977), he stated that the interior and exterior décor of the building 

represented the “critical mass of creativity” that lay within. The studio’s brochure describes the 

space as a “creative space that feels creative,” inviting clients (engineers and musicians) to rehearse 

and record music in CI’s rehearsal and recording rooms.  

This extends to CI’s strategy of managing. The manager explained that CI attempts to make 

employees “feel creative” at work.  Expanding upon this statement, he said, “We just really have to 

encourage creativity in the work environment.” This creative strategy included “Managing people in 

a way that they feel empowered and are empowered on some level, but still things get done that need 

to get done [emphasis added].” In terms of ensuring that things “get done,” management tends to be 

physically absent from the workplace, leaving day-to-day oversight to supervisory employees. 

Managers advise these workers to “take ownership” and use their department as a vehicle for 

their “creativity.” As another manager said, “Instead of believing that I know the best way to get 

things done, I’d rather give them goals. Ok, your division needs to cover its expenses and be 

profitable.” He further elaborated his anti-managerial approach to management: 

I respect the fact that most people don’t like being managed. That’s part of the hiring 
process. I’m trying to ascertain “is this someone that can really take ownership of 
their job or is this a guy that the second something goes wrong they’re going to pick 
up the phone and call me.” That’s not helping anybody. Those two things: the hiring 
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and the managing are really tied to that personality type. I’m looking for someone 
who can be a fixer. 

 
In practical terms, managers grant supervisory employees decision-making authority and allow these 

employees to implement changes in the material arrangement and adornment of organizational 

spaces. 

 Initially, how management extended their invitation to “be creative” extends to non-

supervisory office staff appeared unclear. Toward the end of fieldwork, I inquired about the 

relationships between technology and workers that I describe later in Chapter 3. Specifically, I asked 

managers if they were aware of how their office workers used technology to fill downtime with 

playful music performances. Acknowledging my observations, one said “Yeah, Yeah. For better or 

for worse, my managerial style is to provide guidelines and encourage creativity in work.” He then 

said,  

I’m not going to micromanage how you do it, but just go. If you’re fucking around 
with synthesizers or whatever, that’s cool. It’s helpful for us. We need someone that 
knows how to use those things and you’re doing it. For me it’s all about making sure 
that people are lined up with the things that they’re doing whether it’s directly like 
the supervisor of the store or indirectly like the front room guys [office workers] 
being able to fuck around with synthesizers.  

 
Management affords workers a good deal of responsible autonomy (Friedman 1977) in the 

execution of tasks and the completion of projects. This applies “directly” to supervisors and 

indirectly to their subordinates. As one supervisor said, “The whole business feels a little bit more 

like a partnership than an owner/employee relationship” after explaining how managers extend the 

invitation to be creative. 

One thing that has been awesome about working at CI, since the day I got started 
there, is if somebody has a really good idea, then you never get brushed off, you 
know? For instance, you mentioned the ads [for services offered] which is a simple 
thing we have to do every few months. One of the owners could just go ahead and 
make a decision, he does [graphic] design. He could just tell us this is the ad this 
month or we’d just see it in the newspaper and be like “Oh, I guess that’s how we’re 
going to advertise right now.” But instead, he’ll send an email to the two other 
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owners and the two supervisors, me and Robert. He’s basically like “We need a new 
ad, what should we do?” 

 
Here management invites employees to participate in the creation of the firm’s promotional 

materials. While management “could” produce these materials on their own, they invite employees 

to complete this task and thus invite them to be creative in accomplishing organizational projects.  

Similar to CI, managers at The Future expressed their desire for self-governing, 

instrumentally pragmatic employees. Like numerous forms of white collar work, digital media’s 

managers require responsible autonomy (Friedman 1977) which includes adaptability, inventiveness, 

and anticipation of managerial needs or, to quote The Future’s job advertisements, “managing up.” 

These abilities - hallmarks of what Paolo Virno (2004) calls “virtuosity” – depend upon cognitive-

linguistic skills developed over the course of workers’ singular, socially patterned biographies. 

Management rewards the improvised development of new processes and procedures through small 

bonuses ($50-$100) and like CI, The Future’s managers attempt to compel routine workers to “be 

creative” with minimal, direct supervision. 

Moreover, this approach to management tends to be associated with ever-evolving 

organizational structures and, ostensibly, lack of rigid hierarchies. During an interview with 

Harrison, hiring manager at the Future, his face soured when I asked if he handled the organization’s 

HR functions. “You don’t like that term?” I asked. “No,” he said firmly as his lips curled downward 

and his eyes rolled. By the end of my time at The Future, his title was “Manager of Workplace 

Experience.” In another meeting he’d said, “Titles, titles, I’m bad with those, but I'm one of those 

hippy people that thinks people should be known as who they are and understood to be good at 

whatever it is they do.” Harrison explained that in the new work environment he sought to 

construct in The Future, “Hierarchies are less important. It’s not a factory.”  

Managers often reminded me that we were, indeed, not in a “factory.” Harrison, like others, 

emphasized  a need to phase out hierarchy. Still, he acknowledged the continued existence of rigid 
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divisions between executives and the rest of the staff (including managers). The traditional division 

between managers and workers appears less salient whereas more expansive and inclusive class 

typologies (see, e.g., Fuchs 2010, 2011) better describe worker/manager relations at both CI and The 

Future. He said, “You’re  important if you have an office, but to attract the talent we’re looking for, 

we’re going  to need to move away from that.” As he explained, “Openness is good for being 

flexible.” I return to this “openness” in relation to the material organization of work and felt 

experience of precarious, “standard” employment at The Future in Chapter 6. For now, I wish to 

focus on management’s descriptions of desirable employees and managerial practices.  

Another manager, who like Harrison refused to allow me to record the interview10, said that 

he could not afford to be “precious about structure” and so the firm provides “exoskeletons” that 

allow workers the autonomy and freedom needed to improvise. In this way, the manager claimed 

that his firm “empowers” employees by removing controls, removing managers, and allowing 

workers to manage their time and resources “on the fly.” In doing so, he explained that the company 

hoped to motivate people to “be creative” – a phrase he emphasized multiple times. Similarly, a 

manager at The Future that I call Zack did not want “rank-and-file follow orders” employees, but 

ones with real “ambition.” Rather than direct orders, Zack sets goals and aims to provide the 

resources needed to meet said goals – not unlike the aforementioned “exoskeletons.” Keep in mind 

that biological exoskeletons both support and constrain an assemblage of organs and thus suggest an 

enabling, technological form of control. Speaking specifically about working in a global company 

with employees around the world in different time zones, Zack said,  

I don’t really care what time they’re in the office so long as, if there’s a meeting we 
have set, you’re there for the meeting. But, if you’re coming up with your own path 
that’s delivering successes, let’s make sure that our structure accommodates that. The 

																																																								
10 As explained to me by other, more accommodating informants, the refusal to be recorded stems from a 
more general avoidance of transparency and documentation in media and entertainment. For example, older 
executives and managers tended to favor phone calls over email because email leaves a trace of the 
conversation, one to which they might be held accountable. 
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biggest issue is when somebody is not coming in on time and they’re also not hitting 
their goals. Then it’s like well now I need to babysit you because you’re not doing 
what you’re supposed to and you’re not accomplishing anything. 
 

Ever the considerate manager, Zack wondered “is there something that I did wrong” when his 

surbordinates failed. A man that stopped practicing his profession11 in order to “have an adventure” 

and do “something more creative” ended up at The Future as a “business coordinator” – essentially 

an ad-hoc position that includes an array of tasks such as data analysis, arranging merchandise 

production, and, occasionally casting and assistant production work for digital video shoots. Fired 

after ten months for not earning the company enough money, the professional-turned-adventurer 

told me that he was never sure what he was supposed to be doing at any given time. He had asked 

his boss for direction and was told to “just pick a lane.” In other words, The Future’s workers must 

“be creative” and devise their job themselves while ensuring that they meet revenue goals. 

Echoing Harrison’s statement about the factory, another manager named Kayla said, 

“You’re not just on an assembly-line. Like, you have to have passion to get it done right because I’m 

not going to be breathing down your neck. I don’t have time.” Indeed, one is not on the “assembly-

line.” Rather than the deadening rhythms of technical control (Edwards 1979), Kayla relies upon the 

visceral prod of passion – affects and emotions more generally - to goad workers toward 

organizational goals. Beyond passion, the desirable worker must be willing and capable of 

performing ad-hoc duties that may not strictly be associated with a particular position. As Kayla 

explained, “It’s really important to be flexible. I’m supposed to be the director, but I’m uploading 

videos or duties that others consider to be administrator or assistant duties.” Another manager 

referred to this as being a “chameleon” capable of running errands one day and crafting an 

executive’s presentation the next.  

																																																								
11 Here I mean to indicate those professions such as law and medicine discussed at length by Abbott (1988). I 
do not indicate the particular profession so as to ensure my informant a degree of anonymity. 
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Given the common theme of “not having time” to “babysit” or “breath down workers’ 

necks,” one wonders what, if anything, managers do. Aside from the benchmarking process of 

setting goals, much of management’s work seemed to revolve around managing how workers feel. 

As another manager explained, he attempts to “empower” employees so that they feel valued: 

That’s kind of my management style, is like, a lot of things aren’t going to go right, 
but that doesn’t mean I’m going to think of you less.  And if I not only empower 
you, but make you feel valued, it’s going to make me look better in the long-run 
anyway, right?  This is really the bottom line.  So that’s why I never understood 
people that are nasty to their employees. 
 

Zack, the ever-considerate manager, claimed to take a caring approach to his employees, offering 

conversations about employees’ progress on their way toward organizational goals rather than 

accusing employees of failure outright. As said,  

You gotta have the first meeting and the first meeting is figuring out “is there 
something that I as a manager am not providing you? Is there a tool you need or 
something with our contract [that we pitch to YouTube creators]? Is there 
something that’s impeding you from being successful in the process?” The second 
time, if we’ve made changes and gotten feedback and it’s still not working, “is it you 
as the employee who’s not fulfilling on your side for some reason?” The third time is 
probably like, “We have to get this sorted right now. Doesn’t matter whose fault it is, 
but if it’s not sorted, it’s not going to, there’s not going to be a 4th meeting.” 
 

Additionally, Zack and several other managers who I spoke with play videogames with their 

employees after work to “bond.” As with CI, an abundance of social interactions – often 

technologically mediated – obscures the traditional class division and social distance between 

management and employees. 

At both CI and the Future, management expects workers to “be creative” or inventive in the 

service of organizational goals. Managers at CI invite workers to participate in particular projects 

while The Future sets goals and leaves workers to invent solutions to meet those goals. In later 

chapters, I illustrate how this feels, paradoxically, both pleasurable and alienating. In both cases, 

managers interact socially with employees so as to further reduce the social distance that separates 

them. While the above statements from managers reveal a striking similarity in approach, expressive 
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workers in digital media face another authority beyond management: global production and 

distribution platforms such as Vimeo, Snapchat, Periscope, and, in this case, YouTube. 

  

“Dare to be you” on the platform

 

Fig.	2.1	One	of	YouTube’s	many	public	invitations	to	be	creative	in	West	Los	Angeles.	

	
The photo above shows one of YouTube’s billboard advertisements found in many 

neighborhoods around West Los Angeles. This particular example comes from Marina Del Rey – a 

few miles from the concentration of technology and digital media startups known as Silicon Beach. 

Unlike recording studio employees, YouTube creators produce not only for a particular company 

(The Future), but also for a particular platform: YouTube. As such, creators face pressures and 

creative invitations from both management at The Future and global capital (i.e., Google/Alphabet). 

As noted elsewhere, the goals of platforms and organizations located downstream may not always 
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align (see Gillespie 2010; Siciliano 2016a). If management at CI and The Future appear to offer a 

form of instrumental creativity, what creativity does the platform offer?  

Taking the advertisement as an example, YouTube invites potential content producers to 

dare to be their authentic selves. The advertisement implies that Tyler Oakley – one of the most 

famous and financially successful YouTube “creators” – earns his living by being himself and so can 

you through YouTube’s production and distribution platform. Notably, the value of this authentic 

self may be precisely measured. Unlike advertisements for film or television that might make appeals 

to quality based upon awards or the praise of critics, YouTube displays a rather precise metric: 

“7,278,892 Fans.” This represents Oakley’s YouTube channel subscribers as of the printing of the 

sign. Here then is an invitation to an heteronymous creativity wherein the value of Oakley’s content 

lies with its mass appeal and measureable popularity rather than in the judgments of specialist critics 

or award-granting institutions. Subscriber counts and other metrics such as click-thru rates (CTR), 

monthly views, and – most important according to YouTube – minutes-watched or “watch-time” 

translate into an income stream. Essentially working for a piece-rate based on advertising revenues, 

creators receive a variable rate per one thousand views (CPM or cost-per-mille) from which 

YouTube and The Future take a cut – keep in mind that YouTube’s parent company 

(Google/Alphabet) is the world’s largest seller of advertising (Hern 2016). 

As such, YouTube, The Future, and creators have a clear material interest in generating as 

many views as possible and, in recent years, YouTube has developed a whole series of training 

programs designed to aid creators in the generation of views. The Future respectively requires and 

strongly encourages routine employees and their 1000s of creators to enroll in these online courses. 

In one such course, YouTube provides a strategic program by which creators may manage their 

emotional investment in content production while maintaining a steady production schedule. Here, 

creators are told, “If your content is engaging, our discovery systems [search algorithms] will handle 
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the rest.” YouTube’s search algorithm is designed to “Surface [find] content that keeps viewers 

engaged, not just good looking content.” Beyond this, much of the training information revolves 

around the creation of a personal brand. This includes advice to “Think like a TV programmer” by 

creating content that is shareable, accessible, collaborative or interactive (i.e., inviting audience 

participation such as sharing, clicking, liking, commenting, et al), discoverable (i.e., searchable), 

conversational, targeted, and consistent. For each attribute, YouTube provides “best practices” 

based, presumably, on internal behavioral research and knowledge of their proprietary and, for those 

downstream, largely unknowable algorithms. 

For example, YouTube advises creators to involve viewers in the promotion of content 

(collaborative and interactive content) by way of a cursory course in pop anthropology. Specifically 

citing Patrick Hanlon’s Primal Branding (2006), YouTube’s training videos explain that “Deep down 

everyone wants to belong” and that viewers want to belong to creators’ brand communities. 

According to the training video, such a community requires the following: 

1) A “creation story” or “authentic” narrative of the creator 
2) A “creed” or “higher purpose” to inspire fans 
3) “Leadership” or charismatic authority 
4) “Ritual” or repeated elements in video content 
5) “Language” or a brand-specific argot that allows fans to “feel like insiders.” 

 
What I wish to highlight here is that YouTube – and potentially other platforms – offers a particular 

kind of creativity revolving around entrepreneurialism. The creativity on offer from YouTube is 

neither that of Schumpeter’s visionary entrepreneur nor Adorno’s autonomous artist, but a 

heteronymous entrepreneurialism – always oriented toward the established demands of audience and 

market. According to the platform, conforming to these “best practices” guarantees that creators’ 

“authentic” selves will be “surfaced” or served to the hungry eyeballs of global audiences. As such, 

much of the managing of creators performed by The Future revolves around convincing creators to 

properly format their content and to adopt an entrepreneurial attitude toward their work. Having 
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established the forms of creativity on offer from management and a global media production 

platform, I now move on to an extended discussion of how expressive and routine workers 

understand creativity. 

 
 
Workers’ Creativities 
  
 So far, creativity takes two classed forms:  management’s organizationally bound, self-

regulated problem-solving and global capital’s metric-oriented entrepreneurialism. What of workers’ 

creativities? Despite being something of a master term in interviews with both expressive and 

routine workers, informants often found it difficult to pin down the meaning of creativity. They 

laughed, perhaps nervously, or said “That’s a good question” before a long pause and, finally, an 

answer. “What do you mean by creativity” seemed equally puzzling as a question for informants that 

I had known for years, months, weeks, or just a few hours. Creativity seems to be a peculiar thing 

when prodded and probed. Workers often found it easier to explain what made their jobs creative - 

typically the day-to-day tasks of work. Here I focus on how they define creativity in the abstract. 

Naturally, this includes some discussion of their work, however, I deal more fully with their everyday 

experiences in later chapters. In data presented here, I find three major types of explanations or 

definitions of creativity in interviews expressive and routine workers in both industries. These 

include two types of romantic creativity (creation ex nihilo and autonomous expression) and, less 

common among workers, the instrumentalized pragmatism of management.  

 

The Many Lit t l e  Gods 

 Expressive workers (YouTube creators and audio engineers) often provided accounts of 

creativity that referred to the act of creation and often suggested god-like powers. Felix, an audio 

engineer, said,  
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Well, okay. So, it’s like – it’s fairly easy to explain. It’s like there’s – today is Monday, 
10:44AM, okay? In three hours, a new song will be coming next to existence.  This 
particular song doesn’t exist today, right now. It will exist in three hours when we 
start the session. You create something, that’s creativity. And I get amazed still to 
these days whenever I realize at the end of the day, wow, this thing didn’t exist eight 
hours ago and now we’re all here, singing along or, you know, it creates an energy 
that’s undeniable. I mean, you can’t say it’s, “Oh, it doesn’t affect people.” It does. 
And if you think about how a few hours before, the day before, it wasn’t there, it’s 
weird because sometimes you – I listen to songs in the studio and it feels like, oh, I 
feel like this has always been a song. It’s always been there, it’s natural. You know, 
you don’t think that minds come together, came together maybe, to create that. 

 
Felix sees creativity as rather simple. To create is to make something that did not exist is to create. 

After creation, Felix’s creature (the song) confronts him as something alien, but not necessarily 

alienating (at least in this example). Above, the product of his labor confronts him as an eternal, 

magical object – a fetish brought into being from the unordered chaos he found in the studio earlier 

in the morning. To borrow from the book of Genesis, the studio had been silent, “formless and 

void” until Felix arrived for work. Another engineer at CI described his work as “Creation! It’s 

channeled creation. This is a taste of the beyond. Art is a taste of the beyond.” Sitting in his studio, 

surrounded by comic books and the blinking LEDs of recording equipment, he said,  

I’m trying to experience that god stuff here. Is it creative work? It is creation! There 
was nothing here when I woke up. That used to freak me out. I used to go to the 
studio and think I’m going to write a beat and I’m going to sell it. That beat doesn’t 
exist yet! Where does it come from? You know what I mean? 
 

Creativity is, apparently, to create or conjure some thing that comes from beyond and in order to do 

so, one must channel the powers of god through media production technologies – something of a 

frightening, exhilarating experience.  

According to Peter, a YouTube creator and technology entrepreneur, “You have to conjure 

things out of thin air.” Echoing Schumpeter’s imagined entrepreneur, Peter elaborated,  

That’s essentially, if you’re creating content you’re literally creating something out of 
nothing. I would also say it takes creativity to put the pieces together on the business 
side. You have to think about things that maybe other people aren’t seeing the 
connections. Use your instincts, put them together and make it work. That seems to 
go OK for me. 
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Here, Peter again illustrates the romantic ex nihilo explanation of creativity, but extends this 

definition to include “business.” One must be able to conjure and use one’s instincts in order to see 

“connections” that remain unseen – to envision a world beyond that which exists. Peter’s 

explanation includes something akin to the critical entrepreneurial and artistic creativities noted 

above and thus suggests an empirically observable linkage between artistic and entrepreneurial 

conceptualizations of creativity. Likewise, Kevin – another YouTube creator – said, “You know, 

entrepreneurship is creative work because you don’t have a blueprint for success.” 

 Harvey, an audio engineer, echoed Peter’s sentiment. Below, Harvey reiterates the necessity 

of conjuring some object into existence and the necessary imagining needed to perform such a 

magical act.   

I guess like being able to execute some sort of inspiration or coming up with 
something out of thin air that wasn’t there before. It could be a song, painting, 
poem, whatever. I think everything is creative in some way. We’re seeing shit being 
created all the time. Even real-estate developers I guess. We could call them creative. 
They’re imagining a condo development being on this property that they demolished 
or whatever. In terms of music, I guess, just being inspired by some idea and making 
it into something. 
 

Both Harvey and Peter suggest that business development and artistry as being of-a-kind, however 

Harvey appears more hesitant (“I guess”). Voicing an unease with “business” or “the biz” - 

imagined as a music industry executive - Peter described an earlier part of his career as follows: 

Back in Atlanta, having that indie rock, 90s, underground punk, whatever you want 
to call it, that way of doing music, it’s definitely not cemented [in] any music biz label 
relationships. Even when I came to LA I was still thinking that way. Like working 
with some band, they’ll say, “Yeah the label guy wants to come by and listen to the 
mixes. The A&R [artists and repertoire executive] guy wants to come and play what 
we’ve been working on.” I’d be like “Man, this ain’t no jukebox. Fuck that guy. We’ll 
send him the CD when we’re done” kind of thing. That’s all well and good but in LA 
that shit doesn’t fly. You can’t be a dick like that. 
 

Unlike Peter, Harvey does not identify as an entrepreneur and had to learn to accept the point of 

view of “the biz” – half-heartedly acknowledging the creative role of the entrepreneur. On the other 
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hand, Peter – a YouTube creator and technology entrepreneur – identifies both business dealings 

and video production as creative, expressive actions. Both require an imagining of as-yet-unseen 

potentialities and possibilities in order to call forth an object into existence. Creation ex nihilo 

comprises a double act of imagination and conjuring or calling forth. As Isabelle, a YouTube creator 

said, “I think [creativity is] having a thought and creating something with that thought into a tangible 

thing.” 

  While these accounts highlight the belief in creation from nothing, other workers defined 

creativity as involving reinterpretation and rearticulation of pre-existing objects. One of the few 

female audio engineers that I spoke, Wanda, first defined creativity as follows: 

Creativity to me means the ability to play and literally generate newness or generate 
deviations of like one singular thing into a multiplicity of other things. Yeah. I guess 
that’s kind of a generic, creationist definition of creativity (laughing). I didn’t mean it 
that way before I said it, but I guess it’s applicable. 
 

Rather than creation from nothing, Wanda describes creativity as the production of difference 

wherein a “singular” object becomes a “multiplicity” through human intervention. Likewise, Talia, 

an office worker at The Future, also likened creativity to creation, but recognized the necessity of 

pre-existing materials. She began by equating creativity with creation before she added, “Being 

creative isn’t necessarily always building things from scratch. It’s building upon basic ideas that other 

people have already founded and it’s the sharing of culture and visual mediums and music and all 

sorts of other different forms of media.” Again, one creates by bringing some thing into the world, 

but this creation builds upon available cultural and material resources within a particular historical 

constellation. Here, it is worth noting that the least god-like versions of creation ex nihilo come 

from women. While all struggle to wrest form from some abyssal void, men seemed less likely to 

acknowledge that socially produced tools and resources that aid them in their personal chaoskampfs12. 

 Most of the above examples come from expressive workers, but routine workers with arts 
																																																								
12 “Struggles against chaos,” a perennial theme in the creation myths in many of the world’s religions. 
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training such as Talia offered similar responses. For example, Rufus – a studio office employee at CI 

with a background in audio engineering – said, creativity is about “Creative possibilities. You know, 

anything. Like, it doesn’t matter. To me it’s just building something out of nothing.” Rufus, unlike 

the expressive workers, sees his job as “not a bit” creative. As he said, “I think you are facilitating 

creativity through these jobs.” Likewise, another studio office worker, Javier, provided an ex nihilo 

definition. “You know, [you can do] anything. Like, it doesn’t matter. To me it’s just building 

something out of nothing.”  

 Measured against god-like acts of creation ex nihilo, one feels as though most work in the 

culture industries may fall short, however, management still claimed to offer workers such as Javier 

and Rufus the opportunity to be creative. As an owner-manager at CI said, “For better or for worse, 

my managerial style is to provide guidelines and encourage creativity in work. Even if it’s a failure. 

It’s the one thing that I value.” I return to this puzzling statement in Chapter 3. Here, creation ex 

nihilo refers to an individualistic, occasionally god-like, masculine form of creativity while another 

romantic creativity relies less upon divine power. 

 

It ’ s  All  About the Freedom, Right? 

 For many routine and expressive workers, creativity refers to what might best be described 

as autonomous expression or as informants often said, “Freedom.” Ronald, a YouTube content 

creator, said that he enjoys  

…the limitless freedom of creation. Just being like today I can make whatever I want 
and it can be, can come from all these different worlds, can create all these different 
worlds, and it can lead to another thing and I just love, like, not knowing what I’m 
going to do tomorrow and not knowing what I’m going to do today. 
 

Likewise, a video-blogger in the Eastern United States said that for him, creativity “means 

expressing myself in the way that I know best whether it’s through words or sights or music.” 

Moreover, he enjoys creating content because it allows him to use his “creative freedom whenever” 
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he wants. Likewise, a budding screenwriter-turned-YouTube-creator defined creativity as 

“happiness” before adding “I think freedom maybe? (long pause) If I were living in a poor country I 

could never do this, so, freedom.” Here he, perhaps superficially, indicates living in Los Angeles and 

working fulltime as a YouTube creator as a privileged situation relative to others. Like those above, 

he described creativity as a sort of free, limitless expression. 

Somewhat differently, Kevin - a 30-something man who creates YouTube content with his 

wife in the evenings after they come home from work and put their children to bed - said,  “The 

opposite of creativity is having rules that tell you exactly what to do and you simply go about that.” 

He went on to explain that companies known for rigid rules such as McDonalds are “phenomenal” 

because they allow anyone to “do something amazing because they don’t have to be creative about 

the work.” As he explained,  

[At McDonald’s] you’re told “No, you put the hamburger together like this and you 
make the milkshakes like this and you do this and this.” … The creativity, I believe, 
is just the exact opposite. Look, here’s all this stuff [made circular gesture with 
hands], make me something awesome. Figure that out and then just come back and 
show me something. I think that ultimately creativity is undirected, creation of 
something unique kind of a thing. 
 

Rules may allow anyone to provide “phenomenal” food or customer service, but according to 

Kevin, rules are not a part of creativity. As with management, Kevin draws a line between his 

creative activities and those in other, more regimented forms of work (i.e., “not a factory” or “not 

on the assembly-line”). To “be creative” is to work autonomously without direction and create 

“something awesome.” Similar to a number of expressive content creators located outside of major 

production hubs, Kevin views his work as a content producer as a potential means of escape from 

the doldrums of office life. Referring to the work he and his wife do on YouTube, Kevin said  

… we know that this is what will get us out of that because we believe that starting 
our own business [as drone videographers] will give us opportunities that we seek 
and that we want to live and how we want to change things for our lives. 
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Though routine workers offered similar takes on creativity, they often described their day-to-

day tasks with less enthusiasm. Samuel, a 28 year-old office worker at The Future, explained that for 

him, “True creativity is a boundless expression of the self and that’s not something that can ever 

exist in this context.” Despite being asked to “be more creative” by his boss as he produced data-

driven PowerPoint presentations (“decks”), Samuel does not see his work as particularly creative 

because of its subordination to organizational goals. As he said,  

I guess, it’s hard for me to think of creativity in a professional context because 
ultimately everything I do is aimed at helping a company. Which is, if I stripped away 
the world and money wasn’t a thing and all of these things that are required of me 
that inherently force you to have a line of work, I wouldn’t be making things for The 
Future. I wouldn’t be trying to be creative for this entity [The Future]… As creative 
as I can imagine a deck being, I don’t know if it’s something I would ever like, tout 
as like “Look at how creative I am.” There’s an element of creativity in it, but I don’t 
perceive that as true creativity. 

 
Educated in art history, Samuel draws a sharp line between the sort of “lu-creativity” (Gielen 2013) 

or instrumental pragmatism on offer from The Future and the autonomous, disinterested expression 

he associates with creativity.  

Routine workers at CI offered similar distinctions. A former musician working as a studio 

office employee described creativity as requiring “a level of freedom.” Despite acknowledging that 

he possesses a sizeable amount of autonomy at work, he said that in “peripheral jobs, when 

someone’s telling you what you need to do, yeah you’re putting your touch on it or whatever, but I 

don’t know if I would consider that necessarily creative.” Jeffrey, an office employee at CI drew a 

more forceful line between the instrumental pragmatism on offer from CI and what he deemed to 

be “true” creativity. As Jeffrey explained,  

[Creativity] means that you’re willing to give up the ability to live a normal life to 
make actual, real money and to support any kind of family unless you’re already well 
off and just decide well I’m stinking rich and I’m going to be creative and I’m going 
to be a rock star or a movie star. You’re going to get in through your money. That’s 
how it works now. Creative people? Do you know a lot of creative people that own 
their own homes? I mean, most of them are fucking drug addicts and drunks 
crawling around, got no money (pause) ever. You’re always buying them a beer and 
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like that guy’s a talented motherfucker, but sadly he wasn’t born into a rich family, so 
here we are at the bottom (laughing). I hate to say it like that, but it’s the truth. 
 

Jeffrey, like many of CI’s employees, barely earned enough to pay rent. Often from blue-collar 

backgrounds with high-school educations, he and his coworkers are, as Jeffrey said, “at the bottom” 

despite possessing “talent” and, in many cases, years of experience as musicians or audio engineers. 

For Jeffrey, this struggle to survive – perceived as a product of limitless expression without the 

support of wealth – encompasses what it means to “be creative.” Still, when Jeffrey discussed his 

working day, he complained about a co-workers’ lack of initiative in a way that more closely 

resembles the everyday creativity found in Marx, Vaneigem, and Dewey. Jeffrey explained that the 

co-worker had never bothered to learn how to fix or troubleshoot equipment around the studio – a 

core aspect of the job. “I mean, no one ever told her to, so you can’t fault her, but if you’re a 

competent human being, why not try? That’s the beauty of being human, right?” 

 Both autonomous expression and creation ex nihilo refer to similarly individualistic, 

romantic accounts of creativity. Autonomous expression includes a distinction between creativity 

circumscribed by organizational goals. Routine workers with some degree of artistic training drew a 

hard line between work performed in the service of others and autonomous expression. This 

suggests that education actually resists rather than reinforces creativity as dispositif or self-regulating 

mechanism of control over work (i.e., McRobbie 2016).  

As such, there exists a gap between the classed creativities found among workers, managers, 

and global capital. My comparison of routine and expressive workers renders this gap apparent and 

suggests the organizations’ need to fill this gap between discourse and the material experience of the 

labor process. I explain the material experiences that serve as temporary bandages, covering and 

temporarily closing this fissure in Chapter 3. For now, I want to provide examples of workers that 

espouse what I have been calling instrumental pragmatism. 
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The Steven Spie lberg o f  Air fare Booking 

 As mentioned in the brief genealogy above, much of the “creativity” on offer from 

management appears similar to what Joas and Sennett (2006) call instrumentalized pragmatism. If 

the abovementioned forms of creativity represent articulations of romantic, deistic individualism, 

then the last type more closely resembles the operational definitions provided by management 

researchers (i.e., providing useful solutions to readily apparent problems). Given the team-based 

structure of many post-bureaucratic organizations, instrumentalized pragmatism appears both less 

individualistic and, potentially, less critical due to its association with management. 

 More than any other informants, office workers at The Future articulated this form of 

creativity. Langston, a “talent search specialist” or web-scraping talent scout at The Future said, 

“Creativity to me means - that’s such an interesting question - being able to work efficiently and in 

tandem with a like-minded person or group of people to reach a desirable result.” As Langston 

further explained, “Really creative people can work with anyone and anything and reach that desired 

result without any hiccups or issues along the way.” Here, creativity includes smooth sociality, 

affability, and, perhaps most importantly, a “desired result” or goal. He includes neither divine 

touch, nor autonomous, critical expression. Franklin at The Future offered a similarly instrumental 

response. As he explained, his work is creative insofar as his team “dictates creative [content 

production]” through data analysis. Though perhaps benevolent dictators, Franklin’s team asks a 

simple, instrumental question: “Quite frankly, is something working or is it not?” In answering this 

question, the team employs data provided by cloud-based systems such as Google Analytics, 

YouTube, and proprietary sources. With these numbers, Franklin can  

… look and see what content is working, what isn't.  Even within that content that is 
working, how can we improve that?  All of that is dictated by [our] quantitative 
research. But maybe in that same vein, you also have the qualitative aspects, you 
come out with by being agile and ready, you have to be able to think outside the box.   
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Anchored to the numbers, one may still - as cliché as it may sound - “think outside the box.” 

Phrases such as “agile and ready,” “achieving goals,” “teamwork,” “solving problems,” and “self-

learning” tended to be associated with similar accounts of instrumentalized pragmatism. 

 Marty, another talent search specialist at The Future, uses these numbers to manage 

YouTube content producers. Despite spending 8-14 hours a day in front of a computer screen 

watching countless quantities of YouTube content, he finds his work interesting. Why? 

Because it’s not like, a cut and dry [sic] position. You can do whatever you want. It’s 
like I’m getting involved with these guys and telling them what they should be 
producing and making and linking them up with other like-minded people that boost 
their popularity and their talents. Just like, being responsible for that and having that 
stuff happen. It’s definitely a creative position because you’re thinking of outside the 
box creative ways to like, make these people blow up. 
 

As in the other versions of creativity, we find autonomy (“you can do whatever you want”), 

however, whatever one wants appears to always be expressed in terms of organizational goals. One 

thinks “outside the box” while working with a group of other people (“these guys,” “like-minded 

people”) to “make these people blow up” or gain popularity and thus generate increased revenue for 

The Future. Here one does not find the earth-shattering, romantic creativity of the Schumpeterian 

entrepreneur or Adornian artist. Instead, this instrumental pragmatism or “lu-creativity” (Gielen 

2013) appears a bit closer to the ensnared, inventive creativity described by Marx and Vaneigem in 

their respective descriptions of 19th and mid-20th century capitalism. 

 Jennifer, an executive assistant, likened creativity to the translation of information and 

facilitation of group communication. After stating that she felt that she performed creative work, 

Jennifer explained what makes her job creative: 

I think that the best way that I would describe my job and most of the company’s 
job is that it’s all an exchange of information, right? You go to a meeting. What 
happens in a meeting? Everyone just tells each other what’s going on. Then you have 
the next week and you all tell each other what’s going on in the next step and then 
someone might have some advice to contribute of how to make it go smoother or a 
warning or a previous experience. All that is exchange of information. There’s so 
many phone calls that happen. To build a [YouTube] channel, for example, I want to 
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make one. That all started with either a phone call, an email, and a [PowerPoint] 
deck. Then it grew into more conversations. Then it grew into an exchange of 
contracts which is information and then you know creative. You know, the show 
started being made, that’s all information too. It’s entertainment, but it’s all, it’s not 
tangible. 
 

Here Jennifer describes something not unlike the definition of skills needed for creative work put 

forth by Paolo Virno and other theorizers of cognitive capitalism. As Virno argues, workers in 

culture industries require embodied, virtuoso-like cognitive skill in a variety of tasks (Virno 2004) 

that include communication. Despite the requisite materialities of everyday work-life, Jennifer also 

claims this to be immaterial work or, in her own words, “not tangible.” Perhaps more importantly, 

she identifies her tasks with creativity.  

 Still, some workers draw a line between artistic creativity – often autonomous and free – and 

“business” creativity. Their work falls into the latter while they often wish they were performing the 

former. Describing himself as the “Steven Spielberg of booking airfare,” Ray drew such a distinction 

between business creativity and artistic creativity while still espousing a kind of instrumentalized 

pragmatism. As he said, “creativity in this role or any other role is really coming up with solutions 

that are not your typical solutions and kind of having fun with it.” Giving an example of work that 

might fit his criteria, he said 

If maybe I was looking to expand a department here or like if I wanted to start a 
department, I think that exploring another genre of what we do here with finding 
talent on YouTube, if I was to find a genre that were not working with and go out 
and explore it and then bring it back and say I could do this, this and this with it and 
it’s maybe not our typical way of doing things, I would say that that would be and 
example of creative work. 

 
Despite drawing a distinction between business and artistic creativity, Ray offers an account similar 

to that of management. Invention, novelty, and change appear circumscribed by known problems 

within the organization’s decision-making domains. Within these bounds, Ray and other workers at 

The Future may “explore” and “bring back” their findings in order to provide novel, atypical ways 

of achieving organizational goals. Performing rather routine work using spreadsheet and data 
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analysis software, Ray and others at The Future appear closer to management in their accounts of 

creativity and closer to the rather dystopic visions proffered by critics of creative work (i.e., Gielen 

2013; Kozlowski et al. 2014; Raunig et al. 2011). Still, these workers do not appear wholly subsumed 

by managerial ideology. Unlike these theorists, I find that there remains a gap and so discourse or 

ideology does not provide a complete explanation as to how workers’ become attached to precarious 

employment. 

 

Conclusion 
 
 While “creativity” may be a “fetish of our times” (Kozlowski et al. 2014), I hope to have 

made abundantly clear in this chapter that creativity is neither singular nor synonymous with 

managerial and platform discourses. More simply, creativity is polyvalent and classed. For 

management, creativity tends to come out all one color with only slight variation. An 

instrumentalized pragmatism appears in both the owner-managed music studio (CI) and the MCN 

(The Future). At CI, management invites this creativity by encouraging employees to participate and 

genuinely contribute to the everyday running of the firm. At The Future, management desires 

passionate self-discipline, bound by quotas. The introduction of the networked, production platform 

(and thus global capital) complicates prior research on work by introducing a new, autonomous, 

intermediary between management and expressive workers. As shown above and in Table 1 below, 

the platform offers its own form of creativity (heteronymous entrepreneurialism) by linking content 

production to quantitative measures of audience behavior and by encouraging expressive workers to 

become “brands.” 

Compared to management, I found workers’ accounts to be more dynamic, vivid, and 

heterogeneous. Though this chapter presents three distinct types of worker creativities, the accounts 

from workers do not always map neatly onto these categories. In each example provided above there 
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exists combinations of entrepreneurialism, romantic individualism, and god-like struggles against 

chaos (creation ex nihilo). In other words, these categories serve an analytic rather than a purely  

Table	2.1.	Class	and	Creativity.	 		

		 Workers	 Management	 Platform	

Creativity	 Creation	ex	nihilo;	
Autonomous	Expression	

Instrumentalized	
pragmatism	

Heteronomous	
entrepreneurialism	

 

descriptive purpose. Workers in digital media more closely align with the managerial ideology than 

those in the music industry, yet nowhere do the explanations proffered by workers appear 

completely subsumed by dominant discourses from management and the platform. 

The dominant creativities of management and the platform appear similar to those described 

in recent critiques. Inventive, problem-solving and heteronymous cultural production certainly lack a 

critical element and thus appear similar to the “lu-creativity” criticized by Gielin (2013). Likewise, 

offering workers opportunities for self-realization by inviting them to “be creative” does appear to 

be linked to social control over work as argued by McRobbie (2016). Still, there are significant gaps 

between the behaviors and practices desired by dominant actors (managers and platforms) and 

workers’ accounts. This suggests that the discourse of creativity alone does not form a fully 

functional, self-regulating, control mechanism. In order to generate consent, something beyond 

education and labeling work as “creative” must conceal and at least partially close the gap that lies 

between dominant discourses and workers’ understandings – something to bind expression and 

creativity ex nihilo to the instrumental pragmatism and heteronymous entrepreneurialism desired by 

management and the platform. In the following chapters, I present ethnographic evidence in order 

to argue that this certain something occurs in the labor process – often through interaction with 

technology. To borrow from Alvin Gouldner, technology exerts power by way of the “sheer experience 

of gratifications” that it offers (1982:246). 
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Chapter 3 

“Disappearing” into the Object: Aesthetic Subjectivities and Control 

 
“When a nut that is stuck becomes unstuck, one experiences a motoric pleasure, a certain instrumentalized 
joy, a communication—mediated by the tool—with the thing on which the tool is working…the dynamic 
regime of the axe or the adze gives a very particular pleasure of sensation. It’s a type of intuition that’s 
perceptive-motoric and sensorial. The body of the operator gives and receives…There exists an entire 
sensorial array of tools of all kinds.” 
 
– Gilbert Simondon, “On Techno-aesthetics” (2012:3) 

 

“[Adolph Eichman] reports that he was only able to drive away the thoughts of the mass murder – which he 
himself had organized but could not bear – when he caught sight of the Lemberg railway station. Its image 
comforted him. Destabilized by the direct experience of bloodshed, he lets himself be reconciled by the 
aesthetics of the Austrian official baroque. It is as if this architecture were a bandage on the wound which the 
murder afflicted upon the official murderer.”   
 
– W.F. Haug, Commodity Aesthetics (1987:131) 
 

 This chapter enters the working day at Creativity, Inc., an owner-managed recording studio 

and so it begins an examination of creative labor processes within a small, relatively simple 

organization. More specifically, this chapter focuses on what I call creative labor’s positive pole. By 

this I mean the sensual pleasures of work – often mediated or extended by technology – and the 

relationship between these pleasures and control. As an owner-managed firm, one might expect to 

find direct oversight of employees (see Edwards 1979), yet I found the company’s three owners 

mostly absent. This begs the question as to how they maintain control. I find that management 

employs a soft form of direct control wherein management invites workers to self-manage and 

engage in self-directed problem solving while also cultivating social bonds with employees and 

managing how work feels by way of enchanting, technological objects that popular the workplace. 

The last of these I call aesthetic enrollment or the delegation of managing how work feels to objects. 

The quotes above from Simondon and Haug both point to the power of objects over 

working subjects. Respectively, Simondon and Haug present technologies of production and 
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architecture as meaningful, non-verbal interactions between humans and non-humans that shape 

how work feels. In Simondon, the thing-ly shaping of worker experience appears in production – in 

the doings of the labor process. Haug presents a more horrific, dialectical process wherein the 

routinely barbarous tasks of state-sponsored genocide appear sensually repulsive, yet Eichman found 

the Third Reich’s organizational architecture sensually pleasing, a point of attachment or binding 

between the authoritarian state and its subject. So, what of the creative workplace and its subjects? 

As I mentioned earlier, labor process theory remains largely unconcerned with sensation and 

aesthetic experience, yet multiple recent studies suggest the importance of controlling how the labor 

process feels under advanced, late, or, more recently, “cognitive” capitalism. Previous research 

suggests that a key strategy of managerial control involves “fixing” how workers feel through 

elaborate organizational rituals or parties (Ross 2004). Alternately, precarious employment requires 

management to perform intensive, emotional work in order to make labor “feel” like leisure (Mears 

2015). Likewise, the persistent feeling of unease under Post-Fordism purportedly controls workers 

by generating intense “effort but not consent” (Sallaz 2015). By “feel,” I do not mean something so 

coherent as emotion, but something closer to the recent use of the term affect in critical, cultural 

theory (see Clough and Halley 2007; Gregg and Seigworth 2010b; Massumi 2002) wherein the term 

refers to the “visceral forces beneath, alongside, or generally other than conscious knowing” that 

“drive us toward movement” (Gregg and Seigworth 2010a:1). This comes very close to the 

definition of social life’s aesthetic dimension provided by media anthropologists and researchers in 

the field of organizational aesthetics – roughly, sense experience in relation to objects (see, e.g., Carr 

and Hancock 2003; Gagliardi 1996; Mazzarella 2013; Strati 1999; Warren 2008) 

By examining CI’s workers and their relation to the material organization of the workplace, I 

find that part of the work needed to fix how one feels is performed by technology. As such, the 

office staff’s experiences bear a closer resemblance to the non-human/human interactions (Cetina 
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and Bruegger 2000) and aesthetic experiences (DeNora 2000; Gell 1992) found in sociological and 

anthropological research on technology and art. Following scholars in organizational aesthetics, I use 

aesthetic to refer to sense experiences elicited or afforded by organizational artifacts (Gagliardi 1996) 

such as technology, décor, music, corporate ephemera, and furniture – the grain and texture of 

organizational life. Following this line of research, I refer to pleasurably immersive interactions 

between workers and objects as aesthetic experiences. 

I begin by describing recording sessions and engineers’ everyday use of music production 

technologies. Following this description of engineers’ working days, I explain how management 

endeavors to retain engineers not as production employees, but as clients or as office staff. Retaining 

the engineers as clients alters the relationship between studio and engineer from an employer / 

employee relationship to that of a business-to-business relationship. As a consequence, engineers 

adopt an entrepreneurial attitude toward work, engaging in the constant networking that I describe 

in later chapters. In efforts to reduce the burden of networking and defray the costs of renting 

studio time, engineers frequently take up work as studio office workers. Actual use of these “perks” 

of the job remain uneven and, often, uncommon. As a consequence of these practices, the studio 

secures cheap, skilled, creative labor for their front office while reducing the burden of obtaining 

clients. I find that engineers account for their current work by describing two imagined future 

outcomes. On one hand, they imagine that they will find ever more lucrative work through 

entrepreneurial pursuits, unmoored from any particular organization. Second, they imagine future 

projects wherein they might be able to do what they define as quality work. Following this, I 

illustrate how, at the micro-interactional level, management elicits consent from office staff through 

the mechanism of aesthetic enrollment in a for controlling the use of downtime.  
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Entering Creativity, Inc. 

“Wow! Fancy.” said a friend of mine as we entered CI’s lobby with its dark wood paneling 

and vintage pinball games. The lobby’s small chandelier and high-top tables certainly looks more 

“fancy” than most ramshackle rehearsal studios in Los Angeles. Those tend to look more like 

unfinished warehouses or storage facilities. CI, on the other hand, resembles LA’s premier studios 

with carefully crafted interiors intended to dazzle one’s senses such as the large, wood-paneled 

rooms of Westlake Studios or mood-lighting of East/West’s lobby where a receptionist greets 

incoming clients from behind a desk made of guitars. After spending nine months conducting active 

fieldwork inside the organization and the better part of two years visiting the studio, I had grown 

accustomed to CI, however, my friend’s remarks were not wholly unlike my initial reaction. 

According to company brochures, the studio “feels creative” and Jacob, one of CI’s owners, made 

certain that I see the décor of each part of the building. 

Founded in 2008 by several creative professionals, CI’s fairly flat organizational hierarchy 

contains minimal divisions save for the gap between owner-managers and regular employees. 

Management prefers to manage through careful hiring choices and by inviting employees to “be 

creative” in addition to rather soft forms of direct control, As such owner-managers give substantial 

autonomy to supervisors of three horizontally differentiated departments: recording, rehearsals, and 

off-site events. Each department draws from Los Angeles’s standing reserve of aspiring musicians 

and audio engineers as its pool of potential employees. Due to hiring practices based on disposition 

and referrals from current employees, supervisors and regular employees tend to be socially and 

economically similar in terms of education, class background, and wages. Employee ages ranged 

from 21 to 35 years of age. 

Much like ninety percent of the U.S. music industry (U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics 2013b), 

CI’s employees are not unionized. Historically, this differs from the closed-shop structure of studios 
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in the 1960s and 1970s (Horning 2013) and follows a more general decline in union membership 

across all sectors of the U.S. economy. CI has relatively few full-time, office employees working 

within the organization (10) and more part-time and freelancer employees whose numbers fluctuate 

throughout the year. These freelancers work as audio engineers and as manual laborers for recording 

sessions and live music performances held offsite in a variety of places around the city.  

Despite earning less than the median U.S. wage and working in precarious jobs marked by 

the culture industries’ lower than average job tenure (U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics 2016), both 

types of employees expressed deep attachments to their work. As will be a recurring theme 

throughout this dissertation, the employees claimed to “love” or at least strongly prefer their 

relatively low paying, “cool” jobs. Now, one might run from these statements and say that they 

represent mere rationalizations intended to self-soothe a seemingly undesirable situation. On one 

hand, my aim is to interrogate these professed attachments by asking what it is that they find 

desirable in undesirable work. On the other hand, some workers expressed dissatisfaction with CI 

and shared my astonishment at their coworkers’ professed attachment. As one disgruntled worker 

said, “Well, it’s cool. I mean, you basically get paid to hang out and they do very simple things. … 

For everyone it’s like ‘Ah, I’ve never had a better job!’” Even after citing his low wages as grounds 

for hating his job, this employee pointed to the company’s ineffable “cool.” Even if he appears 

critical, the job remains “cool.” This presents a puzzle: how, in the process of doing their work, do 

they become attached to these jobs? Put differently, what does it mean, materially, for this work to 

feel “cool?” 

As I demonstrated in Chapter 2, a strictly ideological explanation does not, in total, explain 

why workers consent to their conditions of employment. The divergence of workers’ and managers’ 

meanings suggests a potential lack of consent to managerial hegemony or, at the very least, a gap 

between the two that requires binding. Here, I argue that the material structure of work produces, 
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on one hand, an entrepreneurial attitude characteristic of neo-liberalism, but an aesthetic subjectivity 

that finds technology to be pleasurable, even beautiful. Insofar as this stems from workers’ sensual 

or aesthetic subjectivities rather than more clearly articulable, economic or identity interests, consent 

appears side-by-side critique. Work may feel cool, but employees understand their situation to be 

economically detrimental. I return to this issue in later chapters, but here I develop what I call 

aesthetic enrollment, a process wherein interactions between workers and the organizational artifacts 

(technology in this case) captivate and bind workers, sensually, to the labor process. Additionally, 

dense social ties between management and employees further blur the lines between work and social 

life – not unlike that traditionally found in small, owner-managed firms (Edwards 1979). 

Making CI a “creative space that feels creative” extends to the company’s management 

practices. According to an owner, the company attempts to make employees “feel creative” at work. 

As part of the material organization of the workplace, the organization’s technical artifacts comprise 

the material means by the organization creates this “feel” or aesthetic. It is my argument that the 

workplace’s aesthetic dimension explains, if only partially, employees’ attachment to work. As 

implied above, this attachment or binding serves as a sort of bandage that conceals competing 

ideologies of creativity and binds workers to precarious conditions. The material, sensual experience 

of the workplace thus mediates discourses of creativity and as well as economic insecurity. Though 

radically different in context, this resembles the control mechanism implied in the quotation above 

from Haug wherein artifacts paper over undesirable work conditions, eliciting a partial, highly 

qualified, critical consent.  

 

Wages, Hours, and Management’s Soft “Hammer” 

CI has two main types of workers: freelance audio engineers and full-time studio attendants 

or office staff that work in the front office and manage rehearsal rooms. Despite both being unseen 
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or “below the line” media jobs (Caldwell 2008; Mayer 2011), audio engineers more closely resemble 

what I term expressive workers whose jobs center around the use of professional expertise as a 

means of expression, often embodied in a product. Resembling other expressive workers (e.g., 

actors, writers, designers, etc.), engineers at CI work as independent contractors and thus comprise a 

network of workers at the organization’s boundaries. Typically, audio engineers work at CI in 

addition to a patchwork of “gigs” at other studios or as studio office staff, blurring the line between 

these two jobs. Office workers tend to work at CI full-time as a “day job” that subsidizes their often 

unpaid or intermittent employment as musicians or engineers. Essentially, office work serves as a 

precarious solution to their already precarious work as engineers and musicians – a facet of creative 

labor dealt with more explicitly in later chapters.  

Table	3.1.	Years	Worked	as	an	Audio	Engineer	by	gender.	

		 Median	Years	
Worked	 Respondents	

Male	 10	years	 13	
Female	 8	years	 1	

 

The technical knowledge and tacit skills developed through both formal education and work 

experience appear as pre-requisites for both types of work at CI. As a skilled occupation, engineering 

requires a minimum of an associate degree supplemented with unpaid internships and paid 

assistantships. Among CI’s freelance engineers, only one held a BA degree in music composition 

and audio engineering while others held bachelor degrees in other disciplines but had interned in 

studios. At CI, engineers typically received between $15 and $20 per hour for a recording session. 

On the upper end of this pay scale, the wage approaches the $23 average wage for sound technicians 

in the music industry (U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics 2013a). As freelancers, their incomes vary 

widely with an average of $48,000 in gross earnings per year, not accounting for taxes and work-

related expenditures. 
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Fig.	3.1.	Organizational	Structure	of	Creativity,	Inc.	 

	
(Solid	lines	represent	full-time	staff,	dashed	line	represents	freelance	employment)	

	

Generally, CI’s office workers or studio attendants had completed high school with some 

college – often associate degrees or certificates in audio engineering. Only two attendants had 

completed bachelor degrees. Often trained as musicians or recording engineers, rehearsal attendants 

possess similar subjectivities and comparable levels of education relative to engineers. CI’s owners 

consistently compared employees to food service workers and referred to attendant work as 

requiring “few skills” despite attendants’ comparable knowledge and skills in comparison to 

engineers. Though owners tended to undervalue studio attendants, these skills were not wholly 

unrecognized.  As one of the co-owners stated, CI manages by hiring “problem-solvers” who can 

“really take ownership of their job.” Discounting the specificity of worker knowledge, this owner 

went on to say, “Someone that works [in a coffee shop] has about the same amount of experience 

needed to work at CI.” He then acknowledged the skills and training involved in service 

occupations, noted their low wages, and stated, “we pay at least a little bit more than that.” 

Attendants and their supervisors receive between $10 and $12 per hour – somewhat higher than 

California’s $8 per hour minimum wage yet lower than the median wage ($15.22) for administrative 

and support personnel within this industry (U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics 2013a). Employees do 

not receive additional benefits such as healthcare. As explained to me, the “benefits of the job” 
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consist of free access to the recording studio and its equipment, along with free use of the rehearsal 

studios.  

Table	3.2.	Office	Worker	Tenure	by	Gender.	

		 Median	Length	of	
Employment	 Respondents	

Male	 2	years	 13	
Female	 1	year	 2	

 

By Arne Kalleberg’s rubric, these are not “good jobs”13 (2011), and my informants 

frequently cited their other job options in more lucrative service occupations such as barbering, 

waiting-tables, and clerical work. Earning less than the national median wage, CI’s front office 

employees tended to stay within the firm for an average of two years. This may seem like a short 

amount of time but it is on par with the median measure of tenure in the music industry (2.4 years). 

Given that CI hired front office workers from their pool of freelance engineers or from the social 

networks of current employees, management assumes that that employees may also be freelance 

engineers or musicians and thus require flexibility in scheduling in order to remain employees. 

Management often allows workers to leave work for extended periods of time to tour and perform 

at annual music festivals such as SXSW or Coachella. The expectation from management is that 

workers may return at the conclusion of multi-week tours in the Spring or Summer. Further 

highlighting an expectation of retention, several workers suggested that CI hire me as a replacement 

after one employee had been fired. While Jack, a supervisor, said that I would be fine for the job, he 

hesitated to hire me because I might not stay very long. 

Some work part-time for hourly wages, but many of CI’s office employees earn salaries and 

work 40-50 hours per week. Supervisory employees may clock in as many as 60 hours in a week. 

																																																								
13 “Good” jobs include control over working hours and exit from work, room for career growth within the 
organization, and worker input into processes and tasks along with retirement and health benefits. 
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Wages appear relatively low with hourly employees earning $10-12 and salaried, regular employees 

(including supervisors) earning $25-28,000 per year. Calculated at an hourly rate based on a 40-60 

hour working week, employees may earn between $8.68 - $14.58 per hour. The lower end of this 

scale falls below California’s minimum wage and the upper end appears roughly comparable to the 

hourly wages of salaried employees at The Future. CI, however, does not cover health benefits. 

Instead, the use of music equipment and facilities for free comprise the “perks” or “benefits of the 

job. During hiring, owner-managers presented these perks as a key feature of the job.  

Here, we have routine workers with relatively low wages at an organization with a relatively 

high rate of retention for media and information industries. In part, this stems from the soft form of 

direct control used by CI’s owner-managers. The managers take a three-pronged approach to their 

soft direct control. One owner acted as “the hammer,” occasionally reminding workers of their 

duties. Another sought to make workers “feel” creative and take ownership of their work as if CI 

were their business (“the great connector”). The last of them, Fred, cultivated friendships with 

employees.  

Fred: Here’s my function here: The three of us [owners] have very different roles. 
Owner 1 is kind of a hard ass sometimes and does most of the financial end of 
things. Owner 3 is the great connector. He knows everyone in the world and is 
constantly connecting us and networking us. My job is just basically to be the day-to-
day guy. Most of what I do, the guys who work here, who are technically my 
employees, I guess. I almost never think of them like that. Those guys are my friends 
and they will air grievances to me that they won’t necessarily air to the others.  
  
MS: Is that because you’re here all the time? 
  
Fred: I’m also friends with them. I hang out with them outside of work, y’know? 
They’re some of my best friends. I want to know their concerns and I want to try to 
resolve any issues that we have. I feel like a lot of times they’ll say “This thing went 
missing I don’t want to tell the other owners because they’ll freak out.” So I say 
“OK, well let’s find it.” I basically take on that role of like kind of like a weird dad. 

	
The more “hard-ass” direct control still seemed rather soft. Employees often joked about how angry 

“The Hammer” could get (“bringing the hammer down”), yet I never saw him visibly angered. For 
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instance, one day I sat outside with Nathan after he had finished a shift. We sat idly smoking 

cigarettes and chatting with the engineers and their musician clients. Rudolfo, the “hard-ass” owner-

manager rushed out of the front door. Clearly annoyed, he politely, but forcibly asked, “Is anybody 

working?!” Nathan said, “Well, I’m not on the clock and Jason should be on the front desk.” “OK, 

well, I’m tired of people just walking in and out of here without someone paying any attention.” 

Robert, the supervisor, rushed inside to check on things and a client asked, “Did I just see the 

hammer come down? Was that Rudolfo bringing down the hammer?” Emmerich said, “Yeah. 

Actually, that was more like the rubber mallet. I’ve seen the hammer come down and it ain’t pretty. 

I’ve gone shooting with that guy [at a gun range] and it ain’t pretty. He does a quick draw and fires 

right through the head of the target in seven-tenths of a second. You don’t want to mess with him 

when he’s angry.”  

Months went by and I never saw anything beyond this occasional direction from owners. 

Still, I often heard second hand about them getting “angry” or “flipping out.” I worried that I might 

be missing something and so I asked Jason what constituted “bringing the hammer down.” He said, 

“it’s more, so like bringing the hammer down, that talk [from the owner-manager] is like, ‘let’s try 

not to do that ever again.’ It’s pretty, it’s very relaxed.” Rudolfo explained that he invited workers to 

take responsibility over their work. As he said, “It helps to have people that can make their own 

rules, essentially this is how we’re going to solve that problem. I’m not going to step in. I'm just 

going to acknowledge that in order to solve this we need to do two or three things and then I'll give 

them a second chance in order to get to X, Y, and Z.” So, unlike the entrepreneurial firms of the 

19th and 20th centuries, CI’s owners control directly through invitation and, occasionally, their soft 

hammer. Another facet of this inviting approach to management comes in the form of managing 

work’s aesthetic landscape, something we find among the engineers as they work in the studio.  
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The Wizards of the Sonic Temples 

When discussing work, audio engineers often made reference to “passion” and “magic.” The 

latter included wizardry and the dark arts, not wholly unlike the magical calling-forth associated with 

the romantic creativities (ex nihilo and artistic) described in Chapter 2. Recording studios, afterall, have 

been called “temples of sound” or “shrines of mystery” since the 1970s (Horning 2013:15). In a way, 

audio engineers function as high priests of a sort, mediating between the social and technical aspects 

of cultural production. Passionate adepts, these sonic wizards help fabricate mass society’s aural 

commodities. Here, I show how the technologies that populate the studio tend to be associated with 

passion, the mediation of sensation (hearing), and captivation.  

At CI, one enters the temple to join these priests by passing through a soundproof sliding 

glass door that leads to the main recording studio. Outfitted with several leopard print couches, this 

multi-room studio’s earth-toned walls are covered by floral and paisley tapestries that conceal special 

tiles or “treatments” that diminish reverberations. A variety of audio equipment (provided by brands 

partnered with the studio) populate the main recording room. Large multi-colored ottomans, 

Persian-style carpets, and ornamental lighting fixtures evoke a vaguely exotic place somewhat at 

odds with the paintings of UFOs that hung on the walls. The room has, as musicians and engineers 

often said, “vibe.”  

Requiring formal education and training, audio engineering demands extensive knowledge of 

sound frequencies, electrical systems, and complex sonic technologies as well as interactional skills. 

For example, late in a session where a band had been drinking beer, the sober engineer made efforts 

to downplay the musicians increasingly poor performances. Around midnight, the singer in this 

group apologized profusely after drunkenly fumbled multiple takes. The engineer calmly said, “Nah, 

don't worry. Everything is cool.” Likewise, another engineer described the interactional demands of 

work as follows:  
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They [the musicians] were all acting weird around me … Everyone’s moping the 
fuck around. So, this job, I had to make a really great record despite them and come 
up with a method to get like everyone playing and jamming. ... This band needs 
momentum. That’s my job in this thing: momentum!”  
 

Calmly and assuredly interacting with inebriated musicians or managing “momentum,” engineers 

manage the affect or “vibe” of a session. This demonstrates the necessity of engineers’ emotional 

labor and engineers’ role as a nexus or mediating node in team-based, creative projects (Lingo & 

O’Mahony, 2010). Rather than belabor this point, what I wish to highlight here is the role of 

engineers as a nexus between musicians and expressive technologies14.  

A typical 14-hour session begins an hour before the arrival of musicians when engineers 

perform setup tasks: unraveling various cables, tuning instruments, testing equipment, and choosing 

potential microphone placements. Following these tasks, engineers load digital audio workstation 

(DAW) software on a computer and adjust the software’s virtual environment so as to record the 

signals from the microphones that he or she just set up. Engineers then ask musicians to play their 

instruments or sing while carefully adjusting various knobs and other control surfaces located amidst 

a complex assemblage of audio subsystems, computers, and cabling. Musicians frequently ask to 

modify the timbre of their recorded sounds in rather abstract terms such as “make it more like a 

dance kick,’ “make it more blue,” or even “make it pillowy.” Acting as an interpreter of the 

musician’s intuitive and abstract descriptions, engineers quickly translate these abstract commands 

into concrete technical adjustments through various mechanical and virtual control surfaces. A 

veteran engineer explained that he had become so close to his gear that “When I hear something, 

my brain formulates decisions.” Thus the engineer functions as mediating agent between musicians 

and complex technical assemblages that extend and enable engineers’ aesthetic agency or capacity to 

affect changes in their sensory environment (DeNora 2000). 
																																																								
14 The importance of technology as an indicator of skill and quality of engineers can be observed in the way 
that studios tend to advertise. For over 40 years, studios have tended to list their arsenals of equipment and 
previous clients rather than the expertise of their engineering staff (Kealy 1974:102). 
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Beholden only to their musician clients during typical recording sessions, audio engineers 

possess a high degree of autonomy with little to no managerial oversight. Desirable sessions tend to 

allow for engineers’ creative use of equipment in the service of high-profile clients. For the firm and 

the employee, desirable sessions allow for the potential enhancement of status through team 

spillover effects (Rossman et al. 2010) that allow engineers to demand higher wages. Both the firm 

and the engineer may add the name of the artist to their advertised list of previous clients. Desirable 

sessions allow engineers to deploy their expertise in the production of music that suits their 

professional interests or personal tastes. Because engineers’ skill and expertise depends upon and is 

mediated by technology, desirable sessions often coincide with the use of more elaborate equipment 

or “gear.” 

For example, the engineering staff buzzed excitedly when Urban Guerilla, a British 

psychedelic rock group, scheduled a session. As a fan of the group, I expected that engineers were 

excited to work with the band because they were fans, however, an engineer explained to me that he 

looked forward to the session because the group had booked a week of studio time.15 Extended 

time, coupled with a full band (guitar, bass, drums, synthesizers, and horns) enabled engineers to 

more fully employ their skills and to exercise their judgment in the use of a wider array of equipment 

and to shape the sonic characteristics of a wider array of sounds. In these sessions, engineers acted 

as a producer-engineer16, crafting a distinct sound rather than merely an appendage of their clients’ 

creativity. These lengthier, more complex sessions tended to generate more talk around the studio 

than simply working  “a pop” or pop music session. A pop tended to only require that an engineer 

set up one microphone for vocalists singing atop music composed and recorded prior to the session 

																																																								
15 With few exceptions, I consistently found myself to be more enamored by my proximity to fame than any 
employee. 
16 Though the two roles often overlap, producers and engineers differ. A producer tends to be responsible for 
the overall sound of a recording. Akin to a film director, producers are often ascribed auteur status (e.g., Phil 
Spector, Brian Eno, Timberland, Dr. Dre, Tony Maserati, etc.). Engineers, being responsible for the technical 
achievement of sound quality, tend to be more similar to a director of photography or cinematographer. 
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by a producer. While pop sessions were “easy money,’ engineers tended to not regard “pops” as 

particularly desirable. 

When fully immersed in the flow of work, engineers rarely paused to comment upon the 

studio’s vibrant population of LEDs, multi-colored microphones, and rack-mounted audio 

processing equipment. Here the engineer knows what this equipment does and exercises 

considerable control over the objects’ affordances. Physically immersive, engineers operate these 

technologies or “gear” with their four limbs by using the aforementioned control surfaces and a set 

of footswitches. Fully integrated with these machines, engineers employ skills developed through 

years of practical experience and education. To use my informants’ words, engineers “enter the 

Matrix”17 or “disappear” into the equipment insofar as the technology extends their expressive 

capacities or aesthetic agency. As I show later, engineers appear enchanted by these machines. 

Further exemplifying this human/machine integration, engineers often gives visual cues to 

musicians through the control room glass during a session. These cues are not primed by the 

engineer’s familiarity with the song, but by his experience of the song as mediated by the computer 

display system. It depicts multi-colored visualizations of sound waves for each recorded instrument. 

As one of my informants explained, the material arrangement or aesthetics of the display can be 

rather important. Gerald, a freelance engineer that works primarily on hip-hop and dance music 

explained what he does whenever he begins working on a song that he has received from a band or 

another producer. 

Yeah, for instance, I got this session [file] today. [Opens file on the computer]. So I 
got this session today [clicking in screen] and this is how a session [file] looks 
sometimes. You know, it’s just not organized. So what I would do is usually I’ll just 
[plays song in session file]. I’ll listen to it real quick and as I’m listening. This is what 
I do, standard, make sure [waveform size] is 99, display all display markers, adjust 
colors, MIDI track colors. Then I listen again. [plays session]. I’ll start moving stuff 

																																																								
17 Here, an informant references a late 1990s science fiction film The Matrix. Partially inspired by Jean 
Baudrillard’s Simulacra and Simulation (1981), the film depicts a dystopian future wherein machines enslave 
humanity by trapping human minds inside of an artificial reality. 
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and color-coordinating the stuff. [Clicking around the screen, dragging, dropping, 
and adjusting the color of tracks.]  

 
Here, Gerald describes his visual sensibility and the arrangement of virtual, on-screen space that he 

finds conducive to working. This includes adjustments of the screen and its color-coding of various 

pieces of sonic information. Engineers “read” this sound graph as the song play and thus can “see” 

drumbeats, guitar strums, and singing in ways that the musicians, experiencing the sound 

immediately, cannot. Explaining the importance of the equipment’s tactility, Wanda, one of the few 

female engineers I met during fieldwork, described technology as mediating her sense of hearing. 

Like you’re touching a button or control, usually many controls and how those are 
affect your hearing ability too. You’re ability to perceive very, very minute 
differences. Additions and subtractions from the bass line and how that shapes what 
the artist wants to come through. 
 

Above, Wanda described the difference between working “in the box” or within a computer screen 

and working with analog equipment with control knobs (“potentiometers” or “pots”) and linear 

potentiometers (“faders”).   

Though many sessions consist of the dynamic social scenes described above, an equal 

number of sessions consist of interactions between an isolated engineer and the studio’s equipment. 

Further illustrating how technology mediates and extends engineers’ capacity for aesthetic agency 

and the deployment of skill, an engineer at a mixing session at CI would play a few seconds of a 

song before stopping playback and saying “Oh, that’s not good” or “somebody fucked up!” For the 

most part, I could not detect these errors until he called them out. “I’m glad you're here because 

then I don’t feel as crazy talking to myself,” he explained, suggesting the isolation of mixing and 

editing work. I asked him to explain these imperfections and he told me that single guitar strums or 

drum hits were slightly off time. Referring to transient noises of fingers moving along the neck of a 

guitar he said, “There’s some string creak there. It’s just normal string creak, but why keep it in there 

if I don’t have to?” He explained that some engineers even remove breaths from vocal recordings 
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but that he found that to be unsettling. “If I listen to a whole song and don’t hear a breath, I’m just 

like [made concerned face].” In order to fix these “errors,” he pulls from alternate takes of each 

instrumental and vocal performance and then performs micro-edits at the level of 100-200 sample-

lengths (0.002 – 0.004 seconds) to “smooth” the takes together.  Reminiscent of the magical aspects 

of the romantic creativities described in Chapter 2, he said, “This is the black magic. Most people 

don’t get to see this.” Highlighting technology’s extension and mediation of the body’s senses, he 

explained that a lot of the errors that he perceived would not be noticeable to him when he returns 

to the session later. He nodded in agreement when asked if he felt that this was due to his being able 

to see the waveforms on the screen. These offer clear, visual indications of a breath, a pop, or an 

unwanted sound. Again, this suggests that the formal characteristics of the technology (its 

materiality) both extend and mediate sensory perception, allowing engineers to hear more because 

they can see more.  

At odds with traditional Marxist approaches to technology, these tools become a part of the 

engineers sensory apparatus, permitting them to see the unseeable and, as with Wanda and her 

knobs, feel the hearable and hear the feelable in meaningful ways. The music production process 

thus depends upon this fluid human/machine interaction and, in a very material way, these objects 

provide for the engineer’s aesthetic agency, circumscribed by client and management interests. 

Ralph, a veteran engineer whose career began in the 1980s, made similar claims when he explained 

the difference between recording digitally and recording to analog magnetic tape. 

Like the music that most people listened to [in the past], it’s going to change now 
because you know, now there’s been a certain amount of time where there’s been 
music that was recorded in ProTools and you know editable music. But of people of 
a certain age most of the music they have listened to wasn’t recorded this way.  They 
never saw the waveforms. If they try to put the stuff on the grid, it wouldn’t light up.  
They would have to be edited to fuck [i.e., heavily edited] to line up and that’s the 
music they love and that’s the music they grew up with.  And that's often what 
they’re trying to emulate.  
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What Ralph describes here is the shift from analog recording that depended upon magnetic tape 

wherein songs were treated as multiple tracks to digital recording wherein songs are made up of 

“regions” or “segments” (Théberge 2016:80–83). In this form of recording, portions of recorded 

sound may be edited at the level of fractions of a second along a visible grid. Ralph expresses 

concern over what these tools may do to music, but acknowledges that the technological possibility, 

built into the software, affords the possibility of creating music that rigidly adheres to a grid.  

 To use another example, Emmerich, CI’s sole non-freelance engineer, often works alone 

producing and editing music for use in advertisements and television in a small, dimly lit studio. He 

said the lighting sets the appropriate “mood” as he compiled pieces of songs recorded by distal 

musicians located in other U.S. states and reassembled these sounds into modular, interchangeable 

song parts (i.e. chorus, verse, etc.). Other people are not present and so the engineer orients himself 

toward the only other entities in the room: gear. In this example of engineers’ integrated dependency 

upon technology, Emmerich edited and “re-timed” performances through the computer-assisted 

manipulation of each beat and note of every performance. This rendered the songs free of human 

“error.” Software analyzed each musician’s performance and attempted to predict the proper rhythm 

of each performance based upon algorithmic calculations. Using a “click track” (a digital 

metronome) and the software’s grid overlay, Emmerich attempted to make each note of each 

performance perfectly match the tempo. This allowed him to craft “perfect” performances by 

virtually assembling a technically perfect whole from fragments of multiple performances. Software 

enables quick assessments of technically specified quality and permits him to produce an objectively 

“perfect” song wherein each note can be made to occur on the computer-defined beat. Not simply a 

slave to the grid’s rhythm, engineers exercise judgment by allowing for occasional deviation from the 

unwavering rhythm encouraged by the grid. When “auto-tuning” or adjusting individual notes of 
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vocal recordings and removing artifacts of the singer’s body (the smacking of lips, breaths in 

between syllables), Emmerich referred to this as “some real wizard shit.” 

Software and its accompanying haptic machinery enable and extend the engineer’s abilities - 

allowing him to manipulate technical and affective qualities of a performance. This constitutes the 

engineer’s aesthetic agency as mediated by firm-owned technology. Through this technology, 

engineers possess the ability to exercise their creativity and to produce objects used by consumers in 

their daily lives or by other cultural producers farther downstream in music production processes. 

Much like the previous example, direct managerial oversight appears largely absent from this 

project-centered work. Engineers orient directly to the demands of clients and their profession, 

producing skillfully constructed sounds and songs that showcase their skills. 

Given work processes wherein creativity appears intimately fused with the firm’s technology, 

“gear’ becomes an enjoyable, even lovable, object of desire. Echoing the feeling of being “turned 

on’18 and excited by studio equipment found elsewhere (Kealy 1974:85), one engineer said, “We 

truly love that stuff. The gear is the fun part. It’s the porn side of the job. I’m for real about that.” 

Here, we might point quickly to the gendered relationship between man and machine and, no doubt, 

this certainly resonates with other studies wherein technical tools afford the possibility of enacting a 

masculine identity (e.g., Caldwell 2008; see also, Anteby 2008). Still, a female engineer expressed a 

similar desire for gear. 

I’m interested in equipment. I definitely lust [pause] lust after gear (laughing). Yeah, I 
definitely want pieces of equipment only because for me the satisfaction they provide 
me is the fidelity and the warmth. It’s more for me from an artful standpoint. When 
you listen to [1970s rock band] Queen for example and I’ve researched like what 
components and what mixing consoles [they used]. 

  

																																																								
18 Asked why he chose to pursue a career in engineering, an informant said, “Just a feeling, It’s hard to 
describe. It all turned me on. Course all I saw was the glamor, I didn’t see the pitfalls then, I knew what it was 
what I wanted to do. The music board, the recording console looked very impressive. It all turned me on” 
(Kealy 1974:85) 
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In addition to the friendly, soft form of direct control, the studio’s gear exerts a certain 

power over engineers, luring them back to the studio. When asked whether the equipment affected 

his desire to work at CI, another engineer said, “Yeah, it does actually. Like I love the possibilities of 

what something can bring me.’ Engineers working at other studios and live music venues described 

their desire to work in specific locations as being a combination of the friendliness of the staff and 

the quality of the material environment – often highlighting the “beauty” of the mixing console or 

quality of the equipment. During breaks engineers frequently pointed out specific items that they 

were excited about such as a gold-plated microphone, “symphony quality” microphone stands, 

various analog and digital synthesizers, and computer programs that perform a variety of sound 

manipulation tasks such as reverberation (echo) and dynamic volume adjustments (compression). 

The only time that an engineer denied any interest in gear, the informant spoke to me for 3 hours 

about, what else, gear. He spent most of the time recounting each piece of equipment he had used in 

every session in his 10-year career as well as the lore associated with each piece. 

Engineers particularly enjoyed more obscure, elaborate, or expensive technologies. After a 

lengthy session, an engineer and I listened to the day’s recordings and he said, “I had like $60,000 

worth of microphones rigged up during this session. It sounds great!” He then isolated the song’s 

lead vocals and said, “That’s what a $20,000 microphone in front of your face sounds like. [It’s] 

beautiful.” Beyond dollar value, the same engineer explained that he enjoyed the session because the 

musicians took direction well, allowing him to exercise judgment, selecting microphones and 

microphone placements. The experience of these tools entails fluid interaction and integration with 

the equipment and so the engineer develops emotional and aesthetic attachments with these objects 

(i.e., “I love them” and “they’re beautiful”). Expressive self-actualization and creativity appear 

inseparable from these objects, and so these tools come to be experienced as fun, enjoyable, or, 

more often, ineffably “cool.” In that the firm owns this technology, the engineers lack ownership 
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over their technologically mediated means of expression while feeling subjectively attached to 

“gear.”  

Engineers possess a great deal of autonomy during a session and management appeared less 

concerned with directing engineers’ work and more focused on retaining engineers as freelancers or 

clients of the studio. Securing engineers as clients revolves around the studios gear and general vibe. 

In general, engineers at CI and other studios emphasized the desire for “vibey” studios. Typically 

this refers to a certain “gritty” or “funky” décor – which of course, CI possesses in abundance. As 

part of the studio’s “expressive equipment” (Goffman 1959) or objects needed to enact, materially, 

the feel of being creative, gear fits into other strategies of revenue generation for the future such as 

renting the studio for film and video shoots. As explained to me by an owner, they lost several 

opportunities to rent the space for film shoots due to lack of an analog mixing console. In addition 

to being technically important, the large mixing console forms part of the studio’s aesthetic 

landscape, the contested terrain of what organizational scholar Pasquale Gagliardi calls the “4th 

dimension of organizational control” (1996). Following from the above description of engineers’ 

working days, these statements suggest that along with the more social aspects of control, “vibe” or 

felt experiences linked to technology provide for attachment to work. In a fragile way, this 

attachment elicits a partial consent to the conditions of work. Interactions with technology 

constitute the sensorial “feel” of the job. This aesthetic subjectivity - developed through work in an 

expressive occupation - serves as a precondition for management’s control strategy among the 

studio’s office staff that I discuss later in this chapter.  

Before moving on to discuss office staff, I want to show how the studio attempts to attract 

and retain freelance engineers. To put this in context, one needs to understand engineers’ typical 

career paths. Typically, engineers start as unpaid interns sweeping floors and cleaning up after 

recording sessions. From here, they become “runners,” similar to the more common “go-for.” 
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Finally, runners move on to become assistant engineers and then house or freelance engineers. CI 

only has one house engineer, the rest are freelancers. From management’s point of view, house 

engineers should eventually go freelance in order to bring more musician-clients to the studio. As 

the studio supervisor stated,  

… the mentality toward interns and assistant engineers at every studio is you 
cultivate an intern to become an assistant [engineer] to become [house] engineer to 
then go freelance and them bring clients back to you. That’s the end goal of any 
studio. 
 

As with many other aspects of managing employees at CI, the goal is to manage how work feels by 

cultivating social relationships, thus blurring the lines between employer and employee with the 

intention that freelancers bring their projects to CI rather than going elsewhere. As the supervisor 

said, “I know some studio’s that treat their employees like dogshit and they will never go back to 

that studio.” Treating people well was, he said, “a business thing” insofar as relationships developed 

over the course of an engineer’s early career as an intern or assistant translated, often, into business 

for the studio. Echoing the supervisor at CI, an owner-manager at another studio said,  

You know I’ve been in business for doing this for 17 years and when people 
approach me.  My first questions are what can you bring to this business? …if you 
really want to get in [to the industry] you got to bring value to an existing 
organization. Like, you can bring clients to an existing organization, you can increase 
revenue. … the young people coming out of audio schools are looking for a job.  
There are no jobs. 

 
This quote suggests that skilled competency in recording does not, in and of itself, justify 

employment. Instead, budding engineers need to be able to “add value” by bringing in new clients 

and, as he went on to say, “…supporting skills like video development, web development, social 

media execution. Those are valuable assets and skills that you can bring to an existing business and 

show that you have value.” In other words, engineers must be capable of deploying their creative 

labor across a variety of generic technological systems beyond their gear. 
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 While there may be “no jobs,” plenty of work exists19 so long as engineers find it themselves. 

As suggested by CI’s studio supervisor, the goal of a studio is to simultaneously push interns toward 

becoming a freelance engineer that brings gigs to the studio and thus shifting the burden of client 

procurement onto workers. After completing an internship, aspiring engineers either take work in 

the studio’s office in the hope of getting occasional sessions or they exit the formal boundaries of 

the organization in search of more desirable projects to bring back to the studio. Desirable gigs 

occur quite frequently, but tend to be brought to the studio by freelance engineers on their own. 

Engineers that moonlight as front office staff often work as assistants in these sessions.  

These gigs tend to be sporadically and unpredictably offered to interns-turned-office-staff – 

something I focus on more fully in Chapter 4. For example, Thomas – a freelance engineer that also 

worked in CI’s front office – received a call from Emmerich (studio supervisor). Emmerich asked 

Thomas to work a session later that day. Thomas, having already committed to working from 9am 

to 7pm in the front office, would then work from 10pm to 6am in the studio. In total, this would 

result in a 18 hour workday. The length of this working day and its associated complications was not 

lost on Thomas. Thinking out loud to himself, he said, “Fuck, I have obligations from 9-7. I have 

obligations from 9-7 then he wants me in for a session.” Matilda, a friend of the studio that ran a 

small side business out of an empty loading dock walked in and said, “You can do it Thomas! You 

can do it!” Thomas said, “That’d be 36 hours without sleep” as he paced back and forth across the 

room. Given moments such as these wherein work comes intermittently and often conflicts with the 

work taken in order to survive on the paucity of wages provided by part-time engineering, going 

freelance seems logical. Pursuing freelance work appears more economically rational insofar as it 

appears to offer greater economic opportunities and greater control over the rhythms of work. 

																																																								
19 Nationally, revenue from recording studios has been increasing steadily for the past 20 years and by U.S. 
Census estimates, more studios exist now than ever before. While no form of steady employment exists, 
plenty of revenue generating sessions occur everyday in Los Angeles, New York, and thousands of other 
studios across the country. 
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At CI, interns bypass being a house engineer and immediately go freelance which alters the 

employee/employer relationship. Instead of employees, the engineers become clients of the firm 

with the engineer renting the studio and charging musicians a fee that covers both the studio rental 

and the engineer’s hourly rate. As such, the goal of management is no longer to “manage” engineers 

per se so much as to secure engineers as frequent clients by providing a “vibey” studio space, 

requisite technologies, and a pleasant social atmosphere. Management engages in gift giving with the 

more notable freelance engineers (“hook-ups”). Common gifts included free microphones along 

with sundry disposable items used in recording such as cabling and foam microphone windscreens. 

Still, the social aspect of CI’s interactions with freelance engineers appears just as important as the 

exchange of gifts. An engineer’s description of another studio highlights CI’s strategy,  

I would get the shitty rap gig where they knew it was going to go all night. Like, 
certain people that would come in, clients that nobody wanted because they knew it 
was going to suck. So I had that, like and it just got like really, because it was a bigger 
studio and it wasn’t the more mom and pop thing where it’s kind of like you’re in 
control. 

 
CI falls into the “mom and pop” category wherein engineers experience a density of social 

relationships and are in more control over sessions because they have gone freelance. Though CI’s 

engineers generally work 12-14 hour days, some may end up working closer to 20-24 hours in the 

early stages of their careers at larger studios. As explained to me, “Once you’re on your own, it’s just 

whatever.” As I discuss in Chapter 4, this “just whatever” varies quite a bit and so engineers employ 

various tactics in dealing with precarious work conditions. These tactics include taking jobs as studio 

office workers at CI and it is to this work that I now turn. 

 

Studio Attendants and the Struggle Over Downtime 

Jeff, a bearded man covered in tattoos sat bored behind a desk in CI’s front office. A 

cacophony of distorted guitars, trumpets, and thumping drums from the nearby rehearsal studios 
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scored his working day. To his alleviate boredom he walked over to some nearby synthesizers and 

assorted music equipment provided by management. He turns them on and begins to tap out a 

melody on the synthesizer or unleash a flurry of plucked notes on a guitar. Customers came into the 

office. They asked about the equipment and he explained how each piece works. Perhaps they buy 

it. Perhaps they do not. Either way, the employee knows how the equipment works from using the 

technology during the day’s dull moments. In the process of alleviating boredom, he learns and, 

indirectly, demonstrates the products to potential buyers. Escape from boredom is, to borrow from 

CI’s management, “creative” and, more indirectly beneficial to CI’s bottom line. For the worker, the 

technology affords an escape from the dead time of the working day. As office workers frequently 

said, these objects make work more “fun” or cool. These objects make work feel less like work. 

In the remainder of this chapter, I focus on the routine work performed by Jeff and the 

other office staff at CI. Despite quantitative abundance in the culture industry, little research focuses 

on routine work involved in cultural production. Speculative theorization, however, suggests that 

these workers should appear similar to those of any other office or interactional-service worker (i.e., 

Caves 2000). Quite surprisingly, I find that CI’s office staff resembles the engineers. In fact, the 

office staff is predominantly made up of former or aspiring engineers. Before detailing their working 

days, I first briefly return to management’s creativity discourse. 

CI’s managers invite employees to “be creative,” but how does this apply to routine jobs? 

For managers, creativity in routine work often refers to self-management and the instrumental 

pragmatism of solving common problems. As suggested in the preceding chapter, this invitation to 

be creative requires more than words. In order to elicit organizationally circumscribed creativity, 

management attempts to make employees “feel creative.” As an owner-manager expanded upon this 

statement he said, “We just really have to encourage creativity in the work environment.” This 
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creative strategy included “Managing people in a way that they feel empowered and are empowered 

on some level, but still things get done that need to get done [emphasis added].”  

As I said earlier, creativity in rather routine work seemed unclear until I was in the middle of 

my fieldwork. Specifically, I asked managers if they were aware of how attendants interacted with 

technology. They acknowledged and concurred with my observations. As one said “Yeah, Yeah. For 

better or for worse, my managerial style is to provide guidelines and encourage creativity in work.” 

In what follows, I show how the material instantiation of management’s “creative” strategy depends 

upon 1) inviting workers to express themselves through design and decoration of the work 

environment and, more importantly, 2) the aesthetic experiences elicited by technology. In what 

follows, I describe workers’ relation to the physical spaces that they design and then illustrate how 

technical artifacts replicate the feel of more desirable work such as that performed by engineers. In 

the latter, I show how technology’s power to aesthetically enroll workers serves as a mechanism of 

control. 

Remember, CI claims to be a “creative space that feels creative” and as management said, 

this extends to how they treat employees. Management invites employees to decorate the studios 

and front office and encourages employees to create content for the studio’s online “radio” station. 

In more conceptual language, part of the managerial invitation to be creative includes allowing 

employees to assert aesthetic agency by shaping the workplace’s material environment. Showing this, 

I provide a brief tour of the workplace. 

The studio’s building appears immediately visible to all passers-by due to the large wrap-

around mural covering all three of its visible sides. The exterior mural depicts a patchwork of 

snakeskin, viscera, horizontal stripe patterns, and geometric designs that spell “MAGIC IS REAL.” 

Entering the front lobby, the décor resembles a trendy bar with vibrant red walls and a checkered 

floor. A sign invites passers-by to “rehearse, record, or relax.” Sculptures crafted from broken 
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guitars and large, floor-to-ceiling paintings of ominous, dark purple and red orchids punctuate the 

walls.  

Dimly lit, the small front office contains various pieces of high-priced equipment 

manufactured by various high-profile brands that have “partnered” with CI. Though ostensibly for 

sale, clients rarely interact with these pieces of equipment. According to Jack, a supervisor, “Most of 

this stuff is never sold, but it makes the space look better. Livens it up a bit.” As I show later, these 

technical artifacts mediate the relationship between firm and employee as part of management’s soft 

power. 

Around the corner, a cacophony of overlapping music performances emanate from themed 

rehearsal studios rooms. Norteño blends with hip-hop overlapping with “electro” dance music and 

the barked shouts of grindcore and punk rock. Each themed rehearsal studio room contains 

equipment manufactured by CI’s partner brands. Customers and employees may choose from a 

variety of themed rehearsal studios that include the monster-movie, tropical, psychedelic 1960s, 

urban neighborhood, and cowboy. For the most part, employees enjoy the office and rehearsal 

studios. Jack and Marcus, two long-time employees of four years, personally redesigned several of 

the rooms. They took pride in these spaces and stated that the rooms provide one of the few 

avenues for “creativity” in their otherwise routine jobs. Jeffrey, a studio attendant in his early 30s 

said,  

I like that [décor of the front office]. I like the tacky decorating. The dream catchers 
are hilarious. The pictures of people, we don’t know who they are. It’s hilarious. It’s 
like a sense of humor that I think we all have to have and I think that’s why we work 
there.   
 

Similarly, Alphonse said, “I love the neighborhood themed room. I like the horror room. I wish I 

could’ve been here when they did it and liked helped out with ideas.” Though Robert (supervisor) 

offered a dissenting opinion (“Yeah, they’re pretty cheese-dick.”), the spaces appealed to most 

employees because they had, in part, created them. Accepting the managerial invitation to “be 
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creative,” employees exercise control over the organization’s décor and feel good about the space 

they inhabit.  

In the remainder of this chapter, I show how the sensual experience of workplace 

technologies further modulates the feel of work. In quite a different sense than is usually employed, 

part of the constellation of factors that enroll employees in managerial or organizational projects is 

the relationship between workers and working machines; labor and the instruments of labor. CI 

attempts to make downtime at work more productive by providing workers with technologies that 

workers find aesthetically pleasing and offer immersively pleasurable interactional experiences.  

As indicated earlier, I refer to the underlying mechanism that propels the latter as aesthetic 

enrollment or object-mediated immersive experiences that insecurely bind workers to the organization 

while eliciting desired behavior. Here, I refer, implicitly, to Callon and Law’s concept of enrollment 

(1982) or processes by which one set of actors attempts to translate or transform the interests, 

“desires, motives, and wishes” of another set of actors (Callon and Law 1982:622). Successful 

enrollment processes result in temporary stabilizations of order within some domain of social life. 

Combining this with a key insight from the sociology of art, aesthetic enrollment provides a fragile 

form of control by “aligning particular, specific actors with generic and non-specific modalities of 

action” (DeNora 2003:126). 

Work in the office can be broken down into four components: checking-in clients, 

equipment troubleshooting, cleaning or “resetting” rehearsal studios, and downtime wherein 

attendants perform clerical and sales duties. These duties include taking room reservations, 

answering phones, maintaining inventory, and selling sundry items (e.g., guitar picks and 

drumsticks). Managers and employees often cited the great, gear-centered benefits offered by the 

studio (using the facilities and equipment at no charge) as an alternate form of compensation. 

Employees bemoaned the rarity of these moments due to their work schedules. During my 
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observation, employees had their scheduled use of facilities moved or removed from the studio’s 

schedule without their knowledge. Supervisors – rather than lower level employees – tended to be 

the benefits’ majority users. Absent these perks, the work objectively consisted of clerical and, 

primarily, interactional service tasks.  

 Attendants greet musicians with a smile, a brief “Hello,” and a question: “What can I do for 

you?” They often offer a playful version of this greeting such as “Whatcha need?” or, for female 

musicians, “What can I do you for darling?” Keep in mind that like The Future and all U.S. media 

industries, men make up the majority of CI’s staff. In the process of fulfilling the needs of 

musicians, the front office workers inquire about recent events in the musicians’ careers such as 

“How’s the record coming along,” “How many rehearsals do you have coming up,” or “When’s the 

next gig?” 

 CI hires struggling musicians and audio engineers for these jobs – often drawing from Los 

Angeles’s numerous aspiring engineers, the intern pool, customer base, and current employees’ 

social networks. This dispositional hiring practice ensures a workforce with appropriate tacit 

knowledge needed to address problems of musical equipment and the common practices associated 

with cultural work. As a manager explained to me, this sort of interaction is crucial for CI’s business 

insofar as it aids in “creating a creative space” with a “creative vibe.” Another manager reiterated 

this sentiment, adding that he hires “affable” people that will not be “bitter about being a musician 

serving other musicians.” As Jack, a supervisor explained,  

We can’t be stressed. We can’t make our stress visibly or tangibly known because our 
customers don’t want to be in that environment. Larger studios, everyone who 
works there is very on edge and it’s operated in a hierarchical, assembly-line fashion. 
There’s not a very strong bond between the customers and the guys behind the desk. 
First and foremost when a guy comes in, there needs to be a personal connection. 
Some of that’s joking around before you collect their money or asking them about 
their next show, just treating them like a human being and a friend. 
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The emotional labor requires employees to suppress their identities as musicians or engineers and to 

conceal stress. Despite these sources of alienation, employees saw a congruity between their 

aspirations and their working lives. As an attendant named Sam said to me,  

Even if I’m up front answering phones, adjusting the PA, wrapping cables, or trying 
to fix a guitar amp, at the end of the day, I’m still doing something musical. I don’t 
know. This place is just, well, the easy answer would be to just say that I like the 
people, but really, it’s just a cool place. 
 

While Sam and others cited the social context of the workplace as a crucial component in explaining 

their job satisfaction, they also frequently made statements suggesting certain ineffable qualities of 

organizational life that exceed any explanation provided by theories limited to strictly social relations 

in production. In stating, “It’s just a cool place,” Sam suggests this much. Perhaps, if the workplace 

could speak, it might borrow a line from funk musician Morris Day and say, “You wonder how I do 

it? There’s just one simple rule: I’m just cool!”  

It is my argument that the technical artifacts associated with music production make this a 

“cool” space – one that does not feel like work. While stocking a vending machine in the studio, 

Arnold described the tasks of procuring technologies as follows  

I’m ordering all this gear, some input/output Symphony boxes, new compressors, 
and then we’ve got these pre[amp]’s, you know EQ[ualizers], preamp strips for 
microphones. I mean, putting in orders for this stuff and getting it all set up, that’s 
not work to me. It’s great. Some kid here was like “Yeah you’ve got a cool job” and 
I’m thinking like “Yeah, well I’m restocking a vending machine right now [it’s not 
that cool when I’m doing this].” 
 

Arnold suggests a certain distance from his work. He finds restocking to be unpleasant, yet ordering 

gear does not seem like work. Even an employee who left CI stated that, despite hating the job 

because of low wages, CI did not “feel” like work. As in the quote above, the “cool” part of work, 

the part that does not “feel” like work tended to be linked to the office’s technical artifacts (i.e., 

music production technologies or “gear”). In conjunction with the workplace’s social context, these 

objects demonstrate a partial causal effect in terms of pleasure on the job. 
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Interactions with clients often run smoothly and so eliciting appropriate interactional 

routines from employees appears less of a pressing concern. A more central concern revolved 

around downtime. As mentioned above, attendant work includes a fair amount of predictable 

downtime. As an attendant said,  

It’s pretty predictable. I don’t like predictability in my life, but in my time that I sell 
to someone else I like as little stress as possible. I prefer to use my body [rather] than 
head because my head is reserved for more important and expensive endeavors [like 
art and music]. 
 

Attendants often fill downtime by disappearing into the Internet on their smartphones, playing 

creative games, or by taking time to work on their own songs or prepare for auditions. Management 

tends to fire attendants that seek to expand their leisure by watching YouTube videos, sports games, 

or movies on the internet As a supervisor explained, “There’s only been three to four people that I 

worked with that I wouldn’t have back and I can say that all of them were comfortable with 

watching movies on their computers while on the job.”  

Music related pursuits tend to be tolerated by management. Games at CI, however, include 

an artistic not unlike the shopfloor games found in classic labor process studies (e.g., Burawoy 1982; 

Roy 1959). Attendants engaged in a game similar to the artistic composition technique called the 

“exquisite corpse.” In this game, one person begins to create an artwork and several people finish 

the process of creation. Workers on one shift would compose a portion of a song using the office 

computer. Leaving the unfinished song for a co-worker to complete on the next shift, they 

cooperatively created songs. Suggestive of an attempt to focus these creative efforts, a manager 

removed these songs from the office computer. While this action seemed to contradict CI’s general 

managerial strategy of “encouraging creativity at work,” management redirects their employees” 

tendency to play creative games or to disappear into their phones by providing objects that serve a 

similar purpose. These managerially provided objects tend to be for sale and thus more closely 

linked to profit.  
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The arrival of high-end synthesizers manufactured by Moog highlights this process. After a 

manager informed Robert (a supervisor) that the Moog equipment would be returning from a 

corporate-branded art gallery, both Sam and Robert became excited. Office conversation revolved 

around the equipment’s return for the remainder of the day. Robert even began to play songs on the 

office stereo that featured Moog synthesizers and audio manipulation devices. As a supervisor and 

thus somewhat closer to management, he repeatedly emphasized the exchange value of these items 

and client desires. Regular employees, on the other hand, emphasized how they would be able to use 

these devices in the studio and play with them while at work. “Oh man that’s going to be so cool to 

play around with later. There’s a Theremin in there. You know what those are?” asked Sam.  

When the manager returned with a box full of sleek, white Moog devices, the affective tenor 

of the office suddenly changed to that of Christmas morning. Attendants explained to me that these 

devices were limited editions and that they typically only came in black. “Here’s your toys, guys!” 

said the manager as he unveiled the gear – a performance of his that I had seen before at CI.  In 

other instances, this manager had invited employees to gaze upon equipment, rhetorically asking, 

“Aren’t they beautiful?” Everyone immediately dropped whatever it was that they were working on 

in order to assemble the Moog equipment for display in the office and for use in the studio. Sam, an 

office worker and sometimes engineer, said that the gear had “beautiful knobs that are so cool.” 

After assembling the items, Robert, the supervisor said, “I know just the guitar to test these babies 

out!” and he left to grab a guitar. Meanwhile, Sam and I assembled the Theremin – a device that 

generates sound through bodily manipulation of invisible electro-magnetic fields. Once assembled, 

the device emitted high-pitched squeals and low frequency wobbles as we gestured frantically above 

its metal poles; our manual wizardry conjuring sounds from thin air. “This is so cool!” Sam 

exclaimed. 
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The aforementioned gear-bearing manager stated in an interview that these items are as 

important in making the workplace “cool” for employees as they are potential sources of revenue 

for the organization. He stated,  

That Moog deal was just as much about everyone at the company being like “this is 
cool” as it was about a [sales] partnership. In the work environment we have to 
encourage creativity. To me it’s all about making sure people are lined up with what 
they’re doing.  

 
This lining-up of organizational needs and worker creativity comes in two forms. Supervisors were 

encouraged to take ownership of their divisions and lower-level employees were encouraged to play 

with equipment because CI rents and sells these devices to clients. Additionally, an employee 

informed me that a supervisor sent out a company-wide email asking employees to tinker with the 

equipment. The message half-jokingly concluded, “If you don’t already want to [play with this stuff] 

you have no soul.” Here, the organization leverages the interactional, aesthetic pleasures of the 

object in order to focus and make use of pre-existing tacit skills. This object-anchored “cool” serves 

as a control mechanism, enrolling workers through the reproduction of the sensual experience of 

expressive work. The reproduction of this sensual experience serves as a delicate, precariously placed 

bandage that enrolls attendants while focusing knowledge accumulation through human/non-

human interaction. 

In the months following the introduction of this hardware, employees frequently took 

breaks to diddle the keys of the synthesizers and play guitars and other instruments through the 

limited edition audio manipulation devices. This occurred most frequently during the slowest shifts 

wherein few clients appeared on the rehearsal schedule and little administrative/clerical work needed 

to be done. One evening, an employee brought a homemade cigar-box guitar with him. He intended 

to play this homemade instrument through the office’s impressive array of timbre altering devices. 

During downtime, he approached the devices and realized that the amplifier necessary for him to 
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use his homemade guitar had been removed from the display. “Where’d the [amplifier] head go to?” 

he asked rhetorically. “Hmm, they must’ve sold it” (the amplifier had only been removed for repair).  

Though he shook this off in a way that suggests that the absence of his distraction held little 

importance to him, he appeared noticeably curt with clients and visibly distressed for the rest of the 

shift. He repeatedly looked around for the missing amplifier and re-stated to co-workers that he 

planned to play his homemade guitar through the equipment. It is important to recall that in the 

context of engineer work, equipment such as this appears as inseparable from work’s pleasures of 

creativity and skill deployment. If the firm’s objects enable aesthetic agency and moments wherein 

workers “enter the matrix” or “disappear,” then the denial of these objects denies the promise of an 

aesthetic experiences wherein one “disappears” and thus gains “dispensation from a life that is 

always too little” (Adorno 2004:14). These felt experiences reproduce the pleasurable absorption 

associated with expressive occupations – albeit in a partial way. 

Another new synthesizer arrived during a quiet shift: the $5000, Moog Voyager XL. 

Intended to replicate the look and feel of vintage technology from the 1970s, the large, wood 

paneled Voyager possessed nearly limitless sound-generating capabilities. The retro design suggests 

the magical, fetish quality of music equipment noted by sound scholar Louise Meintjes (2012), 

however, the device also provides an abundance of visible, potential uses. The Voyager includes 

multiple control interfaces and a “patch-bay” that enables further manipulation through the manual 

routing of electronic signals via an array of cables. Marcus, an attendant, was working in the front 

office that evening. He said, “I’m working up here, but they [the managers] want me to figure out 

how that thing works so I got a bunch of patch cables for the patch bay. [That synth] makes you 

want to smoke some weed and disappear into that thing.” Earlier, Sam and another attendant named 

Arnold had made similar comments about how they had spent a lunch hour “lost inside” a similar 

device. This is not unlike the “entering the Matrix” metaphor used earlier by an engineer. 
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When pressed for an explanation, Marcus explained disappearing as “hyper-focus where 

time is irrelevant and hunger or going to the bathroom are [irrelevant] too” akin to “reading a novel 

and not wanting to put it down, that kind of immersion.” Another employee called this “being in the 

zone” that “does not feel like work.” In other words, the experience afforded by these objects 

reproduces a commonly found experience among workers in more expressive occupations such as 

the engineers described earlier. These comments appear similar to the “flow” states found among 

information technology workers (Chun 2005; Quinn 2005) and cultural workers (Hesmondhalgh and 

Baker 2011:132) wherein workers “stop being aware of themselves as separate from the activity they 

are performing” (Csikszentmihalyi 1990:53). 

Days later, I heard strange electronic sounds emanating from inside the front room. 

Through the doorway I saw Marcus in front of the synthesizer. Not touching any of the device’s 

control surfaces, Marcus had inserted cables into the patchbay’s numerous holes. He had found the 

“hold” function that he had been searching for previously. This allows for the manipulation of tonal 

parameters without depressing any keys on the device. He pointed to a button on the device and 

said, “Yeah man, it’s right here. Man, this is fun.” As I left the studio several hours later, Marcus 

remained in the same place making even more bizarre sounds. He flashed me a mischievous smile. 

He was having fun. 

These interactional processes and the explanations offered from workers bear a remarkable 

similarity to Alfred Gell’s anthropological theorizations of art objects’ power (1992, 1998). Gell 

theorized that aesthetic objects - emically defined as beautiful - serve as technologies that constitute 

social relationships and groups (1992:43). He refers to this as enchantment. Enchantment depends 

upon a person’s inability to fully understand the means by which beautiful objects come into 

existence (e.g. marveling at the production of a painting). In eliciting aesthetic experiences, objects 

act as indexical signs of human agency (Gell 1998). Thus the interaction between objects and 
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individuals constitutes a social relationship between human agency embodied in objects and a 

sensing subject. As Gell states, the aesthetic object 

…is inherently social in a way in which the merely beautiful or mysterious object is 
not: it is a physical entity which mediates between two beings, and therefore creates a 
social relation between them, which in turn provides a channel for further social 
relations and influences (1998:52)  
 

Interactions with such objects result in captivation which consists of being confronted with an 

object that displays a “spectacle of unimaginable virtuosity” that elicits deep fascination or 

“becoming trapped within [emphasis added]” the aesthetic object (Gell 1998:71)20.  

While aesthetic objects may contain “unimaginable” actions for untrained observers, those 

possessing a degree of knowledge regarding their production or use may infer creative processes 

congealed in or afforded by the object. Observers may not, however, have imagined these processes 

prior to the encounter. Gell’s captivation requires modification in order to explain relations between 

technical artifacts and workers. In considering workers or spectators with some degree of artistic 

inclination or training, I take Gell to mean that aesthetic objects invite observers to imagine 

processes that produced the object.  

In the data above, the beautiful technical artifacts index processes that the object may 

enable. Thus technical artifacts index the agency of the observer. Because the observer had not 

previously imagined these processes, the object captivates, constituting a social relation between 

actors mediated by the object. Technical artifacts appear to workers as subjectively beautiful while 

also enabling aesthetic agency or their human capacity to be expressive, exerting control over the 

sounds and sights encountered in daily life (DeNora 2000:20). Rather than abducing another’s 

expressive activity (the process that produced an aesthetic object), the technical artifacts at CI invite 

employees to imagine their potential aesthetic agency or process of producing with the beautiful 

																																																								
20 Metaphorical immersion and disappearance are common features in the aesthetic theories of Gell, Dewey 
(2005 [1934]) and Adorno (2004 [1970]). 
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artifact. In that CI owns these technical artifacts, this constitutes a relationship between firm and 

employee mediated by the objects that facilitate the production of knowledge, information, or, in 

this case, culture. The imagined, potential, and indeterminate expressivity afforded by these technical 

artifacts provides for what I have been calling aesthetic enrollment.  

While conducting follow-up research two years later, I found nothing to dissuade the 

evidence presented above. I do, however, wish to add that these interactions with “beautiful” gear 

provide a basis for more traditionally social moments while still offering escape. Clyde and Jeff were 

setting up a Boss Electronics pedalboard display. The pedalboard consists of 15 timbre-altering 

devices (“pedals”) arranged in three rows. Jeff plugged a Fender Jazzmaster guitar that regularly sits 

in the office into the pedalboard and started turning random pedals on and off - an “auto-wah,” a 

flanger, a phase shifter – before focusing on three pedals that add distortion to a guitar’s tone. “Oh 

that’s like a Marshall [amplifier]” he said as he turned clicked on one pedal with his hand and 

unleashed a bluesy run of notes on the guitar. Jeff said, “Man, Frank [another employee] is not 

allowed to play through this. I don’t want to hear [him play] Eric Clapton.” Clyde said, “Endless 

fun” with a laugh. Jeff continued to play guitar using a “Loop Station” to make short recordings of 

chord progressions and playing solos over top of the looped recordings. After about 15 minutes, 

Clyde said “OK, your five minutes are up” and Jeff hung up the guitar and shut off the amplifier. 

“Man, that made work a whole lot more fun.” In this example, performing and manipulating sound 

filled downtime and focused knowledge accumulation. Jeff now knew how to operate and explain 

the gear. 

Returning back to Gell’s aesthetic theory, the employees appear captivated by the potentials 

for aesthetic agency perceived as immanent to gear. In these moments of captivation, they gain a 

moment of dispensation from work. This contributes to the “love” for the job. As a source of 

pleasure, “gear” distracts from the sheer boredom of work and provides a fleeting respite from the 
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wounds of low wages and interactional status conflicts. This should be understood as a probable 

tendency rather than a seamless certainty.  

Though most employees appeared captivated, several were not and withdrew from 

interactional tasks by disappearing into their smartphones or computers. Even so, employees 

generally recognized this as “cool,” much like the disgruntled employee that I spoke of earlier. This 

speaks more broadly to the lack of clear forms of resistance. More often workers simply withdrew 

from tasks, resisting through simple refusal or exiting the firm altogether. This speaks to findings in 

call centers wherein workers, invited to develop their own work strategies, put forth an intense 

amount of effort before exiting the firm. Rather than resistance, they either “prefer not to” like 

Melville’s Bartleby21 or they exit. 

This distracting strategy appears similar to the practice of encouraging “authenticity” at work 

in order to mask more rigid technical control mechanisms (Fleming and Sturdy 2011), however, this 

strategy manages the feel of work, rather than worker identity. In that these moments stem from 

technical artifacts for sale to customers, this strategy redirects worker activity in order to direct the 

accumulation of knowledge while managing work’s feel. Developing knowledge of these particular 

objects rather than playing composition games aids in performing trouble-shooting and sales duties 

for clients. Fascination with gear and gear’s associated visceral pleasures and ineffable “cool” further 

enroll the employees into the organization. These objects, in the context of employees’ other lives as 

engineers and musicians, constitute the means by which they enact their individual projects outside 

work. The aesthetic subjectivities formed through training as musicians or engineers render these 

objects legible. The objects’ physical positioning within the office affords repeated interactions.  

																																																								
21 The passively resistant worker to which I refer appears in Herman Melville’s Bartleby the Scrivener: A Tale of 
Wall Street (1856). In the story, Bartleby says, “I’d prefer not to” whenever his employer asks him to perform 
a task. His boss refuses to fire him and, for most of the story, Bartleby refuses to leave. 
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Similar to engineers who enjoy technologies with infinite expressive possibilities, attendants 

tend to be captivated by equipment when they are only partially familiar with the object’s capabilities 

or by its innumerable amount of expressive possibilities. This captivation stems from the act of 

imaginatively inferring their potential aesthetic agency. Unlike the uncertainty that once compelled 

factory workers to engage in competitive, economically rational assembly-line games (Burawoy 

1982:87), these technologies of enchantment captivate employees by way of their perceived beauty 

and uncertain uses. In other words, they may know about the brand name (e.g., “Oh, it’s a Fender 

model” or “Oh, dude Moog!”), but not the precise limits of the object’s functionality (e.g., “I don’t 

even know all the kinds of stuff you can do with it”). This differs from clearly delineated functions 

of less enchanting equipment (e.g., this amplifier is used for the bass player to play through tonight, 

or this microphone is best used for quiet singing under specific conditions). The former appears as a 

bundle of imagined potential uses while the latter appears as a specific, technical function. The 

object, perceived as a bundle of imagined uses, captivates the employee, offering imagined avenues 

for aesthetic agency. As they said, in some cases, they “disappear” or lose themselves inside the 

object.  

This follows very clearly from the theoretical explanation proposed above. Keep in mind 

that employees ostensibly receive free access to gear free of charge as a fringe benefit and so, if this 

can be called economically rational self-interested behavior, this activity serves attendants’ interests 

as musicians and engineers outside of the workplace. At work, however, this appears aesthetically 

rational with regard to the experiences afforded by material objects. In that the firm owns these 

objects and these objects lie beyond the employees’ purchasing power, this imagining on the part of 

the employee remains, at all times, circumscribed by the managers of the firm and their particular, 

overarching entrepreneurial projects.  
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In this sense, the work performed by these objects is that of mediation between organization 

and employee. Manager statements presented earlier and the instances wherein a manager alerted 

employees to new gear and later dramatically unveiled it, highlight the ways by which CI’s manager 

encourage employee/object engagement and thus employ aesthetic enrollment found among 

engineers becomes part of a practical managerial control strategy or tentative, improvised exertion of 

power (Friedman 1990). Here the subjective experience of work in another, expressive context (i.e., 

musicians or engineers) is reproduced and leveraged by management in the context of routine work. 

As control, this strategy benefits the firm by providing a supply of cheap labor with requisite forms 

of tacit knowledge. To borrow from Paul Willis, rehearsal attendants work for little money “amid 

provided commodities” – the instruments of cultural production – and in addition to their small 

wages they receive management’s “…essential, rare, irreverent gift: creativity” (1978:178). 

 

Conclusion 

To summarize, the work performed by engineers and  studio attendants differs in a number 

of fundamental ways including tasks, autonomy, and wages, yet in terms of necessity of creative 

labor, control, and relation to technology they appear quite similar. In both cases, management 

affords workers the use of studio’s arsenal of gear – the expressive equipment that enables CI to 

“feel creative” and thus blurs the lines between work and play. Likewise, management employs a 

form of soft direct control that blurs the lines between employer and friend. In the case of 

attendants, management retains control over this feel during the course of the working day and in 

the case of engineers, management endeavors to create a desirable workspace for use by their 

freelance engineer worker-clients.  

I have shown three major aspects of creative labor. First, and contrary to previous research 

on creative labor (Hesmondhalgh and Baker 2011), these employees’ creative labor is managed and 
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subject to control. Engineers and studio attendants both possess forms of autonomy and experience 

minimal direct managerial oversight but they are, in fact, managed. Second, the managerial ideology 

of creativity which I discussed in the previous chapter depends, in part, upon distinct workplace 

materialities such as technology in order to secure consent, albeit only a partial, critical consent. 

Workers must be sensually engaged or, as stated above, aesthetically enrolled. The consent obtained 

through aesthetic enrollment, however, remains partial as evidenced by workers twin experience of 

attachment and, at times, intense dissatisfaction. This is what I mean when I say that the aesthetic 

experiences at work paper over or temporarily and tentatively bind workers to work. Thus, the 

consent produced tends to be less stable, blurring the boundaries between work and play, pleasure 

and exploitation, but never fully resolving creative labor’s contradictory experience. In sum, 

explanations that focus too much on ideology or discourse miss the material dimension of what 

others call immaterial, cognitive, symbolic labor. Lastly, technology plays a major role in performing 

creative labor, a point I return to in Chapter 6.  

Table 3.2 below shows the relevant conceptual parts of this case related to control and 

workers’ relationship with technology. Notably, when reduced to bare conceptual terms, the 

Table	3.3.	Control	&	Technology	at	CI	

		 		

Forms	of	Control		 Soft	Direct	Control	

Responsible	Autonomy	

Aesthetic	Enrollment	
Technology	 Extends	/	Enables	Skill;	

Captivates	
 

distinction between expressive and routine workers appears less salient. Both jobs require similar, if 

not entirely identical skill sets. They require emotional labor of managing interactions and the 

creative labor of interpretation and manipulation of signs, symbols, and other sorts of sign-objects. 

This includes the use of sensually meaningful technology. In terms of power exerted at the level of 
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the labor process, technology captivates both engineers and office staff. Among office staff, 

management leverages the power of these objects in a more direct strategy intended to focus 

attention and make downtime more useful to the organization. Among engineers, technology and 

cultivated social relationships between management and engineers attract freelance engineers to the 

studio, thus generating more business. 

Management attempts to craft a desirable work environment by cultivating social 

relationships and aesthetically enrolling employees. Concurrent with these forms of control, 

managements engages in a soft form of direct control and a strategy of responsible autonomy. 

Among engineers, management does not necessarily seek to increase in productivity directly so 

much as management alters the employer/employee relationship. When engineers move outside the 

firm, employer/employee relations become business-to-business or business/client relations. This 

alteration shifts the burden of search costs onto employees while creating a standing reserve of 

skilled, creative labor due to CI’s lack of full-time positions. In effect, this illustrates how 

management “businesses” workers (duGay 2005) and a micro-mechanism that reproduces neo-

liberalism’s entrepreneurial subject.  

Concurrently, engineers develop an aesthetic subjectivity prone to finding sensorial pleasure 

in technology. Technology appears desirable, even magical or beautiful, due to its ability to extend 

engineers’ techniques of expression and control over sound. Their desire to create and express – to 

exert aesthetic agency – tends to always be bound up in technology. As such, they desire to know 

and understand technology in order to “be creative.” Often, they “disappear” or subjectively enter 

into these technologies as they deploy skill, losing their selves in the work. Among routine workers, 

management structures the organization’s material environment by populating the workplace with 

objects that invite a similar aesthetic pleasure (“they’re beautiful”) and creative explorations of 

aesthetic agency perceived as immanent to the object (“disappearing”).  
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For these employees, these fleeting moments at work appear similar to the sorts of 

“pleasurable absorption” or “flow” experiences among various kinds of employees within cultural 

and information-based industries (Chun 2005; Hesmondhalgh and Baker 2011:132). These aesthetic 

experiences reproduce the sensorial experience of expressive occupations and thus act as temporary 

bandages applied to the wounds of relative deprivation. As stated earlier, CI’s staff abduce or 

imaginatively infer their aesthetic agency through interactions with the technologies of cultural 

production. In this sense, the relationship between technology and worker appears similar to the 

relationship between subject and aesthetic object theorized by Gell (1998). Experientially 

disappearing into the object, employees experience otherwise mundane, tedious, or precarious 

employment as pleasurable due, in part, to these objects that enable creativity. Through this promise 

of real (potential) aesthetic agency, these objects align workers’ desire for expression with the 

interests of management. Drawing upon the social scientific study of art and actor-network theory, I 

refer to this strategy as aesthetic enrollment.  

As a managerial strategy, this requires 1) hiring practices that guarantee a particular sort of 

employee subjectivity. This renders the object’s potentials legible. Following this, management 

grants 2) autonomy at work and 3) the interactional availability of these objects. Speculatively, I add 

that in other cases workers may resist this crafted environment depending on the degree to which 

they exercise aesthetic agency while retaining autonomy over their tasks and that the importance of 

being aesthetically enrolled may be inversely related to monetary compensation. In the second part 

of this dissertation, I compare CI to a digital firm that I call the Future in order to extend the 

concepts developed here. 

The findings of this chapter contribute to theories of workplace control by attending to 

aesthetic subjectivities at work. Contrary to previous research, managers control how work feels 

within the labor process itself rather than in extravagant organizational rituals outside of the working 
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day (see Ross 2004). Fixing how workers feel depends upon an aesthetically or sensorially pleasing 

workplace, autonomy, and, loose organizational structures. Moreover, the labor required of workers 

comes in the form of generic, human capacities for interpretation and improvisation. Focusing on 

aesthetic experiences differs markedly from the sort of work experiences first emphasized by Roy 

(1953) and later theorized components of control by Burawoy (1982). In both of these classic 

studies, workplace games played by workers produce what Roy, drawing on John Dewey’s aesthetic 

theory, calls “an experience” (1953:510) – a memorable experiential moment amid undifferentiated 

tedium. In Burawoy, these experiences – bolstered by economically interested competition among 

co-workers and the machinations of management – serve as a form of social control at work. For 

Dewey “an experience” or memorable moment differs from aesthetic experience which he defines as 

follows: 

… no such distinction of self and object exists in it, since [experience] is aesthetic in 
the degree to which organism and environment cooperate to institute an experience 
in which the two are so fully integrated that each disappears (2005[1932], p. 259).  

 
This definition appears instructive in explaining the experiences described by my informants and 

draws a sharp line between the experiential components of work found in classic research in the 

study of labor processes.  

These findings differ from classic theories of experience, control, and the subjectivities 

produced in the labor process in at least two ways. First, the “porn side of the job” wherein 

employees “disappear” into technological objects appears fundamentally different from the 

economic or identity driven workers found in factory and interactional service work. Pursuing work 

that feels pleasing, fascinating, or engaging may be aesthetically rational, but these actions do not 

directly affect the employee’s wages. Second, these experiences lack reinforcement through 

competition among co-workers. In this sense, they appear more asocial or post-social (i.e., humans 

being less interesting to participants than non-humans) in that the interactions take place primarily 
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between worker and technical artifact. As in Burawoy, however, management does appear active, 

albeit at distance, in the construction of these experiences. Moreover, the asocial (but not pre-social) 

quality of these experiences (and thus of control) suggests an equally asocial or atomized mode of 

resistance that tends towards withdrawal and entrepreneurialism.  

 Similar to post-bureaucratic, object-centered control strategies (e.g., Rennstam 2012) that 

focus knowledge accumulation (Sewell 2005), technology at CI focuses attendants’ actions toward 

the generation of knowledge about CI’s products or by attracting engineers to the firm. In extant 

theory, the knowledge being sought tends to be in regard to economic or scientific “objects of 

knowledge” (see Cetina and Bruegger 2000). While artifacts described above do appear to workers as 

objects of knowledge or perpetually open-ended, unfolding “processes…rather than definitive 

things” (Cetina and Bruegger 2000:149), objects of knowledge do not, as currently theorized, elicit 

judgments of aesthetic beauty. Above, workers ascribed beauty to objects that afford immersive, 

creative experiences. Thus technology is an object of felt, aesthetic knowledge rather than an object 

that conveys economic or scientific knowledge. “Disappearing” workers are immersed in the open-

ended, unfolding processes afforded by aesthetically pleasing organizational artifacts (technology in 

this case). This suggests that technical objects mediate our ways of knowing and how we perceive 

information rather than directly transmitting information. Here, objects provide a basis for sensual, 

embodied meaning that orients workers toward knowledge accumulation. Creative labor comes to 

be activated and deployed through technological systems that act upon while also mediating bodily 

senses. Thus, in the 21st century, the desire to “be creative” overlaps with what Boutang terms the 

libido sciendis (desire to know) of cognitive capitalism (2011). Though still dependent upon the body, 

creative labor remains distinct from the sheer physicality of manual labor, the managed heart of 

emotional labor, and the corporeal decoration of aesthetic labor.  
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Likewise, this chapter also suggests how boundaries blur between key distinctions such as 

work/leisure, employer/employee, and precarity/pleasure in creative labor processes. This blurring 

of key distinctions presents potential problems for labor mobilization and collectivization. Rather 

than recognizing the commonality of their creative labor as theorized by speculative, critical theory 

(i.e., Hardt and Negri 2005), the workers shown above tend to see themselves as entrepreneurs. In 

the next chapter, I examine this entrepreneurial disposition more closely. 
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Chapter 4 
 

Terrifyingly Creative: Mitigating Precarity and Alienated Judgment 
 

 
In this chapter, I focus on how CI’s workers survive on relatively low wages. Put differently, 

I ask how is creative labor materially reproduced? Workers initially acquire the knowledge or learned 

capacities needed to perform creative labor come from outside of work in the form of education or 

socialization within a particular milieu (e.g., intern apprenticeships). Rather than base exploitation, 

CI facilitates workers’ development of skill and expertise through self-education inside and outside 

of the workplace (audio engineers) and through play within the labor process (studio attendants). As 

such, the learned capacities necessary for creative labor come to be reproduced within the labor 

process and during unremunerated hours outside of work. The organization captures the value 

produced by this knowledge, but workers may also benefit by retaining this knowledge for their own 

use. Having shown how the skills associated with creative labor (i.e., interpretation, improvisation 

and action through and upon signs and symbols) comes to be reproduced in Chapter 3, I now pose 

two related questions: how do workers deal with their precarity and how do they relate to the 

products of their labor?  

Precarious, contingent employment is increasingly prevalent in all sectors of the U.S. 

economy (Kalleberg 2009) along with a general decline in unionization22. Increasingly, “we are all 

temps now, though some of us are more vulnerable to insecurity than others” (Kalleberg 2012:433). 

Precarious employment tends to result in a growing number of what Kalleberg terms “bad jobs” 

(2011), however, the structural sources of and responses to precaritization vary significantly by 

nation state (Lee and Kofman 2012).  

In culture industries, these irregular patterns of work have been the norm for decades (Ross 
																																																								
22 Unions represent only 6.7% of all workers in the U.S. private sector (Bureau of Labor Statistics 2016). 
From 2000-2015, union representation in culture industries saw a 7% decline from 16% to 9% (Bureau of 
Labor Statistics 2015).  
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2009). Here, precarious employment often coincides with project-based employment wherein 

workers exert little control over the employment situation and little control over the quality of their 

products beyond their specific labor inputs (Hesmondhalgh and Baker 2011). Workers appear to 

experience these conditions of employment as an irreconcilable paradox that affords freedom and 

produces deep anxiety (Barley and Kunda 2011; Hesmondhalgh and Baker 2010). The latter stems 

from “existential, financial, and social insecurity” associated with heightened demands for worker 

flexibility (de Peuter 2011:419; see also, Sennett 2000). In a sense, the tension between freedom and 

anxiety appears irresolvable – held loosely together by the tentative control and its critical mode of 

consent that I illustrated in the previous chapter. 

Taking up the issue of class and exploitation, Fuchs (2010, 2011, 2013) argues that precarity 

represents a form of “over-exploitation” of workers wherein the degree of exploitation “approaches 

infinity” due to under payment or the push toward self-employment. Here, Fuchs draws upon Erik 

Wright’s (1998) definition of economic exploitation as an unequal exchange relationship wherein the 

dominant actor’s position depends upon the subordinate position of the dominated actor. Fuchs 

argues that in order to maintain economic solvency, businesses in the information and culture 

industries depend upon low or no wages in order to maintain solvency. In other words, if 

organizations in the culture industries were unable to evade payment or push workers outside the 

bounds of the firm, the organizations would lose significant amounts of profit. In making such a 

claim, Fuchs expands the working class to include all waged-workers, even the self-employed. This 

theoretical move appears not wholly unlike Hardt and Negri’s “multitude” (Hardt and Negri 2005) 

or the following comment on knowledge workers and artists from the Situationist International (SI) 

in 1962: “… they are identifying themselves with a category separate from the workers (artists for 

example) – in which case we will fight this illusion by showing them that the new proletariat is tending to 

encompass almost everybody” (1981:85 emphasis added).  
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Today, the SI’s “new proletariat” of 1962 comes in the form of the free and anxious 

“precariat” (Standing 2016). The precariat includes disparate workers such as day laborers, migrant 

workers, freelance computer programmers, and culture industry workers. Despite structural 

similarity vis-à-vis capital and thus class, workers that labor under conditions of precarity tend to 

acquire an entrepreneurial disposition in line with what Paul duGay calls the broader “businessing” 

of labor (2005). They identify of entrepreneurs rather than as a class of workers. Rather than 

organizing as a class, at least one recent study suggests that workers attempt to “manage” their 

precariousness in order to maximize their “freedom” in the labor market (Umney and Kretsos 

2015). In other words, precarious workers may interpret their situation positively and identify as 

entrepreneurs rather than members of a new working class or precariat. Though more and more 

people may resemble contingent workers in what Kalleberg calls “bad jobs,” they interpret this 

situation as being part of an entrepreneurial class. 

Though not out of line with my argument thus far, this begs two questions. First, even if 

work is sensually engaging, how do these workers survive? Second, how do workers relate to the 

products of their labor? Contrary to extant theories of worker alienation, I find that felt, embodied 

pleasure does not necessarily preclude alienation. To draw upon Weber’s typology of social action 

(1978), affective and instrumental rationalities may exist simultaneously and, unlike Weber, these 

rationalities may conflict. In the preceding chapter, I argued that the aesthetic, embodied meanings 

on offer from technology provide a kind of bandage upon the wounds incurred by low wages and 

precarious conditions – binding worker to work. Here, I first focus on matters of material survival, 

more specifically how workers attempt to mitigate their precarity. Second, I address the issue of 

alienation – a concept that, according to Hardt and Negri (2005), should be crucial to understanding 

creative labor. With this in mind, I start with engineers’ accounts of dealing with precarious, non-

standard employment by beginning with workers’ accounts of technology’s effects upon their work. 
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Engineers and the Duality of Technology 

The lights are dim in CI’s largest recording room. The faint scent of Nag Champa incense 

permeates the room and a small Buddha statue, lit from within by a single bulb, sits in the mixing 

booth beside Emmerich the engineer whom we met in the previous chapter. Today, he is working 

“in the box” or strictly through the computer’s software and so the large, rack-mounted pieces of 

outboard gear – of which he is quite fond – sit unused and silently blinking. Light from three 

computer screens colors the engineer’s face a pale blue, punctuated by Buddha’s warm glow and the 

green, yellow, and red LEDs on pieces of gear. One screen displays emails and Emmerich monitors 

it for incoming payments via PayPal, the online payment platform. He said that he is always chasing 

payments, especially from global music corporations (“the majors” or “major-labels”). He explained 

that they wait the longest to pay, despite having the largest amount of money for recording budgets. 

Likewise, other engineers complained about their day-to-day need to haggle over pay rates and 

perform tasks typically associated with accounting departments.  

Two other screens display ProTools - a digital audio workstation program (DAW). The first 

of these two screens shows waveforms (digital representations of sound) of multiple tracks that 

make up the song upon which he works. The third and final screen – unless of course we count his 

smartphone – displays virtual faders. This part of the interface is designed to visually replicate the 

large mixing consoles or “desks” of yesteryear. According to another of my informants, it was not 

until the early 2000s that a computer in a studio was commonplace and yet now, one cannot imagine 

doing the work without them.  

Necessary for work and experientially enjoyable, digital technology also tends to be 

associated with anxiety. A few miles away in the Valley just outside Los Angeles, a 20-year veteran 

engineer named Ryan emphatically stated, “There are no jobs!” There are, in fact, few full-time, 

stable jobs – only one-off “gigs” or “sessions.” Describing audio engineering in the 21st century, he 
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offered a rather common lament of yesteryear’s labor market. Likewise, Emmerich who often works 

with interns and new engineers explained that the hardest problem he faces lies in conveying to 

interns “the fact that you will not get a job initially, that you will intern for years, and that when you 

are hired, even at a profitable, major label studio, you will receive $10 an hour for skilled work.” 

Though Ryan enthusiastically explained the complex accounting system he had developed using 

Microsoft Excel, he lamented the days in which engineers could get by without being their own 

accountants. 

Miles, an engineer with a makeshift mobile recording studio claimed to be in constant 

competition with “laptop engineers.” Others asserted their unique expertise in the face of digital 

ubiquity and claimed that “young kids” with widely available, often cheap or pirated computer 

software “think they’re the shit” but do not, in the opinion of professional audio engineers, know 

anything about sound. In other variations on this narrative, engineers claimed that their skills were 

being devalued by “rich kids” or “trust funders” willing to record music for low or no wages using 

expensive equipment purchased through eBay with their “parents’ money.” Umney and Kretsos 

(2015) claim that the ability to positively frame precarious employment depends upon access to 

social and monetary support from family members. Among my informants, the recurrent theme of 

an imagined, rich Other coupled with the fear and anxiety that I describe in this chapter affirms this 

finding. To focus solely on this theme would be to ignore the imagined source of this anxiety and 

the tactics involved in ameliorating precarity. 

As shown above, engineers often linked their precarity and the accompanying increased 

burden of routine tasks to ubiquitous, often cheap, digital technology. Regardless of the veracity of 

these claims, engineers’ accounts of their inability to secure stable, well-paid employment appeared 

linked to technology in ways not wholly unlike widespread discourse in traditional culture industries 

(i.e., film, TV, radio, music, and news) about the “disruption” or cataclysmic change incurred by 
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ubiquitous digital production and distribution technologies (see Deuze 2007). 

If in the last chapter technology enrolled workers aesthetically, the examples above suggest 

that digital technology tends to be symbolically and economically associated with Post-Fordism’s 

precarious, flexible employment in at least three ways. First, new forms of payment processing 

collapse the distinction between studio accounting and audio engineering. Second, freelancers have 

more freedom to work on projects that they deem desirable, but they lack stability and job security. 

Going freelance may bring freedom, but it also brings a certain amount of terror and thus engineers 

experience what Hesmondhalgh and Baker describe as a “very complicated version of freedom” 

(2010). Third, digital technology is understood as decreasing the cost of entry; flooding the labor 

market with new aspirants, some of who may not require wages to survive. Though not stated by my 

informants, their paradoxical perception of technology (beautiful and sensually pleasurable as well as 

detrimental) adds to the complexity of their “freedom.”  

This describes how engineers imagine their field, but what of actually procuring work? CI 

does not hire engineers. They work at CI, but not necessarily for CI, thus the company shifts some 

risks and search costs onto workers. This follows from widespread project-based employment 

within culture industries in general and music in particular. Since CI hires only on a project-by-

project basis, freelance engineers must continually seek out projects outside the firm, often 

depending upon referrals and personal networking to secure steady flows of work. Though many 

described obtaining work as “easy” or “not a problem,” engineers expressed an equal amount of fear 

due to lack of job security and recounted moments where work had been promised but never 

materialized. As Toby, a mid-career engineer explained, 

If someone tells me that I’m hot right now, I can’t help but think well what happens 
when I’m cold? I’m hotter than I ever could’ve been as a Latin [music] producer 
right now and I’m making the bills, but what does that mean if I’m warm? [If I’m 
just warm] I’m going to be fucking a little broke ‘cause hot is just paying the bills 
(laughing). You know what I’m saying? I could use a haircut. You know what I 
mean? (laughing) So, what I don’t like about the job is the uncertainty. Are you good 
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[at your job]? We all need the lucky break. We all need breaks. What a terrifying 
concept. Like, it’s not about how good you are. Do you know what I mean?  

 
Orlando, an early career engineer that earns $50-$1000 per song that he produces said, “9 out of 10 

people you meet will be full of it. Even people you’re cool with. I can’t, you know, dude I lost track 

of how many people I just stopped talking to because I just saw they were shady.” Orlando and his 

wife both work and as he explained, the couple receives non-monetary support from their 

immediate and extended families in the form of childcare and other domestic assistance. As a father 

a precarious career, he said,  

Yeah, it is stressful, when you have a kid, you’re going to worry: Where’s the next 
check coming from. So yeah, I worry. Even to the point where I want to give up and 
get a regular job. I was at that point last year and then got a call from my buddy, got 
a good project. 

 
Despite the stress of precarity, engineers stay in the field. In part this stems from the sensual 

experience or joy offered from their tasks. Fully explaining their persistence, however, requires that 

we abstract farther from their day-to-day experience and extend outward to their labor market. 

 A more squarely economic explanation depends upon imagined future returns on worker-

entrepreneurs investments of creative labor. As Dean, a mid-career engineer working out of a rented 

space at CI explained,  

My main focus is just trying to mix the best songs ever because when I mix an 
awesome song, I’m associated with really good artistry and that’s the goal for right 
now. I’m not thinking of this part of my career as that time of my career where I’m 
going to make a lot of money. That’s going to ideally come like five or six years from 
now when I break into the major label scene or I’m doing more high-end production 
and stuff like that.  
 

In a way, this suggests the economic model put forth by Venkatesh and Levitt (2000) wherein they 

explain why individuals may choose to opt out of stable, low paying work in favor of high-risk work 

that initially earns them little money, but could, potentially, yield comparatively high incomes. 

Analyzing the illegal drug-sales of a street gang, Venkatesh and Levitt present a modified version of 

a “tournament” model wherein potential long-term rewards that come from moving from the 
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bottom to the top of a hierarchy motivate new entrants to pursue high-risk work (i.e., drug trade, 

academics, the arts, etc.) despite more stable options available in other occupations (e.g., fast-food). 

For engineers, however, there exists no clear hierarchy within which engineers would or could rise. 

Moreover, Dean explained that engineers’ relative invisibility compared to musicians diminished his 

ability to benefit from prior achievements. Explaining the process of recording popular R&B and 

hip-hop songs, Dean said,  

… if I mix a song and it becomes a digital single on iTunes, you’ll never see my 
credit. It won’t show up on the Internet. … for example, I was the main engineer for 
a Grammy award-winning record, however the way that things work out in the music 
industry is like if you spend three years making an album, and let’s say you send a 
song to Andre 300023 [to add a single vocal track] and his engineer records his vocal 
and they send it back. Well, that’s, now there is two engineers that are credited on 
the album.  … So, you end up having an album where you did most of the work, but 
there is like six people credited for [the album]. 

 
 Engineers at all levels of their career, from new assistant engineers to award-winners such as 

Dean complained about chasing after payments from clients and undervaluation of their skills. They 

may be orienting toward future rewards, but the rewards to be reaped from persistence in this career 

appeared unevenly distributed and never fully settled. As Dean said, “I’ll go from like, having 

assistants and being like, flown all over the world and million dollar studios every day with food 

budgets and stuff and then like, then the next project will be in someone’s living room or whatever.” 

So, this begs the question, how do engineers deal with the radical uncertainty associated with cultural 

production and their lack of stable employment? Though one engineer explained that he dealt with 

this by “just trusting god and having faith,” most engineers described more concrete tactics. 

 

The Creative Precarity of the Entrepreneurial Engineer 

Among engineers, managing precarity took three common forms. The first is a type of what 

Berg and Penley (2016) term “creative precarity.” Creative precarity refers to the development of a 
																																																								
23 Dean is referring to André Benjamin, the occasional movie star and vocalist for the hip-hop group Outkast. 
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diverse portfolio of entrepreneurial ventures intended to diversify and expand sources of income 

derived from workers’ human and fixed capital (i.e., technology). Not wholly unlike the concept of a 

portfolio career, CI workers’ tactics included several practices that appear similar to the risk-

spreading tactics employed by freelance media professionals in the U.K. These tactics include 

developing and maintaining diverse networks of peers and clients in order to avoid dependence and 

to secure continuous work opportunities as well as taking up work for which they are not trained or 

that lies outside of their field (Deuze 2007:194; Storey, Salaman, and Platman 2005). The second 

tactic involves becoming micro-studio by renting a room and setting up a small studio at CI as an 

independent, freelance worker. This tactic depended engineers’ ability to invest heavily in gear or, in 

other words, substantial fixed capital investment. In addition to developing these small project 

studios, engineers made efforts to devise portable studios in order to increase mobility while 

lessening the need for a fixed workspace. Both of these tactics make the relationship between studio 

and engineer one of business and micro-business rather than employer and employee and thus also 

illustrate the entrepreneurial disposition formed within the labor process. Most common at CI was a 

third tactic wherein engineers took up work as one of CI’s front office employees.  

 

Diversification and Flexibility 

The first of these responses to precarity involves diversifying one’s human capital 

investments. Rather than simply engineering audio recordings for musicians, engineers may create 

and license music for use as “royalty free” music in the production of film, television, and digital 

media content. The part of the previous chapter wherein Emmerich, CI’s house engineer, sat alone 

editing and arranging songs was an instance of this sort of diversification. He also explained that he 

had hopes of offering his services as a forensic audio analyst due to his access to high-quality, audio 

spectrum analysis software.  
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Likewise, Dean offered consulting services to aspiring engineers. For a fee, he would review 

others’ work via the website Audio U. Dean also procured gigs from Soundbetter.com, a website 

wherein potential clients offer work to engineers through an online bidding system. Notably, Dean 

does not depend solely upon these platforms for work, but they are becoming more common. 

Oftentimes, gigs obtained through Internet referrals and online labor market intermediaries such as 

Soundbetter were described as highly undesirable, low status gigs. For example, Gerald said, 

 I got hit up by a guy on Twitter from London. I’ll show you some. It’s terrible. He 
hit me up and was like ‘yeah, the song doesn’t sound right.’ I did it because I’m going 
to get some money. Let me help him out because maybe he has potential. He could 
maybe potentially have some potential (laughing). Some people are just delusional, 
straight up. The music they produce, the content they produce is draining. … My 
mentor hits me up to work on a big artist’s record, but then I’m hitting Ls [making 
lots of money] with these scrubs (laughing). It’s crazy. It’s absurd man. You get to a 
point where I think you don’t like what you’re doing.  
 

Like many of my informants, Gerald uses colorful language to describe the troubles of dealing with 

precarity. Always in search of work, he gave the example of taking a referral from across the pond in 

the UK via Twitter despite misgivings as to the quality of the gig. In his words, it could “potentially 

have some potential” but was ultimately “draining” due to the artists being “scrubs” (losers). Despite 

the easy money (“hitting Ls” or “hitting licks,” slang for robbing liquor stores), the low quality, low 

status project results in alienation – a topic I discuss later in this chapter. High pay, low status work 

may seem to balance out, but just as often engineers take on low pay, low status work. Many simply 

cannot afford to be seen as inactive for long periods of time. As Emmerich said to me, “If it’s a low 

amount of money and I have the time, I’ll do it. … I can’t really turn down work when it comes.”  

Dean started to produce YouTube content as a promotional strategy, interviewing his clients 

after recording sessions and producing short comedy sketches. While I hung out at CI in between 

sessions, Dean and his cameraman were often roaming the hallways and discussing possible shots 

and concepts for YouTube content. For one series of videos, Dean had decided to use what he 

called a “Bob Barker microphone” – a reference to the deceased host of the American television 
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game show The Price is Right. Anyone familiar with the show ought to remember Barker’s 

distinctively slim and telescopic handheld microphone. After Dean and CI management decided it 

was a wise investment, (“Yeah well, they don’t go down in value so you can just buy one for $400 

and sell it for $450 … some go for $1000.”), Dean obtained one for use in a short comedic 

YouTube video. In the video, he planned to record an entire drum kit using just Bob Barker 

microphones. Developing dialogue for the video, Dean said “[The Bob Barker microphone] really 

gets that tone, that zany tone.” A studio intern said, “You know they have such a unique frequency 

range” and Dean riffed a bit more, adding, “Yeah, you know for when you want some zane [sic] on 

the snare drum.” He also intended to build a “sample pack” or pre-recorded drum sounds for use in 

digital drum programming by using the novelty microphones – another potential source of income 

derived from human and fixed capital investments in his brand-building YouTube venture. As in 

Foucault (2010 [1979]), this entrepreneurial venture depends upon a machine whose component 

parts include technology and human capital (the body and knowledge) in order to generate income. 

As Dean explained this new venture, he said,  

I know my [social] network is still not big enough to where I would be just crushing 
it.  So, that’s one of the reasons why I'm starting my YouTube channel and this and 
that.  Because gone are the days where I think it’s really smart to be just a mixer, 
right? I love mixing it’s my passion, but part of what I want to do going into the 
future is like build up a brand, it could be anything from like, or for example we 
already have our first sponsor.  So, we’re going to do all these crazy videos, but we’re 
going to package advertisements in the videos, and there is – all sorts of consulting 
you can do, and then if I build up the show, then I can get ad[vertising] revenue 
from that.  And this is how I’m just trying to diversify and do a lot of things. 

 
Skill flexibility often accompanied diversification. Here workers expand their skills through constant 

learning on and off the job and adjust the means by which they present these skills in order to obtain 

steady work from a diverse array of sources. Engineers described this tactic as being “flexible” with 

their skillset – what Storey calls being an “amoeba” (2005), a metaphor that presents workers as 

shapeless invertebrates capable of intense flexibility. This much may be seen in the above example 
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of Dean wherein he develops skills, acquires necessary technologies, and assembles a small team in 

order to accomplish the tasks of video production that will, in his view, promote his engineering 

career. 

Wanda also engaged in this sort of skill flexibility. In addition to daily gigs as an engineer, 

Wanda designed and installed sound systems for use in corporate boardrooms and school 

classrooms “all over LA.” As she said, “I’ve done some IT/AV [information technology / audio-

visual] stuff as related to computer networking a little bit and audio.” In addition to being flexible in 

the sense of willing to work whenever one can, one must be, according to Wanda, “flexible with the 

description of your work (laughing). A lot of times it can work in your favor and you can put 

yourself out there to do more than one task.” Like Wanda, Emmerich also earns “… a fair amount 

of money doing studio building and consulting work. Those are rare, but they're a nice paycheck.”  

While quite different from the session work that comprises their core skillset, these 

extensions of their work “diversify” their “portfolio” career, helping to spread risk across multiple 

sources of income derived from their human capital. This fits rather neatly within the language of 

neo-liberalism as described by Foucault. According to Foucault, neo-liberal workers understand 

themselves as entrepreneurs engaged in enterprises of the self or, as Foucault said, “… the worker 

himself appears as a sort of enterprise for himself” (2010:225). As theorists of cognitive capitalism 

claim, workers invest their human capital – embodied capacities that generate streams of income – 

as virtuosos that improvise upon and act through signs and symbols by using tacit knowledge (Virno 

2004) mediated by technology (Boutang 2011). Below, Wanda, the ever eloquent engineer, clearly 

articulates how “human capital” or the “machine that produces an earnings stream” depends upon 

temporal and physiological limits imposed by the human body (Foucault 2010:224–225).  

I think you can be really good at your job but I also feel like you’re also working 
against time. Our listening abilities are skills that we develop over time, but our 
bodies age and we can’t always perform the same way that we did years before. Even 
a man that thinks it’s very manly to be in the music industry as a touring engineer, 
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like I’m going to lift all the equipment and I’m going to haul all this heavy gear, what 
happens when you’re 70 and you have a herniated disc and you can’t do it?  
 

Here Wanda highlights the highly gendered aspect of engineering and, more broadly, media 

production work (see, Caldwell 2008; Mayer 2011). More important to the discussion at hand, 

Wanda and Emmerich’s use of the language of diversification and investment along with Dean’s 

discussion of his personal brand illustrate entrepreneurial discourse as a common tongue spoken by 

these engineers and their fellow virtuosos in digital media that I introduce in later chapters.  

 

Becoming Studios 

In a second tactic for mitigating precarity, engineers work to accumulate enough of their 

own equipment so as to supplement their income from studio-based projects. They do so by 

offering their services as mobile, one-person studios capable of recording at performance venues, 

nightclubs, rehearsal studios, and other, less conventional recording spaces such as basements and 

garages. Alternately, they rent out their equipment to other engineers. Toby, the engineer that feared 

the day when he would be “warm” rather than “hot,” rented his microphones and other pieces of 

gear to musicians and other engineers in order to gain more revenue. Avoiding studios altogether, 

another freelancer in his early 20s named Jeremy worked out of his garage. Much like the owners of 

CI, he described the importance of having a large computer interface that mimics the material 

aspects of a large mixing consoles often found in studios. As he explained, this device 

… gave me this weird credibility like when people take pictures, it makes it look 
more like an actual studio. Whether or not people know what it does, there’s this, 
people feel like they need to see something like that to [feel] this is a legit studio even 
if you’re using all these preamps that are just little rack units that sound awesome but 
it doesn’t matter to them. They don’t know the brands. They just know what it looks 
like. It’s definitely, in the studio world that’s a thought. We want to have gear that 
sounds good but literally just having something that’s a centerpiece to the studio and 
is big and pretty and lots of lights. People are sold by that. 
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Much like the managers at CI, Jeremy the entrepreneurial engineer now attempts to enchant and 

captivate clients through his arsenal of gear.  

Rather than going mobile, engineers may opt to rent a small space at CI. Essentially creating 

a studio within a studio, these engineers’ relationship with CI resembles that of a barber, hair stylist, 

or tattoo artist that “rents a chair” within a brick-and-mortar business while retaining their 

autonomy as an independent micro-business. These engineers tend to be “mix” engineers or 

producers such as Dean and Toby24. Staying within CI reduces the cost of renting another building 

while simultaneously allowing these entrepreneurial micro-businesses to capitalize on positive 

externalities such as the sheer number of musicians that pass through CI’s doors every week.  

To freelancers, everyone is a potential client or potential source of cheap or free labor for 

various recording projects.  While taking a break from mixing some dance music, Toby and I sat 

outside chatting with some musicians. On musician said that he played ukulele which prompted 

Toby to ask them if they would like to “lay down” some ukulele on some of his songs (“tracks”). We 

quickly made our way back to Toby’s studio where he set up a microphone in front of the 

musician’s ukulele. Toby hit the space bar on his computer, and played the song a few times. After a 

few trial runs through the tune, Toby had the ukulelist record a few different performances 

(“takes”). This occurred in a matter of 20 minutes and provoked no discussion of payment from 

either party. Taking up residence within CI affords Toby the potential to capture free labor in the 

form of impromptu performances from the thousands of musicians that pass through CI’s doors 

every month. Not all engineers at CI employ these tactics of creative precarity. More often, they take 

up full and part-time jobs in the studio’s office. Still, even as full-time, routine workers within the 

firm, CI’s employees must continually deal with another aspect of precarious employment: meeting 

their basic material needs and reproducing their capacity to labor. 
																																																								
24 Mix engineers, as opposed to recording or session engineers, handle post-production “mixing” of songs’ 
constitutive tracks (i.e., bass, guitar, drums, synthesizers, etc.). 
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The Cruel Optimism of Precarious “Standard” Employment 

Taking up a job in CI’s front office represents a third way to manage the precarious 

conditions of audio engineering. Working in the front office brings employees relatively low wages 

($20,000-25,000 on average with supervisors occupying the upper portion of that range). Several 

employees lived 10-20 miles away from work - sometimes with relatives or parents - to save on rent 

in the ever-rising costs of Los Angeles’s housing market and thus stretch their paychecks. Even by 

LA standards, this commute is lengthy, especially for several employees who lacked cars. Those that 

lived nearby relied upon personal locomotion or a bicycle, but those living farther away made use of 

platform-based transportation services such as Lyft or Uber. Paying $5-$10 per day for 

transportation (approximately $150 per month) can be cheaper than owning a car and a car’s 

associated costs such as maintenance and insurance. Long working weeks and lengthy commutes left 

little time for the work of reproduction such as shopping for and preparing food. For sustenance, 

workers often ate $1 tacos or $5 burritos from nearby restaurants and street vendors or relied upon 

romantic partners to deliver meals to CI – suggesting the continued dependence of men’s labor 

power upon women’s unpaid and often unrecognized care work. These meals were often free or 

deeply discounted because the food had come from the partners’ places of work in the food-service 

industry. 

Even with social support and the frugal expenditure of time and money, office staff bemoaned 

their economic situation. For those that live close enough to walk to work, rent often accounts for 

40-60 percent of their monthly earnings. Gabriel, one of the few employees that quit during the 

years I spent at CI, explained this quite clearly: 

Gabriel: Yeah, they’re working more and just getting the allotted sum [salary] no 
matter what. It was literally unsustainable for me. I was barely scraping by.  
  
MS: Yeah I don’t understand how some of you all do it.  
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G: Yeah, even living on the East side is hard. Even if you pay $750 a month, that’s 
still not a lot of money left.   
  
MS: That’s maybe $1600 a month before taxes and then maybe 1200 after taxes?  
  
G: Yeah. 

 
Gabriel is referring to the salary derived from a 40-60 hour workweek. Based on Gabriel’s estimate, 

rent accounts for 62% of net wages. Leaving just roughly $450 for utility bills, any debt payments 

(e.g., credit card, car or student loan payments, etc.), and groceries, Gabriel went on to liken this to 

“slavery.” He eventually quit after eight months in order to take up more lucrative work at a 

company that specializes in the transportation and installation of fine art.  

 Like several other office workers, Gabriel initially took a job at CI because he perceived his 

the job as offering potential for work as an engineer. Management presented employment at CI in 

these terms. As a supervisor explained, “So that’s [networking is] sort of seen as a - it’s presented as 

a bit of a cachet. Like, oh you’re interested in music, this can either be a step up in terms of 

connections.” Gabriel never managed to obtain session work, but some office workers do find gigs. 

Even these workers, however, struggled to find sessions that they could fit into their already full-

time work schedules. The hopeful economic logic that initially leads many engineers to the front 

office appears thwarted by the demands of office work.  

 Lauren Berlant (2011) refers to this as cruel optimism or situations wherein the attachments 

that allow a person to imagine a possible, desirable future – here, the apparent promise and 

anticipation of desirable work – thwart the person’s ability to flourish. In this way, the social 

interactions described above combined with the aesthetically enrolling moments described in the 

preceding chapter constitute a situation wherein attachments to both humans and non-humans 

(people and gear) bind workers to the organization. These attachments that sensually excite and give 

hope also block employees’ path to the work they so desire, locked in the groove of precarious, 

“standard” employment. As such, a cruel optimism permeates much of organizational life at CI. 
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Some moments that I shared with Nathan, an office worker in his late 20s, illustrate this 

point. While taking one of many cigarette breaks, we sat outside the studio’s front door discussing 

music, life in Los Angeles, and, of course, work. Often we would chat with musicians and engineers 

as they came in and out of the studio and I tended to ask how the front office workers’ projects as 

engineers were going. One day, Nathan told me that his career as an engineer was going well. “I 

gotta get my own music together though, gotta try to get that going too. You know, I got solid 

recording gigs lined up, but now, now I have to really get my own stuff. I figure now that I’m set up 

pretty good, I can get that going. Man, I just wish I had a day that I wasn’t here.” In one of his more 

lucrative recent gigs, he had earned $125 for a 12-hour day. Marginally more than work at CI, the 

$125 day rate shakes out to $10.41 per hour for skilled labor.  

Back in the office, Nathan kept watching the clock, and said that he could not wait until the 

end of his shift rolled around. Perhaps he hoped to work on the music he had been producing rather 

than schlepping amplifiers in and out of rooms or disappearing into CI’s gear. Either way, the job 

taken in order to solve Nathan’s problem of spotty employment offers only moderate amelioration 

of precarity and in fact obstructs the development of a more desirable career. Still, Nathan remained 

hopeful and optimistic. As he said, “Whenever something good is happening for someone else, I 

just figure it’ll be my turn soon enough.” 

While waiting for their turns, office employees work quite a full week at the studio in 

addition to other, often multiple, jobs. These third or fourth jobs included performing manual labor 

at live music events, tending bar, working as bouncers and doormen at local bars, serving coffee, 

selling bodily fluids, and, part-time office work elsewhere. Since many were also aspiring engineers 

like Nathan, these jobs were in addition to many of the project procurement activities described in 

previous section. For example, Samson, the youngest of the staff, claimed to always be ready to 
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record by carrying a small digital audio recorder and several microphones with him in his backpack 

wherever he may roam. 

Still, everyday life in the studio did at least seem to offer some possibilities to perform what 

Guy Standing (2016) refers to as “work-to-labor” or the often unpaid and unrecognized work 

needed to be done in order to obtain employment. This work-to-labor includes skill building and 

networking. After explaining how much he liked the “vibe” of the place, Gerald, a musician-turned-

office-worker, said,  

So, how lucky am I that like I get to be in a place that’s not going to stress me out, 
where I can make connections, where I can learn, where I can practice, where I can 
execute, where I can keep going? Dude, like man, you know what I mean?  I feel 
really lucky, man, from like having – not having shit to like having somewhere to go 
where you’re good, man. That is priceless right there dude. 
 

Gerald started at CI after a long stint in a lower management position at a media distribution 

company. Though somewhat atypical among CI’s office staff, Gerald’s trajectory reveals something 

of the widespread instability and non-linearity of careers in media, even for routine workers. He 

explained that he had been let go from the managerial position for demanding higher wages after 

being asked to design his former employer’s website in addition to his normal supervisory duties. In 

his early 30s, he moved back in with his family after being fired and several months later ended up at 

CI. He commuted approximately 20 miles to work for the night shifts at CI that no one else wants. 

These shifts began at 5:00 PM during the middle of the evening rush hour and so the commute can 

be up to a 90 minutes in length. Still, he gestured to a kitschy, light-up Buddha statue and explained 

that he enjoyed the vibe. More important for the focus of this chapter, he could learn, make 

connections, and, above all, he was happy to be working. 

The work-to-labor of skill development often occurs informally through the technological 

interactions described in the previous chapter and through interactions between office staff and 

more advanced, freelance engineers in residence at CI. Interactions between novices such as Samson 
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and more established engineers occur quite frequently, leading office workers to claim that working 

at CI affords the possibility of continued learning and social capital development (networking, 

connections). As Samson said, 

I can continue to learn, man. Like I was sitting around with dudes that have 
engineered and mixed and like produced for some of the biggest people you could 
think of, man. … So, that is my other goal right now is to learn from like Emmerich 
and like even – not even the dudes that – like not even the dudes working for CI, but 
the people [freelance engineers] that have rooms here like Toby and Dean. 
 

For Samson, work at CI affords the possibility of reproducing and enlarging his skillset in order to 

become a better engineer and to become, potentially, more employable. Having these opportunities 

available within the workplace solves, in part, the problem of performing work-to-labor outside of 

working hours and constant learning on the job - a common feature of precarious workers (Sallaz 

2015; Standing 2016) and freelance professionals (Barley and Kunda 2011). Combined with the 

aesthetic enrollment processes described in the previous chapter, these social interactions make for a 

workplace full of dense socio-technical relationships and laden with numerous perceived 

possibilities.  

In another illustrative example of skill development and social interaction predicated upon 

technical knowledge, Samson explained to his more experienced co-worker that he had been 

working on a track using a computer program (a “plug-in”) that simulated the sound of recording 

onto analog, magnetic tape. The plug-in seemed to cause an undesirable shift in sound frequencies  

(“phasing problems”). Offering advice, Thomas said, “Oh you shouldn’t get that with [the plug-in]. 

You just using one mic[rophone]?” “Yeah,” said Samson. “Yeah, that shouldn’t happen,” said 

Thomas before asking Samson what microphones he had been using. Samson rattled off some 

model numbers and noted the microphones that he liked the most. “Yeah that’s great, if I just had 

two mics, it’d be the M400 and MU-45,” said Thomas. They went on discussing plugins and how 

they preferred to use the studio’s gear rather than working “in the box” at home. After this 
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discussion, Samson had hoped to make use of his “benefits” (personal use of the studio) and asked 

Thomas about the availability of the studio. “Emmerich’s in there, so I’ll start working on stuff at 

home and come in to finish it here,” said Thomas.  

Above, Samson receives some rather less than helpful advice from Thomas regarding the 

perceived problems of digital audio plug-ins (secondary programs used inside a DAW to further 

modify sounds). His “benefits” seem deferred to Emmerich, the house engineer who was working in 

the studio for most of the day. Thomas and Samson then lapse into the common, technical, or 

“nerdy” conversations about gear that frequently occurred at CI and made up quite a lot of 

workplace socializing. 

In another example, Toby asked Samson about potentially building a sound library for him. 

Wages were not discussed, but it seemed to be implied that Samson would have use of the sound 

library upon completion and this would serve as a sort of compensation. As he said to Samson,  

I was thinking of having you open up my sessions sometime and just go through and 
make a sound library from my sessions. Congas, timbales, there’s great sounds in 
there, but I need someone with a brain to do it. You can’t get an intern to do that. 
Right? I mean, you could even pull the sounds from my master and then it’s the 
sound that made it to the mix, it’s on a record, not just some Puerto Rican in New 
York hitting the congas for a sample pack. But, you need a brain for this. 
 

Toby could easily perform this work himself, however, his close interactional proximity to Samson 

during a smoke break and Toby’s knowledge of Samson’s training as an engineer affords the 

possibility of developing social capital. This also allows Samson to procure another crucial resource 

(sounds) for his work as an engineer/producer. A library such as this could be used to produce new 

music using pre-recorded sound elements from Toby’s recordings. As Toby said, “Congas, timbales, 

there’s great sounds in there.” This re-use of recorded material also represents another means by 

which engineers may make their time more economically productive. 

In another example, Clyde, another young engineer-turned-office-worker, worked alongside 

Jeff, a musician-turned-office-worker, who explained that he was working on new songs. Jeff began 
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to play them on the array of music equipment in the front office. Clyde expressed enthusiasm for 

Jeff’s material and the two decided to let Clyde produce and engineer the recordings of those songs 

in the near future. Though I never witnessed Clyde and Jeff’s session, I did sit in on similar 

recording sessions that evolved from comparable interactions between co-workers at CI.  

The degree to which these moments of human and social capital development advanced 

office workers’ careers remained ambiguous, however, I do not wish to claim that these workers 

perceived their situation incorrectly. The studio provides real opportunities for developing skills and 

new social ties, however, these ties tend to be dense, close ties. Weak, bridging ties, on the other 

hand, tend to be associated with career development (Granovetter 1973) and the positive, spillover 

effects of working with high-status co-workers (Rossman et al. 2010). Again, precarious “standard” 

employment appears laden with cruel optimism or “the affective attachment to what we call ‘the 

good life,’ which is for so many a bad life that wears out the subjects who nonetheless, and at the 

same time, find their conditions of possibility within it” (Berlant 2011:27). 

Those who seemed to benefit most from this situation were owner-managers and 

supervisors in positions that regularly interfaced with the public and other organizations. The benefit 

for the former should be quite obvious. For supervisory employees, developing ties with other local 

businesses facilitated the advancement of CI’s larger organizational project of becoming a major, 

global recording destination for musicians25. Robert, the front office supervisor, became a very 

visible person within the local ecology of live music due, in part, to his association with CI and his 

ability to provide small favors to local businesses and musicians such as discounted rates on 

equipment and rehearsal rentals. These practices, shared by owner-managers, develop trust by way 

of frequent business transactions while spreading Robert’s name and that of the business.  

																																																								
25 Reflecting its location within a global city, the studio frequently worked with musician clients from the 
U.K., Europe, Asia, and Australia, though clients from California were most common. 
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This brings me back to the apparent outcomes for office staff and the lack of organized 

resistance. The most common outcome for workers seemed to be exit rather than advancement26. A 

year after completing fieldwork, Clyde told me that his career as an engineer had not been panning 

out. He had not worked on any new projects in some time and was considering moving back East, 

away from Los Angeles. Marcus, the weed-smoking synthesizer player discussed in the previous 

chapter left for the desert after being at CI for four years as did Jack, a supervisor. Thomas for 

whom gear was the “porn side of the job,” returned home to the Midwest after four years, including 

a year-long stint in a supervisory position. In sum, full-time employment neither solves the problem 

of precarity nor advances careers outside of the working day, at least not in a clear, direct way. If 

aesthetic enrollment constitutes creative labor’s positive pole, then the twin, unfulfilled promises of 

stability and social capital accumulation comprise a part of creative labor’s negative pole: the cruel 

optimism of precarious “standard” employment. Keeping this negative pole of creative labor in 

mind, I wish to shift my attention to the relationship between CI’s workers and music. 

 

Alienated Judgment 

As should be abundantly clear by now, the studio’s employees provide services that 

contribute to the production of music. Selling these services to musicians generates revenue for the 

firm and delivering these services requires both emotional and creative labor. As part of the 

commodity chain of cultural production, these services contribute to the production of culture and 

so it makes sense to ask another simple question: how do workers relate to these cultural 

commodities? Oftentimes, answering this question requires a discussion of alienation and my answer 

																																																								
26 Recent findings from the study of Post-Fordist call centers suggest that consent may be entirely absent 
from contemporary labor processes with management aiming to only elicit effort (Sallaz 2015). Workers 
temporarily expend an incredible amount of effort before finally giving up and leaving. While my findings 
exhibit some similarity, I find a partial, fragile form of consent in the attachment that workers develop to 
work’s materiality and their co-workers. 
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differs little in this regard. In Multitude, Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri (2005) claim that 

alienation takes on a renewed relevance to discussions of work with the rise of what they call 

“immaterial labor” (i.e., the creative use of signs and symbols as well as “affective labor” 27). While I 

disagree with regard to the “immateriality” of this labor, autonomist Marxists such as Hardt and 

Negri, Maurizio Lazzarato (2011, 2014), and Paolo Virno (2004) highlight the importance of cultural 

production in the contemporary, global economy. Still, they do little to typify the labor and 

alienation specific to knowledge and cultural production. Hardt and Negri’s painfully slim discussion 

of alienation in Multitude illustrates this quite clearly: 

Alienation was always a poor concept for understanding the exploitation of factory 
workers, but here in a realm [the regime of immaterial labor] that many still do not 
want to consider labor – affective labor, as well as knowledge production and 
symbolic production – alienation does provide a useful conceptual key for 
understanding exploitation (2005:111). 
 

This passage does little in the way of typifying the labor or alienation associated with cultural 

production in particular or, more generally, the work of “symbolic analysts” or the “creative class.” 

Instead, Hardt and Negri rely upon terms that seem to fragment the not-quite-emotional aspect of 

labor that depends upon human subjectivity as “cognitive” or “intellectual” (Hardt and Negri 

2005:108).  

Following both management scholars (e.g., Adler and Obstfeld 2007; Amabile et al. 2005) 

and more speculative theorists of “cognitive capitalism” (e.g., Boutang 2011; Lazzarato 2014), 

creative labor (i.e., the interpretation, improvisation, and action through and upon symbols) requires 

not just cognition and rational intellect, but intuition, feeling, or, affect. This follows from earlier 

discussions of expression that drew from Dewey wherein expression stems from an initial impulsion 

or impingement upon the body’s senses –what contemporary cultural theory might more generically 

term an affect (Clough and Halley 2007; Gregg and Seigworth 2010a; Massumi 2002). When 

																																																								
27 Affective labor refers to what sociologists call “emotional labor.”  
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modulated by reflective thought, this initial impulsion or bodily impingement yields a type of 

creativity that Dewey termed expression.  

Here it seems worth introducing Kant’s dualism of reason (conceptual, reflective thought, 

the faculty of judgment) and the non-conceptual faculties of intuition and imagination (Kant 1951). 

An experience that excites or one that “immediately satisfies the senses” may be “mediately 

displeasing” (Kant 1986:165) upon reflection or the mediation of sense experience by the “faculty of 

reason” or, to use a less loaded term, judgment. This separation between sensual satisfaction (the 

“porn side of the job” that does not “feel” like work) and reflective judgment leaves room for the 

critical, heavily qualified consent found among CI’s workers. At the risk of over-extending a claim, 

multiple modes of rationality (economic, aesthetic, instrumental, value-based, etc.) may co-exist and 

inform workers’ interpretations of their common situation. As we have seen, technology provides an 

aesthetic (i.e., material, sensible in relation to an object) modulation of the felt experience of work. 

Technology impinges upon the body, mediating and engaging the senses. Concurrently, technology 

extends and enables the deployment of skill and expertise. Managerial invitations to be creative in 

the form of designing and decorating rooms also provide for relatively autonomous deployment of 

aesthetic agency – worker control over the aesthetic dimension of the labor process.  

The negative poles of creative labor discussed in this chapter – the anxiety and cruel 

optimism of precarious employment - appear neither alienating nor socially isolating. Engineers and 

office staff, after all, inhabit dense socio-technical networks of humans and non-humans. This begs 

a direct question of how creative labor becomes alienated and how sociologists should conceptualize 

the form of alienation associated with creative labor processes. While Hochschild’s (2003 [1982]) 

extension of Marx’s initial writings on the subject certainly extends alienation into the domain of 

emotions, what of the technologically mediated, organizationally bound creativity found at CI? 
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For Marx, alienation took four major forms: self-estrangement, alienation from work 

processes and work’s product, as well as alienation from other workers. Though he touches upon 

workers’ relation to technology (“appendages” of the machine), Blauner’s Alienation and Freedom 

(1967) provides a more rigorous, social psychological examination of the relation between 

technology and alienation. Similar to Marx and many other sociologists of work, Blauner suggested 

that sociotechnical interactions at work played a key causal role in determining the subjective 

experience of the labor process. Driving debates in the sociological investigation of technology and 

work up through the 1980s (see, e.g., Hull, Friedman, and Rogers 1982; Leiter 1985; Vallas and 

Yarrow 1987), Blauner laid out four major parts of alienation: powerlessness, meaninglessness, 

integration in industrial communities, and self-estrangement. Insofar as creative labor requires 

dispositions and capacities for acting through and upon symbols, aspects of the self appear most 

pertinent to creative labor (not unlike emotional or aesthetic labor). As such, I wish to focus 

especially on alienation as self-estrangement.  

Blauner defines the experience of self-estrangement at work as “a heightened awareness of 

time, as a split between present activity and future considerations” (1967:27). He contrasts this with 

the “immersion in the present” of non-alienated work (1967:27). The moments that I term aesthetic 

experiences are, in fact, just this. He claims that technology is a key driver of self-estrangement, yet 

automated technology increases workers’ autonomy within the working day and thus attenuates the 

alienation stemming from self-estrangement.  

The moments of technologically mediated immersion that I presented in Chapter 3 suggest, 

in fact, the opposite. Technology makes work sensually exciting and viscerally engaging. In 

modulating the felt experience of work, technology makes work feel “creative.” Technology 

enchants and captivates, but as shown earlier in this chapter technology also produces fear and 

anxiety due to its association with the de-professionalization of music careers. It is both grand 
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disruptor of an imagined past wherein work was stable and the means by which engineers deploy 

their skill or “magic.” Regardless of discursive elaboration, workers appear aesthetically enrolled, 

often immersed in their tasks vis-à-vis the machine. These moments illustrate a felt connection to 

technology, not an alienating one.  

In what follows, I attempt to illustrate creative labor alienation from its products and the 

unique form of self-estrangement that results. This alienation stems from the subordination of 

employees’ judgment to the demands of the organization or clients. As such, an addition must be 

made to the negative pole of creative labor: alienated judgment28. Not unlike Marx, this appears first 

as alienation from the product of labor – the music being produced. Performing creative labor 

requires that workers withhold or subordinate their generic, human capacity for judgment to the 

demands of organizational life. Work may feel interesting, exciting, or engaging, but workers lack 

control over the content and form of a final product due to their inability to exercise any critical 

judgment of quality or value. This is, in a sense, alienation from a capacity to be creative and to 

exercise aesthetic agency outside the boundaries set forth by the needs of the organization. 

Earlier, I highlighted how invitations to be expressive or creative include the use of technical 

artifacts at CI. In the remainder of this chapter, I wish to highlight how this diverges from a 

commonsense explanation. Inside these entertainment workplaces we might expect to find cultural 

commodities – those totems of mass culture – plying their magic. Saying that employees enjoy their 

work because “it’s in entertainment,” “it’s music,” or “it’s culture” implies this much. In other 

																																																								
28 My claim is only that workers’ judgment serves organizational or clients’ needs, not those of the worker, 
however, in a less grand way, this appears similar to remarks made by Horkheimer and Adorno in the Dialectic 
of Enlightenment (2007 [1947]). For them, technology and mass media were thought to deform or nullify 
human capacities for critical thinking, a sentiment that I find no evidence to support. As they said, “On the 
way from mythology to logistics, thought has lost the element of reflection on itself, and machinery mutilates 
people today … In the form of machines, however alienated reason is moving toward a society which reconciles 
thought …” to form an unreal unity (Horkheimer and Adorno 2007:29, emphasis added). Similarly grand and 
problematic, Horkheimer claimed that “Reason as an organ for perceiving the true nature of reality and 
determining the guiding principles of our lives has come to be regarded as obsolete” (Horkheimer 1947:18).  
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words, the proximity to cultural production – deemed inherently meaningful by many - seems like a 

fair tradeoff for job security and higher wages. Instead, I find the opposite. Workers often dislike the 

music they help to produce. This, of course, varies from project to project, but I find this form of 

dissatisfaction – or, as I prefer, alienation – to be a common feature of work at CI. As an engineer 

said,  

When I go home, if I spend an entire day here, I don’t listen to a damned thing. It’s 
silence. I’m reading. I don’t want to hear anything, don’t want to hear music. I feel as 
though, yeah. It does take a lot out of me actually. That constant bombardment of 
different bands and hearing them all combined into one noxious sound. 

 
Here, sound over which the engineer exerts little to no control appears “noxious,” 

suggesting poisonous, toxic sound. When he returns home, he reads in silence. Engineers for 

whom exercising agency upon and through sound constitutes the core of work, 

overexposure to sound over which they have little control may alienate their capability for 

enjoying music in their leisure time. In this example, the worker appears both overwhelmed 

by the unrelenting abundance of music (too much of a good thing, perhaps). More 

importantly, he lacks the ability to exercise judgment over the music that he helps to produce 

as an engineer.  

As shown Chapter 3, Engineers often divide gigs or sessions into two types: desirable 

projects wherein they can exercise critical judgment in a more producer-like role and undesirable 

projects wherein they exercise little judgment, but may earn higher wages. The latter may be – and 

often are – pop music or hip-hop projects. These require simple technical setups and, as such, little 

in the way of exercising skill. Most often, the kind of work available to engineers falls into the first 

category: simple, undesirable, but “easy-money” projects that involve minimal amounts of 

equipment and thus minimal use of expertise and skill. Superficially, this might seem to fit the classic 

Bourdieuan opposition between heteronymous production (other-oriented; often market-oriented) 

and autonomous production (oriented toward formal innovation and status specific to the field) 
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insofar as the more desirable gigs allow engineers to take more chances that may yield more 

symbolic capital (see, Bourdieu 1993). This explanation would leave out the strong attachments 

between engineers and the music they bring to life. In response to me asking Peter, one of the 

freelancers, about reputational concerns in relation to what he deemed quality music, he explained,  

I know what you mean ‘cause someone could have heard of me word of mouth and 
come my way and get here and they suck. In that case, it’s like what are you going to 
do? I’m definitely not in a position to turn people away. … At the same time, that’s 
what the money’s for. Unless they’re trying to haggle me into doing something for 
next to nothing, it’s like, people are paying to not be told that they suck and not be 
told to take a hike.  
 

Despite loving the work involved in engineering, part of the job requires that judgment of quality be 

withheld during the labor process. Immersion and deep focus may coincide with alienation and thus 

engineers do not appear alienated from their immediate tasks so much as alienated from their 

capacity to employ their generic, human capacity to render a judgment upon an object (e.g., sound 

or music). Alongside reputational concerns, the distinction between good and bad gigs hinges upon 

engineers’ control over their expertise and exercising judgment over the final product. In other 

words, the product matters and the final product stems from conflicts in the labor process between 

musicians and engineers.  

In these conflicts of aesthetic agency, engineers and musicians attempt to establish authority 

over sound. This involves conflict over status, but also conflict over whose judgment shapes the 

sound of a recording or live music performance. A moment from a live performance event 

illustrates this point. At a music performance held at a local art gallery, I sat with Jerry, the lead 

engineer near the mixing console while he finalized adjustments for a group of major label 

musicians. Jerry had set the sound levels so as to make all instruments clearly audible with minimal 

or zero feedback. In a live music situation, feedback is the squealing, irritating noise that occurs 

when a microphone “hears” or picks up the sounds that it produces. Jerry said, “Yeah doing these 

events are usually a big pain in the ass, but this one, this one here really takes the cake.”  
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In this “pain in the ass” gig, musicians repeatedly came behind the mixing console to raise 

the faders (sliding volume control for each microphone) into “the red” or raising the volume to the 

point where sound level meters turn red so as to indicate signal overload. Going into the red 

produced feedback that the musicians could not fix and so they turned to Jerry, asking him to fix the 

situation. This back and forth continued for several hours. Afterwards, I told Jerry that as a former 

musician, I had never seen a musician attempt to control the console to that degree. Most engineers 

will not allow musicians to touch these controls and so I asked, “Was that their sound man?” Jerry 

told me that the musician had said, “Well, tonight I am. Well, I am an artist, but tonight I am the 

sound man as well.” Jerry repeated this several times in parody. “See, I’m an artist! See! I’m an 

artist.” While Jerry may not have been questioning the aesthetic quality of the musician’s work, the 

musician’s status assertion and, more importantly, the musician’s assertion of judgment over the 

quality of sound infuriated him. As Jerry said, “I let him do his thing and if he makes it sound 

crappy, what do I care? It’s not my name on this bullshit.” Here, Jerry distances himself from his 

contribution to the performance due to being alienated from his capacity for judgment. 

In a similar situation, Thomas the engineer-turned-office-employee explained to Emmerich 

that an artist might want to sit in the room while the engineer mixed her songs. “I told her to trust 

us, that you’re really good,” said Thomas. Emmerich quickly quipped, “Oh you’re making me 

blush.” The two engineers then discussed the pitfalls of having clients in the room while they edit 

and mix recordings. Emmerich forcefully said, “I hate that! It’s just like, let me do my work. Let me 

do what works. Oh, this part isn’t adding anything to the song? Well, delete [mimed the push of a 

delete button on a computer keyboard].” Each of the above-described conflicts between artist and 

engineer is at once a status conflict and, ultimately, a conflict over the assertion of aesthetic agency. 

In other instances, engineers’ capacity to render a judgment in the shaping of sound appears wholly 

circumscribed by the judgments of musicians.  
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Below, an engineer describes leaving a prior job at a larger, more regimented studio to come 

and work at CI. 

You edit it, auto-tune it and send it on its way. Like, it was just no fun. I just really 
didn’t want anything to do with it. If I wanted a boring job like that, I would’ve stuck 
with what I was doing before that so I went for something more enjoyable. And 
make much less money!  

 
His work at CI differs insofar as the smaller studio offers “…a little more variety. I actually get to 

point microphones at sources. There [at the larger studio], they only ever do vocals, so there's just a 

vocal mic[rophone] up.” Likewise, Gerald described working on simple projects in an equally 

negative tone. In addition to precarious employment, Gerald explained that the “downside” of work 

as an engineer as follows: 

It can be tedious. This record [that I’m working on right now] is not that big of a 
production, but [my job is] just getting certain elements to stand out in the mix. Like 
this is how it sounded before [plays song]. That’s how it sounded before. [Plays new 
mix] That’s a lot different. That’s the difference you know. You remove the blanket 
from the speaker. 
 

Remember that exerting control over sound and enacting personal expression can be like “entering 

the Matrix” for Gerald, but here he simply removes the “blanket” or adds clarity or “crispness” to 

an otherwise unremarkable or “muddy” recording. In these instances, engineers lack the ability to 

deploy their expertise or do so only in a very limited way. In other moments, engineers lack control 

over the type of music being produced. In both situations, engineers appear as mere appendages of 

musicians’ creativity. A front office employee at CI described this quite clearly when he said that he 

did not actively pursue work as an engineer at CI because, “I don’t like the clients [CI] chooses and 

that can be torture … if it was ideal for them [the company] it would just be country and indie type 

stuff which is fine, but not really [my thing].” 

So far, I have discussed alienated judgment with regard to engineers. As should now be 

abundantly clear, engineers and office staff differ very little with regard to training, relation to 

technology, and the conditions of employment. In the remainder of this section, I further highlight 
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this similarity by illustrating a similar form of alienation among office staff. As I described earlier, 

music is inescapable at CI. Music plays over the office stereo, booms from behind the doors of the 

recording and rehearsal studios, and erupts from the fingertips of office staff as they play 

instruments to fill dead time at work.  

While the last of these may aid in binding workers to their jobs, employees stated that being 

around music that they did not create made them enjoy music less. In a sense, they become alienated 

from their capacity to enjoy leisure – a form of social activity that, according to Paul Willis (1990) 

and a veritable army of “audience studies” researchers (e.g., Jenkins 1992), requires a great deal of 

creativity. As Jason said,  

It’s like if you work at a hot dog restaurant, you don’t want to eat hot dogs when you’re at 
home. When you’re surrounded by a product all day long, it’s nice to get a break from that 
product including, in my case, music. It’s nice to just not hear it or think about it when I’m 
at home. 

 
Another office employee stated that his everyday experience of unrelenting, loud music in the 

workplace lessened his interest in rock music. His taste altered by the working day, he now prefers 

silence or quieter music when at home.  

During the many shifts that I spent in CI’s front office, the staff and I would joke about the 

musicians practicing in one of the many nearby rehearsal studios. For example, the sounds of a band 

performing a song by the British rock group Pink Floyd entitled “Wish You Were Here” drifted into 

the front office one day and Jeff said, “Do you hear that? That band is playing the Pink Floyd song. 

How fucking lame!” Samson and I laughed. On another, especially slow day, Jeff occupied his 

downtime by watching football on his smartphone. Management does not condone watching 

television at work. They would prefer that he use this time to “be creative” with the instruments in 

the front office or performing administrative and clerical duties. Jeff explained that it drives him 

nuts to see all the people coming in, working on their “shitty music” and he explained that “I like 

listening to [sports] because listening to music is hard for me because I hear so much of it. So much 
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of it is so bad that it’s broken my spirit kind of so I just listen or I watch sports.” He explained that 

as a songwriter, “It’s hard, because I know their future. Working here, it’s manic [depressive]. I can 

be up one day and down the next. You know, I’m in my thirties and I just think maybe I should give 

up [being a musician] and get a real job.” Some electronic dance music came on over the office 

stereo system. “This music sucks. That’s why I don’t play the company Internet radio station. One 

of the owners said that I could do my own radio show and play whatever I wanted, but you need all 

the MP3s for that and I don't have an extensive music collection. I just use Spotify. No one listens 

to this shit anyway.” As he said this, one of the owners walked in and politely asked, “Hey, why isn't 

the internet radio on in the lobby?” Jeff tapped at the iPad control panel for the stereo and said, “It's 

on. [It] should be on.” The owner explained that he could not hear it and Jeff adjusted the volume. 

“Is it on now?” he asked the manager. After the manager left, Jeff explained that he already had to 

hear enough music he did not like and so he sometimes forgot to turn on the stereo. Like the 

engineer quoted earlier, this dissatisfaction partially involves overabundance, but it also revolves 

around taste which is a matter of judgment (Bourdieu 2000; Kant 1951). 

As noted by sociologist of music Tia DeNora (2000), the ability to exercise control and 

judgment over one’s everyday sense experience constitutes a key mode by which individuals exert 

what she terms aesthetic agency. Making a similar statement, Lauren Berlant claims that personal 

expression through listening “… is powerful because [music] accompanies one as a portable hoard 

that expresses one’s true inner taste … Your soundtrack is one place where you can be in love with 

yourself and express your fidelity to your own trueness …” (Berlant 2011:35). In expessing one’s 

“true inner taste,” listeners render a judgment, most often known only to them.  

CI invites employees to create their own soundtrack by allowing them to play music through 

the office stereo, however, the true soundtrack of work comes from the musicians that employees 

serve. With regard to the soundscape of work (the sounds that form work’s aural experience),  
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employees appear over-stimulated and alienated from their capacity to exercise judgment with regard 

to matters of taste. As Peter, an engineer quoted above said, “people are paying to not be told that 

they suck.” 

To paraphrase from Marx’s discussion of estranged labor, the workers at CI must use their 

judgment in rendering services that produce cultural commodities, but this judgment appears 

subordinate to interests that are not their own and objects for which they have no use. To follow 

commonsense explanations and say that these people “love” their work because “it’s entertainment” 

or “it’s culture” would be inaccurate and in fact this appeared nowhere when I asked workers to 

share memorable moments from their working days. Traditionally defined aesthetic objects (i.e. art, 

music, literature, etc.) play a rather marginal – at times negative – role, while moments that enable 

expression such as selecting playlists, decorating rooms, or playing musical instruments appear more 

important. To borrow from Adorno, “Ask a musician if music is a pleasure, the reply is likely to be 

‘I just hate music.’ For him who has a genuine relation to art, in which he himself vanishes, art is not an 

object, deprivation of art would be unbearable” (2004:15 emphasis added). Put differently, music 

listening becomes alienated whereas the acts of production and productive distraction (e.g., 

manipulating sound and filling downtime by playing music) allow workers to “disappear” or 

“vanish.” In this case, self-estrangement stands side-by-side with the immersion typically associated 

with “freedom” (i.e., Blauner 1967) or the unifying experience of task and worker as in moments of 

“flow” (Csikszentmihalyi 1990). While these processes may aesthetically enroll workers, they still 

lack control over the final product and thus appear objectively and, as shown above, subjectively 

alienated. 

This alienation from one’s product and an aspect of one’s self (judgment) differs little from 

classical Marxism, however the alienation of judgment appears specific to creative labor in the same 

way that the alienation of emotions appears specific to emotional labor. Performing creative labor 
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requires employees to withhold autonomous judgment and thus to withhold reflective thought that, 

according to Dewey, undergirds creativity. Offering sensible pleasure or immersion, work 

simultaneously deforms or distances one’s workplace taste from one’s personal taste. I will return to 

these themes again in Chapter 7 when discussing workers’ relationship to digital media products 

(YouTube videos).  

For now I conclude with one final moment from the end of my fieldwork at CI because this 

discussion of alienated judgment warrants a brief glimmer of hope. As mentioned above, many of 

the office employees choose to exit studio work altogether rather than pursue further employment 

elsewhere in the culture industry. This observation appears clearly with Jack, one of the supervisors 

at CI. During my initial six months of fieldwork at CI, Jack explained that he had less and less 

interest in performing music due to being surrounded by music all day. By now, this should be a 

familiar story. In his early 30s, he had been a musician most of his adult life. When I returned to CI 

two years later, Jack had left the company to pursue work outside the music industry. Still, he 

continued to perform and write music on the side. In early 2016, roughly three years after we first 

met, I spoke with Jack on his way to a rehearsal for his new music project. He was now a customer 

rather than an employee. I asked, “What changed? I thought you didn’t want to perform anymore.” 

He explained that after leaving the studio, he felt a renewed desire to write, record, and perform 

music. No longer subject to an endless stream of sound beyond his control, he once again felt the 

desire for self-directed expression. Though judgment may be alienated, any déformation professionnelle 

seemed rather impermanent. 

 

Conclusion  
 

In this chapter, I illustrated how workers at CI reproduce their capacity to perform creative 

labor. In this case, low wages and precarity hinder the reproduction of workers’ capacity to 
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reproduce their labor power and thus, the reproduction of creative labor requires one to work all the 

time. Solving this problem requires workers to perform unpaid, entrepreneurial work-to-labor. First, 

workers reproduce and expand skill during and outside of their working days. I illustrated that the 

labor process provides for the reproduction and expansion of the social and technical skills required 

for creative labor, yet even full-time employment does not provide adequate compensation for 

material survival in a global city such as Los Angeles. Workers attempt to resolve this second 

problem through a variety of tactics aimed at maintaining multiple, uncertain income streams. 

Employed on a project-by-project basis, engineers engage in a variety of tactics aimed at mitigating 

their precarity. These tactics include diversifying and “being flexible” with their skills, creating 

entrepreneurial side-businesses, constant networking, and taking up equally precarious “standard” 

employment in CI’s front office. This last tactic appears to offer a solution to precarity by reducing 

opportunity and search costs (e.g. networking), however, the demands of time imposed by office 

work reduces workers’ ability to balance “standard” employment with the flexibility required for 

more desirable project-based work. 

Illustrating these tactics reveals the economic rationality that stands side-by-side and in 

conflict with the aesthetic subjectivity described in Chapter 3. For the sociology of work and 

organizations, the findings from this chapter again highlight that which remains obscured in extant 

research in the labor process tradition wherein identity and culture (often ideology or classificatory 

struggles) remain the most salient objects of analysis in the move toward reinstating a “full subject” 

into labor process theory (Knights 1990). The data presented in these chapters suggest multiple, 

conflicting rationalities within creative, working subjects and thus presents a serious challenge to any 

presupposition of a single, unified actor – rational or practical – in both economics and economic 

sociology. Though I draw primarily upon affect theory and empirical research in aesthetics, one 

might do equally well in harking back to Weber. In his typology of social action, Weber claims four 
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ideal-typical modes of rational action. These include instrumental, value, affectual, and traditional 

rationalities. The preceding chapter focused on the affectual or aesthetic which Weber defines as 

actions “…determined by the actor’s specific affects or feeling states” (Weber 1978:25). In this 

chapter, I highlighted what might be termed the instrumental rationality of creative workers. These 

two forms of rationality (instrumental and aesthetic/affective) appear co-present, but not necessarily 

unified. In other words, work may feel good while being detrimental to economic stability. 

Simultaneously, work may seem to offer economic potential despite actually thwarting workers’ 

ability to flourish – what Berlant refers to as “cruel optimism.” Though Weber, of course, argued 

that multiple modes of rationality may be co-present in any given situation, his writing suggests a 

certain unity of rationalizations not found above. The economic and aesthetic subjectivities 

described in the preceding chapters never quite resolve to a unified whole and instead appear held in 

permanent tension.  

The specific mode of alienation in this case further bolsters my argument regarding multiple, 

non-unified forms of rationality. Here, the value rational aims of workers (to make good music, to 

be surrounded by pleasing sounds) appear subordinate to organizational and client demands. 

Ultimately, this alienation constitutes a type of alienation or estrangement from one’s product as in 

Marx’s early writings. The alienation of creative labor, however, is neither the alienated body of 

manual labor or the work of bodily adornment and comportment (see Witz, Warhurst, and Nickson 

2003), nor the alienated emotions of emotional labor. In contributing to the creation of commodities 

that they judge to be of poor quality, workers’ judgment appears alienated in both objective and 

subjective terms. Differing from social psychological theories of workers’ alienation (i.e., Blauner 

1967), my data illustrate the co-occurrence of immersion and alienation and so again, my findings 

suggest an internally fractured or conflicted worker subjectivity. 
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Along with Chapter 3, this chapter contributes to a broader theory of creative labor in three 

ways. First, as I illustrated earlier, creative labor is sensually engaged labor. The managerial invitation 

to “be creative” depends upon this sensual engagement. Insofar as this sensual engagement often 

occurs vis-à-vis technological objects (gear), I argued that technology aesthetically enrolls creative 

labor. In other words, technology binds workers to their tasks and the ideology or discourse of 

creativity, thus mediating managerial power. Exerting control or power at the level of the labor 

process, technology enchants and captivates while also extending and enabling the deployment of 

skill. Captivating technologies elicit a fragile, qualified, and critical consent to work conditions that 

might otherwise feel tedious, exploitative, and alienating. Workers do not appear deceived or 

ideologically misled, but genuinely feel creative and immersed during the labor process.  

Second, the reproduction of workers’ capacity for creative labor requires constant learning, 

flexibility, and improvisation. Very clearly, they work both inside and outside of the traditional 

working day in order to reproduce their creative labor power. Borrowing from recent research on 

the subject, I refer to this as creative precarity wherein workers improvise a variety of tactics for 

procuring and diversifying sources of income. Workers do so in order to solve the practical problem 

presented by the gap between their wages and their material needs. In other words, they do so in 

order to survive. To generalize, creative labor in the U.S. requires and produces an entrepreneurial 

disposition not unlike other examples of neoliberalism’s entrepreneurial subject. If my first point 

suggests a certain non-rational or aesthetic subjectivity, this second point suggests a more 

instrumental, economically rational aspect of worker subjectivity that stands side-by-side and, 

sometimes, at odds with workers’ aesthetic subjectivity. Put differently, my data does not suggest a 

unified rational actor.  

My third point reinforces this statement: alienation specific to creative labor takes the form 

of alienated judgment. Despite feeling immersed and sensually engaged, workers describe being 
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alienated. Put differently, they find pleasure in the process of producing that which they judge to be 

distasteful or displeasing. Often the work needed in order to make a living or survive overlaps with 

undesirable work. By contributing their creative labor to projects that satisfy their economic 

rationality, workers irritate their aesthetic sensibilities. Alienation alongside attachment produces a 

critical consent to the conditions of work. Unlike the speculative conclusions of prior research (i.e., 

Ross 2004), creative labor does not appear wholly absorbed by the labor process and thus retains the 

possibility of critique by way of a critical subjectivity produced within the labor process. More 

simply, worker subjectivities do not appear fully dominated. Despite this critical aspect of worker 

subjectivity, the organization of the labor process (project-based and precarious, even in “standard” 

employment) does not appear to lend itself to collective resistance because workers come 

understand themselves as entrepreneurs rather than workers. Instead, I find passive resistance in the 

form of withdrawal from tasks and, often, exit. 

The work performed at Creativity, Inc. represents creative labor in the context of project-

based media production wherein social processes such as human social interactions and aesthetic 

experience appear quite central. Given CI’s location in Los Angeles, a global media hub in the U.S. 

with an abundant supply of labor and diminished unionization, the labor process at CI also displays 

many features of what scholars call a despotic labor regime and thus also appears as a case of what 

may be called socio-aesthetic despotism. In the next two chapters, I turn my attention to creative 

labor in the context of platform-based production. I do so in order to extend theory developed 

above to a context wherein global capital more directly controls the distribution and production of 

culture by way of infrastructural technologies (i.e., Google and the YouTube platform). 
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Chapter 5 

The Platform and the “Content Refinery”: Discipline, Transience, and Immersion 

	
	
“Remote control, guidance system, algorithm, target engage. … Chills! Chills on Glass.” 
− Dead Rider, “Blank Screen” (2015) 
 

 

In this chapter, I follow the streaming flow of content from the platform to the working days of 

The Future’s YouTube creators and office staff. In doing so, I extend the theories of control 

developed in earlier chapters to the conditions of platform production and its globally distributed 

workforce. Not wholly unlike the management of routine and expressive workers at CI, the 

regulation of the labor process depends upon a combination of managing how work feels and 

businessing or encouraging entrepreneurialism among workers. At The Future, these strategies 

appear secondary to the primacy of metrics29. Control tends to be more closely linked to the 

platform’s disciplining interface and training materials, both of which emphasize metrics. The Future 

reinforces this platform discipline by emphasizing entrepreneurial strategies for creators and quotas 

for office staff.  Following this description of the platform and management, I focus on the 

																																																								
29 The Future’s focus on metrics may seem similar to a variety of industries wherein companies track products 
digitally via barcodes, data-entry, and other forms of monitoring. These, along with “algocratic” regimes (see, 
Aneesh 2009) and the more general practice of accounting, are in fact, means of quantifying and controlling 
labor. The differences between those practices and what I observed at The Future hinges upon the use of 
platform-based technologies. First, as a cloud-based or networked infrastructure, platforms’ owners possess 
the ability to alter or remove these quantifications without warning and explanation. Imagine how different 
life might be if the manufacturers of barcode scanners retained the ability to invalidate all forms of barcodes 
instantaneously and without warning. Thus, the power of the platform’s metrics differ in speed, scale, and 
scope (Gillespie 2010, 2014; Srnicek 2016; see also, Siciliano 2016a). Second and following from the first 
difference, this structural relationship differs insofar as the platform – as infrastructure – embeds the interests 
of the platform’s owners within the practices of all individuals and organizations that make use of the 
technology. Third, and more specific to cultural production, the platform’s metrics tend to reduce the value 
of cultural products to popularity. This in turn tends to limit the conditions of possibility for the relative 
autonomy of the field of YouTube content production from the demands of the market (cf., Bourdieu 1993).  
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working days of creators in their homes across the U.S. and workers inside The Future’s corporate 

office.  

To harken back to noted scholar of technology Sherry Turkle, The Future’s creators and 

office staff spend their working lives on the screen. Turkle wrote in the 1990s that artists and 

musicians develop “close, sensuous” relationships with their tools. She claimed that the dominance 

of technologies designed to facilitate ease and smooth interaction upon surfaces (i.e., the “mimetic 

aesthetic” of Apple and Windows operating systems) engendered a “new ‘musical’ culture of 

computing” (Turkle 1997:62). In Turkle’s “musical” computing, the screen supposedly provides for 

sensuous attachments much as I found among studio workers in earlier chapters. In the social 

regime, I found that tools (“gear”) provide for deep, sensuous attachments that tenuously bind 

workers to work (aesthetic enrollment). Those objects, along with dense social ties and precarious 

employment constitute the material conditions of creative labor under the social regime. Still, the 

process of aesthetic enrollment, I argued, depended upon dispositions formed prior to the 

workplace and reproduced therein. How, if at all, does this change in the context of platform-based 

media production wherein I find that the technology appears altogether more generic and common 

(e.g., screens, computers, the Internet) and wherein The Future depends upon a hetereogeneous, 

globally dispersed media production workforce? Before answering this question, I first provide some 

necessary background information regarding YouTube and multi-channel YouTube networks 

(MCNs). 

 

From Participatory Media to Platform Labor 

This chapter focuses on The Future, one of many MCNs that journalists dubbed the new, 

digital Hollywood or “HollyTube” (Ball 2014; Cooper 2014). MCNs arose in the early 2010s. As a 

rather new, emergent model for a media organization, the term requires some clarification for the 
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unfamiliar. MCNs arose around YouTube. Originally theorized as a new form of participatory media 

(Burgess et al. 2009; Jenkins 2006), this changed with YouTube’s shift to advertising-generated 

revenue and the development of the “partnered” program in 2007 when users became capable of 

remuneration.  

Early on, YouTube required creators to apply for “partner” status. Successful applicants 

demonstrated a record of previous success based on metrics. By 2011 YouTube relaxed this criteria 

for partner status and extended the opportunity to earn money through advertising to all creators. 

Thus, even leisurely pro-sumption or hobbyist production became (potentially) waged-work. As of 

this change, YouTube possessed the potential value of a globally distributed workforce hovering 

around one billion users. Though YouTube currently claims a 50% annual increase in partnered 

creators earning six figure incomes (YouTube 2017), the platform pays all media producers by piece-

rate of just fractions of cents and so six-figure incomes require quite a lot of pieces.  

Similar to all advertising supported media (i.e., broadcast TV, commercial radio, and print 

periodicals), YouTube creators produce a dual-commodity: media content and the audience 

commodity or saleable estimates of audience exposure to advertisements (see Napoli 2003; Smythe 

1977). When YouTube creators “partner” or agree to allow YouTube to “sell ads against content,” 

creators receive a piece rate for the number of views produced by their content. For each 1,000 

views, creators receive a particular dollar amount. Generally, this ranges from $0.50 to $7.00. This 

piece rate (CPM or “cost-per-mille”) fluctuates from minute-to-minute and from video-to-video. 

Notably, YouTube’s user agreement prohibits creators from discussing their CPM rates with each 

other or anyone else.30  

The organization of platform production at The Future can be seen in Figure 5.1 on the 

following page. MCNs manage thousands of creators and derive revenue by taking a percentage of 
																																																								
30 Though this agreement officially prohibits discussion of wages, creators frequently discuss CPM and MCN 
contracts on numerous online discussion boards such as Reddit’s “YTPartnered” forum. 
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creators’ earnings from advertising on YouTube. In exchange, the MCNs offer access to “royalty-

free” music, better piece-rates (“monetization,” CPM), and career guidance (“optimization”) or what 

I call formatting. To explain this in terms familiar to most casual consumers of media, one of my 

informants gave an apt analogy that likened the MCN to a television network. Creators’ YouTube 

channels were to MCNs as a particular television show is to ABC, NBC, or HBO. By 2012, media 

conglomerates began to quickly purchase MCNs for nine figure sums (Wallenstein 2012). This wave 

of mergers included large, media conglomerates such as AT&T, Disney, and Bertelsmen31 along with 

other media groups such as RTL, Chernin, and Pro.Sieben. Estimated at $750-$900 million, Disney’s 

2014 purchase of Maker Studios represents the highest priced merger. The majority of sale prices 

hovered in the $80-$150 million range. Unlike television or radio networks, MCNs manage 1000s of 

channels, some of whom you should probably meet. 

 

The Future’s Uniformly Heterogeneous Creators 

In 2015, I entered a small house in Northeast Los Angeles to meet a video artist named 

Dominic. He and a group of collaborators work primarily through YouTube. They produce what 

contemporary art connoisseurs call “net art,” assembling elaborate video collages with footage culled 

from VHS tapes and other leftover debris from yesteryear’s mass culture. In his small home studio, 

Dominic digitizes and edits the analog VHS tapes through an intricate assemblage of machines. This 

includes two computers, no less than three LCD displays, dozens of hard-drives, two VCRs with 

special pieces of external hardware that remove copyright protection encoding from the VHS tapes,  

and a single VCR/TV combo unit. Despite his admittedly odd content, Dominic steadily gains 

channel subscribers and video views each month. 

																																																								
31 If you are unfamiliar with this firm, have no fear. As an executive from Bertelsmann explained at an 
industry conference, “if none of you have had heard of us, you’ve gone to college” with their subsidiaries 
such as Penguin books. 
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Later, I spoke with a young woman named Janessa that runs a vlog wherein she discusses 

make-up and the uncomfortable, yet dynamic world of online dating. Working by day in marketing, 	

she earns a few thousand additional dollars per year producing YouTube content. As she attempts to 

grow her channel, she continually invests her time and money in skill development and equipment.	

Figure	5.1	The	Future	and	Platform-based	Production	

	
(Solid	lines	indicate	relations	within	the	firm;	Small	dashes	indicate	contractual	ties	to	The	Future;	Long	dashes	
indicate	infrastructural	ties	via	the	platform)	
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Despite differences in terms of gender, age, and nationality, Janessa appears similar to David, a part-

time factory worker, musician and animator in Northern Europe. David spends four days a week 

making complex animation videos. Working out of a barn, he animates small plastic figures by using 

computer controlled cameras and traditional stop-motion animation techniques. He finds the 

technical process fascinating and loves to learn new technical skills and he both builds and acquires 

new equipment in order to facilitate the use of these skills. These videos often go “viral,” garnering 

millions of views, yet this labor intensive content requires months and sometimes years to complete. 

To feed the hungry eyes of content consumers, he releases behind-the-scenes videos that reveal the 

production process as it unfolds, week by week. 

Far from Los Angeles and Europe, Pat wakes up everyday to get his children ready for 

school in the American Southwest. His wife has a full-time job and so he takes care of the kids. 

While the children attend school, he stays at home and produces content. This earns more than his 

previous form of part-time employment as a customer service representative in a call center and also 

provides for familial bonding when Pat includes his children in his content. Pat and his family 

release several videos per week that they produce in a small home studio that includes several HD 

cameras, prosumer microphones, and a simple, two-piece lighting system.  

In comparison to the forms of creative labor that I examined earlier, the creators’ labor 

process differs in at least three ways. First, creators interact with global capital directly insofar as they 

depend upon a platform-based distribution system owned by Google/Alphabet. This occurs prior to 

any interactions with any employer other than the platform (which, technically, is not an employer 

and, if one believes Google, not a media company either). Despite uneven access dependent upon 

the country in which one lives32, YouTube represents one of the global infrastructures of online 

																																																								
32 Most, but not all creators with whom I spoke produced content under contract with the multi-channel 
network that I call The Future. For the most part, these creators lived and worked in the United States, 
though two were located in Western Europe. 
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cultural production and thus creative labor. The Future simply reinforces and mediates the 

platform’s disciplinary practices which I describe in the following two sections.  

Second, creators produce “content,” not make “art” or “music” or “film” or even “video.” 

Certainly the term “media content” certainly precedes the birth of YouTube, however, content 

differs from the other terms in one clear way. Content refers to no thing in particular, just some 

thing. Content is common or, as was commonly said during fieldwork “Content is everything.” At 

the level of industry, content denotes a roughly interchangeable commodity rather than a singular 

cultural object – though of course, each piece of content retains its singular qualities.  The platform 

considers all content equal so long as it conforms to certain formal features – not unlike “normal” 

commodities such as coffee, oranges, or pork bellies.33  

Third, few barriers to entry lie between aspirants and the labor market and so creators 

appear remarkable in their heterogeneity. Unlike audio engineers, becoming a creator requires no 

formal training or specialized equipment. Anyone with a computer and some form of video 

recording device may create content for the platform. Given that many, if not all, cellphones and 

computers now possess a camera capable of high definition (HD) video, many people become or 

may become creators. Despite their demographic heterogeneity and geographic dispersion, all 

creators and their products occupy a structurally subordinate social position vis-à-vis the platform 

(global capital) and networks such as The Future.  

As suggested above, the platform governs piece-rates (CPM) and the technological means by 

which creators distribute content. For creators, no public data exists on wages, tenure, 

																																																								
33 This changed as of May 2017 when YouTube implemented a sort of censorship by implementing an 
algorithm that flagged and removed right-wing extremist and white supremacist videos. Not unlike the 
algorithms that I describe later, one of my informants had videos wrongfully taken down by this algorithmic 
censor. According to this informant, the platform gave no warning, explanation, or pathway to appeal aside 
from stating that the video violated community guidelines. 
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demographics, or other data typically collected for research on work34. In order to gain a general 

understanding of average wages in the field, I use channel subscribers (“channel size”) as a proxy for 

wages along with the range of incomes reported by informants. YouTube bestows awards upon 

those that reach each of several benchmarks beginning at 100,000 subscribers on up through 

1,000,000. Channel subscribers represent people that actively chose to click “Subscribe” when 

viewing content on a creators YouTube page. Subscribers receive updates whenever a creator 

uploads new content and so subscriber counts tend to be strongly correlated, if not synonymous 

with audience size. Because audience size translates into revenue, a channel’s number of subscribers 

provides a rough estimate of economic success relative to other channels.  

Figure 5.1 below shows the distribution of channel subscribers across The Future’s network. 

Subscriber counts tend to follow a negative binomial or “superstar” distribution with many people at 

the bottom and a few wildly successful people. Common to all creative industries (Caves 2000), this 

distribution’s many near-zero earners and slim middle-earners also appears in many forms of 

platform or “cloud-based” employment (Zysman and Kenney 2014). With a median subscriber 

count of 27,045, half of all of The Future’s 1000s of creators fall below 30,000 subscribers35. Among 

creators with whom I spoke, channels ranged in subscriber size from 35 to just over 1,000,000 with 

a median of 54,616. They reported monthly earnings that ranged from $0 to $100,000 per year with 

a median of roughly $19,000. For those with platform-derived income, monthly earnings varied 

quite wildly. They may earn $4,000 one month, $500 the next, and $1500 the month afterwards.  

																																																								
34 YouTube refused to share summary statistics when I contacted them. As they explained, “We’re sorry that 
we cannot interface with you directly, but please check our press website.” In general, most people described 
similarly one-sided interactions with Google and its YouTube platform.  
35 Data for YouTube as a whole remains unavailable. Publicly available data on the Top 5000 YouTube 
channels from Socialblade.com (2017) illustrates a similar “superstar” distribution, however, the 5000 largest 
channels represent a different range wherein the bottom 10% corresponds to the median channel size among 
creators with whom I spoke.  
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Here, I provide an example of how subscribers and views relate to earned income, but I 

discuss the anxiety associated with these fluctuations in Chapter 7. Alex, the father and suvivalist  

Fig.	5.2.	The	Future's	Subscribers	per	Channel	in	Thousands	

 

whom we met at the beginning of this dissertation, runs a channel with 75,000 subscribers – more 

than twice the median channel size at The Future. In 2016, he earned roughly $9,000 from YouTube 

after The Future deducted its percentage. His channel’s views range from 150,000 – 300,000 per 

month and so this averages out to a piece rate of 3-5 dollars per 1000 views. Notably, Alex stated as 

much when he explained his earnings in terms of cents per view. Through a variety of side deals 

with brands and online shopping companies such as Amazon, he earned an additional $26,000 for a 

total of $35,000. This income adds to a salary that he derives from a full-time job in an unrelated 

industry. Through these multiple streams of income, he provides what he considered a 

“comfortable” standard of living for his wife and children.  

Another Midwestern creator named Norman earns roughly $1,200 a month from YouTube 

with just over 80,000 subscribers. Earnings from the platform count as his main source of income. 

Painting a rather grim portrait of class in the U.S., Norman said, “The YouTube community is just 

like the overall economy. There are a few people at the top and the rest of us, we’re scratching for 

scraps really.” Still, like the workers at CI, Norman enjoys his work and spends most of his days 
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honing his skills. Frequently, creators described the platform as liberating or empowering. As Carla – 

a “lifestyle” vlogger in Los Angeles said, “I can just put out [content] into the universe and put on to 

the internet and nobody’s censoring me. I can do whatever it is that I want to do. I mean, other than 

like being naked or doing drugs or I don’t know.” 

The ages of creators with whom I spoke ranged from 22-40 years of age. On average they 

had been producing content for the platform for close to 8 years. Often, they signed with The 

Future or another MCN early in their careers. Those at the younger end of this range tended to 

claim that they had “grown up” with the platform – first as viewers and, shortly thereafter, as active 

content contributors. creators in the upper end of the range tended to be more instrumental in their 

initial forays into the world of online video production. A female comedian in Los Angeles began 

producing YouTube comedy sketches as part of a larger strategy for entering into the film and 

television industries. For her and many others in Los Angeles, YouTube provides an imagined point 

	
Table	5.1.	Years	producing	content	for	YouTube	by	gender.	

		 Average	Time	
on	Platform	

Number	of	
Respondents	 		 		

Male	 7.7	years	 21	 		 		

Female	 6.4	years	 5	 		 		

 

of entry into the global entertainment industries for which Los Angeles is quite well known.  

Outside of Los Angeles, things look a bit different. For instance, Alex and another male 

vlogger both began to produce online content after suffering layoffs in other, unrelated industries 

during 2008’s Great Recession. For these workers, YouTube enables them to imagine a future 

wherein they may be free to produce revenue regardless of steady, “standard” employment 

opportunities. Though they differ with regard to the possibilities that they imagine and appear 

heterogeneous in terms of class, ethnicity, and gender, creators appear uniform in their structural 
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position vis-à-vis the global technological infrastructure (YouTube) owned and operated by global 

capital (Google/Alphabet).  

 

Platform Discipline 

Though creators varied considerably in how they came to produce for the platform, they all 

began by implicitly accepting the platform’s invitation to produce, to “be yourself,” or be creative. 

As I argued in earlier chapters, control over creative labor tends to begin with an invitation and 

YouTube’s invitation to create content – heteronymously oriented to the desires of audiences – 

begins with the platform’s interface. In discussing the interface, I draw upon technology studies’ 

emphasis on how technology exerts power by “configuring” or disciplining users by indicating 

“appropriate” or “correct” uses through instructions, guidelines, and design (Chun 2011; Grint and 

Woolgar 1997). 

In the upper right hand corner of YouTube’s interface, one find’s a link to the “Creator’s 

Studio.” Once creators begin uploading videos through the Creator Studio interface, they gain access 

to “analytics” or visual graphs of data related to their YouTube content not unlike Karin Cetina’s 

discussion of “scopes” or dynamic displays of visual information that orient viewers to particular 

kinds of information (Cetina 2009; Cetina and Bruegger 2002). These graphs display information 

regarding views and “minutes-watched” (the most important metric according to YouTube).  

As seen in Figure 5.2 below, the interface displays this metric first first beside a red or green 

arrow indicating decline or growth and a line chart illustrating changes in minutes-watched over the 

course of the previous 28 days. If so desired, creators may choose to view data in “real-time” 

wherein the interfaces numbers update as viewers consume content. To the right of these metrics, 

the interface displays an estimated “average view time” for the channel. Below these two, creators 

encounter figures for “views,” estimated revenue, and a series of engagement metrics. Each of these 
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Figure	5.3.	YouTube	Creator	Studio’s	Analytics	Interface	for	the	author’s	channel. 

	

	
may be clicked on by a creator in order to view more detailed information related to each metric (to 

“deep dive”) such as countries where viewers live, video timelines illustrating when viewers stopped 

watching, and current CPM for the channel. Analytics also provides information on audience 

demographics (gender, age, location, and language) along with measures of how viewers arrived at 

the video (search, algorithmic recommendation, or a link from outside the platform) and the 

location of viewing (e.g., within the platform’s website or embedded in another website). Other 

quantified measures of audience behavior include computer operating system, web-browser, 

hardware, and engagement (likes, sharing, and commenting). 

Here, the platform engages the creator viscerally and cognitively by providing the sort of 

god’s eye view from nowhere associated with Enlightenment and sovereignty (Foucault 2012; 

Haraway 1991). On one hand, the ever-evolving, mostly reconfigurable screen provides for 

embodied engagement, even fun. As a creator said,  

I’m obsessed with it. It’s a video game. It’s the best video game I’ve ever played in 
my entire life. You think Rollercoaster Tycoon is fun? That is dog shit compared to 
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playing [channel name] where it’s real life Rollercoaster Tycoon with real money and 
real consequences. It’s electric and a blast. It’s awesome. 

	
On the other hand, the platform seems to afford the possibility of a rational, sovereign, self-

interested economic actor by providing a series of scopes that enable the creator to see what appears 

to be “all.” Following Wendy Chun’s (2011) theorization of software and power, the all-knowing, 

all-seeing creator implied by YouTube’s interface (which is also the interface of Google analytics, the 

most used, cloud-based analytics service worldwide) may be termed the ideology of the platform. 

The platform materializes this ideology in the form of the interface and thus, like the engineers and 

studio workers in previous chapters, the discourse or ideology of creativity appears dependent upon 

and co-constituted by technical artifacts of production. As in Chun’s Programmed Visions, the 

interface provides a way of navigating a complex, highly uncertain world of media production by 

visualizing the invisible (audience behavior). At the same time, the precise calculative mechanisms 

and procedures that make the creator’s godly viewpoint possible remain obscured. As I argued 

elsewhere, the calculative procedures underlying these metrics remain blackboxed upstream at the 

level of the platform (Siciliano 2016a). Operating in and through this dynamic interface provides a 

disciplinary vector. Like other modes of control in the information economy, the interface orients 

creators to information deemed pertinent by dominant actors such as management or, in this case, 

the platform (Sewell 2005). 

In addition to the discipline supplied by the interface’s materiality, YouTube began to 

provide training programs alongside earlier guides to YouTube success published by third parties36. 

																																																								
36 These earlier, third-party guides often served the purpose of educating users on the professional practices 
of video-making (Müller 2009) and so the guidebooks included technical advice on lighting, editing, and the 
use of cameras. At the time, the platform made few, if any, attempts at educating and disciplining the 
production of content. Instead, YouTube presented itself by and large as “a cultural space of community 
building and shared experiences” (Müller 2009:126). Even if users tended to adopt entrepreneurial strategies 
for success (Burgess and Green 2009; Vonderau 2009), these strategies were not, until recently, promoted by 
the platform. 
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YouTube’s training materials that intend to educate and thus discipline creators. Training includes 

courses that explain “best practices” for increasing the above-mentioned metrics (KPIs or key points 

of interest) deemed relevant by both the platform and MCNs. These training videos range from 

relatively short, three-minute videos to multi-hour courses. In both, YouTube’s programmers, 

designers, and star creators explain how to “grow” a personal “brand” through a variety of practices 

aimed at constituting creators’ audiences as fans. The strategies advocated by YouTube include the 

creation of shared meanings through group names, symbols, words, and rituals (see Chapter 2). 

Even though the phrase “collective effervescence” appeared nowhere in these videos, Durkheim’s 

Elementary Forms of Religious Life (1995 [1912]) might serve as a suitable stand-in for a six-hour course 

on Audience Growth.  

YouTube’s training courses promote these rather vague recommendations by providing 

concrete strategies. For instance, YouTube recommends that content appeal to the widest possible 

audience in order to be “accessible.” Training materials suggest that creators include “enough 

backstory so those new viewers, who stumble upon that video, can enjoy it without needing to see 

any of the past episodes.” Relatedly, YouTube recommends that creators fabricate rituals for their 

brand community. According to YouTube, repeated phrases and on-screen actions aid in the 

creation of a “consistent brand” for the creator. In order to accomplish this, the platform suggests 

the following: 

YouTube is a place where you can interact with your fans in a way you never could 
before. You can build in games, annotations (click here, choose your own 
adventure), or even let your audience submit ideas for your next video. By giving 
your viewers something to DO during or after watching your video, you are setting 
up your fans for a really “sticky” experience - they have fun watching, participating, 
and interacting with you and your community - and these actions will make them 
want to come back to your channel for more. 

	
Referred to as a “call to action,” this particular strategy arose early on in the history of YouTube. A 

previous study of YouTube content illustrates this quite clearly among vloggers – a style of 
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YouTube video wherein a single person addresses a camera directly through a monologue. For 

example, Burgess and Green describe the vlogger Marina Orlova as encouraging fan participation by 

“Addressing her viewers as ‘my dear students’” and by asking “the audience to leave queries and 

suggestions in the comments to her videos” (Burgess and Green 2009:97). Seven years later, the 

platform encourages this particular strategy for fan engagement as a “best practice.” Notably, the 

particular content of any video remains absent from any of the platform’s “tips.” Instead, YouTube 

focuses on form and structure (e.g., well-lit and containing a call-to-action at the end of the video). 

A summary might read “do what you wish within these guidelines so as to maximize the production 

of audience commodities (i.e., views, watch-time, etc.).”  

The platform continues to emphasize form in training materials related to video titles, 

descriptions, and preview images (“thumbnails”). Literary scholars call these “paratexts.” Closer to 

home in economic sociology, Lucien Karpik (2010) refers to objects such as these as “judgment 

devices”37 or objects that enable audiences to make a judgment or choice regarding the likelihood 

that they may enjoy a particular cultural commodity (e.g., book reviews on the back of a dust jacket, 

album covers or other images used in marketing music, notes from the editor, etc.). Judgment 

devices, according to Karpik, enable audiences to decide to consume some particular, often singular 

object rather than another, equally singular object. For example, if presented with two books on the 

same topic by unknown authors online or at a bookstore, an exciting front cover and glowing back-

cover praise from the New York Times or notable authors may lead me to purchase one book over 

the other. The cover and the praise enable many people and myself to render a judgment as to the 

potential quality of the book. Absent these judgment devices, I may be unable to make a decision 

																																																								
37 More broadly, a judgment device can be thought of as a sub-type of what Muniesa, Millo, and Callon (2007) 
refer to as “market devices” or objects that reduce or mediate uncertainty in order to enable market 
transactions to occur. In Karpik, judgment devices tend to be more closely associated with relatively singular 
commodities with radically uncertain use and exchange values such as books, music, and films.  
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and make no purchase. Similar indecision among others may, in the aggregate, result in market 

failure. 

Given the noted economic importance of these devices, it comes as no wonder that 

YouTube should attempt to secure stable production of useful judgment devices. Along with a 

lengthy discussion on the importance of production value, the Audience Growth training course 

suggested several practices aimed at increasing a video’s ability to be “surfaced” or found by a viewer 

using YouTube’s search function. Here, the training video showed several potential titles for a video 

alongside several thumbnail or preview images and then asked which pairing worked best. The video 

then highlighted the “best” image/title pairing while a narrator explained the choice. According to 

the platform, the “best” pairings should include an image that looks “good at multiple sizes, include 

a close-up image, be in-focus, of high resolution and high contrast, descriptive, visually compelling, 

and, most importantly, match what’s in the video.” Study-guides that accompany the course offered 

the following tip in order to orient creators toward the algorithms underlying YouTube’s search 

engine: “Audience engagement during the first 10-15 seconds of your video can tell you how well 

your title, thumbnail, and description are matching the expectations of viewers.” The guide then 

suggests the following activity: “Go to YouTube Analytics and look at Audience retention. If you 

see a steep decline in the first few seconds of your video, experiment with a new title/thumbnail 

combination and check back to measure the impact.” The guide concludes with an easily referenced 

table wherein each judgment device (title, description, thumbnail) can be seen beside an associated 

quantitative measure. These include the click-thru rate or CTR and the method by which a viewer 

discovered the video (e.g., direct search or algorithmic recommendation).  

The training module continues with an example that suggests the disciplining motivation 

behind these training programs. Showing three different images for a video entitled “Fun with 

Shadow Puppets,” the training module asks the viewer to pick which image fits YouTube’s best 
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practices. The first image depicts a brightly lit, clean-shaven, bespectacled man’s face with a shadow 

puppet on a white wall behind his head. Another shows a poorly lit teenage male, his face obscured 

by unflattering shadows. The last option shows a stock image of a person wearing a gasmask.  

This example highlights the incredible diversity of images found on YouTube. Produced by 

an undisciplined workforce that remains largely untrained in the arts of video production, one finds 

wild images that do not clearly indicate the subject matter of a video. Earlier research on YouTube 

suggested that, “YouTube’s value as a cultural resource is actually a direct result of its unfiltered, 

disordered, vernacular, and extremely heterogeneous characteristics” (Burgess et al. 2009:89). 

Platform discipline attempts to attenuate, if not wholly eliminate, content’s heterogeneity at the level 

of form and structure while leaving the subject matter up to the creator. 

Illustrating the untamed aspects of YouTube, a major problem during my fieldwork 

stemmed from creators using cellphone cameras to record their videos. Rather than the traditional 

landscape orientation associated with film and television production, creators often held their 

cameras vertically. Unlike film or video cameras, cellphone cameras afford this possibility for vertical 

recording and playbook that yields a vertical or “portrait” oriented video. Among media 

professionals (notably advertisers), this mild impropriety may signal unprofessionalism and thus be 

undesirable for the platform and MCNs. As such, the training program illustrates an attempt to 

shape or mold creators’ production style. YouTube attempts to discipline or structure the formal 

aspects of creators’ videos and the judgment devices that accompany them. Beyond that, creators 

appear free to create whatever they wish.  

Conceptually, this bears the marks of the creative ideology of the platform or entrepreneurial 

activity oriented toward meeting pre-determined needs of an audience and the systemic 

determinations of the platform’s algorithms (heteronymous entrepreneurialism). Through these 

recommendations and interface, the platform invites two modes of heteronymy: orientation to the 
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algorithm and orientation toward the audience. Through these training materials, the platform 

simultaneously orients creators toward the desires of audiences and invites creators to take on an 

entrepreneurial disposition toward content creation. Both orientation to the audience and the 

algorithm collapse the oft-made distinction between art and commerce or autonomy and 

heteronomy that exists in a variety of fields of cultural production (see, e.g., Benson and Neveu 

2005; Bourdieu 1993; Mears 2011; Negus 1999; O’Connor 2008). Creators, insofar as the platform is 

concerned, appear always already heteronomous, quantifiable, and bound up in global, technological 

infrastructures of cultural production. Platforms invite many to be creative and certainly offer 

something akin to the democratization of cultural production. The quantified invitation to “be 

creative” may revolve around “an ideology that, above all, privileges self-expression and self-efficacy 

in the perpetual reimagining and rebranding of the subject,” (Rey 2012:410) however, this ideology 

depends upon and exists within a material infrastructure. YouTube encourages creators to produce 

content in forms that the platform’s algorithms recognize and that YouTube deems desirable to 

audiences and, ultimately, advertisers. To borrow from an old Leftist pamphlet, YouTube’s efforts 

to educate and orient creators toward audiences and algorithms suggest that the invitation to “be 

creative” only offers bigger cages with longer chains.   

These represent mostly positive modes of platform discipline dependent upon the gentle 

prods of interface materiality and information. I end this section by describing a simultaneously 

indifferent, negative, and opaque structuring of production: automated copyright enforcement. 

YouTube’s ContentID system (CID) keeps a database of copyrighted video and music (“assets”). 

Any content producer may upload content into this database. Once uploaded, YouTube’s systems 

scan all content uploaded to the platform for elements from assets on file in the CID system. The 

system flags potential copyright law violators and notifies the owners of violated copyrights. 

Registered copyright owners may then choose to sanction the potential violators. Choosing to 
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pursue this action results in a “strike” against the violator’s channel. The copyright owner may then 

also choose to have the violating video taken down or to allow CID to siphon a portion of 

advertising revenue from the violating video. Strikes against a channel diminish the alleged violator’s 

ability to earn income through advertising revenue. Multiple strikes result in the deletion of an 

offending channel.  

As mentioned earlier, YouTube content tends to be wildly diverse, oftentimes failing to 

resemble what many typically define as “professional.” In addition to a general amateur-ish quality, 

videos tend to make use of pre-existing elements from other YouTube videos, music, and other 

forms of mass media. This description applies very clearly to some of the most popular YouTube 

creators such as PewDiePie (52,558,769 subscribers and 14,642,526,557 views as of this writing). 

PewDiePie, like all gaming channels, creates videos of himself playing video games while he reviews 

or comically narrates the gameplay. Importantly, he does not create the videogame itself, but uses 

the pre-existing game in order to generate images that he then talks over. Other channels offer 

commentary and analysis of popular films. These channels use pre-existing film footage and re-edit 

the footage for use in a review or critical description. Other channels simply take pre-existing 

YouTube content and repackage it under a different name.  

In terms of YouTube’s copyright enforcing algorithms, the first two examples exist in a gray 

area. Technically, these examples represent “new content” because the creators added novel 

elements to pre-existing material. In the language of YouTube’s training materials, these represent 

new “creative” works. PewDiePie plays the game and adds his voice and face to the video. The 

movie channels edit and add commentary to pre-existing films. In the eyes of the platform, only the 

last example resembles what many might term piracy.  

Still, many creators with whom I spoke explained that they had received strikes from content 

that they owned or used under fair use. They expressed feeling powerless vis-à-vis the platform 
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when describing their encounters with automated copyright enforcement. Some described lengthy 

appeals processes that failed, while many described a silence and inscrutability similar to the 

relationship found among data analysts and cloud-computing platforms (Siciliano 2016a). As an 

animator located in Northern Europe said,  

Yeah, you know you can’t like get connected to YouTube and ask YouTube a 
question when you are in the position we are [in]. It’s like impossible to get answers 
from them because - I understand that they get a billion questions a day and they 
can’t handle answering them. So, their answer is “ask in the forum” - how do you 
say? Forum? But there are a lot of answers that no one knows in the forum, just 
YouTube (laughing) knows the answer. So, that is probably the main reason that we 
are connected to an MCN. 

	
Aside from unanswered emails, creators lacked any means by which to contact YouTube. Many of 

my informants claimed that these struggles drove them to sign with a MCN. Here, the blackboxed 

platform dominates and disciplines creators located downstream. From below, the platform’s 

interests appear opaque and inscrutable. From the perspective of creators, MCNs provide protection 

from the platform. In order to illustrate how MCNs both mediate and reinforce these forms of 

platform discipline, I now take us into the management offices of The Future, an MCN that 

manages thousands of creators, before recounting the working days of creators. 

In the course of conducting fieldwork, I came to refer to these disciplining or control 

processes as formatting. Later, I found – quite surprisingly – that Michel Callon (1998) had used the 

same term to describe similar processes in commodities markets. Essentially, formatting refers to the 

selective exclusion of certain aspects of commodities (framing) in order to define the boundaries of 

any given commodity. The formatting of commodities by regulatory bodies or other actors affects 

the production of said commodity. While a previous analysis of YouTube’s content (Burgess et al. 

2009) included some speculation as to the relevance of Callon’s concept, little empirical evidence 

describes how this occurs. In formatting, the organization continues the formatting work of 
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educating and orienting creators to metrics. In doing so, management perpetuates and reinforces a 

the particular sort of creativity on offer from the platform (heteronymous entrepreneurialism).  

MCNs reinforce formatting, however, they view this more as a process of resource extraction and 

refinement. As an employee at The Future said,  

I refer to The Future as the YouTube Factory and my boss said, ‘No, factory implies 
[that] we’re making stuff.’ I was like ‘Oh, it’s the content mines’ because we’re 
mining the content. Then I was like ‘No, it’s not that either.’ So, we decided it was 
the YouTube Processing Plant. Like, we take the content and we put it through the 
content sharpener, the refinery. [We’re] the content refinery.  

	
This refinery metaphor dovetails neatly with executives statements to employees about the need to 

“extract value” from creators’ content, however, their chosen metaphor ignores the role the 

platform and The Future in shaping that very same resource. 

Rather than “extract value,” the firm captures value produced through what might best be 

described as a disciplined, globally distributed workforce of entrepreneurial micro-businesses rather 

than “employees.” While YouTube’s interface serves as material vector that perpetuates an 

orientation to metrics, the discursive vector for this creativity appears in the aforementioned training 

videos and The Future’s channel strategy reports and in calls to creators. 

Early in my time at The Future, I received a morning email from my supervisor as I rode the 

elevator up in the morning. He told me to come directly to his “office” – a space shared with four 

other employees, all packed in tightly at Ikea tables. There he sat atop an exercise ball, talking on the 

phone with a potential client. He gestured for me to wait a moment and so I sat in a chair beside 

 Marty - a co-worker who was also chatting with a potential client. Marty and Calvin gave the 

standard company narrative by explaining their hands-on approach to creators and the firm’s ability 

to increase monetization by “optimizing” or formatting channels.  

In these outreach calls and optimization reports, The Future’s office workers invite creators 

to make various adjustments to their channels. In calls, Marty and Calvin explained that these 
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adjustments included the strategic inclusion of keywords or “tagging” in videos’ metadata and 

suggestions regarding the appropriate time to post a video on YouTube (Tuesdays and Thursdays in 

the between 11am and 3pm). Before wrapping up, Marty and Calvin explain to their potential clients 

that The Future also handles “brand integration.” As Marty said on the phone, “You have a brand-

appealing channel, unlike pranks. Brands don’t really want to be part of the prank [channel] world.” 

He then explained that the firm also facilitates collaboration between creators.  

Another portion of an outreach call or “pitch” invites potential clients to self-invest in the 

fixed capital of production equipment. Here, managers frame technology as being bound up in 

financial potential, if not success. This inviting attempt to shift the burden of fixed-capital 

investment onto clients consists of advice on increasing “production value.” Creators are told that 

increased production value may increase their visibility and attractiveness to brands. This follows 

from, if not exactly mimics, the advice given by the platform regarding lighting and image quality. 

Strategy recommendation reports follow many, if not all of the platform’s prescriptions. The 

boilerplate sections of the reports contain rather generic information similar to the aforementioned 

“tips” provided by the platform. For instance, each report reminds creators that “YouTube’s 

algorithm stresses two important factors: session time [watch-time] and audience engagement.” The 

reports then go on to evaluate how well the channel conforms to the various guidelines set forth in 

YouTube’s training courses and a ten-point checklist. Except in certain high profile cases wherein 

The Future takes a more active role, optimization takes the form of suggestions. As a male vlogger 

explained,  

[My manager at The Future] was like you’ve got to figure out something with the 
channel to make it boost the numbers. It’s just not viable right now. He was totally 
right because I let my channel fall by the wayside. For me, I appreciate that sort of 
no bullshit business thing. You gotta do better. Ok, you’re right, but, nothing where 
it’s like this is the direction we’re going to creatively take your channel in. It’s like you 
figure it out, but just know that you’ve got to figure it out.  
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Like the platform, management invites an heteronomous entrepreneurialism, never demanding any 

particular creative direction aside from quantitative success. 

Downstream from The Future and the platform, creators often claim that The Future and its 

office staff do “nothing” or “very little” to help further their careers. For instance, a prank video 

creator said, “They kind of just leave me be and give me the I guess the benefits of it and let me go.” 

Likewise, a “fashion/lifestyle” vlogger with hundreds of thousands of subscribers explained that The 

Future and other MCNs with which she had worked do very little for her.  

At the beginning when I first signed with the first company it was because they said 
that they could help promote you and make you more on advertising versus the 
monetization on just YouTube itself. So, basically they try to layer your ads with their 
ads and then get you more money, but I was actually losing a lot more. My first 
company was not, they didn’t really help me out at all. I signed with them for some 
nerdy, business reasons. The first was they said they had a patent to create, basically 
someone could scroll over me while I’m in video and if they liked my shirt they 
could click on it and go right to buying the shirt. I was interested in that because I 
was starting out as fashion, “Oh this is cool and maybe I could get some brand deals 
or whatever.” They ended up not being able to do that, so [I left]. That was my first 
network. Now, I’m with a much bigger network and that was basically the same 
thing. They were supposed to be promoting me and getting me opportunities outside 
of YouTube. Brand deals and sponsorships are like the biggest thing. That’s how 
YouTubers make money. 

	
Not unlike The Future’s pitch to creators, the vlogger’s account of an MCN shows how the firm 

links creators’ future prosperity to technological innovation while offering the promise of support 

through a variety of services.  Illustrating the imagined possibilities linked to these services, a male 

vlogger from Los Angeles said,  

They do a lot of production work. So, with them, I have packaged a number of 
projects and tried to pitch them to various outlets. If it was just the brands and they 
were consistently bringing me brands [deals], I would still be with them. But, the fact 
that I can meet with them [The Future], have an idea, and they can take that idea to 
knock on doors that I can’t knock on is very valuable, so I enjoy the production 
aspect of stuff.  

	
Having seen that the vlogger primarily produced content in his home, I asked him if he made use of 

The Future’s production opportunities. Acknowledging that he facilitated most of his production 
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himself, the vlogger ultimately said, “…so there’s no [reason] - but for other people, great. It’s one 

of those things where they say all of these things where they can make it seem like they’re giving you 

things, but none of its necessary.”  

 Signing with an MCN such as The Future offers creators many possibilities, though many go 

unrealized. These possibilities, along with the gentle prods to format content, reinforce platform 

discipline. Despite the relative absence of fulfilled services and The Future’s seemingly deliberate 

attempts to minimize the amount of work performed for the channels they purport to serve, 

creators stay with the firm because of contractual obligations and because, as noted above, The 

Future seems to offer protection from YouTube’s non-human, copyright governance systems such 

as ContentID. 

The relationship between the MCN and creators ought to appear familiar. Much like 

engineers at the studio, creators appear not as workers but as entrepreneurial micro-businesses for 

which The Future provides various services. Rather than an employer/employee relationship, The 

Future and its creators illustrate business/micro-business relationships. In cultivating this relation, 

The Future links future economic prosperity and possibilities to self-management, thus also 

illustrating the business of workers that I described in Chapter 4. Unlike CI wherein the organization 

presents the workplace itself as a potentially valuable place for entrepreneurial workers, The Future 

and YouTube make attempts at disciplining workers by orienting them toward metrics in the form 

of “best practices” advice. The materiality of the interface along with advice and training from 

YouTube and The Future provide creators with opportunities to imagine a potentially successful 

future. 
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Accepting the Invitation  

Subordinate to the platform and The Future, yet self-employed, creators bear the burden of 

skill development and technological investment. Though YouTube provides production facilities for 

creators, none of the creators with whom I spoke had ever used these facilities. Instead, they tended 

to work from home. More developed channels with several employees operated out of small 

production studios or offices. Bearing these burdens can be costly and, more importantly, requires 

quite a bit of inventive skill and technological literacy. Though anyone may produce content with the 

simplest of video production tools, the platform and The Future both advocate continual 

investment in skill acquisition and production value. This requires – at times – hefty expenditures of 

$1000s of dollars on equipment in order to build the home studios that I describe in the next 

section. For instance, Janessa, a vlogger from Southern California, invested several hundred dollars 

in a lighting setup in order to improve her content’s image quality. Lacking any professional training 

or expertise in lighting, she failed to procure the appropriate bulbs and thus produced videos with an 

undesirable blue tint. This problem could perhaps easily remedied by a trained color-correctionist 

equipped with top of the line software and a trained eye. Janessa, however, edits her videos with 

iMovie – a video editing program included with all Apple computers. This software provides only 

cursory color adjustment capabilities and so in order to remedy her sadly blue videos, she opted for 

a cheaper option: light bulbs that cost $40 each. Similarly, other creators improvised workarounds in 

order to achieve better “production value.”  

These requisite abilities such as improvisation, interpretation, and ease with technological 

require particular, prior dispositions. Rather than acquiring skills through prior formal education or 

apprenticeship, creators’ training come from consuming media on the platform. The audio engineers 

and studio workers described in earlier chapters acquired a shared subjectivity by virtue of having 

undergone similar pathways to work, possessing similar levels of education, and sharing a physical 
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workplace. Creators, however, tend to vary quite a bit in terms of background, education, prior work 

experience, and location. Many Californian creators had received film and video production training 

in college, however an equal number in Los Angeles and other parts of the U.S. had received no 

prior professional training in film or video production. Training came in the form of self-directed 

learning or “trial and error” along with the “tips” provided by the platform and reinforced by The 

Future. Creators often begin with consumer-quality video recording equipment and free or pirated 

editing software. Self-directed learning included watching YouTube training videos such as those 

described above and tutorials created by other creators. As a Southwestern Creator with upwards of 

1,000,000 subscribers said, “YouTube is the greatest repository of tutorials.”  

Finding and obtaining the training needed for the sort of heteronymous entrepreneurship 

advocated by the platform often starts with media consumption. One finds and obtains necessary 

training by using quite common and generic skills related to media consumption and the use of 

communication technology - skills often acquired in the course of everyday life outside of work. 

This differs significantly from Burawoy’s claims against the early Frankfurt school’s argument that 

mass media produces worker subjectivities (1982:201). Likewise, this differs from the early Frankfurt 

school theorists such as Horkheimer and Adorno (2007 [1947]) just as much as classic works in 

labor process theory that discount the relevance of media. Media consumption does not result in 

docile workers, but active, self-learning, polyvalent, creative workers.  

Insofar as the same medium that provides for consumption also provides for training and 

content distribution, the labor processes of creators (and office workers later in the chapter) align 

with recent arguments regarding Marx’s “general intellect” – a concept briefly dealt with in the 

Grundisse that refers to a generalized disposition toward learning associated with widespread 

education and a relative abundance of “free time” due to technological development. According to 

contemporary interpretations of Marx, the general intellect acts as a primary source of value 
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production under cognitive or informational capitalism (e.g., Boutang 2011; Virno 2001, 2004). 

Learning outside of work or a general “intellectuality” (Marx 1978b) tends to produce what 

Vercellone describes as a “polyvalent worker ‘fit for a variety of labours, ready to face any change of 

production, and to whom the different social functions he performs are but so many modes of 

giving free scope to his own natural and acquired powers’” (2007:28).  

While generally theorized as being associated with the expansion of mandatory, formal 

education, the data presented above and later in this chapter suggest that media technology (the 

platform – and the internet more generally) provide for constant skill-acquisition and thus a general 

intellect dependent upon information and communication technologies (ICTs). Rather than Marx’s 

claim that technology may one day develop to the point wherein “labour appears rather, merely as a 

conscious organ, scattered among the individual living workers at numerous points of the 

mechanical system” (Marx 1978b:279), I find that creative labor tends to be dependent only insofar 

as production requires technology in order for skill to be activated and deployed. In other words, 

workers appear “machinically enslaved” (Lazzarato 2014) or incapable of action without being 

linked to technology as in a cybernetic master-slave system. This linkage, however, comes to be 

experienced as an extension of labor’s capabilities and rather than something “alien” as in Marx. For 

this reason, I return to issues of skill acquisition and technology toward the end of the following 

section. With this in mind, I now attend to concerns raised in earlier chapters regarding the working 

day and technology among The Future’s creators before providing a similar examination of the 

working days of The Future’s office staff. 

 

Out on the Platform 

The working days of YouTube creators vary just as much as their social positions and 

geographic locations. Around the world, many work from home in home studios while others treat 
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the world as their soundstage. The latter can be seen almost daily in certain parts of Los Angeles 

such as Venice or gentrifying areas around Downtown Los Angeles (newly christened with the social 

media friendly abbreviation DTLA). In these areas, young men or women pointing cameras at 

themselves in a public park or back alley occurs often enough so as to be unworthy of comment 

from passers-by. Some channels operate as small production companies with several employees or 

as promotional strategies for off-YouTube businesses. For instance, a professional pianist began by 

creating video piano lessons for YouTube that then direct users to his piano lesson subscription 

service. Others set up online shops for merchandise associated with their channels. 

As I said earlier, creators occupy structurally similar positions vis-à-vis the platform and thus 

experience similar forms of control or discipline as described earlier despite their heterogeneity, but 

what of their work processes? Life on the platform can be isolating and precarious, but also dynamic 

and engaging. Many whom I met were happy to have a break from otherwise isolated working days 

spent at home. Ben, an animator in Los Angeles, spent over three hours talking with me about his 

work as did several others in the Midwest. Unlike oil workers on a deep sea oil platform, YouTube’s 

creators maintain a semblance of homey domesticity while out on the platform in the middle of the 

Internet’s digital ocean. The digital platform’s creators often work in livings rooms, basements, and 

bedrooms. They interact with the platform through the dynamic data displays described above as 

well forms of digital “engagement” from their audiences such as emails, Twitter tweets, and 

comments on videos. In front of a computer or smartphone screen, creators may appear socially 

isolated, yet technology engages them either by extending their capacity for aesthetic and economic 

agency through production equipment and “analytics” data or by providing a pathway to social 

interaction with fans.  

For instance, Tommy creates comical “news” and travel videos for his personal vlog 

channel. While the latter involves traveling to various parts of the world (e.g., South America or East 
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Asia) his news segments require him to convert his bedroom into a small, makeshift production 

studio. He picks up his dirty laundry and tidies up a bit before he pulls down a green screen to cover 

his sliding-door closet. Here, the green screen acts as a sort of gateway to another world. To use the 

language of creativity described in Chapter 2, this technological assemblage enables a god-like ability 

to call forth some thing that did not previously exist. In less divine, concrete terms, the solid-colored 

backdrop allows him to add any background he wishes in post-production by removing the solid 

color with an editing program such as Adobe Premiere, Apple’s ubiquitous iMovie, or free software 

such as DaVinci Resolve. Lacking space in his small suburban apartment that he shares with two 

roommates, Tommy places a small, point-and-shoot camera capable of recording HD video atop a 

tripod that stands precariously on his bed. He readies his iPad teleprompter with the script he wrote 

earlier in the day and gets ready to shoot.  

Likewise, Angela – a lifestyle vlogger – makes content about sexuality, make-up, hairstyling, 

and music fandom. She started off shooting videos in a walk-in closet using the webcam on her 

sister’s laptop. Today, after building herself into a successful “brand,” she uses her dining room as a 

set and shoots her content with a digital, single lens reflex camera (DSLR) and a professional 

lighting system. She hopes to upgrade to an LED ring-light in the near future. “That’s the newest 

thing that everybody’s doing. It looks really good.” Much like the advice from the platform, she and 

other creators understand technology as coterminous with improvements in audio-visual quality and, 

hopefully, economic success. 

In terms of the actual production process, creators generally described processes that begin 

with a combination of brainstorming, careful scripting, and improvisation. Tommy’s production of 

news segments begins shortly after he rises around 8:00AM when he begins looking over websites 

such as Reddit and Facebook. He tries to find stories that he can use as a basis for his comedic news 

videos. “My rule for comedy is that if there’s a victim in the situation or if someone’s dead, you can’t 
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make fun of it.” When he struggles to find a good story, he collaborates with a friend via telephone 

or a video call to “brainstorm a little bit.” He finishes his script by 11:00am and then prepares for 

production. Other vloggers described a similar process that began with deciding on a topic followed 

by, as one said, “Maybe a minimal amount of research and [then] depending on how confident I feel 

about it, sometimes I’ll just go off the top of my head.” Likewise, Daphne, an aspiring 

actress/creator in Los Angeles said the following when she described writing comedy sketches with 

her co-creators: 

We just start by writing a sketch without worrying about how much money 
something is going to be because you don’t want any limitations in the creativity. So 
like, once you kind of get an outline for a sketch then you’re like, “Ok, you know 
what we cannot afford to do this on a boat. Can we switch it (laughing) to an 
office?” So yeah, then you do that. 

	
From setup to teardown, Tommy’s daily video shoot takes a little over an hour. After he gets a few 

good takes of his daily monologue and any necessary additional shots (“pick-ups” or “inserts”) he 

removes the memory card from his camera and places it into his computer in order to transfer the 

files into his editing software.  

While editing, Tommy takes a ten-minute break every 50 minutes. Highlighting creative 

labor’s requisite bodily engagement, he said, “[The break] keeps me fresh, keeps me going. I will 

drink a glass of water during that time, shake my body out, dance a little bit just to keep me from 

getting cabin fever.” When he finishes editing the video, he uploads the content to YouTube and 

creates a thumbnail or preview image – a process that the platform and The Future attempts to 

discipline through its training videos and optimization strategies. After that, he makes calls and 

sends emails to talent and casting companies in order to secure auditions or brand deals. Even 

though Tommy maintains a fairly routine schedule, both he and Daphne described discrete 

production processes centered around single pieces of content (i.e., a sketch, a daily news video). 

YouTube production, like the creators themselves, comes in a variety of modes. 
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Another mode of YouTube production resembles a sort of batch processing or batch 

production. Despite running quite different channels, Kevin and Carla both engage in batch 

processes. Kevin interviews touring musicians at their gigs in several major, Midwestern cities. On 

any given night, he may be attending 2-5 concerts in order to shoot the interviews by himself. When 

we met, Kevin was in the middle of a 15-hour day and about to start shooting one of the three 

interviews on his schedule for the night. Despite only earning about $1000 per month, Kevin posts 

three videos per day, seven days a week and therefore needs a steady flow of content for his 

somewhat large channel (80,000 subscribers). Since he travels all over Chicago and neighboring areas 

to gather footage, Kevin must be mobile. Echoing the mobile recording engineers in earlier 

chapters, he carries his entire video production apparatus in a medium-sized black backpack. This 

mobile production studio includes a shoulder-mounted camera stand, an HD camcorder, a small 

LED array for illumination, and a “shotgun” microphone. After shooting, he breaks down each 

interview into three to seven smaller segments and then publishes them following his rigorous 

schedule (21 videos per week).  

Back in Los Angeles, Carla reports on and reviews wine and spirits. She offers advice on 

styles of wine within a particular price range as well as food pairings. In addition to creating content, 

she works full-time as a waitress. Like Kevin, she batches her production by shooting footage for six 

weeks worth of videos in a single day. Unlike Kevin the one-man production team, Carla hires a 

camera person for her marathon shoots. Doing so for one day every six weeks helps her stretch her 

modest budget. As she said, “It’s cheaper to have just one production day that I’m having to pay my 

camera guy. I’m not a typical YouTuber that like films everything myself and edits everything myself. 

I don’t have time for that.” Like the other creators quoted above, Carla appears strategic in her 

attempts to manage her resources efficiently. At the same time, this quotation illustrates creators’ 

uniform attempts at distinction. As Carla said, “I’m not a typical YouTuber.”  
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While these production processes do not cover the entire range of processes that result in 

digital video content, they do illustrate creators’ general skills that depend upon a bevvy of media 

production technologies. Whereas the audio engineers spent years developing skills through formal 

education and apprenticeships, only some of The Future’s creators possessed formal media 

production education. Often, creators explained that they had “fooled around” with a consumer 

camcorder as teenagers or that they had stumbled upon video recording by using the webcams built 

into their computers. In order to gain the skills needed to shoot, edit, and produce high-quality 

videos, creators often turned to the platform’s buffet of user-generated tutorials and the disciplining 

advice of management at The Future and YouTube’s guidelines.  

This complicates McRobbie’s recent assertion that higher education in the arts serves as a 

key instrument of discipline (2016). Rather than universities, the disciplining education by which 

creators learn to be creative comes from the platform, The Future, and, more broadly, media 

consumption (i.e., YouTube videos created by other creators). For instance, a professional editor 

and part-time Creator named Jed explained that while he had studied media production in college, 

he “did not do exceptionally well” and so “that’s where just going on YouTube and typing After 

Effects [a special effects and animation program] tutorial [or] whatever the subject is I’m trying to 

tackle comes into play. Most often there is a tutorial for it.” Another Creator named Alexei works as 

a computer programmer during the day and creates “action” videos wherein he physically fights 

digitally inserted characters from popular videogames. This requires fairly sophisticated animation 

and computer graphics skills that, even as a programmer, he did not possess. As he explained, “I 

thought visual effects were really hard for me, but after I saw [YouTube star] Freddy W, he made a 

tutorial in After Effects. I started to learn this After Effects tutorial and started doing my action 

videos.”  
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Gavin, a construction worker by day and prankster on the platform gave an incredible simple 

answer when I asked how he learned to create videos: “YouTube.” As he expanded on that one 

word answer, he said,   

YouTube is the new encyclopedia. So, anything you want to do or anything you ever 
thought about doing, you can learn how to do it on YouTube. But, yeah, I’d see 
something on another video and say “Oh, that’d be kind of cool on mine” and so I’d 
look it up on a how-to video and go from there. 

	
Gavin’s answer illustrates a common practice of self-directed learning among creators, however, he 

also suggests something similar to contemporary Marxist discussions of the role of the “general 

intellect” under cognitive or informational capitalism. In the Grundisse, Marx briefly touches upon 

abstract knowledge embedded in machines (fixed capital) as a productive source of value. For Marx 

this no doubt referred to underlying principles built into automated machinery. 

In the context of YouTube production wherein the technology of distribution also 

constitutes a repository of knowledge (“the new encyclopedia”), this relationship between dead and 

living labor (technology and workers) takes on a somewhat different form. Tutorial videos produced 

by creators in turn educate and train future creators while also generating profit for the platform. 

Regarding the general intellect, Virno argues that cognitive capitalism depends upon knowledge that 

cannot be separated from living labor: “instead of being incarnated (or rather, cast in iron) into the 

system of machines … the general intellect manifests itself today, above all, as communication, 

abstraction, [and the] self-reflection of living subjects” (2004:65).  

The knowledge of living labor, congealed in tutorials, appears as dead labor separated from 

the living and then incarnated in digital video housed on YouTube’s servers. Creators access the 

tutorial in the form of streaming video – in a sense liquefying (“streaming”) and consuming dead 

labor. Not wholly unlike the machines in the 1999 film The Matrix, YouTube liquefies the dead labor 

housed on its servers and feeds the dead to the living so that they may become skilled and 
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productive creative laborers. Insofar as Google/Youtube owns the means of distribution and 

storage of this information, the general intellect or knowledge embedded in the technology generates 

value for the platform on both ends of the circuit or loop. Many of the creators produce content in 

addition to unrelated work in a variety of industries. In other words, they labor even in their “free 

time” or as Virno argues, “What is learned, carried out and consumed in the time outside of labour 

is then utilised in the production of commodities, becomes a part of the use value of labour power 

and is computed as profitable resource” (2001).  

The acquisition of specialized media production skills via the platform requires generic 

computer skills and a general disposition toward learning. A creator in the American Southwest 

described his need and desire to constantly learn while others described their need to always learn to 

be “better.” That creators possess production skills should be evident by now, however their desire 

to learn requires some explanation. When faced with an absence of knowledge, all of my informants 

explained how they simply searched YouTube for an answer or “Googled it.” Put differently, they 

described their first impulse as being one of knowledge-seeking or self-directed learning aimed at 

solving a practical problem. As such, constant learning or “permanent pedagogy” (Sallaz 2015) and a 

ease vis-à-vis search technology appear as rather generic and, ultimately, productive skills. To draw 

again from Virno, “all the more generic attitudes of the mind gain primary status as productive 

resources” (Virno 2001). For Virno, these “generic attitudes” include most of the generic human 

capacities needed to perform creative labor such as language, learning, memory, abstract thought, 

and self-reflexivity. As I argue elsewhere (see Siciliano 2016a), workers ability to deploy these rather 

generic capabilities in the service of capital often require close interaction with technology and so 

again, the invitation to “be creative” depends upon particular technological materialities. 

Practically, this process of skill acquisition differs from processes described in earlier chapters 

primarily in terms of the structure of knowledge acquisition. Much like early-career audio engineers 
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consulting industry veterans, creators consult another party in order to develop productive skills that 

may result in better quality work and, hopefully, economic success. More often than not, creators 

describe this process as one that primarily involves the platform or some other technology owned by 

Google and so the difference lies in the structural source of knowledge: the platform. Creators do 

not simply consult another human being, but human knowledge congealed in technology (content 

available on the platform).  

On one hand, the circuit of production/consumption described here evokes a grim, 

dystopian future wherein labor appears hemmed in on all sides. On the other hand, the platform 

provides useful knowledge to all regardless of their social position. Whereas skill under the social 

regime required dense social ties, platform workers may freely access readily available content for the 

cost of a few moments spent watching advertisements. As an infrastructure of media production and 

distribution, the platform thus provides pathways to skill and, ultimately, an income – McRobbie 

(2016) describes these pathways as the “lines of flight” offered by creative careers (see also Deleuze 

and Guattari 1987). Here, the platform provides real, imagined possibilities. As an amateur drone 

videographer in the Southern United States said, “Early on I understood the value of, the power of 

the internet in a social media platform sense…Once YouTube came around we immediately saw the 

value of how that could be applied.”  Here, the platform appears as possibility and these possibilities 

articulate with the drone videographer’s desired entrepreneurial future. Since he earns only pennies 

per year, I asked him if he regarded content production as waged-work or a hobby, he said,  

[It’s] work in the sense that this is what I want to be work for me in the future, but 
not work in the sense of this is drudgery. I don’t say ‘hey honey, I’m going to work,’ 
but she knows that we know that this is what will get us out of that because we 
believe that starting our own business will give us opportunities that we seek and that 
we want to live and how we want to change things for our lives. 
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The drone videographer links YouTube to a potential future wherein he and his wife work for 

themselves. The platform provides “opportunities” that enable escape from the “drudgery” despite 

his statement that he and his wife earned almost nothing from the platform after several years.  

While the platform-as-a-infrastructure certainly opens up new conditions of possibility, the platform 

also provides global capital (e.g., Google and MCNs such as The Future) with an infrastructural 

means of capturing value from a globally distributed media production workforce. Unlike the 

previous case wherein CI existed a field of organizations loosely bound to global circuits of 

distribution, The Future and its creators appear wholly dependent upon infrastructure owned and 

controlled by a single organization (i.e., Google/Alphabet).  

Creators produce content for the platform (and thus for global capital) by way of privately 

owned assets (i.e., cameras, lights, microphones, computers, etc). Not specific to YouTube, this 

generic feature of all platforms (e.g., Uber, Lyft, TaskRabbit, AirBnB, MailChimps, etc.) enables the 

owners of platforms and mediating organizations such as The Future to capture not just workers’ 

labor power, but also the range of production technologies owned by workers. As I show later in the 

next section, production technology in conjunction with the platform provides creators with an 

avenue for imagining and enacting a future. This flows from the platform’s disciplinary training 

programs and The Future’s formatting strategies that both advocate self-investment in production 

technologies. Not mere ideology, the acquisition of production technology excites creators in ways 

similar to the music workers in earlier chapters. Given the absence of technology specific to their 

work, however, creators tend to not find beauty in the machine and yet they still manage to make 

themselves disappear. 
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Desired Potential and Potential Immersion 

Through its interface and educational materials, the platform endeavors to discipline 

workers, but what of creators’ relationship to production technologies? Put differently, how do 

creators experience or sensually inhabit the production processes that I described in the previous 

section? Creators’ labor process contains two distinct kinds of technology: the platform and 

production technologies (i.e., cameras, lights, editing software, etc.). While I argued that the platform 

provides a dynamic interface that affectively and cognitively engages creators, it remains to be seen 

how creators interact with production technologies. 

Among many of the differences between The Future and CI, there exists only a small change 

in the interactions between humans (creators) and non-humans (technology). At CI, technology 

enchanted workers, aesthetically enrolling them in managerial projects. Differing from CI’s more 

specialized workers, creators do not find technology to be “beautiful,” yet they still describe the 

immersive, aesthetic experiences found in earlier chapters. Despite the absence of worker-ascribed 

beauty, these moments might best be described as aesthetic experiences insofar as this term refers to 

the material engagement of the senses by way of some object (i.e., work’s aesthetic dimension). This 

experience is an aesthetic experience insofar as workers “disappear” or loses themselves within said 

object.  

Fred actively desires equipment and creates content focused almost exclusively on 

production technologies – what recording studio employees in earlier chapters called “gear.” He 

often receives free equipment from various brands in exchange for reviewing their products on his 

channel. He explained that developing a deep interest in video equipment was “the only way to keep 

things interesting.” He also indicated that this desire for technology fit his overarching goal as a 

content producer. As he said,  

I’ve always wanted to make it look the best that it can be. The tools don’t make the 
artist and even back when I was shooting everything on a Sony Cybershot - the 
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family camera. I was always trying to make it look good but back then I didn’t know 
anything about color-grading or anything like that, white balance, some basic 
photography skills is what it all relates to. So now, my goal, since this is basically my 
full-time gig, I’m really trying to maximize my sound. I’ve been using a shotgun 
mic[rophone] for all the dialogue stuff for the last year which just sounds fantastic. I 
upgraded all the cameras to some pretty decent DSLRs. 

	
Likewise, Tommy described how he learned to manipulate the color and image quality of his videos 

as follows: 

There are these things called LUTs, which are like presets. Which, I didn’t even 
know about beforehand, but my friend inspired me to just try, to just be better. I 
could be resigned and be like ‘whatever fuck it’ but I know how to use Google, so I 
researched how to do color correction on these videos and seeing if I could 
download a preset and [see] what it looks like. So, I’m doing my own color 
correction now and I’ll continue to get better at that. 

	
Much like music workers, these workers’ creativity – often the most enjoyable part of the job – 

appears intimately linked to production technology. New technologies afford the deployment of 

newly acquired skills that offer improved control over production quality. That these technologies 

provoke excitement can be seen again in the following elaboration on technology from Tommy,  

I get so excited. I am so excited about this GoPro [camera]. I have no idea how to 
use it! I’m excited to figure it out. What it’s going to do, it will allow. You know what 
it is? We have five senses. Imagine that there’s a sixth sense out there. If you could 
acquire it, you wouldn’t necessarily know how to use it, but once you learned about 
it, it would give you a whole new dimension to work in that other people don’t have 
or that you didn’t have before. So, it’s like, I don’t know what impact the GoPro will 
have on my content, but once I learn about it, I know it’s going to make my content 
better. All of these tricks, coloring, whatever it is, once I learn it, it’s going to make 
everything better. 

	
Tommy’s statement seems a far cry from Marx’s comments on machines in the Grundisse wherein 

Marx said, “The science which compels the inanimate limbs of the machinery…acts upon [workers] 

through the machine as an alien power” (Marx 1978b:279). Instead, Tommy seems closer to 

Marshall McLuhan’s obervations on media as an extension of the body (1967) and Tommy’s choice 

of metaphor suggests that the camera extends his fleshy body, providing a “sixth sense.” Much like 

the workers at CI, Tommy’s creative labor appears as a hybrid of technology (dead labor, fixed 
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capital) and living, embodied labor insofar as “…objects, diagrams, programs, and so on, contribute 

to production, creativity, innovation, in the same ways as ‘people’ do” (Lazzarato 2014:120). Excited, 

he describes the acquisition of his GoPro camera as desirable because the machine-in-interaction 

with his body provides for some imagined sense organ.  

Relatedly, Tommy desires not some particular outcome, but a generalized source of potential 

– what Lazzarato terms “deterritorialized desire” (2014:51). Clearly linked by creators to distinct, yet 

indeterminate affordances of technological objects, this desire for new potentials suggests an 

interactional basis within the labor process that reinforces the invitations to be creative from 

management and the platform. As described earlier, these invitations include self-investing in 

production technologies.  

Similarly, Gavin linked technology to possibility, suggesting a link between desire and 

potential seen to be coterminous with technology. As Gavin said,  

[Technology] feels good. Actually, I got a new mic[crophone] coming in for this 
[shoot on my] trip. We had a very cheap wireless mic that we used. I put down $300 
for this [new] one. I mean, it’s still not much compared to what the good ones cost,  
[but] it’s exciting to see what the new things can do and I know the Nikon [DSLR], 
the video from that is going to be a lot better. 

	
Not wholly unlike the workers at CI, technology appears as a bundle of imagined, indeterminate, 

potential uses. The microphone may improve sound, the Nikon will “be a lot better,” and the 

GoPro will provide a “sixth sense.” This could be interpreted as purely ideological. Afterall, these 

statements certainly bear an affinity with the logic of advertisements for consumer goods. Still, the 

GoPro – a small, water-resistant, HD camera – affords certain possibilities based on its design that a 

smartphone camera or webcam do not. Likewise, the microphone affords better sound quality 

through the frequency range that it captures. Name brands may seem like an ideological gloss, but 

like the “gear” in earlier chapters, these objects do offer certain possibilities as part of their 

materiality. Thus the objects appear to creators as a bundle of potentials that excite and activate 
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desire due to the object’s perceived potential to extend agency. This desire for technology along with 

my earlier discussion of platform discipline point toward a more material basis for control over the 

creative labor process that appears absent in discussions of creative labor as unmanaged 

(Hesmondhalgh and Baker 2011) or creativity as an ideology or discursive dispositif  (McRobbie 

2016). In effect, the material affordances of technology link ideology to workers’ experiences within 

the labor process by exerting control or power at the level of everyday work processes. 

Some creators expressed ambivalence with regard to technology (most often aspiring actors 

or actresses). Still, they acknowledged production technologies as desirable, potential extensions of 

agency. For instance, Angela did not love technology in the same way that the music industry 

workers in previous chapters or express the excitement of Fred, Tommy, and Gavin. When asked if 

she shared their intense fascination with equipment, she said,  

No! Not at all! Maybe I wish I had a little bit of this because people are like “Oh my 
god the new camera’s coming out!” Like, my other YouTube friends [say that] and 
I’m like “So? Who wants to pay $3000 for that [equipment]?” It doesn’t excite me at 
all, but I know that I need good stuff. I’m not into that. There’s a lot of YouTubers 
that will make videos off of that. It excites them because it gives them an idea for a 
video concept. That’s not my lane. I’m not doing open boxes or tech reviews or 
anything like that, so it’s not really my lane. A lot of YouTubers that are my friends 
came from a film or camera, audio background so they get really excited about that. 
I’m just like “Nah, I’d rather play video games.”  

	
Production technology fails to excite Angela, however, she acknowledges production technology’s 

capacity to extend her creative capabilities. Likewise, she acknowledges that an intense fascination 

with technology occurs for some people, even wishing that she “had a little bit” of the desire for 

technology. Ultimately, she would “rather play video games.” 

Daphne, a YouTube comedian and aspiring actress illustrates a similar ambivalence in 

relation to production technologies. As she said, “I definitely probably enjoy it a lot more than most 

of my friends do. I get really fired up having that creative control - like I said the timing and 

choosing the shots. I love it!” Unlike the love for gear professed by workers in earlier chapters, 
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Daphne links her positive feelings to the “creative control” afforded by the technologies. While still 

anchored to the material possibilities afforded by the object, her “love” appeared to be bittersweet. 

As she elaborated,  

It’s just, when you run into technical snags, it can be stressful or - what’s the word - 
deflating. It kind of deflates your energy, especially if you’ve just - it’s also very 
monotonous. You have to look through - let’s say you have to look through hours of 
footage just to find a few seconds to use. I always say I have a love/hate relationship 
with it. 

	
Above, Daphne explains her felt relationship with technology. She enjoys and spends hours editing 

her content until she “runs into technical snags” (emphasis added). The machine catches her, halting 

her progress through her tasks. Perhaps more important the immersive experiences described in 

earlier chapters, Daphne suggests some limits to the melding of human and non-human. The 

material structure of the software and Daphne’s inability to intuitively grasp the logic underlying that 

structure shaped her felt experience. This points to a key component left out of research on affect 

and creativity in organizations and, more generally, “flow” experiences (e.g., Amabile et al. 2005; 

Csikszentmihalyi 1990): the mutual mediation of material, often non-human objects and human 

subjects. Daphne may exert power over the content within her screen, but the underlying software 

that affords her this possibility of control “snags,” deflates, and stresses her. While this may be due 

to lack of knowledge or training, Daphne’s deflation also stems from the software’s material 

structures (i.e., programming, interface). 

Creators may desire technology-as-potential, but what of the aesthetic experiences found 

among the music workers in earlier chapters? The Future’s creators and office staff (which I discuss 

later) both spend much of their working lives on a variety of screens. Creators tend to shoot a lot of 

footage before spending hours paring it down to a 2-5 minute long video. Here, immersion tends to 

be associated with screen-based software wherein many of the haptics of interaction stem from the 

light of the screen rather than tactile, manipulable surfaces. As Gavin explained, “Yeah, when I edit 
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it I usually sit down for pretty much all day and night or evening and kind of do it. Once you get 

into it and you stop, then you have to step back and get into it again.” While not as colorful as the 

“disappearing” audio engineers, Gavin does indicate a certain physical absorption. Editing is 

something he must “get into.” Likewise, Janessa – a vlogger – described the editing experience as 

being “an in the zone thing” and added,  

It’s kind of like mechanical in a way. Like you know what to do and you take this 
part out, you add the music, the title, copy/paste, the title with the same font, the 
same size, and the same place. And, you know, you really get distracted by it and 
that’s all I do. I think otherwise, if I’m writing a blog post I get really distracted, I’m 
on instagram. I’m texting my friends. I’m snap chatting people, but whenever I’m 
editing for some reason, if I’m not like completely focused in it, I can’t do it. 

	
At first glance, Janessa’s statement appears rather confusing – distracted, yet intensely focused. As 

noted by Ben Highmore (2010) in his discussion of everyday aesthetics, distraction implies an 

attraction and, by extension, focus. To be distracted from one thing is to be attracted and focused 

elsewhere just as Janessa describes being distracted as being “completely focused” on editing. 

During the distraction of editing, she claims to not be subject to other distractions – also objects of 

attraction and human/non-human interaction (i.e., social media). Though her word choice may be 

arbitrary, this “distraction” echoes Paolo Virno’s statement on the necessary skills and learning 

required for work under cognitive or informational capitalism. According to Virno, distraction 

empowers and favors sensory learning. Creative labor (what he calls “immaterial” labor) requires 

“the sensory learning of technically reproducible artifices” (Virno 2004:93) much like the 

“mechanical” arranging of text and sound that Janessa described above. 

Domenic – the creator that makes experimental video art – described a similar sort of 

mechanistic loss of the self. Describing how he edits “found” video footage, he said,   

It’s repetitive. There’s moments where you’re very happy and pumped about what 
you’re making. There’s moments where you’re just like I totally don’t know what I 
did. I don’t know who was moving my arms. I think it’s pretty normal. I think people 
who don’t make art don’t have to have these conversations, you know? Or think 
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about it and they do it all the time. I definitely experience that all the time and it’s 
cool. I enjoy that feeling a lot. Just being like, I am like a machine or I am like a 
robot that is working through some sort of higher power or something, you know? I 
have no idea, but it’s like still exciting regardless of all these different feelings I have 
about it. To make a thing, you know? 

	
Like Janessa, Dominic made reference to a certain robotic repetition and subjective absence. He did 

not “know who was moving” his body and he felt like “a robot that is working through some sort of 

higher power.”  

While Domenic claimed to enjoy these moments of absence or immersion, he also indicated 

a complicated, conflicted set of feelings (“all these different feelings”). Janessa’s quotation and the 

following statement from Gregory – another vlogger – indicated a similarly conflicted, can’t-put-my-

finger-on-it quality to these experiences. As Gregory said, 

I don’t know if I’d classify them as enjoyable but they’re not miserable. It definitely, 
maybe it is transcendental: just in the moment. Sometimes it’s enjoyable. If I feel like 
- enjoyable wouldn’t be the right word. Definitely productive and I tend to get a 
sense of joy out of being productive, but it’s not like joy in editing. It’s literally me 
being like I’m getting this to where it needs to be and when it’s done I will feel some 
sense of accomplishment. In the moment, it’s really just a painful drudgery. 

	
Now, remember that theorists of affect and aesthetic experience tend to describe these dimensions 

of social life as “thought and felt by the body’s sensory and perceptive faculties” (Strati 2003:54), 

“pre-social but not asocial” (Massumi 2002), “preverbal” or “infra-individual” (Lazzarato 2014:31, 

124), or “beneath…conscious knowing” (Gregg and Seigworth 2010a:1). In theory, this dimension 

of social life appears not-yet-qualified by discourse and Gregory’s statement suggests this much. As 

he indicates, to be subjectively absent is not enjoyable, but transcendent, not miserable, yet painful, 

even productive – which is enjoyable.  

Despite conflicted interpretations as to the discursively qualified emotional state elicited by 

these bodily engagements with technology, the creators quoted above appear uniform with regard to 
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the place of immersion in the labor process. These aesthetic experiences tend to be viewed by 

creators as productive much like the studio employees from earlier chapters.  

A comparison to previous studies of the labor process suggests both the historical and 

political-economic conditioning of this interpretation. Interpreting this subjective absence or 

immersion as not just pleasant, but as productive differs sharply from research in the sociology of 

work conducted under the conditions of 20th century Fordist factories and white-collar 

bureaucracies. In studies of factory labor conducted by Roy (1953) and Burawoy (1982), workers 

escaped worked by zoning out or losing themselves in the clanking rhythms of machines. Likewise, 

Baker’s study of clerical workers (1991) suggests that moments of immersive absence tended to also 

be associated with escape from the doldrums of data entry. As I show later in this chapter, the 

interpretation of immersion as productive appears common among both creators and The Future’s 

routine office staff. With this productive absence in mind, it seems time to enter The Future. 

 

The Routinely Creative Labor of Managing YouTubers 

Unlike creators, office workers at The Future reside wholly within the firm as full-time 

employees. The Future’s office staff perform many of the disciplining functions described above. 

These routine workers share creators’ precarity despite ostensibly “standard” employment. I 

examine more fully how workers manage their precarity in Chapter 7. Here, I focus on how precarity 

aligns with managerial interests, rapid technological change, and the material environment of the 

Future’s offices.  

Table 5.3 below shows the median number of months in which employees had been at The 

Future. Like success among creators, job tenure at The Future appears as a superstar distribution 

and so only a few people remain employed by The Future for more than a year (often managers or 

executives) while the majority of workers leave due to termination or resignation in less than 12 
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months. As a point of comparison, average job tenure in the United States is 4.6 years (2.4 years in 

the Sound and Film industries and four years within Information industries; U.S. Bureau of Labor 

Statistics 2016:5). Some are laid off or fired, while others leave to pursue work elsewhere or exit the  

 
Table	5.2.	Firm	tenure	at	The	Future	by	gender.	
	 Median	Length	of	Employment	 Number	of	Respondents	
Male	 12	months	 33	
Female	 10	months	 45	
 

industry. Ray, a business and development planner, was let go after 10 months. As I entered my 8th 

month of fieldwork, he said, “Well, hey, you outlasted me.” Another worker in his early 20s seemed 

beside himself on a cigarette break after he had been fired. He wondered whether he would need to 

go back to being a production assistant on independent films. He too had been at The Future for 

less than a year.  

At the Future, there exists an expectation of exit that management considers normal due to 

being an entertainment firm and because of the flexibility demanded from digital media’s ever-

evolving industrial formation (the “space”). As a member of the Workplace Experience team (WE) 

said “It’s normal, turnover’s fast, usually, here. It’s normal. Entertainment is a fast turnover, in 

general.” “Form cannot come before function” explained the head of WE, echoing a similar 

statement from an executive at another firm (“we cannot be precious about form”). At The Future, 

an executive concluded a staff meeting with a Powerpoint slide that read, “Buy into the process” and 

explained “if you buy into the process, that will make you very valuable somewhere else.” He paused 

- perhaps realizing the concerns this might raise – and then added “...if that’s the route you choose. 

Right now, we’ve made it a point of getting rid of those that don’t buy into the process.”  

The “process,” though quite open, includes near-constant communication, meeting quotas, 

and internal logging of activities in enterprise software. Here, again, Lazzarato’s theorization of work 

under cognitive capitalism appears instructive. As Lazzarato claims, management no longer concerns 
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itself with work per se, so much as managers focus on “…the organization and control of 

‘processes’ essentially consisting of the application of methods, monitoring of indicators, verification 

of the uniformity of procedures, and the organization of meetings” (Lazzarato 2014:119).  

Concern with process aids in the maintenance of the organization despite high churn. 

Further illustrating the above theme of exit at The Future, management ordered that employees log 

completed tasks in Salesforce, a cloud-based enterprise management system. A manager explained 

that this was to secure and maintain “institutional knowledge” in the face of ever-changing 

employees. Notably, this “process” became more prominent after the company’s purchase by a 

global media conglomerate. Prior to that, The Future had been, in the words of one of the 

employees in charge of implementing the enterprise software, “Like the Wild West.” This dovetails 

rather well with findings that suggest that ICTs serve as a means of knowledge capture that renders 

employees easily replaceable in virtual firms like The Future (Griffith, Sawyer, and Neale 2003; 

Klobas and Jackson 2007). 

Though “typical” of the industry, these comments suggest that high churn stems from 

decisions made by management and not simply positive visions of labor mobility in “boundaryless” 

careers (Arthur and Rousseau 2001). Jeremy, a supervisor in his mid-20s suggested as much when he 

said, “We’re expendable you know. They [management] don’t have our interests in mind at all.” 

Calvin, another male employee in his late-20s added, “Yeah, no they don’t. I mean, that’s 

entertainment. In entertainment, unless you’ve reached a certain level, they don’t care. You’re 

expendable. Totally different from tech [companies].” Jeremy added, “Right, I mean, they just do 

what’s going to make them money.” Jeremy later said that he wanted “to be a CEO someday” and 

further explained, “I want to own my own company in this space and you know, I just want to 

figure out how to manage more effectively.” Notably, this imagined future does not reside within the 
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firm, but within the “space.” Similar to previous research, Jeremy identifies with the industry as a 

whole rather than with a particular firm (Damarin 2006).  

Employees often refused or were hesitant to provide information regarding wages. Based on 

the few that reported their wages to me, employees with tenure in excess of 12 months earned closer 

to $45-50,000 per year while the majority of new hires earned close to or just above the U.S. median 

annual wage for single person ($35,000). For a mandatory 50-hour workweek, these wages amount 

to $14.60 - $20.80 per hour. On the low end, this is less than the median national hourly wage while 

on the high end, hourly earnings still fall below my wages as a teaching assistant at a public 

university – a notoriously low-paid position. Keep in mind that living in Los Angeles is not easy on 

these wages when monthly rents for one-bedroom apartments hover close to $1900.  

Perhaps more importantly, high churn seems a logical way to keep labor costs low in 

entertainment industries typified by attempts to “…to get everyone to work for free” (Caldwell 2008:324 

original emphasis). This contrasts sharply with CI wherein management expected routine, creative 

workers to stay within the firm for periods of time beyond a year and wherein employees felt closer 

to management due to overlapping social relationships. Remember, as a supervisor in Chapter 3 

said, “The whole business feels a little bit more like a partnership than an owner/employee 

relationship.” At The Future, management expects workers to be creative within a particular 

“process” in order to be more valuable upon exit from the firm. Workers experience this 

expectation of exit at the level of discourse as I showed above, but management’s need for rapid 

change comes to be inscribed in the built environment of the office and so workers also experience 

their precarity sensually. 
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White Walls of the Fallen 

Deterritorialized and virtualized, The Future’s office contains few, if any, cubicles. Instead, 

workers sit in bullpen-style desks, along walls at metal Ikea tables, or they work in glass-walled 

“collaboration” spaces and exterior hallways for more private conversations. While this design may 

enable fluidity and teamwork, I argue that the open, unfinished, and blank quality of the office’s 

design also reinforces The Future’s expectation of exit. Reinforcing a felt sense of transience, 

workers claim space through personal décor. At CI, management invited workers to actively shape 

their workplace through decoration and play. At The Future, workers’ decorative practices appear in 

uneasy tension with management, thus clearly illustrating the contested terrain of work’s aesthetic 

dimension.  

The Future’s offices resemble the “office of the future” described by Nikal Saval in Cubed 

(2015) where objects such as desktop computers or phones - anchoring workers to a place that is 

“theirs” - do not exist (Saval 2015:274–275). Workers may roam freely with their laptops and 

smartphones – though few work from home. While an office without walls suggests, immediately, 

the fear of intense scrutiny from management and the discipline of small groups associated with 

team-based work (Sewell 1998), these open, endlessly reconfigurable spaces also produce a sense of 

transience.  

Upon first arriving at The Future, I found the space to have a certain modern charm. 

Employees, however, felt quite different. They explained that many of the rooms in The Future felt 

unfinished due to the constant shifting of equipment and furniture. Employees often lamented the 

lack of color. “It’s a bit too white,” said Marty, one of my co-workers. Another employee often 

performed a bit of corporate espionage by sneaking into entertainment and technology offices 

around Los Angeles to take photos. “They’re so cool and it’d be so easy [to do here]. Why can’t we 

be like that?” he asked me rhetorically as he showed me photos. Aside from a handful of moderately 
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unsettling artworks (e.g., a demon emerging from a textured orange background, a skeleton made of 

dollar signs holding an AK-47), the décor is sparse, often haphazard, and littered with bits of what 

Andrew Ross (2004) termed “survivor art.” For example, an employee-made sign above a section of 

bullpen desks read “STEPHandGINAspace.” Simultaneously claiming territory amid 

deterritorialization and voicing dissatisfaction, a bulleted list on the sign stated that fellow employees 

should “not take our things, especially the chairs, they’re very important” along with “If you want 

the tape, fine, take the tape, but do not take our equipment. You may leave us things. We like candy. 

Not crappy candy, but good candy.”  

With the exception of the sign above, few people commented openly on the lack of solidity 

in the work environment, however, a comment from a middle-aged worker just a few weeks after he 

had been hired is revealing: 

You know I came from a real corporate environment, you know? This is new. Sitting 
anywhere, working anywhere. I guess this is just how Millenial people work. You sit 
anywhere, just so long as you have your iPad or, your Macbook or whatever. You 
can just sit wherever and do your work. It’s, I guess they call this a start-up? I got 
here and was like “what’s going on?” especially when I first got here and was out on 
“Intern row.” I just thought “man what is happening?” but I’m used to it [now]. I 
mean, that’s how it is. Now they got me stuck on the side of a wall. 

	
Somewhat different, an executive moved into a new office only to find it populated with furniture 

and decorations from its previous tenant. I was told by WE to remove these items quickly because 

“he [the executive] can’t concentrate with all that stuff in there.” There was not much in the room 

aside from a computer monitor and several boxes of personal items. While workers claim space 

amidst white walls, managers and executives acquire and control the design of their personal offices. 

I asked Heather, a member of WE that decorates the office, what the company tries to 

achieve in organizing the office. She explained, “Whatever can best fit us at that moment and that is 

nice to the eye but not too overtaking because our space is supposed to be eclectic where you could 

put things in it and it doesn’t really change the whole vibe of it.” Able to exert aesthetic agency over 
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the space, Heather cited “the vibe” as her favorite part of work. More importantly, she suggests that 

The Future must be fluid in organizational form and material organization. Many rooms lack 

decoration because management desires the rooms to be endlessly reconfigurable. This appears 

similar to the WE strategy toward workplace technology wherein WE attempts to remain flexible 

while keeping costs low by using cloud-based technological infrastructures such as the 

communication and search systems described later.  

The expectation of exit, borne out in the aesthetics of the workplace, appears at odds with 

the aesthetics desired by employees. In reaction to this employees carve out their own space, 

permitted by The Future, but not officially condoned. As a male employee said,  

We work in a really sterile environment. We try really hard to make our room the 
polar opposite of the rest of the offices. It’s weird how blank everything is. It just 
feels very much like an [talent] agency in a lot of ways which is a really boring, like 
hyper-competitive, Type-A [personality] environment.  It just has a very dull, power-
washed vibe. 

	
Likewise, Gee, a female employee at The Future, decorates her desk and its immediate vicinity with 

posters and action figures. Not unlike typical cubicle décor found in numerous offices, The Future’s 

heightened fluidity gives these practices a quality of marking territory in an otherwise 

deterritorialized office. Relatedly, departing employees leave their mark upon the aesthetic landscape 

of the organization by posing for photographs with their remaining co-workers in front of a digital 

photo booth located in the lobby. They then placed the printed images upon the wall behind the 

photo booth. These served as reminders of the fleeting nature of “standard” employment at The 

Future. As Randall, an employee of nearly 10 months said, “So Orson’s gone, better add him to the 

wall of the fallen.” “What’s that?” said a manager. “Orson, he’s gone, so I said we’d better add him 

to the wall of the fallen.” 

What little agency or control over work’s aesthetic dimension that management afforded 

employees came from an officially sanctioned music playlist. Upon being hired, workers were asked 
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to create a set of songs to be played over the office PA system. As members of the WE team told 

me, this aspect of management’s invitation to be expressive or be creative allows new workers to 

share “their personality, their taste.” Music provides a “common ground” that serves as a “simple 

way of bringing people together” or “equalizing  device” that enables all members of the 

organization to exert some degree of control over the organization’s aesthetic landscape. This bears 

a remarkable similarity to practices found in call-centers wherein management invites employees to 

“be yourself” as a strategy that obscures harsher, quota-based methods of control (Cable et al. 2013; 

Fleming and Sturdy 2011). 

These playlists do, in fact, affect workers insofar as they enable social interaction amidst the 

transience of employment. As Randall, an analytic strategy employee said,  

One great thing about the playlist is that you get a great sense of who a person is 
based on the music that they choose. So, for me I had a lot of 90s music, Disney 
music, N’Sync, Backstreet boys, a lot of stuff I listen to now. Just a lot of my favorite 
songs. It was great because all throughout the day people came up to you and said 
“Oh hey I really love that song” or “Oh that was a really cool playlist.” 

	
During another working day, Gee and Mary discussed going out after work while sitting next to a 

newly hired employee named Talia.  

Gee:  I don’t know about going to a movie, but I could see myself  
  having a drink after work. Are you down? 
 
Mary:  Yeah, I could do that, for sure. 

 

A psychedelic rock song came on over the PA system. This was Talia’s playlist.  

Gee:  Oh, this song. I kind of like this song, guilty pleasure  
 
Talia:  Hey! It’s a good song!  
 
Gee:  Oh yeah, it is. It is. I totally did this song at karaoke last  
 Wednesday.  
 
Mary:  Oh last Wednesday, huh? 
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Gee:  Yeah, well I was going to say over the weekend, but it was  
 totally not the weekend.  

	
Again, music invites comment and interaction amid an ever-changing set of co-workers that might 

otherwise enter and exit The Future without notice save for the playlists and formal introductions 

from WE at bi-monthly staff meetings. 

On certain occasions, however, the lyrical content of these office soundtracks provide oddly 

poignant commentary. Toward the end of my time at The Future, a song entitled “Oblivion” played 

almost daily. In the tune, a fragile, high-pitched, raspy female voice whispers  

I never walk about, after dark. It’s my point of view. ‘Cause someone could break 
your neck. Coming up behind you, always coming and you’d never have a clue. I 
never look behind, all the time…always looking straight’…Cause when you’re 
running by yourself, it’s hard to find someone to hold your hand…See you on a dark 
night. (Grimes 2011) 

	
Working against the white walls of the fallen, the song offers sound advice. Always look ahead, 

outside the firm, because dismissal might come without warning. With that said, The Future may 

seem grim, but work at The Future also feels quite normal.  

 

The Assumptions of Omnipresent Communication 

In this section, I illustrate how omnipresent communication “feels” normal and how this felt 

normalcy depends upon certain unstated assumptions about workers’ technological competencies. 

Like other culture industries, work at The Future begins upon waking with a tap to a smartphone 

when employees retrieve email messages that accumulated during sleep (see Gregg 2011). For many, 

the working day ends around 10:00pm or whenever they decide to stop responding to emails. 

Employees often continue to work from home over their weekends. It is not uncommon for these 

emails to actually delay arrival to The Future’s physical offices. As a data analysis assistant explained, 

“it may look like I’m late when I show up at 11am, but I’ve been working since 7:30am.” On the 
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way to work, I frequently felt the gentle, single buzz of my phone against my thigh which indicated a 

message from The Future. Overtime, I learned to distinguish this slightly shorter vibration that 

indicated a new email from the comparatively longer vibrations of text messages. During interviews 

phones buzzed often, layering conversation with the interactional demands of geographically 

dispersed co-workers and supervisors. As Jeffrey, a search specialist said, “I answer emails 

constantly. I never stop. If it’s pressing, I’ll answer it post-hours. There’s a good chance it is 

[pressing].” While unremarkable in the U.S., workers in Europe bargained for limits on 

communication (The Economist 2014) and recent proposed labor legislation in France include a 

“right to disconnect” (USA Today 2014; Washington Post 2016). 

When working in front of a screen, a bevy of communication systems demand workers’ 

attention. Outlook or Gmail emit distinct notification tones. Instant-messaging software (Slack) 

along with cloud-based enterprise management software (Salesforce and Asanna) signal new task 

assignments and other information through sight and sound. Eyes attend to the screen while the 

umbilical cord of earphones jacked into a MacBookPro lends auditory support to these notifications. 

Ubiquitous, vibrating smartphones provide workers with an additional sensation. Officially, Slack 

served as the main communication tool next to email, however employees use Facebook, AIM, and 

GoogleChat in addition to email, texting, and phonecalls. The preferred system (Slack) mimics the 

design and interface of popular social media platforms such as Twitter and Instagram by allowing 

users to tag (e.g. #productive, @theFuture, #throwbackThursday, #NewTalentTuesday, etc.) and to 

easily share videos, animated GIFs, and other content. Use of these systems - especially instant-

messaging software - appeared unevenly distributed. Many executives and managers preferred 

systems with which they were familiar, while usage seemed common among managers and 

employees.  
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During my first two months, learning who communicated through what system felt both 

confusing and quite ordinary. Afterall, many internet users regularly manage a half-dozen screen 

names and associated passwords along with a variety of interfaces. Likewise, navigating these 

systems felt quite natural for employees and, for the most part, unworthy of comment. As Randall 

said,  

I guess I’m technically what they [call] a digital native. So, I mean, I always have my 
phone on me. I always have my email going. My email and Slack and Facebook and 
text. They all come to my phone anyway. There’s no real break between [my phone 
and computer]. My phone is sitting next to me on the desk. It’s not overwhelming 
because I grew up always using multiple forms of communication. 

	
Other workers described “having a feel” for these systems or “quickly just picking it up.” In general, 

employees tended to be under 30 years old. Familiarity with social media in particular and media in 

general was presumed and often required in order to be hired along with a background in media, 

advertising/marketing, or the arts. Managers and employees often explained to me that this helped 

them to understand the processes of “creators” (on-screen, YouTube personalities) to whom they 

provided services.  

As such, work depended upon and required tacit knowledge developed as consumers and 

users of media as well as production training – typically acquired in college. Quickly developing a 

“feel” without instruction requires the capacity to quickly acclimate to new, changing technologies 

and modes of communication. Many of the systems resemble or in fact are the systems that form 

part of the sensed, felt experience of everyday life for many, if not all, young people in global cities 

(e.g. smartphones, computers, screens, social media, etc.). Reading a book or magazine while 

watching television might have seemed overwhelming to someone in the 1950s, but understandable 

today. At work in The Future, an ever-widening array of sensory impingements upon workers’ 

bodies “feels” normal. Put differently, this blasé attitude toward dense communication technologies 
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illustrate how workers’ “senses have adjusted to intricate and heterogenous” forms of 

technologically mediated experiences (Highmore 2010:128)38.  

Still, the proliferation of systems at work felt confusing due to lack of clarity of use. In a 

meeting wherein an executive introduced yet another project management and communication 

system, an older executive (mid-50s) asked, “So, what do we use this for? Is this replacing Slack and 

AIM?” The young executive (early 30s) stated that it was a new, additional tool that would be used 

to for task-scheduling. While generally not confused, a talent search worker forcibly expressed his 

annoyance: “What the fuck is that?! Like, why?! How do [they] think it’s going to be productive to 

have us using all these different types of systems to communicate. Just one! One is fine!” Here, 

technology does not overwhelm so much as it conflicts with workers’ ability to be “productive.”  

Comparing this situation to CI, studio hall attendants’ were also marked by constant interaction with 

various commonplace ICTs. Smartphones buzzed and rang while computer screens flickered with 

information. No less technologically and sensorially dense, employees logged into Google’s suite of 

cloud-based productivity software (Sheets, Docs, Calendar, Mail, etc.) and took phonecalls in order 

to schedule rehearsal and recording clients at the studio. Similar in age to workers at The Future, 

CI’s staff mostly found their use of these programs to be unremarkable. Those in their early 20s 

grew up using smartphones and other similar communication technologies. Still, these everyday 

skills cannot be taken for granted. I asked Jason, a supervisor at CI in his early 30s, if he found the 

bevy of ICTs easy to navigate. 

Jason: It’s been a learning process. Like the [Google] calendar took me a while to 
figure out. 
 
Michael: Did you use that in your everyday life or no?  
 

																																																								
38 Though not concerned with media, Simmel made a similar argument regarding modernity in his discussions 
of sensory perception and cities (1995 [1903]) while, more generally, making an early claim regarding the 
sociological importance of the senses (see, Swedberg 2011). 
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J: I’ve never used Google calendar I don’t think. A lot of the stuff I do now for CI, 
like using Excel and stuff, I’d done before when I was working in restaurants doing 
payrolls and all that stuff. But, no it’s like this was my first smartphone that CI 
bought me, an iPhone. I had an Android before so that was kind of, I learned a lot 
about the really common tech communication because of this job. 
 
M: So, how did that feel coming in, for you? 
  
J: It seemed a little strange because I’d never had a job like that before where I was 
spending so much time on the phone and writing emails. Similar, I guess in a wider 
sense to jobs I had that were really service oriented when I was just talking to people 
that were coming up to my counter all day. Not the same bouncing between writing 
an email, talking on the phone, going outside and smoking a cigarette, writing an 
email on my phone or texting. I feel like I’m communicating through a screen pretty 
much all day at work. 

	
By no means a common response, Jason’s description of his learning process reveals something of 

the taken-for-grantedness of mediated communication and the unspoken soft-skills necessary for the 

use of communication technologies. Face-to-face communication in the context of work appears 

familiar, but his statement suggests that “bouncing” between multiple forms of communication felt 

worthy of comment. Illustrating a similar theme as those at The Future, Jason later said, “I think I 

end up working more than I get paid for. I think that’s part of the nature of this sort of work and 

maybe of like work in general these days when it comes to like so much communication.” Jason, 

older than many of the workers at The Future and CI, appeared as an exception that supports a 

general pattern. Moreover, many of the workers at CI possessed less formal education with just 

some college or apprenticeships rather the minimum BA or BS required to work for The Future. 

This suggests not only an assumption of cultural and human capital, but also social class as it relates 

to the possession of these embodied competencies and capacities for communication at work. In 

other words, the banality of constant communication does not appear banal to just any body. 

My goal here has been to describe and highlight the congruity between the feel of work and 

non-work and thus further highlight the role of technologically mediated sensation in blurring the 

lines that demarcate the boundaries of the workplace. Multiple technological vectors of 
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organizational communication leave workers constantly open to contact from supervisors, co-

workers, and customers in ways not unlike life outside of work. These communication systems make 

themselves felt upon the body, providing part of the texture of creative labor processes. Phones 

buzz against thighs and ring. Software emits sound or notifies through animated pop-up windows. 

While not physically demanding per se, these technologies do act upon the body’s senses in 

deliberate, mundane, and commonplace ways. As suggested by the above-quoted statements of 

workers, this integrated experience with technologies that convey information feels everyday and 

commonplace.   

	
Dull Scrapes and Productive Escapes 

The Future attempts to focus employee attention to particular kinds of information by 

orienting workers toward the aforementioned metrics – a part of “the process.” Working with the 

talent search team, I regularly searched YouTube for potentially valuable creators based on metric 

benchmarks. Not all of YouTube’s one billion users create content, but many do and so figuring out 

where and how to focus attention upon the unfathomable amount of digital content on the platform 

presents a key organizational problem. Here, metrics and the managerial invitation to be creative 

form part of quota-based system of control undergirded by technology’s modulation of how work 

feels. How workers achieve these quotas remains open-ended, but how technology feels tends to 

structure their creatively routine processes. 

Office workers’ search tasks form a core component of the firm’s business. As a multi-

channel network (MCN), The Future manages thousands of YouTube creators and the firm earns 

revenue by taking a percentage of advertising revenues from their stable of creators signed to multi-

year management contracts with the MCN – often a 70/30 split in the favor of the creator. In 

exchange for this percentage, MCNs provide minimal services such as data reporting and “copyright 
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free” music. In order to maintain a constant in-flow of new content creators, the talent search team 

uses industrial search technologies and data analysis tools in order to find (“prospecting”), recruit 

(“outreach” and “signing”), and format (“optimization”) new creators.  

When I first arrived, workers searched for and contacted 50-100 creators each week in order 

to meet quotas set by management. After being acquired by a global firm, management did away 

with quotas and instead focused on meeting monthly and quarterly metric benchmarks (increases in 

“total monthly views”). This represented a change in strategy, but not a change in logic. The 

overarching goal remained one of capturing value from creators with minimal expenditure of labor 

power. Insofar as the firm earns money from advertising, increases to the network’s overall views 

directly affects overall profits. In what follows I describe the experience of using the tools associated 

with these talent search processes.  

Along with “creativity,” many of The Future’s workers said that new processes and new 

information constituted the most enjoyable aspects of work. In general, these processes involved 

gathering and interpreting digital data and media content. After assembling these pieces of 

information, workers may render a judgment, not one of taste, but of financial viability. Based on 

this judgment, workers developed “optimization” strategies by which creators might produce more 

views and thus The Future might extract further value from creators’ content. Much like “normal” 

communication, information processing presumes a high level of tacit knowledge regarding media 

content (i.e., what is and what might be popular) and competencies for interpreting quantitative 

measures of audience behavior.39 The first constitutes a form of organizational search 

(“prospecting”) and the latter refers to formatting processes discussed earlier in this chapter.  

																																																								
39 The Future’s attempt at outsourcing this process reinforces the point made here. For a brief period of time, 
the company hired workers in the Phillipines to perform prospecting tasks. This ended after a week because 
the Filipino workers generated lists of channels that failed to meet The Future’s standards (i.e., original, 
English-language content free of copyright violations). 
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“Prospecting” or mining YouTube for potentially valuable content begins by generating 

web-scraped data or a ‘scrape’ – a process increasingly common in both industrial processes and 

social scientific research. The aforementioned social messaging system (Slack) housed The Future’s 

web-scraping application. Ostensibly, this allowed seamless integration of internal communication 

and organizational search processes. Using this application, search workers such as myself typed a 

short line of code that instructed Slack to retrieve data from YouTube. Several hours later the 

instant-messaging system notified us that the resultant CSV file was ready for processing. 

Whomever ran the scrape would upload the file to Google Sheets. This “sharing” of the file 

enabled multiple workers to simultaneously process the scraped data regardless of their physical 

location inside or outside of the office. The thousands of rows within any given scrape contained 

YouTube channel names, links to channels, view counts, and subscriber counts. Employees made 

their way through these lists, row by row, in order to vet potentially valuable YouTube channels. As 

explained to me, The Future aimed to find already successful channels and as I said earlier, 

management told employees that this strategy enabled The Future to “extract the maximum amount 

of value” from YouTube channels. Relatedly, it is highly common in the industry to celebrate the 

relative cheapness of digital video content – especially American-produced, English language 

content. Most brands that choose to advertise with The Future and similar firms prefer English-

speaking audiences and thus English-language content. As a venture capital investor told the 

audience at the 2015 VidCon industry conference, U.S. content “travels well.” 

Often working in different rooms and occasionally different continents, workers easily 

observed their co-workers’ activities. Working inside Google’s Sheets program, totem-like animal 

symbols appear on the upper left-hand side of the screen. These avatars indicate which members of 

the team are active within the spreadsheet. For example, one team member may be a pink ostrich 

and another may be a green antelope. Color-coded cursors indicate within which cell each of these 
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avatars is working. Uploaded and shareable, portions of the scrape were prepared for processing by 

sorting the data by key metrics valued by advertisers. These include the number of “subscribers” to a 

particular YouTube channel and the number of total “views.”  

Scrapes were then divided among regular employees and interns. Employees tended to focus 

on high-value channels with 100,000 or more subscribers while interns were often told to focus on 

new, less popular channels with 10,000-20,000 subscribers. In practice, the less popular channels 

tended to yield fewer viable “leads” and thus unpaid intern labor provided a way for employees to 

cover less visible portions of YouTube while focusing on potentially high-quality, high-yield 

channels. In order to render the quality of a channel visible, workers color-coded each channel in the 

sheet.40 Green indicated a “qualified” channel. Qualification meant that the channel was in English, 

had not been entered into the company database, and contained “some creative element.” This last 

part leaves substantial room for workers to use their judgment which in turn depends upon tacit 

knowledge of the market for online media content. 

In order to process vast numbers of channels everyday, workers typically had multiple tabs 

open within a web-browser. Multiple videos played automatically when I opened several YouTube 

channels in quick succession and so I would often hear multiple languages and multiple genres 

simultaneously for a few seconds before muting all tabs save for the one upon which I wished to 

focus. I watched men complain about their bad dates, computer-generated voices read the bible 

coldly, without emotion, and young men instructing viewers how to clean vintage videogame 

cartridges. Women in South America, Europe, the U.K., and the U.S. instructed me on the finer 

points of achieving a “smoky eye” look. Disembodied voices spoke awkwardly overtop of video 

game footage. “This is from my 5th play-through. I didn’t really understand the symbolism on my 

																																																								
40 Nearly 70 years ago, Horkheimer and Adorno observed a similar process of dividing up consumers: “On 
the charts of research organizations, indistinguishable from those of political propaganda, consumers are 
divided up as statistical material into red, green and blue areas according to income group” (2007:131). 
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first time. This game has high replay value,” said a voice as I watched videogames wherein rocket 

propelled grenades explode the bodies of virtual animals, humans, and zombies. As the videogame 

violence wound down to a close, the audio of Korean news overlapped with disembodied, Farsi-

speaking voices overtop images of Heath Ledger as the Joker from the 2008 film Dark Knight.  

On one hand, this description may evoke something akin to the scene in A Clockwork Orange 

wherein state officials force the protagonist’s eyes open to watch re-education films. On the other 

hand, this experience should be mundanely familiar to frequent users of the internet and other, 

common ICTs. Much like workers’ lives outside the organization, The Future’s aesthetic landscape 

includes overlapping, often conflicting sounds along with animated screen-environments that 

workers manipulate through keyboards, computer mice, and laptop touchpads. Rather than 

rendering workers dull and susceptible to domination, the broader media environment in which they 

exist prepares them for working days that require fluid human-machine interactions and the 

navigation of sensorially dense technological environments.  

Contrary to previous theories of the labor process, the relation between media and work 

cannot be ignored. In Manufacturing Consent, Burawoy argues explicitly against the importance of the 

broader media environment as a mode of social control over work. In reference to Frankfurt school 

style Neo-Marxism, Burawoy argues that the cognitive deformations associated with media or the 

“culture industry” have not “managed to shape our very character in accordance with its rationality.” 

He goes on to state that “just as in the turn to the state, so in the turn to psychology the 

transformation of the labor process gets left behind” (Burawoy 1982:201). In contrast, The Future’s 

dense sensory environment resembles that of everyday life in many, though not all places around the 

world. This bears a striking, though quite different similarity to a classic, if slightly overstated 

passage from Horkheimer and Adorno’s Dialectic of Enlightenment wherein the “culture industry” 

fulfills “…the single purpose of imposing on the sense of human beings, the from the time they 
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leave the factory in the evening to the time they clock on in the morning, the imprint of the work 

routine which they must sustain throughout the day” (2007:104). 

Though perhaps not part of monolithic effort to structure and deform human cognition in 

the service of capital, designers of these technologies do in fact claim to replicate the everyday, 

smoothness of communication in an effort to increase productivity. As software designers told me, 

“The goal of [our product] is to feel natural, to get out of the way,” and allow workers to “feel 

immersed in their work.” Likewise, The Future’s workers spend much of their day on the web where 

content producers and distribution platforms such as YouTube aim to produce what industry 

strategists call “limbic resonance” (Cash 2011; Gahan 2014) through what The Future’s optimization 

team called “flow architecture.” The industry self-theorizes that these aspects of web experience 

enable smooth, continuous consumption of content by activating portions of the brain’s limbic 

region. 

In addition to providing a dense sensory experience of sight and overlapping sound, this 

search process provided unique access to the far-flung regions of the Internet. The above-described 

content only touches upon some of YouTube’s diversity. With regard to exploring these far-flung 

portions of YouTube, employees associated this with discovery of secret knowledge and novel 

content. As one new employee said, “I’ll have to get used to this Internet illuminati shit.” Another 

employee said, “sometimes it’s like holy shit there’s a lot of crap on YouTube and other times it’s 

like wow, there’s a lot of great crap on YouTube.” I will return to this “crap” in Chapter 7’s 

discussion of alienated judgment. For now, I wish to continue to focus on the enchanting aspects of 

technology. 

Making judgments regarding the financial viability of existing media content, workers make 

use of additional cloud-based databases that aggregate social media performance data – most 

commonly SocialBlade. This database contains monthly and annual growth charts for the majority of 
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YouTube, Instagram, and Twitter users. Explaining his relationship with technology, a search 

specialist said,  

I really like Social Blade a lot. It’s a really interesting piece of software. It’s very 
simple and it’s very useful. It’s not 100% accurate, but it gives you a ballpark. I don’t 
need 100% accurate information. I need an idea. 

	
With just “an idea,” the search specialist inferred growth-potential based on past performance and 

does so using the line-charts provided by SocialBlade. Dependent upon technology to deploy this 

skill, he added, “If I didn’t have it, I wouldn’t know how to do my job.” As part of a work process, 

this free, online tool enables search team members to navigate the scrapes’ endless rows, 

metaphorically prospecting for gold in the video streams of YouTube. In a sense, these workers 

appear “machinically enslaved” (Lazzarato 2014) in much the same way as creators and wholly 

unlike the common metaphors found in the sociology of work. Workers appear as neither “lifeless” 

appendages of the machine (e.g., Marx 1978a, 1978b; see also, Sennett 2000, 2007), nor as wholly 

liberated from work as in Blauner’s automated factory wherein workers were free to eat soup and 

walk around while on the job (1967). 

Often the information provided by these systems remains rather unclear and so workers 

must creatively infer or abduce how these systems produce the information. As Calvin explains in 

the following quote, inferring these processes constitutes a genuinely enjoyable, captivating part of 

otherwise tedious work: 

I like looking at tools and trying to figure out how tools can help [me]. It’s a puzzle. 
It’s building things. It’s trying to figure out how to use a hammer to build a house. 
Like, when you create a lever, there’s something exciting about that. I like it. What I 
[don’t] like is I have no control over the tools and the process. I still don’t have 
control of the tools, but saying that I no longer want to run scrapes because we’re 
not finding a way to use the system was something I just did.  

	
Here, workers creatively infer or imagine potential processes afforded by the technology. This exerts 

power over workers insofar as the obscurity of the technology’s internal processes invite repeated 
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interaction, shaping worker experience. To Calvin these blackboxed technologies appear fascinating 

and “exciting,” yet never fully knowable due to being upstream, in the “cloud” or at the level of 

infrastructure (Siciliano 2016a). As Calvin said, he has no control over the tools with which he works 

and these tools may even be detrimental to his work.  

The technology may captivate, but the feel of the scrape (Slack’s social interface followed by 

a spreadsheet) varies. Running a scrape may, at times, feel normal, or invisible, but processing a 

scrape requires hours and hours staring upon a screen that provides a lot of useless information. The 

uselessness of this information arouses physical discomfort. After hours of digital content pass from 

laptop screens to workers’ eyes, employees complained about eye-fatigue or what they perceived as 

the psycho-physiological problems resulting from staring at a screen all-day. As a talent-search 

employee said, “To stare at a screen for hours is very painful” and a talent-search intern said, “I’m 

tired of this list. My eyes hurt from looking at this screen” while he combed through a particularly 

“bad” scrape full of 10,000 low quality YouTube channels.  

Scrapes rarely felt good, yet attempting to figure out how technology works appears 

pleasurable. Insofar as most of these tools exist as networked, cloud-based platforms, the tools 

change quite frequently. Technology, here, exists as an object of knowledge – evolving, changing, 

and in some ways never fully knowable – that engenders a desire to know and to understand. 

Unknowable, technology that provides unusable information results in frustration, improvisation 

(Siciliano 2016a) and, in this instance, refusal.  

Workers responded to this lack of control over technology in two ways. Workers such as 

Jeffrey attempted to know and alter data acquisition processes. This continued the organization’s 

larger project of rationalizing and quantifying content acquisition (“the process”) in order to 

facilitate growth or “to scale.” More often, search employees made use of other social media 

platforms in order to search for new content. Relatively undirected save for growth goals, workers 
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made use of pre-existing knowledge and social ties in order to procure information. As suggested by 

the quote above, these improvised alternatives stem from workers’ inability to gather information 

from organizationally prescribed processes. 

Marty, a search specialist, said that every morning he “checks the most popular YouTube 

videos or what’s trending to see if there’s any viral [videos] or any videos sparking everyone’s 

interest.” Beyond YouTube, he often has multiple Reddit and Facebook tabs open in his web-

browser. On Facebook, Marty mines his social network for data. “I like to find other videos of other 

friends, what other really funny or interesting people are following.” With multiple open windows 

onto the web, Marty explained that he tries to enter into “a wormhole of YouTube.”  

After working with Marty for 9 months, I intuitively knew what he meant by a “wormhole.” 

In fact, the experience should be familiar to most academics that do research using the Internet. 

Pursuing one piece of information leads to links to other bits of information. Without a clear sense 

of intentionality, you may be quite far from where you started with only a hazy clue as to why or 

how you ended up reading a lengthy Wikipedia article about cookies or an article from some obscure 

academic journal. For me, going through a wormhole consisted of combing through large lists of 

channels or clicking YouTube’s “suggested channels” links next to any particular video. An intern 

referred to this as being a “tabmaster - where you have like a bunch of Chrome [web-browser] tabs 

open at once.” As Marty went on to explain,  

Yeah, my co-worker, when I was telling him how to do prospecting, I was telling 
him that I would just sometimes open up a window, I would say maybe that channel 
we’ve already reached out to or maybe they’re not interested. I would then look at 
their channels and open a new window. Before you know it I’d have 20 windows 
open and be super deep into some vertical [genre] where the channel might be 
popular and might be getting views, but you won’t be able to find it. 

	
First, it should be noted that this search activity appears relatively undirected, but goal-oriented. 

Marty and his co-workers do not search for any particular type of content beyond the 
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aforementioned guidelines related to popularity, ownership, and language. Second, Marty describes 

his experience as an immersive, ultimately productive activity. He goes through a wormhole, “super 

deep” through numerous “open windows.” This implies travel or being transported elsewhere. In 

effect, he is metaphorically not in the office and, in a sense, not anywhere because travels implies 

liminality. One travels, merged with the video streams, and at the end of the wormhole one gains 

knowledge. As Marty went on to explain, “I’ll spend maybe 20 minutes and find myself at a dead-

end and go ‘Wow, I just wasted 20 minutes’ but [now] I know where not to go. So, that 20 minutes 

wasn’t wasteful. It was impactful for me.” Again, Marty travels through the windows and finds the 

“deadends” in the labrythine web of internet content. How does the hunter who travels across 

digital time-space feel when finds his quarry? As he said, “There’s nothing more satisfying than 

finding that untouched channel, just like, you know?” Much like the disappearing studio attendants, 

Marty unlocks unknown secrets of YouTube or, at least, learns where those secrets cannot be found. 

Alongside his own judgments of quality, management’s quotas and metric benchmarks guide his 

travels. Rather than the more autonomous, immersive techno-social interaction processes at CI, 

moments of immersion at The Future appear heteronymous, circumscribed by organizational goals. 

This bears a resemblance to control over creators insofar as these aesthetic experiences bolster the 

pursuit of metric increases and thus behavior desired by management. 

Up until the end of my fieldwork, management placed quotas on talent-search workers, 

requiring workers to contact 75 new channels each week. According to workers, wormholing and 

other immersive moments aided in this process. As Marty said, “I find myself in that warp, that 

wormhole of just children [focused] channels, I may reach out to 50 of them that week” in addition 

to other types of channels. Here immersion results in higher rates of data gathering and outreach. As 

such, this goal-oriented immersion appears not wholly unlike the sorts of satisfying games played by 

factory workers (e.g. Burawoy 1982; Roy 1953) or the “zoning out” among white-collar clerks (Baker 
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1991). Here, however, immersion appears in the service of organizational search and contributes to 

desired behavior (i.e., quotas, creatively developing new work processes). The clerk’s escape from 

boredom becomes productivity for creative labor. Workers pursue these aesthetic experiences 

(immersion in an object) and remain free to do so as long as they follow the aforementioned 

“process.” This requires logging all activities involving search and outreach in Salesforce. As 

explained by a department head 

We need to have institutional knowledge established. That’s why we’ve implemented 
things like Salesforce and BCC tracking. That’s the big one, as much as the 
information that could be set as a logged call or keeping an email thread where I can 
go back and look at a channel for the last year and a half and see every piece of 
correspondence that’s happened with it, that’s the only way for that institutional 
knowledge to be passed on from one member of the team to another. 

	
Free to improvise and achieve quotas however they choose, employees must maintain logs so as to 

pass information on to other team members or, given the high rate of turnover, new employees.  

While the “wormholing” metaphor may not be common, Marty’s description captures a rather 

generic experience associated with screen work. For example, Cetina and Bruegger (2000, 2002) 

describe the experiences of stockbrokers in much the same way as pleasurable immersion in a world 

“appresented” or made interaction present by means of screen-based technologies. These 

experiences bind of “attach” workers to work (Cetina and Bruegger 2000). These systems provide 

desirable information and, as suggested above, immersive experiences. Rather than the factory’s 

deadening assembly-line or service work’s prescribed scripts, interactions between workers and these 

technologies appears similar to other aspects of social life and, perhaps more strikingly, afford the 

possibility of immersive experiences. Rather than a desire to “know” or “understand” technological 

processes (Boutang 2011), Marty’s experience suggests an organizationally mandated desire to know 

and to search (“prospecting”) for information (“content”) that resides in the far flung regions of 

YouTube within his screen. Entering into a “wormhole” partially satisfies this desire. 
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Another, more common immersion metaphor appeared among those involved in formatting 

processes. In industry usage, “deep-diving” or “to deep-dive” generally refers to gathering in-depth 

knowledge about a particular subject. As the head of content-refinement explained to me, “It’s one 

thing to Google and grab a few things from the front page” but deep-diving consists of “looking 

through the deeper analytics and extracting meaning that you might not see just at a top level 

glance.” Like wormholing, one goes “deep” in search of information. As another employee stated, 

diving deep entails going “much further than those surface level things.” While somewhat esoteric in 

explanation, several practical examples and their associated experiences should make “deep-diving” a 

bit clearer.  

  “Deep-diving” into a particular organizational problem involves using data in conjunction 

with media content and tacit knowledge in order to render a judgment and, ultimately, devise a 

strategy. A version of this process begins by skimming the “surface” or looking at line charts within 

YouTube’s analytics interface. Since YouTube touts “viewing time” as its search algorithm’s most 

important metric, workers often graph number of minutes viewer over video length. YouTube 

displays this as a line chart, indicating when audiences begin to stop viewing a particular video. 

Employees use these charts to see when audiences leave a video and then the worker watches this 

point of the video. The worker then makes a judgment or provides “insight” about why viewership 

decreases or increases at that particular point.  

Much like prospecting’s wormholing, refinement employees’ deep-dive metaphor implies 

immersion. Inside an empty office that she had temporarily claimed as her own, Kaila, an analytics 

employee, explained her experience of deep-diving: 

[It’s] Zen. I like the focus. It’s easy for me to focus on numbers. Not everybody 
enjoys looking through numbers. I find it very interesting. To find, to dig meaning 
out of metrics. When I start digging I just zone out from everything else. I’m very 
focused, very interested in it. That’s why I’m moving my career in that direction 
because I enjoy it. I’m very focused. You could say zoned out. 
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Being “zoned out,” typically a language of disengaged distraction, becomes a process by which 

workers like Kaila unlock the meaning of data. Like the “distracted” but “focused” creators, Kaila 

interprets her distraction as being productive. Again, “deep-diving” or traveling through a 

“wormhole” is not an escape from work as under Fordism, but an entry into a pleasurably 

productive state of intense work. Opening multiple tabs in a browser and clicking through link after 

link in order to “dive” deep refinement workers produce meaning or “insights” for use in 

organizational decision-making.  

With that said, employees do not always feel immersed at work. An analytics worker noted 

that while sometimes immersed at work similar to Kaila, he said that 

It really does feel like I’m on the surface of things. I’m just like wading through, if 
you imagined it like a desk full of papers. It’s like oh I need this thing and thankfully 
software lets me recall it much quicker than anything else. It really is with my 
trackpad, it’s a lot of just swiping through stuff [makes gestural motion against table] 
and like “Oh, I need this thing and [pause] cool.” 

	
What I wish to highlight here is the quality of his experience and the material, tactile aspect of Ross’s 

explanation. He feels stuck “on the surface” swiping documents back and forth on the top of his 

desk. The other examples indicated travel, movement, and focus – essentially going to another place 

wherein meaning can be unlocked. Ross, instead, stays on the surface, his hand gesturing back and 

forth along a laptop’s trackpad – quite literally sliding his hand across a surface in order to drag 

documents into an email. He does not dive deep or wormhole so much as he “skims” and glides. As 

such, Ross suggested that his work feels tedious, dull, superficial, and as he said “not particularly 

creative.”   
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Conclusion 

Both YouTube creators and the office staff who manage them perform creative labor within 

what I term a quantified despotic regime. Put simply, creative labor consists of waged work that 

requires interpretation and improvised action through and with symbols and other abstractions. 

These symbols include but are by no means limited to language, images, and calculative procedures. 

At The Future, dominant actors (management and the platform) invite workers to “be creative” - 

the ideology of global capital and management. At The Future, creativity tends to be valuable only 

insofar workers’ creative labor leads to increases in metrics directly tied to revenue derived from the 

platform (e.g., measures of audience behavior, view counts, etc.). This differs significantly from CI 

insofar as the economic value of labor tends to be more completely shorn from other modes of 

valuing creativity found in fields of cultural production (i.e., prestige, status, or what Bourdieu terms 

“symbolic capital”). Though the platform seems to eliminate the possibility of any appeal to 

economies of status or prestige, the omnipresence of metrics affords workers the possibility for 

asserting their worth in widely recognized terms. While social ties, status, or assertions of artistic 

value may be questioned, metrics bear a widely accepted facticity (Porter 1996).  

In this quantified regime, control over labor appears in two forms: platform discipline 

wherein the platform and organization attempt to orient expressive and routine workers to metrics 

and the businessing of workers through a sort of endless deferment wherein the organization 

indefinitely delays or defers support in finding desirable projects. The “be creative” ideology and its 

accompanying modes of control depend upon technological materialities – the interface and the 

screen as well as technology’s audio-visuality and tactile surfaces. The platform and The Future aim 

to discipline and educate expressive, content-producers so as to produce heteronymous 

entrepreneurs that see their economic futures as bound up in technology. The Future’s routine 

workers enter a workplace suffused by technologies that “feel” normal and everyday. As 
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demonstrated again and again, the invitation to “be creative” – what McRobbie (2016) proposed as a 

core mode of regulating and disciplining creative labor – depends upon an interplay of humans and 

non-humans. 

Despite the fundamental difference in control mechanisms, there exist several similarities 

between CI and The Future with regard to workers’ subjective experience of the labor process. As 

suggested earlier, creative labor in the current historical constellation requires the use of complex, 

often networked technologies. This may be seen in both the social and quantitative regimes wherein 

workers appear sensually engaged and aesthetically enrolled. By engaged, I mean simply that 

technology impinges upon the senses through sight and sound in ways that more closely resemble 

media than the workplace machines of yesteryear. Though Chapter 3 presented a more detailed 

definition of the term, aesthetic enrollment may generally refer to positive engagements with objects 

(technology in these cases) that enchant or captivate and thus enroll workers into a particular 

organizational project. Keep in mind that here captivation refers to an imagining of possibilities 

offered by the technology and subjective immersion – an aesthetic experience – achieved through 

interaction with the device.  

Though both organizations contain relatively flat, if not entirely absent, hierarchies, the firms 

examined differ greatly in size and scope. For workers, these differences include components of 

work, wages, and forms of technologically mediated creative labor. Even so, I find that both firms 

present workers with an open managerial invitation to “be creative.” At CI, employees may design 

their workspace and “disappear” into machines in order to alleviate boredom and learn information 

deemed meaningful to the organization. Disciplined by the platform and regulated by metrics, The 

Future’s creators train themselves and self-invest in technology in order to grow and develop 

themselves as micro-business. Meanwhile, The Future and the platform capture the value that 

creators produce. Office staff that perform search and management functions improvise 
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workarounds to screen-based technologies that they find boring, dull, or tedious. Employees appear 

simultaneously frustrated and enamored by technology as they enjoy contemplating potential ways 

to improve work processes – often imagining how ever-evolving blackboxes work. Though metrics 

and quotas focus their attention on particular kinds of content, they remain free to improvise, often 

pursuing sensually pleasing processes that provide usable information. Rather than staying on the 

“surface,” workers “dive” deep into metaphorical oceans of big data or “wormhole” their way to 

potentially valuable content.  

At both CI and The Future, management employs strategies aimed at focusing attention and 

knowledge acquisition, however, these strategies of knowledge acquisition depend upon sensually 

pleasing experiences that enroll employees into broader organizational projects. In essence, The 

Future’s creators and office workers may and, in fact, do accept the invitation to “be creative” 

extended to them by the platform and management. At both CI and The Future, management exerts 

power through shaping their organizations’ aesthetic landscape, an aspect of control often ignored in 

the sociology of work. Crucially, this aesthetic dimension of work includes technology, something 

that tends to be ignored by scholars in the domain of organizational aesthetics. The Future, 

however, depends primarily upon metrics and so aesthetic enrollment appears more central in CI’s 

project-based workplace. The Future’s technologies aim to reproduce the texture, if not the goal, of 

everyday, screen-mediated life. Insofar as technology makes work feel similar to more desirable 

aspects of social life, this appears not wholly unlike what I observed at CI, however, The Future’s 

technologies often fail to provide workers with usable information and so rather than pleasure, 

technology tends to elicit frustration and physical discomfort. In order to remedy this discomfort, 

workers pursue two strategies. Captivated by the frustrating technology, workers desire to know and 

understand technology’s internal processes that lie upstream at the level of the technological 

platform that spans organizational boundaries, embedding the interests of global capital within The 
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Future by way of infrastructure. The Future’s workers imagine potential possibilities that they 

perceive as embedded within the technology and describe this imaginative process as enjoyable as 

they attempt to understand and, hopefully, change work processes. Alternately, office workers 

improvise routines in order to meet managerially prescribed quotas and obtain sensually pleasing, 

immersive experiences. Both paths result in increased effort that generates new processes of data 

accumulation. As such, technology’s open-endedness, so long as it provides useful information, 

affords the possibility of immersion. As control, aesthetic enrollment appears in the quantified 

regime as an unintended consequence of technology’s affordances and the black-boxed, often cloud-

based technologies that lie beyond organizational boundaries and managerial control.  

Both examples of creative labor share a general entrepreneurial disposition formed within 

the labor process. This stems from their common relations between management, workers, and 

technology. Management affords a great deal of autonomy while shifting the burden of skill 

development onto workers. Technology plays a key role in both regimes as an everyday, sensually 

engaging and, at times, enchanting feature of the labor process. In addition to these common 

features, the quantified regime introduces a new sort of technical control through quantification that 

emanates from the platform. Concurrently, the data presented above suggest a similarity in terms of 

the conditions of employment.  

Much like CI, resistance tends to be primarily at the level of discourse or refusal. While, 

perhaps, dependent upon the distinctive socio-historical features of work in the U.S., collectivity 

among creative labor in the quantified regime tends to be that of skill and advice sharing among 

entrepreneurs, rather than as labor. Moreover, there appear conflicts between segments of creative 

workers and thus divergent interests predicated upon the organization of the labor process. They do 

not, as theorists of immaterial labor suggest, understand their labor as “in common” with each other 

(Hardt 2005; Hardt and Negri 2001, 2005; Virno 2004). Likewise, the unyielding and inscrutable 
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quality of interactions between workers and the platform further complicates the development of 

class interests. As I have argued elsewhere, the platform-based labor process embeds the interests of 

global capital inside the labor process regardless of firm ownership and thus renders unclear whom 

workers would, should, or could mobilize against in efforts to gain control over the conditions of 

work. Whom should creators organize against? Google remains forever silent and opaque. The 

Future does not technically employ creators. Likewise, The Future’s office staff appears doubly in 

thrall to The Future and the platform, given the rapid pace of platform changes and those changes’ 

effects upon downstream organizations and workers. I return to this theme in the next chapter 

wherein I return to the topics of precarity, alienation, and (the lack of) resistance. 
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Chapter 6 

Slopping the Trough: Precarity and Alienated Judgment Revisited 

 

In this final empirical chapter, I return to creative labor’s negative pole: the anxiety of 

precarious employment and alienated judgment. In extending the analysis of creative labor 

developed in earlier chapters to The Future, I find much similarity and yet, at the same time, 

difference with regard to precarity and alienation. First, constant learning or skill building – key 

tactics for mitigating precarity – appear within the labor process. I partially illustrated this in the 

preceding chapter’s discussion of creators’ training wherein much of the work-to-labor required in 

order to reproduce creative labor occurred within a virtual, deterritorialized labor process. In other 

words, the labor process extends beyond any one particular worksite or delimited workplace and 

often includes expressive workers’ private residences. In effect, the world becomes YouTube’s 

production studio and, by extension, The Future’s studio. As such, I find that many of the tactics 

employed by workers at CI reappear as part of the taken-for-granted components of the labor 

process at The Future. Likewise, the preceding chapter illustrated many similarities between routine 

workers in both cases. Quite different from CI, The Future’s routine workers experience high levels 

of churn relative to the average for culture industries. Workers and management tended to link 

churn to the dynamism of media in general and digital technologies in particular. In this chapter, I 

highlight how routine workers engage in much of the necessary work-to-labor during the working 

day, however, this skill enrichment and networking appears as a tactic employed in order to survive 

or ward off dismissal from The Future. 

Alienated judgment appears much as it did within the social regime, however conflict over 

judgment appears significantly less social – at least in the most traditional use of the term. Not 

wholly unlike the subordination of workers’ judgment to clients at CI, platform-based work at The 
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Future subordinates workers’ judgment to metrics. The key difference, then, lies in the 

subordination of judgment to the platform and its quantifications of labor. Here, the platform – an 

infrastructure of distribution – determines these key modes of valuation. Both The Future’s 

expressive and routine workers orient toward metrics and search algorithms devised by the platform 

and so, while The Future’s management may determine quotas or set benchmarks, the dominant and 

dominating form of judgment resides at the level of the platform and thus at the level of digital 

infrastructure. 

 

Precarity and Alienated Judgment at The Future 

During a farewell party for a departing employee in The Future’s lobby, members of the 

Workplace Experience team passed some glasses of champagne around. Dub reggae and light, 

electronic dance music played as I stood talking to Shelly, a relatively new hire. She explained that 

she had previously worked at a talent agency in New York where she booked tours for comedians. 

After turning 30, she decided that she needed a change so she followed her boyfriend across the 

country to Los Angeles.  She enjoyed LA and found The Future “interesting.” It had been hard for 

her to “get a handle on what goes on” at The Future amid all the uncertainty within the ever-

evolving “space” or market for digital content. Noting the high turnover rate she said, “You know, 

in New York it’s not uncommon to be an assistant for years and then hope for a promotion, you 

know. People stay in the same company, but here, here it seems that people come and go a lot 

more.” Just as Shelly noted this difference, an employee passed us by as he made his final exit from 

The Future. The party had not been for him, but the occasion nonetheless marked his last day. “You 

don’t know it yet, but you’ll miss me.” 

Gavin - a Northwestern construction worker that produces content in his spare time – said 

that he dislikes “the money aspect. Trying to figure out how to fund things and explain it to my 
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wife.” He earns roughly $750 a month during his most active periods of content production, but 

more frequently earns closer to $100-$200. Despite having “no budget,” Gavin attempts to pay his 

frequent collaborators around $40 per shoot along with food and beer. In the Southwest, another 

creator named Darren complained about creating content specifically built to maximize views based 

on YouTube’s search algorithms. YouTube often changes these algorithms without notice and so his 

older content may then become ill-formatted for the platform. He speculates that this could be 

detrimental to his earning potential. 

Back in Los Angeles at The Future’s headquarters, Katherine worked as an executive 

assistant and coordinator for the few actual production efforts funded by The Future. She enjoyed 

her work because she could, as she said, “be creative,” which she defined as the transmission and 

interpretation of information. Despite enjoying this instrumentally pragmatic creativity and feeling at 

home among The Future’s dense web of communication technologies, Katherine struggled to find 

meaning in her work. “Where’s the meaning in our job? Where’s the value in what we’re creating? 

It’s hard to say. I mean, at the end of the day, entertainment drives purchases and that’s in the best-

case scenario,” she said with a laugh and added, “I think about it in my own life, when we talk about 

eyeballs and likelihood-to-buy a product based on advertising. It’s kind of hard to, you know, I don’t 

really think so, I mean, I guess that’s why I think about it a lot.” As a teenager she “fell in love with 

working for TV” because she had been so “passionate” about her favorite shows. She did not think 

that anyone felt the same way about digital media as she had felt about television and cited what she 

imagined as the atomized experiences of digital media audiences as an example. While she 

acknowledged that some younger fans might feel the same about digital media, she felt rather 
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distanced from the content she helps promote. As she said, “I think that I’m a little removed from it 

because I don’t feel the same attachment to it that millennials41 do.”  

These visions from The Future suggest, on one hand, precarious employment linked to the 

dense, socio-technical networks and, on the other, the absence of meaning amidst an abundance of 

meaning-laden objects. Meaninglessness is, of course, a part of alienation (Blauner 1967; Marx 

1978a). That work in this part of the culture industries might be devoid of meaning seems 

counterintuitive, yet, as I illustrated in earlier chapters, the abundance of meaningful objects (i.e., 

culture, media, the arts) should not be seen as a guarantor of meaningful work. Relatedly, work in 

the culture industries tends to be precarious, but Shelly suggests a difference between her work in 

traditional talent management and The Future. Though she had not been able to “get a grip” on it, I 

argue that the difference tends to be linked it The Future’s dependence upon a quantified 

infrastructure of distribution – one that embeds the interests of infrastructure’s owner in the labor 

process. Relatedly, Katherine’s discussion of meaning appears striking due, in part, to the perceived 

lack of meaning within the most meaning-laden of industries.  

	
Creative Precarity on Multiple Platforms 

 As I showed in Chapter 5, the majority of creators earn very little money from their content. 

The distribution of views and other metrics correlated with income tend to follow the superstar 

pattern found in the majority of culture industries. A few creators with whom I spoke earned 

upwards of $60,000 per year while many took home earnings close to the median national income 

for a single person (roughly $35,000). Many more earned between $0 and less than $20,000. These 

																																																								
41 The term “millennial” generally refers to young people born sometime during the early 1980s and the mid-
1990s. During my fieldwork at The Future, Katherine had been 24 and I had been 33. Though nearly ten 
years separated us, we were both what many consider to be millennials. Curiously, neither of us felt an affinity 
for the term. Many of the staff at The Future were millennials, but they used the term to denote someone that 
was younger, self-absorbed, internet-obsessed, and unwilling to work. No one is a millennial and yet everyone 
loathes them, even millennials. 
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lower earnings tend to be the most common and, regardless of locale, tend to not be sufficient to 

cover production costs and living expenses.  

Precariously employed, creators’ earnings stem from a complex and blackboxed payment 

structure controlled by YouTube and mediated by The Future. YouTube may alter this piece-rate 

payment structure at any time, without notice. Relatedly, The Future and other MCNs do not 

recognize their creators as employees. Instead, MCNs classify creators as freelance, independent 

contractors. Like all workers included in this dissertation, creators comprise a portion of an 

emergent class of worker that some choose to call “the precariat” (Standing 2016) and so, much as I 

did in Chapter 4, this chapter examines how creative labor in the quantified regime reproduces itself. 

I find that, in general, creators tend to work around or off the platform in addition to producing 

content.  

Creators tend to employ similar tactics to those of the engineers discussed in Chapter 4. 

These tactics include the accumulation of skills, fixed capital (production equipment), and social 

capital. Constantly networking online and offline, they hope to find work beyond revenues 

generated from advertising such as deals with consumer brands. For instance, Tommy the 

vlogger/comedian depends upon a network of contacts gained through his former work as a 

professional comedy writer. Below, he describes how he came to enjoy his precarity and, ultimately, 

how he understands stability. Illustrating the intellectual and emotional work needed to enjoy his 

economic situation, he said,  

The [lack of] safety and security. It used to be [frightening]. I have healthcare. I don’t 
have financial stability, but I do have faith in my abilities. I have financial ability. I 
think it’s scarier to my parents than it is to me. When they were out here [in LA], my 
dad was inquiring, “How you doing on money?” [I said] “I think you’d know if I was 
really hurting.” “Maybe you’re too proud,” he said. I’m like, “Dad, I’ve never been 
too proud.” I remember when they did cut me off financially back in 2012. I just 
made a decent amount of money on this thing and they said that they weren’t going 
to support me financially. It was very scary even though I didn’t need it, it was very 
scary, but I didn’t (laughing) have to go back to them. 
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He possesses the “ability” to work rather than work stability and often uses his experience as a 

writer to obtain freelance work with various production companies in Los Angeles. In other words, 

Tommy framed his lack of steady work and relatively low income as a bundle of opportunities. He 

possesses abundant writing and production skills and, as he said in Chapter 5 when discussing 

cameras, his small production set-up extends his ability to perform creative labor.  

Together with his equipment, he becomes an entrepeneurial machine capable of producing 

income. He spends half of each day pursuing work beyond his YouTube channel. As he explained, 

“If I need money, I will call someone [at a company where I do freelance writing] and say I will 

work for you. In that sense, I do have financial stability … I’ll go in there twice a week to keep me 

alive.” Notably, Tommy received financial support from his parents earlier in his career. When I met 

him in 2015, he had become financially independent and had come to enjoy his flexible, precarious 

employment. This follows from research on precarity wherein those with familial economic or 

emotional support (of which Tommy has, potentially, both) tended to frame precarity as liberating 

and freeing (Umney and Kretsos 2015).  
Creators tend to manage their precarity through the constant learning described in the 

preceding chapter and through various side deals such as brand sponsorships (“integrations”42), 

crowd-funding, and online marketplace affiliate programs. Howard and Angela – vloggers in Los 

Angeles - both earn much of their income from these side deals with brands. Still, their incomes 

remained unsteady and fluctuated wildly from month-to-month. Evading my question somewhat, 

Howard said,  

Howard: I get paid once a month so if you’d asked me a week ago I would’ve said, “I 
don’t get paid anything, man.” Last month I made $500. This month I made $9000.  
  
MS: Is that just YouTube or brand deals?  

																																																								
42 According to those with whom I worked at The Future, “brand integrations” differ from traditional 
product placements or sponsorships insofar as the content revolves around the product rather than being 
merely inserted into unrelated content. 
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H: Brand deals and [advertising revenue from] YouTube. 
  
MS: And all of that, it varies quite a bit? 
  
H: And I never know. I never know month-in-month-out. It’s not six figures. I’ll say 
that. Learning now, it’s ironic, after I left the big channel and [my] personal channel 
went down, that was my year of biggest earnings and it’s been on a trajectory up and 
I hope it stays that way.  

	
Chasing after brand sponsorships requires an abundance of time and familiarity with the workings of 

the advertising industry. While The Future claimed to provide support in this area, many creators 

with whom I spoke claimed that The Future did not provide assistance in connecting them with 

brands. Creators voicing this concern ranged from those earning less $100 per year to those earning 

upwards of $60,000. Just as CI’s lack of full-time opportunities businessed engineers, the inaction of 

The Future along with the training materials of the platform encourage an entrepreneurial attitude 

among creators, one that focuses on finding, obtaining, or creating various income streams. In some 

cases, The Future claims a percentage of any gross revenue as well as any income views generated by 

the content regardless of who obtains sponsorship from a brand. The Future’s endless deferment of 

support forces creators to perform additional work-to-labor supposedly provided by the The Future, 

enabling the firm to capture value produced by creators’ efforts to increase their income and 

mitigate precarity. 

 Creators also derive income from the use of other platforms. This includes participation in 

“affiliate” programs run by online retail companies such as Amazon and the use of crowdfunding 

platforms such as Patreon. Many creators regularly feature consumer products in content such as 

product reviews, tutorials, and “unboxing” videos wherein creators open the packages of various 

consumer items, seeming to revel in the distinctiveness of commodities’ materialities as they provide 

meticulous descriptions of the objects. Companies such as Amazon allow creators to sign on as 

affiliated promoters. Once signed on, Amazon provides creators with special links to products 
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featured in their YouTube content. Creators place these links in the description of their videos and 

then tell their audience to click on those links (a “call-to-action”) if they wish to purchase the items 

described in the content. Creators then receive a commission (3-8 percent) from any sales that result 

from that link. For some, this can be quite lucrative.  

For instance, Alex runs a survivalist or “prepper” channel out of his home production studio 

in the Midwest. He earns roughly $35,000 per year from his content in addition to working a full-

time job in an unrelated industry. Only one third of that income comes from YouTube’s CPM piece 

rate. The remainder comes from Amazon affiliate commissions on hunting and camping gear, water 

purification systems, and, most lucrative by far, solar panels. Earnings from Amazon’s affiliate 

program and donations given by fans through crowd-funding platforms such as Patreon lie outside 

of creators’ contracts with The Future. At the same time, The Future claims to offer access to 

affiliate programs and “premium rates” from Patreon, but anyone can join either service at any time 

with or without representation from an MCN. Again, while neither The Future nor YouTube 

captures value from these income streams directly, the network and the platform capture value from 

any reinvestment of creators’ off-platform income into heightened production values – which both 

YouTube and The Future promote. Again, this provides global capital (the platform and The 

Future’s parent company) with a means of capturing value from fixed capital (production 

equipment) needed to perform creative labor. 

 Differing sharply from the creative precarity that I found under the social regime, creators 

find their incomes dependent upon a number of equally uncertain platforms. Each platform – 

whether Patreon, Amazon, or YouTube – may change the rules of remuneration at any time. 

Though creators voiced anxiety regarding YouTube most frequently, Amazon may choose to change 

their commission rates and Patreon could begin taking a larger percentage of donations without 
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notice. Even in pursuing earnings that enable something resembling a livable income, creative labor 

under the quantified regime appears unable to fully escape precarious employment. 

In some instances, creators used YouTube to drive consumers to their retail businesses and 

thus gain a margin of economic autonomy vis-à-vis the platform. Indicative of the general 

entrepreneurial disposition found in this dissertation’s cases of creative labor, several creators with 

whom I spoke started businesses that integrated their YouTube content into a broader business 

model wherein they produced content in order to drive consumers to their business’s websites. Two 

creators based in the Midwest created videos that instruct viewers on how to play popular songs on 

the piano. Save for the obligatory watching of advertisements, audiences may view these freely, 

however, each video advises viewers to visit the creator’s website if they desire more in-depth 

lessons. The website charges users $14.95 per month for access to a vast catalog of piano lessons. 

While the creators’ YouTube channel generates sizeable advertising revenues due to its hundreds of 

thousands of subscribers and millions of monthly views, the bulk of their earnings come from 

monthly paid subscriptions to their website. In total, the two creators earn enough to pay themselves 

yearly salaries just upwards of $70,000 and to employ several part-time employees that earn close to 

$40 per hour for their online piano lessons. Likewise, a men’s lifestyle brand produced content in its 

small Southwest office in order to drive viewers to its sales website. Difficult to categorize, the small 

organization neither fits neatly as a video production company nor as a men’s products company. 

Instead, the company produces content that also promotes its products. Many of the above-

described features of creators’ attempts to deal with precarity appear among the routine workers at 

The Future. 
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Constant-learning with a Little Help from Your Friends  

As seen in the preceding chapter, The Future’s office workers’ precarity manifests itself 

sensually or aesthetically in the material structuring of the office and technologically due to the ever-

changing aspects of working on and through YouTube and other cloud-based applications. Working 

through these systems feels “normal” and, at times, exciting, but the workplace’s material instability 

along with unstable employment results in a general anxiety and fear. In addition to high churn and 

uncertain work conditions, employees generally earn salaries just below the national median income. 

Given the overall youth of The Future’s employees (generally under 30 years old), many employees 

live with one or more roommates in small apartments near The Future’s West LA offices. Some live 

by themselves in studio apartments or even smaller “bachelor” apartments that lack kitchens. The 

previous chapter dealt explicitly with how these workers feel their precarity, but aside from rather 

spartan living conditions, how do routine workers deal with or attempt to mitigate their precarious 

employment?  

The Future’s routine staff generally engaged in two tactics of precarity mitigation. First, they 

engaged in daily self-directed learning. This included watching YouTube tutorials related to office 

tasks, reading and sharing reports on the industry, and, in one seemingly rare instance, reading media 

and cultural theory. Second, routine workers develop social networks that aid in obtaining work 

within or without the firm. The first of these corresponds roughly to the sort of pragmatic creativity 

(see Chapter 2) that The Future’s managers desired from employees. The latter bears a distinct 

similarity to earlier discussions of entrepreneurialism among both routine and expressive workers 

(see Chapter 4). 

As one of my co-workers explained to me, being creative at The Future means that “The 

answer [to any question] shouldn’t be no and if the answer is no, you should present another option. 

Don’t ever say ‘No,’ just figure it out.” Just figuring it out, “managing up,” or “being creative,” 
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comprises a large part of the day-to-day of work at The Future. Desired by management, this 

instrumental pragmatism (i.e., circumscribed problem-solving) removes many of the firm’s burdens 

of training or human capital investment by shifting them onto employees. My experience at The 

Future illustrates this very clearly. After being in the field for six months, I began to train interns in 

webscraping techniques as well as the use of SocialBlade and spreadsheet software such as Excel and 

GoogleSheets. As an intern said, “Calvin told me to ask you. He said you’re real good with that 

[GoogleSheets and Excel].” Likewise, Harriet, an executive assistant, explained that she had not 

been trained so much as thrown into a complicated situation in which she had to use a combination 

of keen observation and publicly available information on the Internet. As she said,	

I was trained by sitting on and covering some executive assistant desk [and phone 
lines] as an intern and that gave me kind of training in terms of answering phones 
and maybe a little bit of scheduling.  But other than that, it was kind of like learn as 
you go, just go as you get instructed with project … And actually right now, I’m 
watching – well, I was watching – a tutorial.  But then, also just asking around, trying 
to be as resourceful as possible.  Going to people who may have the knowledge I’m 
seeking or that I need to finish what I’m doing and, yeah. 

	
Harriet watched YouTube tutorials on the job, training herself with minimal direction. When this 

failed to produce her desired result, she asked around and just tried to “be as resourceful as 

possible” by drawing on the knowledge of peers at work. Likewise, Randall described his entry into 

an analytics position in a similar way. 

I didn’t know anything about reading graphs or reading data or statistics. The 
learning curve actually wasn’t too steep and so technically I’m entry level in this 
position. There’s some room for growth in that way. Just kind of hopped in and hit 
the ground running, learning things as I was doing it. …We have a VP and a 
Director, but it’s not like, you don’t rely on them to teach us what to do. It’s kind of 
a really supportive office, if we have a question, I can ask one guy, if he doesn’t 
know, I can ask someone else, we’re in constant communication so it’s like a 
constant learning experience. 

	
Randall had been educated in media production and marketing, but knew little of statistics or data 

analysis. Still, he “hopped in and hit the ground running.” Randall was overseen by an executive and 
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a department director, but he tended to rely on peers for training and direction. These peers had 

learned how to do the job by practically solving problems and gaining skills as needed.  

Work thus becomes full of dense, educational, social interactions despite the fleeting co-

presence of peers due to high turnover. To learn is to be capable of being a polyvalent, creative 

worker and every opportunity to learn is thus an opportunity to accumulate potentially useful 

knowledge. Much of this work-to-labor or work required in order to maintain employability may be 

performed during working hours. Working hours, however, tend to extend beyond The Future’s 

mandatory 50-hour work week due to constant connectivity (see Gregg 2011; Wajcman 2016; 

Wajcman and Rose 2011) and as such, indicative of what may be called integrative despotism 

wherein management seeks to continually extend the working day and workers possess little power 

based on skill or seniority but are still expected to plan and execute their tasks. 

While Randall and Harriet discussed the accumulation of skills needed for data analysis and 

using office software, Marty explained a process of constant learning and embodied “data 

processing” or “learned intuition.” Below, he describes how he learned to search for new YouTube 

talent. 

[I] watched a lot of stuff, absorbed a lot of content. I watch a lot of film, TV, 
content. Every time I watch something I look at numbers. You just kind of keep 
putting in data. It’s learned intuition, it’s my own memory bank. I don’t have some 
spreadsheet I use. It’s just more so [that] I understand the current environment. I 
talk to a lot of people. I talk to a lot a lot of people in the industry, outside of the 
industry. Usually casual conversations, just trying to get them a sense of their 
thoughts on it, whether they’re right or wrong. At VidCon [an industry convention], 
I talked to a lot of creators. At another industry event, I talked to a lot of our 
creators, asked them about their experience, asked about what they do. I think my 
learning experience is to amalgamate data. I cannot teach that process. My 
processing of the data is different from the next person. Someone will process that 
data differently than I can.  

	
Marty works on and through a number of screens, gathering and observing information, yet he tends 

to rely on his “own memory bank.” He denies his abundant use of spreadsheets in order to highlight 
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the importance of his embodied, creative labor. Marty also highlights his tacit knowledge of the field 

and how he uses this knowledge to interpret disparate pieces of information. He “processes” his 

“amalgamated data” which suggests that he has, partially, become a machine or at least recognizes 

the degree to which his ability to deploy his embodied knowledge depends upon various 

technological assemblages (e.g., platforms, generic workplace ICTs, web-scraping, etc.). Marty never 

stops accumulating and “processing data.” Furthermore, this embodied data processing cannot be 

separated from the worker, yet requires a variety of inputs made possible by ICTs. Much like the 

knowledge gained by Harriet and Randall, Marty’s learned intuition cannot be separated from him 

and so, he may take his embodied knowledge with him when he leaves The Future. 

As such, each new day presents workers with perceived opportunities to enlarge, reinforce, 

and invest their cultural and human capital. Work tends to be perceived as full of opportunities to 

learn and thus, develop skills that might, to use the phrasing of an executive during a staff meeting, 

“make you valuable elsewhere.” Using the working day as a learning experience provides a way of 

feeling creative or inventive and in control. Moreover, this strategy mitigates the anxiety of working 

under precarious conditions wherein one expects to be fired or laid off. In addition to constant 

learning, workers relied upon friends for internal advocacy and referrals for jobs at other companies.  

In order to illustrate both the intense anxiety of precarious, supposedly “standard,” 

employment and how employees deal with it, I describe the firing of Lenny, a member of The 

Future’s analytics and optimization team. On one unremarkable day, I ended up in an elevator with 

Lenny, Zeke, and Gee as they went out for a cigarette break. “Today’s my last day,” said Lenny 

matter-of-factly while wearing his backpack – an uncharacteristic sartorial choice for a smoke break. 

“What? Why?” asked Gee. “The CEO just debriefed me. ‘Lenny your position’s been terminated.’ I 

guess they fired my boss too.” Outside, they lit up their cigarettes and Lenny, perhaps rhetorically, 

asked, “What am I going to do?” several times in quick succession. I remained quiet, unsure what to 
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say, but his co-workers all voiced verbal support and offered suggestions on how to cope. “File for 

unemployment as soon as you get home.” said Gee. “Yeah, but they offered me one more 

paycheck,” said Lenny. “Yeah, but [unemployment] takes a while…” began Gee before another 

coworker finished her sentence: “It takes a while to process, by the time it goes through…” Gee 

finished, “It’ll be after your next paycheck. It lasts a year and it’s like 80% of your pay. It’s not great, 

but it’s enough until you get another job. You’ll get another job.” Lenny said, somberly, “Guess I’ll 

go back to selling drugs. When I interview for another job they can ask what my background is in 

and I can say, ‘uh, pharmaceuticals’.” I offered a joke, trying to add a bit of levity to the situation, 

and said, “No, please, it’s street entrepreneurship.” Lenny laughed a little and then a coworker 

suggested he take up work with a production company as a PA (production assistant). “I don’t want 

to freelance!” he said while finishing his cigarette. The coworker, trying to be helpful, said, “Well, at 

least in between things. You just need to make money until you find something steady.”  

Lenny’s coworkers told him about potential job openings and expressed their mutual 

dissatisfaction with The Future. Zeke said, “Man, this comes after I heard Talia complaining about 

how she only got 38 [thousand] compared to my 35. I’m like, ‘Fuuuuuck you!’” Gee laughed, as did 

I. Gee and the others repeatedly told Lenny that this was “bullshit” and that “there was no reason to 

throw you under the bus because of your boss.” Lenny asked Gee if she knew of anywhere that 

might be hiring since she had many friends working in film production and in the new media and 

technology start-ups in West LA’s Silicon Beach. She said that she knew friends who were staffing a 

new LA office of larger, global media company and that she might be able to “hook that up” before 

she added, “don’t underestimate LinkedIn for jobs. Sign up for their updates for whatever position 

you’re looking for.” Zeke concurred and said that he had found his current job through that social 

networking website. Gee then turn to me and said that this was typical for the company (“it’s a 

revolving door around here.”) and explained that she had been fired in 2012 before being hired 
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again in 2015. Lenny continued to vent and recount his meeting with the CEO that morning. 

Gruffly, he greeted the receptionist as we returned to The Future’s offices as I returned to my 

communal worktable. An hour later, Lenny headed toward the exit with a banker box full of his 

personal items. His termination came along with the termination of his small team. Later when I left 

for the day, I shared an elevator with Katherine who said, “Today, this place is a zoo. It’s crazy here, 

today.” She might have just as well said that everyday was crazy at The Future. 

Lenny’s reaction suggests a key economic reason for pursuing work at The Future despite 

relatively low wages. Work may still feel precarious and uncertain, but so long as one occupies a 

position within the firm, one need not freelance – something to which Lenny did not want to return. 

Though a joke, he seemed to prefer a return to crime rather than returning to life as a freelancer. 

Precarious, standard employment temporarily relieves persistent search-costs and uncertain 

investments in skills associated with freelance work (Barley and Kunda 2011). In other words, 

precarious employment within a firm still offers some semblance of stability in comparison to the 

“freedom” of freelancing.  

A month later, Lenny seemed to still be looking for work and his friends continued to look 

out for him. During a conversation about who might serve as a producer for an upcoming bit of 

content. “Just use an intern. That’s an, an intern can do that” said the executive. “No. No, not an 

intern” said Katherine, trailing off as she searched for a reason not to use an intern. “Sure. An 

intern” said the executive. Katherine, still searching for a line of reasoning said, “No, look, interns 

are here for what? 7 weeks? No. Look, if you want to find a job for Lenny, why not give it to him?” 

The executive, seeming to remember that this might be an option, said, “Oh, right, what’s he 

looking for exactly?” Katherine suggested that the executive hire Lenny on as a line producer for the 

small project and the executive agreed. Later, he came out of his office and told Katherine to include 
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budget line items for Lenny as a producer. He repeated this twice, seemingly for emphasis, as 

Katherine looked directly at him.  

Similar to CI, The Future provides for the development of social capital and skill, but not 

stability. Above, the executive suggests that the company use free, intern labor, which is consistent 

with Caldwell’s claim that media management aims to avoid paying people (2008). Katherine’s 

advocacy, much like other co-workers’ offering of advice and potential assistance, attempts to 

mitigate or ameliorate their share precarious conditions. While I observed relatively few moments 

such as Katherine’s interaction with her boss, my co-workers at The Future consistently advocated 

for me in similar ways43.  

  Similar to findings from earlier chapters, some office workers at The Future chose exit from 

the industry rather than remain in the permanent flux of precarious, standard employment. Lena, the 

woman whose content-covered face greeted me when I entered The Future, returned to her 

hometown in the Southwest. As one of the few regular employees that had been with The Future 

for more than a year, I asked if she planned to stay in media. She said, “No, my hometown doesn’t 

have any cool jobs” and explained that she planned to work for an airline. Likewise, a member of 

the Workplace Experience team left to work for her family’s business and, she hoped, eventually 

start a business of her own. A member of the optimization team left to work as a campaign 

organizer and another left for a smartphone app design company – admittedly a bit closer to “the 

space” of digital media, but still outside the bounds of digital content management and production. 

If not a tactic, exit is a typical option. 

																																																								
43 Officially, I occupied an intern position and so, many employees and a few managers consistently brought 
my name up during meetings as a potential internal hire while encouraging me to submit my resume. I never 
did this for methodological and ethical reasons. My intern position enabled me to move with relative freedom 
through the offices and it seemed hardly appropriate to take a position away from the small army of other 
interns and job applicants waiting for a job at The Future. Still, my co-workers generally seemed hopeful that 
I would take up work in the “space” and continued to volunteer my name whenever openings arose. 
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Life at The Future provides a modest respite from freelance work’s ebb and flow and the 

inscrutable logic of the platform. In answering why expressive and routine workers may remain with 

the firm despite low wages, this provides an economic answer that accompanies the more 

experiential, affective and aesthetic answer provided in Chapter 6. Still, data presented earlier 

illustrated a clearly ambivalent quality to the experience of work under The Future’s quantified  labor 

process. This appears not altogether different from the labor process at CI that I described in earlier 

chapters. With that in mind, the remainder of this chapter illustrates a similarly alienated relationship 

to the product of one’s labor and thus a return to the topic of alienated judgment. 

 

My “Dumb” Content 

 In earlier chapters, workers’ judgment tended to be subordinated in the context of fairly 

social sorts of interactions. More specifically, workers felt alienated due to the subordination of their 

judgment to the demands of the firm or the client. At The Future judgment remains subordinate to 

the firm and audience, however, the alienation of judgment also stems from the platform and its 

preponderance of metrics. To recapitulate the earlier discussion of control, creators first encounter 

these abstractions through YouTube’s platform discipline and The Future’s formatting processes. 

Platform discipline orients creators toward metrics (views, likes, subscriber increases, watch-time, 

etc.) and encourages them to adhere to a regular production schedule while producing thematically 

consistent content. Training materials tell creators that thematic consistency and regular production 

schedules aid in users “surfacing” or finding content and so a regular production schedule appears 

bound up in the platform’s algorithmic procedures. Creators thus remain in control of their 

content’s thematic core. Alongside consistency, the platform emphasizes particular procedures for 

the creation of various devices that enable audiences to judge content prior to viewing (i.e., titles, 

descriptions, thumbnails, categorizing tags, etc.).  
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Orientation to metrics devised by the platform (one owned by the largest, global seller of 

advertising) rather than, for instance, a relatively bound group of content-producing peers (c.f., 

Becker 1982; Bourdieu 1993) renders content always already heteronymous and bound to a relatively 

fast-paced production schedule. In orienting creators toward metrics and, more broadly, the 

audience, platform discipline subordinates creators’ judgment. Carla, the wine/lifestyle vlogger, 

illustrated this subordination of judgment very clearly when she describes her most popular videos. 

She explained to me that she often gets requests from fans to produce content that they want to see. 

Doing so increases engagement metrics (comments, likes, etc.) and thus would be beneficial for her 

as well as The Future. As she said, “I’m just like ‘Ew, I don’t want to do that,’ but then I’ll just do 

it.” Explaining why these suggestions from fans elicit such a response, she said,  

I just want to have quality content that’s entertaining and informative. And, I’m not 
trying to get a viral YouTube video although my manager would like me to have one. 
You can’t go in thinking “I’m going to make a viral video.” A lot of my most 
watched videos are ones that are just kind of dumb. Like, my drunk dating advice or 
my haul videos where I go to a store and get a bunch of shit and drink it and give my 
opinions on camera. Those aren’t even informative. 

	
In a way, Carla’s aversion to fans’ suggestions bears a passing resemblance to jazz musicians in the 

20th century that dismissed audiences’ opinions about performances (Becker 1963). The materiality 

of her interactions with fans appears significantly different. The platform’s interface mediates Carla’s 

interactions with fans and so she does not orient to physically co-present fans as Becker’s jazz 

musicians might. She orients to the screen and thus a combination of human and non-human actors 

guide her production practices. Her statement suggests a cleavage between her judgment of quality 

content (“entertaining and informative”), the content demanded by the audience, and the content 

valorized by the platform in terms of views. Platform metrics and the desires of audiences may be 

strongly correlated, yet they never resolve to an identical unity. She tends to produce content that 

she finds distasteful (“Ew”) when she orients toward engagement metrics (likes, number of 
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comments, watch-time, etc.), fan suggestions (comments), and indicators of audience size (views, 

subscribers). At the end of the day, her most popular videos are, as she said, “dumb.”  

 Whether or not creators believed their content to be “dumb,” they tended to link the rigor 

of maintaining a constant stream of output with a lack of attachment to their products – another 

facet of alienated judgment. While creators may care very much about their personal “brand” and 

the production process may be engrossing, they often seemed unattached to any particular piece of 

content. This lack of attachment or willful disentanglement of creators from their creatures (workers 

from their products) must be learned. Remember, the platform instructs creators to maintain a 

regular production schedule of thematically consistent content. Creators often voiced concerns over 

quality due to keeping up with the rapid pace of producing one or more videos per week. Angela, a 

lifestyle vlogger said,  

A lot of times I just don’t have enough time, so as soon as I come up with the idea 
I’m just like, “OK, I’m going to go do it” which has been really hard for me. I like 
things to be perfect, but I can’t do that with YouTube, especially with my timelines 
of every Tuesday and Thursday. I’m posting a video today because I didn’t have time 
to post it yesterday. It’s supposed to be out yesterday, but sometimes it just happens 
that way. 

	
Likewise, Tommy the news vlogger expressed concern over his use of time. Short videos that can be 

done inside of a day enable him to maintain a regular, daily release schedule and to maintain 

engagement metrics. Even so, he prefers working on longer, more intricate videos that require more 

time.  

When you’re a one-man show you have to do the editing as well. I have to justify to 
myself that ‘you’re doing the right thing by being inside right now. You’re doing the 
right thing by sitting down for five hours and you’re doing the right thing by taking a 
week to make a video.’ When I’m doing the news, that’s a video a day. Here, 
[working on longer projects] I’m sacrificing four videos for the sake of one. When I 
look back I’m always happy I did it, but in the moment there’s that panic of ‘are 
people going to forget about me.’ You know? 
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Somewhat differently, Dominic (the video artist) expressed a need to balance speed and quality. In 

the quote below, he wishes for “perfect” content, but said that the perfection of his early work 

demands what he considers to be an unsustainable degree of effort.		

My relationship with creating is very different now. I know what I can do to hide 
things. I know how to hide, like shortcuts. I used to just be like “It’s important that I 
work forever on this thing and make this beautiful thing and who cares if nobody 
notices all those little things.” Now I’ve gotten a lot better at being, “I’m not going 
to do that because that’s killing me.” You know? So I need to not work for 20 hours. 
In the process, it’s made me like things less. Maybe? And maybe like kind of 
hardened me in certain ways to the realities of being a creator that needs to be 
successful and productive. I can’t edit a video for 3 months and be like, that one-
minute video is [whispered] perfect. 

	
Part of this statement simply illustrates the acquisition of skill and refinement of workflow. Creators 

become faster and more efficient as they gain production experience. Still, Dominic’s comment also 

suggests a wish to spend more time on his content, time that he does not necessarily possess.  

Dominic also suggests that he no longer feels as strong an attachment to any one particular 

product, a sentiment shared by other creators such as David, an animator located in Europe. David 

expressed a similar lack of attachment when he spoke with me via Skype from his workshop in a 

barn. He had explained that he did not think too much about his quite complex animation videos 

and so I asked him to elaborate. 

	
MS: You don’t think that much?  

	
David: I don’t feel [that I think] so much. I just want to get it done so I can start 
with the next project.  

	
MS: So, in some way, you don’t feel attached to any single video?  

	
D: That I’ve done? No, I don’t think so. [laughing] Maybe in the future. Maybe if I 
do something that goes to the, how do you say, cinema? Yeah, the cinema. It will 
probably never happen, but you never know. [laughing] That would be quite cool. 

 
David, like Angela and Dominic simply wants to get on to producing the next piece of content. 

While he suggests a hierarchy of cultural forms in comparing content to cinema, David also 
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highlights a material difference in how these forms come to be consumed. Cinema, as he suggests, 

tends to be consumed far beyond its initial release date whereas content tends to be fleeting, in the 

moment, interchangeable, and, ultimately, disposable. To use an industry term, YouTube content 

tends to be “snackable” – a sentiment shared by the office staff at The Future. 

 

The Coprophagic Trough 

 Zeke asked me if I had read some new books in critical theory and philosophy as we stood 

outside with our coworkers on an afternoon cigarette break. We had struck up something of an 

office friendship when I overheard him explaining Bourdieu’s Distinction in a meeting. He usually 

quizzed me on Deleuze, Badiou, Zizek, or Slotterdjik, but on this day he asked if I had read anything 

interesting lately. I mentioned Trebor Scholz’s Digital Labor: Internet as Playground and Factory (2013) 

and he said, “I’m way interested in the factory part of that, especially because of working here!” 

“The Trough!” exclaimed Gee with a squeaky laugh.  

“Sometimes I’m overwhelmed by the trough. I mean, it just builds up. There’s no drain, so it 

just sediments I guess,” said Zeke. He and Gee laughed. I had never heard this term before (“the 

Trough”). Gee explained, “The Trough. That’s what we call it. The Trough, [it’s] such a great 

metaphor!” In another instance, Zeke referred to The Future’s content as “a constant stream of 

trash” and said, “I can’t imagine anyone knows everything that we represent. I mean there’s no way 

to be familiar with all the thousands of people that we deal with here.” Gee agreed. I ventured an 

interpretation, “Well the same goes for all the other MCNs, right? Thousands, tens of thousands of 

channels. You can’t realistically deal with them all.” Zeke and Gee, almost in unison, said, “And they 

don’t!” 

Zeke and Gee explained what I argued in earlier chapters. So long as creators structure the 

form and metadata surrounding their videos while avoiding copyright infringement, YouTube and 
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The Future seem content with any content (see Chapter 5). As Zeke said above, The Future focuses 

more on “optimization” or formatting processes. As part of the team in charge of formatting 

creators, Zeke and his co-workers attempted “to figure out why things get big” and how to avoid 

the “the tennis ball drop graph.” By this, he meant an initial spike followed by several, exponentially 

smaller spikes until viewership reaches zero – much like a tennis ball’s bounce. He explained that 

regardless of formatting, some videos do not attain the desired degree of popularity. The Future 

cannot explain why this occurs, according to Zeke, “because we don’t pay attention to what the 

content is” and because the platform’s algorithms lie upstream from The Future.  

As Zeke said, “Yeah, so we don’t, we can’t see anything, but, you know, if it’s not 

recognizable to the algorithm the turd just drops to the bottom of the Trough.” Though this may 

seem a bit extreme, remember that Marty, the wormholing analytics employee, still referred to 

content as “crap” even if it was “great crap.” If Zeke feels overwhelmed by the “turds” to which he 

tends, Marty and others disappear or deep-dive into oceans of “crap” with great enthusiasm.  

Scatological metaphors aside, workers enjoyed the process of finding and aiding in the 

production of that which they find distasteful, ugly, and, ultimately, cheap. They do so by following 

the platform’s logic of valuation and categorization as mediated by management’s directive to meet 

monthly metric goals. Following the logic of the platform, The Future’s management orients 

workers toward metrics, rather than the content itself. Workers deploy their creativity in deciphering 

the platform’s inscrutable algorithms – disappearing as they unlike the underlying logic by which 

videos may rapidly accumulate views. Doing so requires that workers withhold judgment or 

subordinate their judgment to the logic of value capture as in the previous chapter’s example of 

talent search workers.  

As Gee explained, she rather enjoys the creative aspects of her job. She, like my other 

informants, may be aesthetically enrolled and find work immediately pleasing, however, some 
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workers expressed disgust when they reflected upon the products of their creative labor. When I 

asked Gee what she disliked about her job, she said,  

Well, the opposite [of what I enjoy] is a lot of our channels are absolute garbage. A 
lot of the talent is garbage. The pranks are garbage, mysogynist, racist garbage. 
Actual garbage. I had to cut a sizzle [promotional montage videos] for some prank 
channels and I actually, it was the worst thing. Even another channel, I hate them. I 
generally hate a lot of the talent and don’t want them to be successful. So there’s 
that. I have to cut sizzles for stuff that’s garbage that I think shouldn’t exist. So 
there’s that. [laughing] 

	
Likewise, Lenny, whom we met earlier on his last day, enjoyed providing optimization tips to 

creators, but as he said, 

Most of the stuff we do is garbage. It’s garbage! That really popular vlogger? I didn’t 
know who the fuck he was before I came here. Most of this stuff, I don’t know who 
that is. It’s some guy talking about his fucking life. What do I care? I hate that. And 
pranks? Man, that’s crap too. Yeah, some of those are funny, but it’s all mean-
spirited. It’s just going into public and fucking with people or provoking men. Or 
they’re like, “It’s a social experiment.” OK, you pissed someone off by being weird 
and then you say, “Oh, it really makes you think.” What the fuck were they trying to 
make you think about? I mean, seriously. 

	
Lenny and Gee both refer to prank channels wherein creators engage in a more or less abandoned 

sociological method: the breaching experiment. In these videos, creators go into public settings and 

break social norms. These range from the absurd to what many may find to be offensive or, at best, 

insensitive to issues of race, class, and gender. For instance, one channel featured hundreds of 

videos of a man propositioning women for sex. In another, a man stood bent over digging around in 

his trunk while wearing tight exercise pants and wiggling his behind. When other men passed by, he 

stood up and asked, “Were you looking at my ass?” On another popular prank channel, a man 

played gunshot sounds from loudspeakers while driving through African American neighborhoods 

that the creators’ called “The Ghetto.” The sounds caused people to duck for cover.  

Office workers described particular ways of dealing with their daily coprophagic media 

consumption. These coping practices resemble the alterations and refusals of music listening found 
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among workers at CI. Calvin with whom I worked quite closely said, “I really feel bad for the people 

that are really into YouTube and really love the stuff because after a while they don’t love it so much 

anymore.” Marty made distinct efforts to avoid YouTube outside of work. 

When I’m at home I try to not be on YouTube. I try to focus more on traditional 
media. I kind of feel that what we’re doing here is going to combine with that soon. 
Almost, kind of predicting that by looking at what’s popular, what’s popular on 
Netflix. I’m not someone who consumes cable. I don’t even have cable. You know? 

	
Despite limiting his YouTube watching to the time his physically spends in the office, Marty still 

works around the clock. Even in his leisure he attempts to predict the future of media using the 

embodied data processing practices that he described earlier in this chapter. While not necessarily 

illustrating matters of taste, another employee voiced concern about the amount of time he spends 

on a screen. As he said, “I’ve been staring at a screen all day. I throw it [my screen] off to the side 

and I pick up a book. I read a book. I’ll draw. I’ll paint. Anything to take my eyes off the screen.” 

This appears not wholly unlike the responses from workers at CI wherein they claimed to sit in 

silence or read books at home after a long day of being bombarded by sound. Likewise, the dynamic 

flow of images that appear upon workers’ laptop screens bombards the eyes with light. Much as 

those in music found reprieve in silence and aesthetic experiences vis-à-vis technology, Marty and 

others “wormholed” or dove “deep” in to the internet at work while later finding solace in the 

consumption of “traditional” media off of the screen. 

Unlike CI, the bounds of their judgment tend to be determined by metrics rather than 

clients. They often enjoy their work processes, yet the content they help produce confronts them as 

excrement, something far less “alien” than Marxists might presume. Upon reflection, they find no 

joy in the products to which they contribute their labor. Though they may “be creative” and exercise 

judgment, they judge in accordance to standards that they do not determine. Again, this suggests the 

subsumption of creativity to organizational goals and thus alienated judgment.  
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Conclusion  

 This chapter outlined the tactics employed by workers in order to mitigate their precarious 

work conditions under the quantified regime and illustrated how the quantified creative labor 

process subordinates workers’ judgment to the interests of dominant actors (the platform and The 

Future). In doing so, I illustrated how these features of the labor process flow from the structure of 

work detailed in earlier chapters. Creators and their counterparts in The Future’s offices respectively 

invent new sources of income or take on additional work outside the firm in order to reproduce 

their labor power. In doing so, they become entrepreneurs even if they work full-time within a firm 

much like the workers at CI. The Future’s entrepreneurial, polyvalent workers differed insofar as 

they emphasized becoming a personal “brand,” rather than becoming a small business.  

Table	6.1.	Tactics	of	Mitigating	Precarity	&	the	Dominating	Sources	of	Judgment	
		 Creativity,	Inc.	 The	Future	
Tactics	of	Mitigating	Precarity	 Multiple	sources	of	income	 Multiple	sources	of	income	

	 Constant	Learning	 Constant	Learning		

	 Networking	within	and	without	
of	the	workplace	

Networking	within	and	without	
of	the	workplace	

	 Becoming	a	small	business	 Becoming	a	personal	“brand”		

Dominant	Source	of	Judgment	 Clients	 Platform’s	metrics	as	mediated	
by	management	

	
Table 6.1 above compares precarity and alienation - the negative pole of creative labor. In 

both cases, workers depend upon social networks in order to build a variety of streams of income or 

to secure continuous employment. Similar to CI, networking occurs both inside and outside of the 

workplace. As part of the working day and in the absence of formal training, The Future’s workers 

self-educate. They do so in order to develop new streams of income and to maintain employability 

by deploying the instrumentally pragmatic creativity desired by management. Creators and their 

office employee counterparts tend to work exclusively through and within screen-based ICTs with 

broadband Internet connections (e.g., laptops, smartphones, etc.). Continuous interaction with these 
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networked ICTs affords the possibility of continuous access to a variety of sources of information – 

notably, tutorials and other didactic YouTube content produced by creators.  

This differs from CI in two respects. First, CI’s workers tended to have undertaken extensive 

training prior to employment and much of their continuous learning occurred vis-à-vis peers at the 

studio or through interactions with non-networked technology (gear) that management invited 

workers to use. While the managerial invitation to be creative appears at The Future, the networked 

technologies that enable workers to pragmatically solve organizational problems through self-

education also locate them within YouTube’s circuit of value production. The videos that provide 

education also produce revenue for the platform through the advertising revenues generated by 

workers’ consumption.  

 Key differences also stem from the structure of alienated judgment. As illustrated in this 

chapter, the The Future’s creators and office staff render judgments upon content by evaluating the 

content’s likelihood of potential metric gains. Metric-based decision-making with regard to the 

production and valuation of content serves the pecuniary interests of creators and capital (YouTube 

and The Future), but not necessarily the aesthetic interests of workers (office staff and creators). As 

such, workers appear alienated from their taste (a type of judgment). This differs markedly from CI 

wherein workers’ judgment tended to be subordinate to clients’ agendas and thus structured through 

social interaction (at least in the most traditional sense of strictly human-to-human interactions).  

This flows from the underlying logics behind the two firms and, abstracting away from the 

particular cases, the underlying socio-aesthetic and platform logics that undergird each of these 

cases. Here, the key differences appear directly related to The Future’s inextricability from platform 

metrics and their underlying logics calculation. The Future’s transition from independently owned 

SME to a subsidiary of a global media company changed very little in terms of the company’s focus 

on metrics. Instead, this demonstrates the effects of The Future’s position as a firm dependent upon  
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global infrastructural technologies of production and distribution and thus similar to other types of 

digital media production (blog publishing) wherein the dense, infrastructural networks inhabited by 

the organization (and by extension, its employees) exert power at the level of the labor process 

(Siciliano 2016b). At The Future, the logic and interests of the platform (Google) become inscribed 

upon the working day and thus clearly demonstrate the effects of global capital upon the creative 

labor process by way of infrastructure. 

 Finally, this chapter moves closer to a theory of creative labor by highlighting common 

features of work in project and platform-based media. Throughout this dissertation I have been 

arguing that controlling creative labor requires sensuous engagement rather than mere ideological 

gloss. This sensuous engagement or aesthetic enrollment tenuously binds workers to labor processes 

that demand the subordination of judgment to the interests of dominant groups (the client, the 

platform, or the employing firm). Creative labor tends toward the paradoxical and these paradoxical 

tensions tend not to resolve. Respectively, this fragmented or split subjectivity – the aesthetic or 

affective subjectivity and reflective, economic or value-rational subjectivity – appears engaged and 

alienated. This differs from Ross’s earlier prediction that creative labor processes tend toward the 

elimination of critical subjectivity (2004). Judgment, however much alienated, provides room for 

critique even if such a critique tends to only be mounted at the level of discourse or passive 

subversion rather than organized resistance. Afterall, The Future’s creators and office workers loved 

their jobs, but they rarely pretended to be doing anything more than engaging in a sort of alchemy 

that transforms “the shit of capitalist production” (Willis 1978:178) into gold.  

In research on work in culture industries, Hesmondhalgh and Baker (2011) argue against the 

concept of alienation. Instead, Hesmondhalgh and Baker propose a multi-component rubric of 

“good and bad work” as a standard for the normative assessment of labor conditions, one not 

wholly unlike Kalleberg’s “good” and “bad” jobs (2011). “Good work” includes of the use of labor 
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to produce something that contributes to “human flourishing.” Determining whether or not content 

contributes to human flourishing requires a value judgment rife with ambiguity. The “garbage,” 

“trash,” or “turds” in the Trough certainly contribute to the economic success of certain creators, 

however, in the above examples from The Future’s office staff, content appears distasteful, if not 

wholly detrimental to humanity – the metrics certainly suggested that the content amuses someone. 

Alternately, we can imagine a situation in which a racist worker may feel at odds with a firm that 

demands her to employ metric-based decision-making. This process may favor content that runs 

counter to the imaginary workers’ prejudices, preventing her from flourishing in her racism. While 

not wholly justifying the reintroduction of alienation in order to explain creative labor, the 

statements above suggest a need for a category beyond Hesmondhalgh and Baker’s multi-faceted 

“good” or “bad” work and a subjective component to Kalleberg’s “good” and “bad” jobs. Alienated 

judgment provides such a conceptual category. 
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Chapter 7 

Toward a Theory of Creative Labor 

 

In this dissertation, I explained how workers in culture industries become attached to 

precarious, often low-paying work and how this varies between project and platform based media 

production. My goal in doing so has been twofold. First, I intended to illustrate the importance of 

work’s aesthetic dimension in exerting power over labor which in turn provides insight into the 

embodied sense experiences of contemporary life, a longtime though often ignored focus in 

sociology (see, e.g., Simmel 1995 [1903]). Second, and perhaps more importantly, I aimed to 

construct a theory of creative labor that attends to perennial issues in the sociology of work – labor 

process theory in particular – such as control over the labor process, the subjective experience of 

work, and technology’s role in these processes. While my two cases limit my observations to a 

particular set of socio-economic and socio-political conditions (creative labor in the U.S.), my aim 

has been to develop a theory and conceptual categories that may be extended to other national 

contexts through further empirical research. In this conclusion, I begin with a brief recapitulation of 

the theoretical impetus for this study and then proceed to outline a theory of creative labor by way 

of a summary of each of the preceding chapters. I then conclude by discussing implications for 

sociological theory, future research, and, more practically, labor policy in the United States. 

 

Summation of Findings and Argument 

 Generally, “creative” industries tend to be seen as the most profitable sectors of the global 

economy and thus, potentially, quite lucrative. For many of the workers in this study, a six or seven 

figure salary seemed, at best, improbable. Many of those at CI hoped for something approaching the 

median national income. Full-time employees at The Future fare a bit better, but the incomes of 
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those in freelance positions in both cases varied quite wildly. Some, through a great amount of 

effort, managed to take home what many Americans might consider a comfortable, but by no means 

remarkable, income for a single person. This might superficially appear to be an idiosyncrasy of 

media and thus not comparable to other creative or knowledge industries such as technology or, 

closer to home, scientific research (social or otherwise). The daily news, however, suggests quite the 

opposite. One need only pick up the New York Times or casually listen to National Public Radio to 

find wage theft in Silicon Valley, Google’s brown-card (and often brown-skinned) workers, invisible 

employees who moderate social media platforms such as Instagram and Facebook, adjunct lecturers, 

striking graduate students, and disgruntled lab assistants. This suggests widespread conceptual 

generalizability, not statistical generalizability, to cases of creative labor in the United States.  

The comparatively low wages that I found among workers in the culture industries leaves a 

question unanswered by anyone who posits high wages as an obvious explanation as to why workers 

“love” precarious work. Likewise and contrary to the speculation of economists, it should be 

abundantly clear that routine or “humdrum” workers in the culture industries do, indeed, care what 

they do and for whom they do it. There, of course, exists another commonsense explanation: “It’s 

culture.” Culture – in the limited sense of the arts, mass media, or popular culture – may well be the 

“ideal commodity” that provides the shimmering sheen that sells all the others, but in the course of 

the working day culture seems less capable of selling workers on the sorts of precarious, low-paying 

work described in the preceding six chapters. Instead, one finds workers deploying what I have been 

calling creative labor in the production of cultural objects from which they often feel alienated. 

As I said at the outset, this commonsense explanation (“it’s culture”) dovetails quite well 

with sociological explanations which come in two forms: the “art for art’s sake” ideology found in 

Bourdieuian analyses and the “creative” ideology or the managerial “creativism” argument associated 

with Boltanski and Chiapello’s The Spirit of the New Capitalism (2005). More recently, Angela 
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McRobbie’s study of work in the culture industries (2016) put a Foucauldian spin on the latter. In 

the Bourdieuan variant, workers (or “artists”) consent to low wages and exploitative conditions due 

to an omnipresent art pour art ideology wherein art and commerce do not mix. In this explanation, 

artists do not concern themselves with money so much as status or symbolic capital specific to their 

field.  In Boltanski and Chiapello’s version, management incorporated critiques of capitalism made 

during the 1960s by inviting workers to participate in managerial decision-making. Similarly, 

McRobbie (2016) claims that the discourse of creativity achieves this end by framing work as an 

artistic pursuit. Both arguments revolve around ideology, specifically spoken, discursive meanings – 

often the modal centerpiece of explanation in cultural sociology. In focusing on the aesthetic, 

affective dimensions of the labor process, I aimed to provide insight into the felt, material, and 

interactional basis of these ideologies. 

Taking these theories as my point of departure, Chapter 2 illustrated how workers, 

management, and the global capital of platforms understand creativity. Highlighting class 

differences, I found not one discourse of creativity, but four. These creativities include workers’ 

romantic variants (ex nihilo and autonomous expression), management’s instrumental pragmatism, 

and the platform’s heteronymous entrepreneurialism. I certainly found workers claiming creativity as 

the most enjoyable aspect of work, but their creativities differed substantially from those of 

management and the platform. Moreover, workers often referred to the materiality of their labor 

process when explaining their particular creativities. In combination, these findings suggested that an 

explanation for the love of low-waged, precarious work lay in the material, sensual experience of 

creative labor rather than ideology – managerial, platform, or otherwise. Put differently, control or 

power over the labor process seemed to be exerted at the level of organizational materialities rather 

than simply discourse. Management and the platform may invite creativity, but the material 
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experience of the labor process enables workers to accept this invitation. In more conceptual terms, 

work’s materiality binds or attaches creative labor to the labor process. 

While Chapter 2 illustrated management’s invitation to “be creative,” Chapter 3 showed the 

material circumstances in which workers accept this invitation and thus focuses on social control 

over the labor process. Beginning with this chapter, I began to illustrate the experiences within the 

labor process that bind workers to one of the two regimes of creative labor: the socio-aesthetic 

despotism of Creativity, Inc. and the quantified despotism of The Future. In both cases, 

management exerts power over the labor process by shaping how work feels. At CI, management 

attempted to make work feel pleasant in order to retain workers, develop their knowledge, and 

ultimately develop a reputation for the firm. Management’s strategies varied somewhat, but were 

ultimately quite similar.  

Among routine workers, management aimed to make work feel creative by populating the 

workplace with a variety of desirable organizational artifacts - most notably technology or “gear.” 

Insofar as this aesthetic landscaping alters the felt, affective dimensions of work – often ending in 

managerially desired behavior – I term this aesthetic enrollment. Management also seeks to aesthetically 

enroll freelance engineers and businesses engineers through the elimination of full-time work and so 

workers become clients. As clients, many of the workplace’s decorative arrangements along with the 

“gear” serve this purpose. Management also strategically cultivates social relationships with 

engineers and thus managing how work feels through social interactions. These blurred social 

boundaries aid in retention of the freelance engineers. These freelancers contribute to CI’s 

reputation while bringing additional business to the firm.  

In Chapters 5 and 6, these two strategies reappeared at The Future. The key difference, I 

argue, stems from The Future’s dependence upon networked technologies that span organizational 

boundaries (platform infrastructures). These systems embed the logic of the platform and thus the 
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interests of global capital within The Future. This technological embedding of global interests tends 

to shape the labor process of both expressive and routine workers. The platform and The Future 

aim to focus workers’ attention on metrics, shape how work feels, and shift the burdens of human 

capital development on onto employees. Chapter 5 discusses this attention to metrics through an 

examination of training materials provided by the platform. These materials attempt to discipline a 

global workforce by advocating particular, platform-specific methods of media production. Neither 

the platform nor The Future attempt to alter or control the thematic core of media content so much 

as the platform and downstream firms such as The Future endeavor to discipline the form of 

content (aspect ratio, lighting, framing, etc.) and the judgment devices or paratexts (e.g., 

descriptions, thumbnails, and metadata) that make content searchable and readable by the platform’s 

algorithms.  The Future reinforces the platform’s disciplining of creators, engaging in a further 

process of formatting. Among routine, talent search and data analysis workers, I found managers 

using quotas and metric benchmarks as modes of regulating work and, again, I found workers 

aesthetically enrolled into an organizational project by way of captivating technology. Key control 

strategies at The Future included formatting, businessing employees based on metric benchmarks, 

and managing how work feels through the cultivation of social relationships and aesthetic 

enrollment.  

In both cases, creative labor tends to be managed loosely. Managerial authority depends 

upon neither prescription nor prohibition, but invitation. Having workers accept this invitation 

requires modulation of the labor processes affective and aesthetic dimensions. Creativity, Inc. 

represents a more positive attempt at doing so insofar as management attempts to make work feel 

more desirable. The Future, however, appears more ambivalent. There, management produces a 

high anxiety work environment while simultaneously providing technologies that make work “feel 

normal” and that afford immersive, aesthetic experiences. I find both to be associated with 
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managerially desired behavior and increased effort on the part of workers. Whether pleased or 

anxious, creative labor tends to be sensually engaged by dynamic labor processes and so this 

represents what I referred to as the positive pole of creative labor. 

Chapters 4 & 6 examined precarity and alienation (the negative pole of creative labor). In 

both cases, workers adopted an entrepreneurial disposition and attempted to mitigate their 

precarious conditions by developing multiple streams of income. Inside and outside of the 

workplace, expressive and routine workers engage in constant networking and self-directed learning 

in order to maintain employability. Entrepreneurialism and networking along with constant learning 

constitute forms of work-to-labor or activity required in order to maintain and reproduce labor 

power. Again, these features of the labor process span both firms, however, workers at The Future 

tended to produce value for the platform even in their work-to-labor. Consuming online content for 

the sake of self-education and skill-building produces value for the platform by way of advertising 

revenue and so even the work of reproducing creative labor generates value. While not always 

“working” in the sense of being within a particular workplace or performing tasks assigned by 

management, quantified creative labor appears always productive. This constant-learning leaves 

workers with increased skills that they retain while generating value for the platform and the 

employing firm. 

The creative labor process subordinates workers’ capacity for free autonomous judgment to 

dominant actors. Project-based production at CI subordinates judgment to the demands of clients – 

a social relationship in the most traditional sense – while platform-based production at The Future 

subordinates judgment to the demands of the platform. Expressive and routine workers render 

judgments upon content in terms of quantitatively qualified qualities. These qualities tend to be 

defined as desirable or valuable based on metrics defined and controlled by the platform. So, again, 

the key difference or causal factor tends to lie in The Future’s dependence upon global, 
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monopolistic, technological infrastructures of production and distribution (i.e., YouTube). Under 

the condition of monopolistic ownership of distribution, this infrastructure enables the mass 

production of mass entertainment while also allowing the platform and downstream firms to capture 

value produced by a global, creative workforce. The infrastructure embeds global capital’s interests 

within downstream firms and thus also constrains downstream organizations and labor through 

metrics and algorithmic search functions. While aesthetically enrolled, creative labor in the cases 

presented here tended also to be alienated and always performing work-to-labor or work needed in 

order to maintain employability. 

 

Toward a Theory of Creative Labor 

Though I focused only on cases of creative labor in the United States, I highlight core 

conceptual features below so that they might be examined and further developed in other contexts. 

Creative labor requires tacit, often unrecognized and undervalued knowledge. This knowledge 

applies to the interpretation of audio, visual, or textual/linguistic information and the use of 

technologies by which this information may be created and transmitted. These technologies include 

both generic ICTs and more specialized technologies. Under the particular conditions in which I 

conducted this study, workers capacity to deploy their creative labor tended to depend upon 

technologies that sensually engage, enable, extend, and constrain. Technology engages and captivates 

or aesthetically enrolls workers insofar as technology – as a signifier – indexes their capacities for 

creative labor. In other words, technology appears as a bundle of potential uses or potential for the 

deployment of creative labor. Insofar as creativity – however defined – tends to be enjoyable or 

satisfying and technology appears coterminous with “being creative,” technology comes to be an 

object of attachment and embodied, aesthetic knowledge – desirable, if not always pleasant in 

workers’ post-hoc accounts. 
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Though engaged and aesthetically enrolled, creative labor in the U.S. exists under precarious 

and alienating conditions. As illustrated in the preceding chapters, these tensions find no resolution. 

This may vary depending upon the particular political-economic context, however, this appears 

similar to examples of precarious, creative labor in the U.K., Australia, and Italy (Arvidsson, Malossi, 

and Naro 2010; Gregg 2011; Hesmondhalgh and Baker 2011; de Peuter 2011). While work’s 

dynamism engages and drives creative labor, this same dynamism tends to be linked to precarious 

conditions that engender an entrepreneurial disposition. Thus, creative labor under the conditions 

observed in this study tends to a neoliberal creative labor: entrepreneurial and, as a class, atomized. 

Even workers’ provision of mutual aid revolves around either highly individualistic circumstances 

(e.g., one’s social network) or around improving workers’ entrepreneurial capabilities (e.g., skill-

sharing among engineers and creators), but never organization as a class of workers. This claim may 

be further qualified insofar as the possibility of an entrepreneurial disposition may depend upon 1) 

lack of unionization in this sector and 2) the widespread celebration of entrepreneurialism in the 

current U.S. context. 

Creative labor’s alienated judgment issues forth from the particular demands placed upon 

workers within the labor process. The existence of such alienation runs counter to two quite 

common claims with regard to, on one hand, knowledge workers and, on the other hand, the 

affective or aesthetic dimension of social life. Ross (2004) and Gregg (2011), for example, claim that 

creative workers tend to be overabsorbed by their socio-technical milieu to an extent that precludes 

the development of critical subjectivities and, in Ross, precludes resistance. To be alienated from 

one’s labor is to be at least somewhat critical of one’s product and, perhaps, one’s labor conditions. 

Workers may be aesthetically enrolled or absorbed and consenting, but they maintain critical 

distance from that which they produce. Affectively, aesthetically, or sensually engaged, workers 

reflect upon their product with disdain. In other words, they employ their socially shaped faculty of 
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judgment and deem their product to be undesirable. These particular, irresolvable tensions mark 

creative labor as distinct from emotional, manual, or even aesthetic labor (i.e., comportment, manner 

of dress, etc.). 

Simultaneously, workers appear aesthetically enrolled and alienated. This finding highlights 

an already noted problem with much of the turn to affect in critical theory. Affect theorists – most 

notably Brian Massumi (2002, 2015) - posit the affective or aesthetic dimensions of social life as key, 

potential sites and sources of socio-political resistance. The affective or aesthetic dimension of social 

life - precognitive, pre-rational, and asocial (but not pre-social) – supposedly remains autonomous 

from rigid and overdetermined codifications and categorizations. According to this growing body of 

literature, one’s ability to affect and be affected remains partially outside of discourse and thus, 

potentially, resistant to power. In this dissertation, I found quite the opposite. As I illustrated in the 

preceding chapters, organizations and platforms dominate workers at precisely this affective or 

aesthetic level of experience. Workers’ critiques tend to be based in their value-rational judgments 

and economic interests, thus organized resistance to control, were it present, might mobilize along 

these lines as workers in the performing arts have in France (see Lazzarato 2011). As such, I am 

arguing both with and against affect theory insofar as I highlight the importance and relative 

autonomy of social life’s aesthetic or affective dimension while arguing that this pre-cognitive, pre-

reflective component of subjectivity tends to provide a basis for a partial, fragile, and ultimately 

critical consent rather than resistance. 

To posit a theory of creative labor required that I provide a definition of requisite labor 

along with specific modes of control, alienation, and resistance. As argued earlier, creative labor 

requires a variety of commonplace skills related to the interpretation and mobilization of signs, 

symbols, and material artifacts (often technologies) and improvisation using these same signs, 

symbols, and material artifacts. In other words, creative labor consists of the most distinctly human 
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capacities for productive activities. This definition provides for the wide usage of the concept in 

many domains of social life while avoiding the instrumental pragmatism (i.e., useful problem-

solving) espoused by management scholars and the overly romantic definitions put forth by more 

social theorists.  

Deploying creative labor in the cases examined above requires knowledge, often tacit and 

difficult to codify. Controlling creative labor hinges upon focusing the accumulation of said 

knowledge and spurring interpretive and improvisational capacities into action toward some 

organizational or managerial goal or project. Management tends to accomplish this task by 

modulating the sensorial, felt experience of work – often through technology, but also inviting self-

expression and the anxiety produced by the managerial invitation to “be creative.” Insofar as 

creative labor requires the use and subordination of judgment, creative labor in the service of capital 

tends to be alienated creativity wherein the labor process alienates workers from their generic 

capacity for judgment. Lastly, resistance in the above contexts tended to be atomized and fleeting. 

Workers withdraw or exit, they crack jokes in backrooms or while on cigarette breaks, but 

discussions of broader mobilization never occur and wider movements seem nascent at best. This 

differs sharply from Europe and thus suggests the limits of focusing solely on the U.S. and the need 

for comparative research that addresses this divergence. Likewise, workers’ lack of power may also 

be contingent upon the primary location under study in this dissertation (Los Angeles) wherein an 

overabundance of labor devalues and disempowers workers such as those found at CI and in the 

offices of The Future. Insofar as the platform depends upon a globally dispersed workforce, one 

may expect similar findings as mediated by particular, national or local regulations on platforms. 
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Theoretical Contributions to the Sociologies of Work, Culture, and Organizations 

 In addition to providing a theory of creative labor, this dissertation makes several smaller 

contributions to the sociologies of work and culture. In the sociology of work, my findings fill 

several missing components of labor process theory with regard to social control and the role of 

technology within the labor process. Within cultural sociology, my findings suggest a needed 

emphasis on embodied, felt or sensed meanings and thus contribute to cultural sociology’s emerging 

research literature related to aesthetics and materiality. As highlighted in Chapter 3, this dissertation 

contributes to labor process theory by attending to aesthetic subjectivities at work. In emphasizing 

the material, aesthetic, or sensual aspects of the labor process, this dissertation highlights aesthetic 

experience’s absence within labor process theory wherein research focuses on workers’ economic or 

identity interests and ideology as key components of the social control over work. Instead, I argue 

that interactions between organizational artifacts (e.g., technology) and employees form a material 

basis upon which may be built more fully elaborated discursive constructions such as ideology or 

identity – the focus of labor process theory’s reclamation of a “full subject.” It should be noted that 

organizational artifacts produce highly contingent effects – technology in particular – and so 

empirical generalization to other social, cultural, and organizational contexts requires further 

empirical research.  

 Relatively recently, the sociology of culture began to take what might be termed a “material 

turn.” Somewhat late to the party, sociology follows on the heels of anthropology, cultural studies, 

and even organization and management studies (see, e.g., Highmore 2010; Leonardi, Nardi, and 

Kallinikos 2013; Miller 2005; Orlikowski 2007). Even so, much of cultural sociology continues to 

focus on discursive or verbal forms of meaning and so text continues to feature prominently in most 

analyses. For example, sociology’s recent methodological forays into “big data” analysis attempt 

often claim a god-like view of social life, but ultimately leave us with text-based traces of platform-
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formatted social behavior. This dissertation contributes to the emerging material turn insofar as I 

extended theories developed in quite different contexts – notably art consumption - into the domain 

of work.  

This dissertation’s contributions to organizational research on aesthetics and materiality 

respectively lie in my empirical focus on technology as an aesthetic object and materialities that span 

organizational boundaries. As I illustrated in this dissertation and elsewhere (Siciliano 2016b), 

platforms exert power over the labor process due to the fact that they exist as infrastructures of the 

digital economy owned and controlled by single firms. As an infrastructural technology, platforms 

embed the interests of their owners (often global capital) within all firms that make use of the 

platform. This extends not only to calculative procedures as in the metrics described here, but 

through technology’s aesthetic elements such as the interface. As argued above, technologies contain 

a distinctly aesthetic element beyond mere technical utility. Rather than deadening or emancipating 

workers, technologies may also afford the possibility of rather lively labor processes. My findings 

suggest that contemporary organizations possess the capacity to simultaneously captivate and exploit 

rather than simply disenchant and render numb. Future research might fruitfully explore the 

sensorial experience of organizational technologies in different empirical contexts with variation by 

institutional conditions.  

Future research might fruitfully include variation at the level of the nation state in order to 

capture the effects of differences in labor policy and other forms of regulation. Evidence presented 

in Chapters 5 and 6 suggest the importance of place despite the global nature of production and so, 

beyond national variation, the data presented in this dissertation suggest the need to be attentive to 

intra-national variation between urban hubs of cultural production and regions less often studied by 

those concerned with creative labor and the culture industries. Having summarized my findings and 

key arguments, I now discuss the more practical, policy relevance of my findings. 
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Potential Policy Relevance 

Driven primarily by theoretical questions, I remained rather aloof with regard to potential 

policy implications throughout this dissertation. My findings do, however, highlight the need for 

serious labor policy discussion regarding skill, workplace communication, and the power of 

platforms. As I argued for the past several hundred pages, these jobs require creative labor – a set of 

very human skills that most people possess. In the current historical context, creative labor requires 

technology – often fairly generic, but also specialized technologies. All of the four types of work 

described above required competence, fluency, and ease within smartphones, texting, email, instant-

messaging, social media, Apple and Microsoft computers, and Google’s Search and Office Suite of 

cloud-based applications to name just a few. This also requires knowledge of proper communication 

etiquette for each of these varied systems (e.g., when and how to email, length of communication, 

frequency, etc.) in addition to culturally specific competencies for the interpretation of signs and 

symbols (i.e., creative labor).  

A key implication for policy, then, revolves around training and the possibility of a widening 

work participation gap between those already fluent and at ease within these systems and those for 

whom constant communication does not “feel” normal. Even if internet and smartphone usage 

continues to expand as it has over the past 10 years, that expansion of access and usage does not 

guarantee the tacit knowledge required to use such technology in the context of paid employment.  

This brings me to another point regarding workplace communication. My findings show a 

variety of different kinds of workers that seem to always be working and, if not working, always 

producing value for some firm – even if it is not always their direct employer. I set myself the task of 

explaining why they do so, but for policy it might be better to ask what time constraints should be 

placed upon the constant communication that myself and others find to be a generic feature of work 

in culture and information industries in the U.S., U.K., and Australia (see, Gregg 2011; Wajcman 
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2016; Wajcman and Rose 2011). The expectation of being available around the clock for jobs that 

yield a salary below the national median income essentially drives hourly pay rates down below the 

United States’s national minimum wage. Working in excess of 40 hours a week may be rather 

common for salaried workers in the U.S., however, organizations such as those described above 

seem to push this feature of salaried employment beyond the common lament of the salaried 

employee. The evidence presented in this dissertation and in other research publications suggest that 

regulation of workplace communication should at least be a topic of policy discussion. 

Last, my research on platform-based content production suggest a need to seriously consider 

the power wielded by platforms. The blackboxed quality of platform-based employment presents a 

situation in which workers may and in fact are subject to wage changes and dismissal with prior 

notice, justification, or process of appeal. Few people would consider YouTube creators to be 

employees of YouTube and yet, without workers’ time and their investments in production 

technology, YouTube’s revenue would vanish. The same may be said for all platforms from Uber to 

AirBnb to TaskRabbit. Though YouTube represents a rather unique case, all platforms tend to share 

a similar opacity in terms of their inner-workings such as payment rates. On the YouTube platform, 

there appears to be no baseline piece rate for content creators and, contrary to U.S. regulation, the 

platform’s advertising-based piece rate does not correspond in any way to the number of hours 

spent producing content or producing the inventory of audiences sold by the platform for profit.  

The platform also officially forbids discussion of wages earned by its “users.” Though this 

does not legally shut down discussions of individual piece rates, this stipulation from the platform 

forms part of the “user agreement” and thus, at present, may be enforced regardless of legality in 

terms of labor law. As it stands, creators do not work for the platform, they simply use the platform 

as users and thus may be denied the ability to earn income from the platform if found to be in 

violation of the terms of service laid out in the user agreement. As suggested in data presented 
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above, one cannot appeal to the platform – Google/Alphabet in this case – without the aid of an 

intermediary organization which in turn profits from the platform’s lack of responsiveness just as 

Christians used to pay indulgences in order to ask forgiveness from their god by way of a priest. All 

of this points to a disproportionate amount of power held by the platform – one that far outstrips 

disparities commonly found in more traditional forms of employment in terms of speed, scale, 

scope, and absoluteness. As such, the power of platforms over work requires further examination 

and, potentially, regulation. 
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Appendix A 

Table	A.1.	Employment	and	wages	in	the	United	States.	

Occupational	Classification	 Employed	
Percentage	of	

National	
Employment	

Annual	
Median	
Wage	

Percentage	of	
National	Median	

Wage	

Management	occupations	 	6,542,950		 4.9%	 	$95,600		 273%	

Creative/cognitive	occupations	 32,826,600	 24.8%	
	 	Computer	and	Mathematical	Occupations	 	3,696,180		 2.8%	 	$77,860		 222%	

Legal	Occupations	 	1,041,700		 0.8%	 	$76,100		 217%	

Architecture	and	Engineering	Occupations	 	2,380,840		 1.8%	 	$74,530		 212%	

Business	and	Financial	Operations	Occupations	 	6,658,090		 5.0%	 	$63,800		 182%	

Healthcare	Practitioners	and	Technical	Occupations	 	7,755,810		 5.8%	 	$61,120		 174%	

Life,	Physical,	and	Social	Science	Occupations	 	1,135,030		 0.9%	 	$60,860		 173%	

Education,	Training,	and	Library	Occupations	 	8,400,640		 6.3%	 	$46,140		 132%	

Arts,	Design,	Entertainment,	Sports,	and	Media	Occupations	 	1,758,310		 1.3%	 	$44,610		 127%	

All	other	occupations	 93,219,250	 70.3%	
	 	Installation,	Maintenance,	and	Repair	Occupations	 	5,138,130		 3.9%	 	$41,440		 118%	

Community	and	Social	Service	Occupations	 	1,901,730		 1.4%	 	$40,810		 116%	

Construction	and	Extraction	Occupations	 	5,088,030		 3.8%	 	$40,670		 116%	

Protective	Service	Occupations	 	3,257,690		 2.5%	 	$36,770		 105%	

Office	and	Administrative	Support	Occupations	 	21,442,800		 16.2%	 	$32,010		 91%	

Production	Occupations	 	8,765,180		 6.6%	 	$31,250		 89%	

Transportation	and	Material	Moving	Occupations	 	9,005,120		 6.8%	 	$29,100		 83%	

Healthcare	Support	Occupations	 	3,924,390		 3.0%	 	$26,080		 74%	
Sales	and	Related	Occupations	 	14,068,190		 10.6%	 	$25,160		 72%	
Building	and	Grounds	Cleaning	and	Maintenance				
Occupations	 	4,291,410		 3.2%	 	$22,970		 65%	

Personal	Care	and	Service	Occupations	 	3,986,740		 3.0%	 	$21,010		 60%	

Farming,	Fishing,	and	Forestry	Occupations	 	435,250		 0.3%	 	$19,380		 55%	

Food	Preparation	and	Serving	Related	Occupations	 	11,914,590		 9.0%	 	$19,020		 54%	

All	Occupations	
	

132,588,810		 100.0%	 	$35,080		 100%	
Source:	Occupational	Employment	Statistics	(OES)	Survey	2013,	U.S.	Bureau	of	Labor	Statistics		
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Appendix B 
 
Table	B.1.	Revenue	and	employment	in	U.S.	digital	media	industries,	2007-2012.	

Year	 Establishments	 Paid	employees	 Revenue	 Annual	payroll	

2007	 	3,244		 	74,392		 	31,094,247,000		 	8,460,681,000		

2012	 	6,883		 	181,317		 	86,853,040,000		 	32,690,134,000		

Percent	Change	 112%	 144%	 179%	 286%	
Sources:	U.S.	Economic	Census	2007	and	2012;	NAICS	519130	
	

Table	B.2.	Revenue	and	employment	in	U.S.	sound	industries,	2007-2012.	

Year	 Establishments	 Employees	 Revenue	 Annual	payroll	

2007	 2,916	 15,959	 5,768,038,000	 908,650,000	

2012	 2,972	 15,228	 5,495,916,000	 913,763,000	
Percent	
change	 2%	 -5%	 -5%	 1%	

Sources:	U.S.	Economic	Census	2007	and	2012;	NAICS	512200	
	
Table	B.3.	Percent	Female	of	Total	Employees,	1990-2010	

Occupational	classification	 1990	 2000	 2005	 2006	 2007	 2008	 2009	 2010	

Information		 49.3	 46.7	 43.5	 43.0	 42.4	 42.2	 41.7	 40.8	

(includes	music	&	digital	media)	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	Source:	U.S.	Economic	Census	2010,	Table	633	-	Women	Employees	on	Nonfarm	Payrolls	by				

Major	Industry	
	 	 	

	

	

Table	B.4.	Largest	occupational	groups	in	U.S.	media	&	information	industries,	2014	

Occupational	classification	 Employees	 Percentage	of	
Employment	

Office	and	Administrative	Support	Occupations	 506,630	 19%	

Computer	and	Mathematical	Occupations	 497,580	 18%	

Arts,	Design,	Entertainment,	Sports,	and	Media	Occupations	 450,780	 16%	

Sales	and	Related	Occupations	 339,810	 12%	

Installation,	Maintenance,	and	Repair	Occupations	 265,060	 10%	

Business	and	Financial	Operations	Occupations	 196,670	 7%	

Management	Occupations	 190,510	 7%	

Personal	Care	and	Service	Occupations	 58,460	 2%	

Food	Preparation	and	Serving	Related	Occupations	 47,650	 2%	

Transportation	and	Material	Moving	Occupations	 44,970	 2%	

Other	Occupations	 136,743	 5%	

Total	 2,734,863	 100.00	
Source:	May	2014	National	Industry-Specific	Occupational	Employment	and	Wage	Estimates;	NAICS	51	
(U.S.	Bureau	of	Labor	Statistics	2015)	
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